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Preface

During the past twenty-five years many of the advances in

differential geometry of surfaces in euclidean space have had to

do with transformations of surfaces of a given type into surfaces

of the same type. Before this period Bianchi and Backlund had

established their transformations of a pseudospherical surface into

pseudospherical surfaces, the essential feature of which is that

a given surface and any transform are the focal surfaces of a W
congruence. Furthermore, Bianchi (Lezioni, 383) established the

so-called theorem of permutability of such transformations; that

is, if Si and $2 are two transforms of S there can be found a fourth

surface 8' which is a transform of both 6\ and Ss . Later (foot-

note 41) he showed that there is a similar theorem of permutability

for transformations such that a given surface and a transform are

the focal surfaces of a W congruence.

In 1899 G-uichard (f. n. 100) announced two theorems con-

cerning the deformations of a quadric of revolution which led to

the transformations of Darboux of isothermic surfaces. In such

a transformation a surface and its transform are the sheets of

the envelope of a two-parameter family of spheres with the lines

of curvature corresponding on the two sheets. Families of spheres

of this type are associated with cyclic systems of circles, which

Ribaucour was the first to investigate extensively, and consequently

two surfaces which are the sheets of the envelope of a two-para-

meter family of spheres with lines of curvature in correspondence

are said to be in the relation of a transformation of Ribaucour.

Bianchi showed that for transformations of Ribaucour (f. n. 54)

and in particular for transformations of Darboux of isothermic

surfaces (f. n. 64) there is a theorem of permutability in the sense

mentioned above.

When two surfaces are in the relation of a transformation

of Ribaucour, the lines joining corresponding points on the surfaces

form a congruence whose developables meet the surfaces in their
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lines of curvature. The transformations of Darbonx are a particular

case of transformations of conjugate systems, or nets, with equal

point invariants, such that the lines joining corresponding points

of such a net and a transform form a congruence whose deve-

lopables meet the surfaces on which the nets He in these nets and

corresponding points of the two nets divide harmonically the focal

segment of the corresponding lines of the congruence; these trans-

formations were first studied by Koenigs (f. n. 17) and are called

transformations K.

When two nets and the congruence of the joins of corre-

sponding points are so related that the developables of the con-

gruence meet the surfaces on which the nets lie in these nets,

we say that either net is obtained from the other by a fundamental

transformation, or more briefly a transformation F. We have

remarked that transformations of Bibaucour and transformations A^

are of this type. The general transformations F for 3-space have

been studied by Jonas and the author (f. n. 15) and a theorem

of permutability of these transformations has been established.

Most, if not all, of the transformations which have been

developed in recent years are reducible to transformations F or

to transformations of the type such that a surface and a trans-

form are focal surfaces of a W congruence. It is the purpose of

this book to develop these two types of transformations and thereby

to coordinate the results of many investigations.

October, 1922.

Luther Pfahler Eisenhart.
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Chapter I.

Conjugate nets and congruences.

i. Geometric entities of euclidean n-space. A point in

euclidean space of n dimensions is determined by a system of

n numbers x1

,
.... #", called the coordinates of the point, which

are a generalization of cartesian coordinates in euclidean 3-space.

We refer to the point as P(x). Thus x typifies all of the coordinates.

In like manner P(y) is the point whose coordinates are y
1

,
. . . . y

n
.

The distance d between P(x) and P(y) is defined by the equation

As thus used 2 indicates the sum of all terms of the type

(y
i

a;*)
2
,
but we write it in the above form without subscripts or

superscripts, and shall do so in what follows.

If X1

,
. . . . Xn are n numbers, the points whose coordinates are

of the form

where u is a parameter, lie on a line through P(x). The quantities X
are called direction-parameters of the line. Evidently they are deter-

mined only to within a factor. This equation represents each of

the n equations y
i= xi

-{- uX*. It is important that the reader

should become familiar with this notation. It is understood that u

is the same for all n equations.

Two non-coincident lines whose corresponding direction-para-

meters X and T are proportional are said to be parallel. The angle

of inclination of two non-parallel lines of direction-parameters X1

and Yi
is defined to be

cos e =

When cos = the lines are said to be perpendicular.
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The locus of the points whose coordinates are of the form

y = x -\-uX-\-vY,

where u and v are parameters, is a plane. The locus of the points

whose coordinates satisfy a relation of the form

aV-f aV+. . . .+ anxnjr an+ l=Q,

where the a's are constants, is called a hyperplane. For the sake

of brevity we write the above equation in the fonn^arr+an+1= 0.

In particular, xi == is the equation of a coordinate hyperplane.

Two hyperplanes

are said to be parallel when the corresponding quantities ai and l>
1

(i
=

1, ____ n) are proportional. The angle of inclination 8 of two

non-parallel hyperplanes is defined by

COS0 =

When cos 6 = 0, the two hyperplanes are said to be perpendicular.

In particular, any two coordinate hyperplanes are perpendicular.

A line is a special type of curve, which by definition is the

locus of a point whose coordinates x are functions
1
) of a parameter u.

The tangent to a curve at a point is the line through the point

whose direction-parameters are -= .

du
A plane is a special case of a surface, the latter being defined

to be the locus of a point whose coordinates x are functions of

two parameters u and v. The points of the surface for which

v has the same value is called a parametric curve v = const. There

is a one-parameter family of curves v = const, on a surface.

') In this treatment the parameters may he real or complex, and the only

requirements made of the functions is that they and their derivatives (to such

order as the latter appear in the development) are uniform and continuous.
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When u and v are replaced by functions of two new parameters u'

and v', we get new parametric curves, and conversely any two

one-parameter families of curves can be made parametric.

As in the case of 3-space [ 25]
2
), it can be shown that the

tangents to all the curves at an ordinary point P of a surface lie

in a plane, called the tangent plane at the point.

2. Conjugate nets. Normal parameters. When the para-

meters of a surface are such that the coordinates x are solutions

of the same equation of the Laplace form,

8'0 a loga 30 . 9 log 6 90

dudv
'

dv du du dv'

the parametric curves are said to form a conjugate net, or simply

a net. As a consequence of this definition a net in 3-space consists

of a conjugate system of curves [ 80]. Equation (1) is called the

point equation of the net. We speak of the net as N(x).

As in the case of ordinary space, if we put

it is readily found that [cf. 63]

3 log a
r
dv

'

du dlogb
*
du

J
dv

dv 2H* du 2H*

The functions E, F, G are called the fundamental coefficients of

the net.

The functions -,

- and - - are direction-parameters of the tan-
du dv

gents to the curves v = const, and u = const, respectively, of a net

whose point equation is (1). The same is true of the functions a r

and ft' defined by
dx _ , ,

dx _ ,,,

du * a
' dv 2

*) A reference in square brackets, thus [ 25], is to the author's Differential

Geometry, Ginn and Co., 1909; in parentheses, thus (25), is to the present volume.
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p' and q' being functions of u and v. If these equations be dif-

ferentiated with respect to v and u respectively, we have in con-

sequence of (1)

(4) ^-mX+ n^', ^jW'+%ft
where

a 0' 8log&

y Bi = : y~^'
^

9 log a 8 . &

The coordinates of points on the tangents to curves v = const.

and u = const, have the respective forms

By means of (4) we find that the derivatives of these functions

with respect to v and u respectively are linear in
'

and /?'.

Conversely, if a surface is referred to any system of para-

metric curves, a point on the tangent to v = const, has coordinates

dx
of the form x+ 1

-
. When v varies the direction-parameters of

du
the tangent are

dx . dt dx d*x
~T ~^~~ ~^77 T '

dv dv du dudv

Hence if this tangent is to be in the tangent plane to the surface,
3 x 9 x

the preceding expression must be a linear combination of - and -
,du dv

and we have the theorem:

A necessary and sufficient condition that a system of curves on

a surface form a net is that any point on the tangent to a curve

v = const, moves in the tangent plane as v varies.

This theorem gives a geometric characterization of a net in

the sense that the tangents to v = const, are characteristics of

the tangent planes along a curve u = const. It will be convenient

at times to refer to the tangent plane to a surface on which

a given net lies as the tangent plane of the net.
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Evidently any functions proportional to a' and ft' are also

direction-parameters. We wish to consider now the particular

parameters a and ft, such that

dx dx

in which case equations (4) become

da dfi
(b) ~^- n^ ^"

where m and n are functions of u and v given by

db da

Following Guichard we say that the 's and /tf's are the normal

parameters of the net.

Conversely, if we have n pairs of functions a and ft satisfying

equations of the form (6), where m and n are given functions of u

and v, each pair of functions a and b satisfying (7) leads by

quadratures of the form (5) to a net. Thus the complete integration

of (7) determines a family of nets, such that at points with the

same values of u and v on the nets the tangents to the curves

v = const, and n = const, are parallel. A representation of all

these nets is given by drawing through the origin lines whose

direction-parameters are the 's and /S's. We call this representation

a "point net.

3. Determination of nets on a surface. Consider the

differential equation

where A, B, C, D and E are functions of w and v. If we change
the independent variables, putting

M' = <?! (u, v), v'
<jp2 (w, v),
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the resulting equation is of the form

where

,/_. A + 25 1A h2jB""
D/ . du' dv' . -r^ldu' dv

f

dv' du'\ , ~du' dv'
J-e'

J l_ JJ I _1_ I _l_ fi

du du \ du dv du dv]
'

dv dv'

From these expressions it follows that if ^ and y2 are resolutions of

equation (9) is of the form (1). Since ^ and r/ 2 must be functionally

independent, they are obtained by solving the two differential

equations of the first order which are factors of

(10) Adv* 2Bdudv + Cdu*= Q.

Darboux 3
) has called (10) the differential equation of the characteristics

of (8).

There is only one such function y when

(11) AC B*=0.

If we take it for u'
', equation (9) is reducible to the form

T = 0.

Let 8 be a surface in 3-space whose cartesian coordinates

x are functions of any two parameters u and v. We can find by
differentiation an equation of the form (8) satisfied by the three

coordinates and by any function of them, say F(x\ x*, x
s
). Then

3
) Lemons, vol. 1, p. 193.
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the curves defined by (10) form a net, which is determined by
the character of F; or if (11) is satisfied, a family of asymptotic

lines [ 77].

If 8 is a surface in 4-space
4
), an equation of the form (8) can

be found which is satisfied by the four coordinates, and this equation

is unique to within a factor. Consequently there is a unique net

on 8, unless (11) is satisfied, in which case equation (10) defines

a self-conjugate family of curves.

When S is a surface in a space* of order higher than the

fourth, it is not always possible to find an equation of the form (8)

satisfied by all of the coordinates of S. Consequently in such spaces

there are surfaces upon which there are not any nets.

4. Parallel nets. When the points of two surfaces are in

a one-to-one correspondence of any sort, and two corresponding

systems of curves are taken as parametric, the parameters can be

chosen so that u and v have the same values on the two surfaces

at corresponding points. It is understood that this plan will be

followed hereafter whenever we are dealing with point-to-point

correspondence between two surfaces.

We inquire under what conditions the tangents to the curves

of the parametric systems at corresponding points on two surfaces

are parallel. When these conditions are satisfied we say that the

two systems are parallel. The coordinates x and x' of the two

systems, expressed as functions of the parameters u and v, must

satisfy the equations

where h and I are functions of u and v such that the conditions

3 ldx'\ d

dv \ du I du\dv

are satisfied. These equations show that the #'s satisfy an equation

of the form (1), where now a and & are given by

4
) When we speak of a surface in n-space, it is meant that the surface

is not contained in any space of order less than n.
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Hence a necessary condition that a system admit a parallel system

is that it be a net. Evidently the parallel system also forms a net.

In fact, it follows from (12) that the coordinates x' are solutions

of the equation

8
2
0' I 8 loga 80' h 8log6 80'

dudv
~~

h dv du
~

I du dv'

which may be written in the form

8*0' 8 log a' BO' , 8log&' 80'

dudv
~

dv du du dv'

where

(16) a'=ah, V= bl.

Assume that we have a net whose equation is (1). Each pair

of functions satisfying (13) gives by quadratures (12) a parallel net.

If is any solution of (1), the function 0' given by the quadratures

(17) ----h*L M ,90
\ -*- J

-
' v i v ~~r

du du' dv dv

is a solution of (14); we call and 0' corresponding solutions of

(1) and (14).

The analytical problem of finding parallel nets may be given

another form. If we define a function g> by

(18) h l = y,

equations (13) may be replaced by

dl 8log& dl
-

5
) A particular solution of these equations is h = I = const., in which case

the surfaces are homothetic transforms of one another with respect to the origin,

to within a translation. We exclude this case hereafter.
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The condition of integrability of these equations leads directly to

(20)

Each solution of this equation leads by a quadrature (19) and by

(18) to a pair of solutions of equations (13), and consequently to

the determination of a parallel net.

Equation (20) is by definition the adjoint of equation (1). Hence

we have the theorem:

The determination of nets parallel to a given net N is equivalent

to the solution of the adjoint of the point equation of N.

The functions h and I are determined by (18) and (19) only

to within the same additive constant k. Hence if h and I are

one set of solutions of (18) and (19), and x' the corresponding

solution of (12), the other solutions h-\-k, l+ k lead to x'+ kx.

Suppose now that we have two nets N and N' such that the

tangents to the curves of parameter u at corresponding points are

parallel. We shall show that N and N' are parallel, unless they

are planar nets.

By hypothesis the first of equations (12) holds. Differentiating

it whith respect to v and making use of the fact that x satisfies

(1) and x f

(15), we get

8logfr' dx' ,_8_, ha dx 8log6 dx

du
"

dv
~~

dv g
a' du du dv'

dx
If the coefficient of - -

is zero, the theorem is established. If it
du

is not equal to zero, we express the condition of integrability of this

equation and the first of (12). The resulting equation is reducible

to the form
d'x _ _ A _dx_. p dx

du* du dv
'

Expressing the condition of integrability of this equation and (1),

we get an equation of the form

9 'a- dx . dx
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In 40 it will be shown that at most two linearly independent

functions can satisfy two such equations and (1). Hence:

If two non-planar nets correspond and the tangents to the

parametric curves in one family are parallel, the nets are parallel.

If N(x) and N'(x') are parallel nets, the coordinates of any

point on the line L joining corresponding points are of the form

x-\- t(x' x).

In consequence of (12) the derivatives of this expression are

reducible to

dt ,_
du

(x x)}

dv
^

dv
v

Hence the points for which t has the respective values

1 h' I /

describe surfaces 2l and 22 such that the lines L are tangent to

the curves v = const, on 2t and u = const, on 2S . The coordinates y
and z of J2t and 2% are

x' hx x Ix
y - -' * = --

A one-parameter family of straight lines tangent to a curve

or meeting in a point, or having constant direction-parameters is

called a developable surface*}; Any other one-parameter family of

lines constitutes a skew ruled surface. In a two-parameter family

of lines each relation between the parameters determines a surface.

developable or skew. Each line of the family belongs to an infinity

of these surfaces. In space of three dimensions two of these

surfaces are developable [ 163]. In spaces of higher order there

6
) cf. [ 27]. As in 3-space we use the terms cone and cylinder for the

second and third types here mentioned.
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are not necessarily two developables of the family through each

line. We call a congruence in n-space a two-parameter family of

lines such that through each line pass two developable surfaces

of the family. Hereafter it is understood that the parameters

and v of the congruence are such that these developables are given

by u = const, and v = const.

The preceding results may be stated thus:

The lines joining corresponding points on two parallel nets form
a congruence whose developables meet the surfaces on which the nets

lie in the nets.

The points, Fl and F^ whose coordinates are given by (21)

are called the first and second focal points of the line of the

congruence on which they lie; that is, the point at which the line

is tangent to the curve of parameter u is called the first focal

point. The focal points are also spoken of as being of the first

and second rank. The surfaces, 2^ and -22 ,
the loci of Ji and F2

respectively, are called the first and second focal surfaces of the

congruence.

We remark that the tangent planes of the second focal surface

are the osculating planes of the curves of parameter u of the first

focal surface, and the tangent planes of the first focal surface are

the osculating planes of the curves of parameter v of the second

focal surface [cf. 163].

By differentiating equations (21), we obtain

( dy x' x dh
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any congruence consists of the joins of corresponding points on two

parallel nets. Hence:

The developables of a congruence meet each of the focal sur-

faces in a net.

Following Guichard, we say that a net and a congruence are

conjugate when the developables of the congruence meet the surface

of the net in the curves of the net, provided that the surface is

not a focal surface of the congruence. Accordingly we may state

the next to the last theorem in the form:

The lines joining corresponding points of two parallel nets form
a congruence conjugate to these nets.

5. Congruences conjugate to a net. We consider a net

N(x) and a congruence G of direction-parameters X passing through

points of the net. We seek the general conditions to be satisfied

by the parameters X in order that N and O shall be conjugate.

A necessary and sufficient condition that N and G be conjugate
is that on each line of G there be two points defined by equations

of the form

(24) y = xlX, z = x

such that as u and v vary respectively the corresponding point moves

tangentially to the line. This is expressed analytically by

(25) = ,X,du

where a and T are determinate functions. Substituting the above

values, we arrive at equations of the form

/0
dx

2
dX dx dX

(26) - 1 -

Expressing the condition of integrability of these equations, we
find that the parameters X must satisfy an equation of the form

(97)
. 80

dudv
"

dv du du dv
h
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Hence we have the theorem:

The direction-parameters of a congruence referred to its develop-

ables satisfy an equation of Laplace.

We call (27) the direction equation of the congruence,

When now we require that the point M of coordinates x

describe a net whose equation is (1), we find on differentiating

equations (26) with respect to v and u respectively that the

coefficients in (27) have the respective values

(28)

_

and

(29)

a dlogS _ 1 / 8 log 6~~ _ g aiogft\

\ _& r_ g /8 . 6 . v 9loga\~ ~_ r_~
r

If these two sets of values of the coefficients be equated, we

get the following equations of condition:

(30)

9

9

du

j +
_5_ + lMi(|_i) =0)

! , joo^/l i\

ft A/i* 9w \[t I)

dv A 9w /*

If the last of these equations be replaced by

(31)
du

9 log*

dv '

where t is thus defined, the first two are reducible to

(32)
dv

,

_ =
dv t*

d t
, 9log6/* t\-
j

r z~l U.

'O We note that if we put -y
= h,

=
/,

w =
/?
=

0, equations (26) and

(30) reduce to (12) and (13).
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Moreover, equations (26) can be written

dx 8

Comparing these equations with (12), we see that the locus of the

point whose coordinates x' are given by

(34) x' = Xt

is a net parallel to N. Hence by a quadrature (31) we can deter-

mine direction-parameters of the congruence which are the cartesian

coordinates of a net N' parallel to N, and we have the theorem:

If a net N is conjugate to a congruence G, a net N' parallel

to N can be found by quadratures tvhose cartesian coordinates are

direction-parameters of the congruence.

Conversely, if N' is any net parallel to N and through points

of the latter we draw lines parallel to lines joining the origin to

corresponding points of N', that is, lines with direction-parameters x,
the coordinates of any point P on such a line are of the form

(35) x-

The first derivatives of this expression are of the form

t*e\ dx dr
,

9cc - dr
,

(36) (1 rh)
- x. (1 rl) x.

8tt
v

du 9v dv

When r takes the values 1/h and I/I respectively, the points are

focal points of the line, and hence the lines form a congruence.

The coordinates of the focal points are of the form

(37) y = x
j~
x') z = x x'.

fl t

From these results follows the theorem:

Any congruence conjugate to a given net N can be obtained by

draiving through points ofN lines parallel to lines joining the origin

to corresponding points of a net N' parallel to the given net; and

every parallel net determines in this way a congruence conjugate to N.
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It is evident from the above investigation that lines joining

any fixed point to N' determine the directions of a congruence con-

jugate to N.

If two congruences with corresponding direction-parameters

equal or proportional are said to be parallel, we have, as a corollary

of the above results, the theorem:

If two nets are parallel, every congruence conjugate to one is

parallel to a congruence conjugate to the other.

From (36) it follows that the point P with coordinates (35)

describes a net parallel to N when r is a constant, and only in

this case. Hence we have the theorem:

A congru.ence conjugate to a net N is conjugate to an infinity

of nets parallel to N.

Combining this result with the third theorem of 4, we have also :

Any congruence conjugate to a net N consists of the joins of

corresponding points of N and of a parallel net.

6. Focal Surfaces of a congruence. From (37) we have

by differentiation and reduction by means of (12):

l\fdx x' 8 log a

A2 du dv
""

\ */ \v h d.v

dz L h\ Idx x' 8losr6\ dz 1 82
(38)

(du \^ l! \du I du l
}

dv I
s dv

and

8
2
y _

8 . la dh\ dy d . ^(Ji-l\ dy

= /i_A\ (
dx x> 9I g &

\

\ l/\du I du r

(39)

a dh\ dy--
1 -I

h du) du
- - -- --- -

dudv dv h du) du du \ h ! dv'

d*z _d_ / lh\ dz
,

d
, ___

(dudv~~ dv
l s

\

a
I I

^ [og 'du\l dv dv

From these equations we see again that the developables meet the

focal surfaces in nets.

In order that the point midway between the focal points shall

describe the net N(x) conjugate to the congruence, we must have r

as follows from (37),

(40) l = h.
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From (13) and (16) it follows that in all generality we may take

(41) a = b

(42)

We recall that for an equation of the Laplace form

a*0 80 ,,90 ,

(43) = a --\-o- - + c0
dudv du dv

the functions

(44) H = - +

are called the invariants of the equation, since these functions are

invariant when equation (43) is transformed into an equation of the

same form in l7 where 0! = A0, A being any function of u and v.

From (41) and (42) we have for w-space the theorem announced

by Ribaucour for 3-space:

A necessary condition that the developables of a congruence meet

the middle surface in a net is that the direction equation of the

congruence have equal invariants; in this case the point equation

of the net on the middle surface also has equal invariants.

We are in position now to establish the theorem:

When two congruences are conjugate to a net, the joins of

corresponding focal points of the same rank form a congruence

conjugate to the nets described by these focal points.

Let N(x) be the net, and let the direction-parameters of the

congruences be the coordinates x' and x" of nets N' and N" parallel

to N, determined by solutions h, I and h: , li of (13). The coor-

dinates of the focal points of the congruences are of the respective

forms (37) and
" /v."

(45) yi
= x

, z\,
= x -

.

The coordinates of any point on the line joining the focal points

of coordinates y and y are of the form y-\-t(y yj. If we
differentiate this expression with respect to u and v and make use
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of (38) and similar equations for ylt we find that its first derivatives

are proportional to the corresponding first derivatives of y when
t = />j. Consequently the points of coordinates y and

generate parallel nets, and hence by the third theorem of 4 the

congruence is conjugate to these nets. In like manner we can

show that it is conjugate to the net of coordinates y: .

7. Laplace transforms. In [ 165] we have derived for

3-space the expressions for the cartesian coordinates of the second

focal surface of the congruence of tangents to the curves v = const.

or tc = const, of a net. The method followed is equally valid for

spaces of higher order. If (1) is the point equation of the net, the

coordinates of these respective second focal nets are of the form

_ _1__ 9x_ 1 dx
~

31og& du'
Xl ~

du dv

In fact we have

(48)

dx-i b d \~dudx dxi' a d .
\ dv \dx

dv 8_b_ dv &
\ ab I du

j

du
'

9. du b
\ ab / dv'

du dv

The nets NI and N-i with the respective coordinates^ anda;_i

are called the first Laplace transform of N and the minus first

Laplace transform respectively. If the point equation of N i is

written in the form

_i
(49J

we find that
86

ab d du bK/RAs

.(00)

The Laplace transfonns of a net parallel to N are defined by

equations of the form
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1 fix' ,_ ,
1

x x ~

du dv

From these, (14) and (48) we have

dx-i
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TJie coordinates ofany net conjugate to the congruence of tangents
to the curves u = const, or v = const of a net N(x) whose point

equation is (1) may be expressed in the respective forms *

6 dx _e_ dx_
y ~

>
z ~~

M. - -

dv du

where 6 is a solution of (1). Conversely, every solution of (I) gives

two nets conjugate to tlie congruences of tangents.

In order to prove the latter part of this theorem, we note

that if 6 is a solution of (1), we have from (53):

_., dy d logB , dz d logA
~d~u

~

du
(y~ z'i

~37
"

dv
** y)t

where

(5V A-- a
7?- -

bdA
--~d([> ^'"W'

du dv

From (54) we have by differentiation

9 logB dy

(56)

I

dudv dv &
\ du I du du dv'

d*z dlogA dz
,

d I 9log^i\ dz

dudv dv du
'

9w &
\ dv I dv

Hence the points of coordinates (53) describe nets. We call these

nets the Leiy transforms of N by means of 6.

As a corollary of the above theorem we have:

There are nets conjugate to any congruence.

It is evident that, if 6 is a solution of (1), the function

du

is a solution of (49), the point equation of the minus first Laplace
transform of N. We call B-\ the minus first Laplace transform

of e. From these equations. (47), (48) and (53), we have

2*
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0-! dx-

__

dv du

Consequently the net of coordinates z in (53) is the Levy transform

of the minus first Laplace transform of AT
by means of 0_i. Similar

results follow when we consider the net of coordinates y. Hence :

The Levy transforms of a net determined ~by a solution 6 of

the point equation ofN are Levy transforms of the minus first and

first Laplace transforms ofN by means of the corresponding Laplace

transforms of 6.

g. Determination of congruences. We saw in 5 that

the direction-parameters X of a congruence are solutions of an

equation of the form (27). If in (27) we put

we obtain

8V
(07)

where
1 IdlogA 36 8logJ? 80 d*0

\

~~e \~to~ ~^~ ~^T~~87 H
~dudvl'

Hence a necessary and sufficient condition that the quantities x'

are the cartesian coordinates of a net is that 6 be a solution

of (27).

By the above corollary of the theorem of Levy there are nets

conjugate to any congruence. From the second theorem of 5 it

follows that any one of these nets is parallel to a net whose

coordinates are direction-parameters of the congruence. Hence:

In order to obtain a congruence with a given set of direction-

parameters X, we find a solution 6 of the equation of Laplace

satisfied by the X's; then the quantities

(59) *'=4-u

are the coordinates of a net N' ; through points of a net N parallel

to N' draw lines with parameters X; these lines form a congruence

conjugate to N; all congruences with direction-parameters X can be

found in this way.
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From (38) we find by means of (12) and (16), that the direction-

parameters of the tangents to the curves u = const, and v = const,

respectively, on the first and second focal surfaces defined by (37)

are expressible in the form

dxr

,
9 log a' dxf

, 8log&'
dv dv du du

When x' is replaced by the value (59), the resulting expressions

are reducible to the same form in terms of X and the coefficients

of (27) to within the factor 1/6. Hence:

If the direction-parameters 'X of a congruence G are solutions

oj an equation (27), the functions

tan dX iMAv dX *- y
~d^ dv du~ ~~d^~

A

are direction-parameters of the tangents to tJie curves u = const, and

v = const., respectively, on the first and second focal surfaces of G.

We say that these congruences of tangents are the first derived

and minus first derived congruences of G, and we denote them by

GI and GI.
As a corollary of this theorem we have:

WJten two congruences are parallel, their focal nets of the same

rank are parallel.

Let M (XQ) be a generic point on the middle surface of a con-

gruence with direction- parameters X, the parameters u and v being

those of the developables of the congruence. The coordinates of

the focal points are of the form

(61) y^XQ-^-gX, z XQ gX.

Expressing that these values must satisfy (25), we have equations

of the form (26). In order that these equations be consistent, they

must reduce, on the assumption that the X's satisfy (27), to

9% dX

(62)

dxo
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and Q must satisfy the equation

which is the adjoint of equation (27).

Conversely, each solution of (63) and n linearly independent

solutions of (27) determine a congruence for which the surface of

coordinates x is the middle surface.

As a consequence of these results and the preceding corollary

we have:

The determination of nets parallel to the focal nets oj a con-

gruence is equivalent to the integration of the adjoint of the direction

equation of the congruence.

10. Congruences harmonic to a net. From (54) it follows

that the points of coordinates y and z defined by (53) are the focal

points of first and second rank respectively of the congruence of lines

joining these points. Hence:

The two Levy transforms of a net N by means of the same

solution B of the point equation ofN are the focal points of the con-

gruence of the joins of corresponding points of the transforms; that

is, the points defined by (53) are Laplace transforms of one another.

The mutual arrangement of N
R( }

and the congruence is shown in

fig. 1 where u and v indicate the

parameter varying along the curve;

this notation is used in all sub-

sequent figures.

A net and a congruence are said

to be harmonic when the foci of the

EiffJL &(*> congruence lie on the tangents of the

net, and the developables of the con-

gruence correspond to the curves of the net. As a consequence of

the above theorem and the first one of 8 we have:

When a net N is conjugate to a congruence G, the congruence

of tangents to one family of curves of N is harmonic to one of
the focal nets of G and the congruence of tangents of the other

family of curves is harmonic to the other focal net of G.
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A'

This situation is illustrated by fig. 2. We have also the theorem :

IfN is conjugate to a congruence G,

the osculating planes of tJie curves of

parameter u(v) of the first (second) focal

net ofG are determined by the lines ofG
and the tangents of the curves u(v) of N.

Suppose that we have a net N
and a congruence whose lines lie in tan-

gent planes of N and the developable*

of G correspond to the curves of N,

taken as parametric. As u varies, the

corresponding focus of a line of the con-

gruence must lie on the characteristic of

the developable of the tangent planes

along a curve v = const.
8
). Since these

characteristics are tangent to the curves u - =
const., we have

the theorem:

If lines of a congruence lie in tangent planes of a net and

developdbles of the congruence correspond to the curves of the net,

the congruence is harmonic to the net.

We shall prove that any congruence harmonic to a net N(x)

may be obtained as in the first theorem of this section. In fact,

the coordinates z and y of the foci R and S of a congruence

harmonic to N(x) are of the form

(64)

Now

dx dx
-r,
dv

dv
r
dx alogra--
du dv

dx L 9log&\
I

--
1 1 r -

I

dv \ du /

dx dx
Expressing the condition that this is proportional to r

t~jr~t

we get

(65)
JLJL-
dv r r dv t du rt

s
> This can be shown analytically by making use of the fact that the x'x

cannot satisfy (1) and two equations of the form referred to in 4.
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In similar manner the condition that the expression for ~- shall
du

fix dx .

be proportional to r t
- is

du dv

81 1 9 log a . 1 8log& 1
_l

---------

du t r dv t du tr

Hence there must exist a function such that

i -_L_9JL J_ 1 90

7"
"

~e du' t

"

e QV'

Substituting these values in
(65),

we find that 6 is a solution of

equation (1), and consequently equations (64) become equivalent

to (53). Hence we have the theorem:

A necessary and sufficient condition that a congruence be harmonic

to a net N(x) is that the focal nets of the congruence he Levy

transforms of N by means of the same solution 6 of the point

equation of N.

Since the direction-parameters of the harmonic congruence are

of the form
90 dx dd dx

du dv dv du'

it follows that if a second harmonic congruence, determined by
a function 6it is to be parallel to the given one, X must be a function

of 0. Since both must satisfy (1), 0j is a linear function of with

constant coefficients. Hence we have:

A necessary and sufficient condition that tivo congruences,

harmonic to a given net N and determined by solutions and 61 of
the point equation^ of N, be parallel is that 0j be a linear function

of 9 with constant coefficients.

Consider now a congruence G and two nets N^ and Ns harmonic

to G. Corresponding tangents to NI and N2 meet in a point of

a focal net of G, and the congruences of these tangents are con-

jugate to this focal net, by the theorem of Levy. These two con-

gruences and the nets NI and Na are in the relation discussed in

the last theorem of 6. Hence we have the theorem:
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If two nets are harmonic to a congruence, the joins of corre-

sponding points of the nets form a congruence conjugate to the nets.

ii. Derived nets. Derivant nets. Let O^ and #2 be con-

gruences harmonic to a net N, determined by solutions Q l and 2

of the point equation (1) of N
t

it being understood that 2 is not

a linear function of t . The function

9 0g

9u

is a solution of the second of equations (56) with replaced by 6 l}

that is, the point equation of the jsecond focal net of Gt . The

coordinates of the Levy transform N(x) of this focal net by means

of y conjugate to GI are of the form

x = z-

dv

dz

dv'

which in consequence of (53) and (54) is reducible to

90* n 90, \
dx [ n 90, A 90, \ dx

1 66) a; = x
dv dv

90, 90S 90, 90S

dv du

The coordinates ?/2 and z^ of the focal points of 6?2 are given

by (53) when is replaced by 2 . The point equation of the second
o t\ I fl A

focal surface of 6r2 admits the solution 0! 2 / ,
which deter-

9 u I ou

mines a Levj7 transform of this surface

conjugate to G*. The expressions for the

coordinates of this transform are reducible

to (66). Hence:

If two congruences are harmonic to a

net N, the point of intersection of corre-

sponding lines of the two congruences de-

scribes a net conjugate to the two congruences.

This result is illustrated by fig. 3,

where L\u and L\ v are Levy transforms
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of N\)j means of Oi and L2u and L2v by means of 2 . Nis called

the corresponding derived net by Guichard.

We shall prove the following converse of the above theorem:

If two congruences are conjugate to a net N, the planes determined

by pairs of corresponding lines of the congruences envelop a net

harmonic to the congruences.

Let the coordinates of the focal points of the congruences be

taken in the forms (37) and (45). We have seen that the point of

coordinates (46) describes a net parallel to the net of coordinates y,

and is conjugate to the congruence G of the lines joining the points

of coordinates y and y^. If the expression (46) is differentiated with

respect to v, the resulting expression is reducible by means of (12)

dv
and (38) to l^-. where

ov
. nli h\l^~~'

If we apply the formulas (21) to his congruence G, we find that

the coordinates of the second focal net are in the form

y-\-hi(y yi) ly

i c

which is reducible to

{67)
^l_fll)_^ (Z _ft)

In like manner we find that the coordinates of the first focal point

of the congruence conjugate to the nets of coordinates z and z\

are of the form (67). Hence the above theorem is proved. We
say that the net of coordinates (67) is the derivant net of N.

From (66) we have by differentiation

(68 aK

A
9& a 90,
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(68 b)

a 00, ou\
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(69) x^x-^-^x-!

where x is thus defined. Consequently for the congruences conjugate

to N and N\ with direction-parameters x' and x'-\ corresponding

lines meet in the points of coordinates x, which is the second

and first focal point respectively of these two congruences, in con-

sequence of (52). Hence:

If G and O' are parallel congruences, and through the focal

points of Q lines are drawn parallel to the lines joining a fixed

point to the corresponding focal points ofG', these lines are tangent

to the curves of a net harmonic to O.

From these results and the last theorem of 9 we have:

The determination of nets harmonic to a congruence is equivalent

to the integration of the adjoint of the direction equation of the

congruence.

13. Congruences harmonic to point nets. If y and z are

the coordinates of the first and second focal points of a congruence,

we have

where p and q are determinate functions. These equations are

reducible to the normal form (6), if we put

(71) a = zp, fi = yq

with

Hence we have the theorem:

The lines joining the origin to the foci of a congruence constitute

a point net.

We say that the congruence is harmonic to the point net.

The direction-parameters of the congruence are given by

(73) Z=aq fip.
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Conversely, suppose we have any point net of parameters

and ft, and a pair of solutions p and q of the equations (6). The

functions y and z given by (71) satisfy the conditions (70). Hence

the joins of the points whose coordinates are y and z form a con-

gruence for which these are the focal points, and consequently the

congruence is harmonic to the point net. Accordingly we have

the theorem:

If the parameters of a point net are in the normal form, each

pair of solutions of the corresponding equations (6) gives directly

a congruence harmonic to the point net, and all such harmonic

congruences are so determined.

It is readily seen that if the parameters are not in the normal

form the determination of harmonic congruences reduces to the

solution of the equations (4) of the parameters.

Consider a net N with normal parameters of its tangents giv^en

by (6). If p and q are a pair of solutions of (6), it follows from (5)

that 0, given by the quadrature

30 30

is a solution of the point equation (1) of N. Making use of this

function 0, we get a family of parallel congruences harmonic to

N whose direction-parameters are of the form

dx 30 dx 30

From (73) it is seen that these congruences are parallel to those

harmonic to the parallel point net determined by p and q.

Conversely, when a congruence harmonic to a net N is known,
we have by a quadrature at most a solution of the point equation

of Nin consequence of the theorem of Levy ( 8). If the parameters
of the tangents of N are in the normal form, then p and q given

by (74) satisfy the corresponding equations (6). Hence:

When the congruences harmonic to a point net are known, all

the congruences harmonic to a parallel net can hefound by quadratures;

when a congruence harmonic to any net is known, by a quadrature
n 1 moat a congruence harmonic to the parallel point net can be found.
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Because of this theorem and the second one of 12 we have:

If N is a net harmonic to a congruence G, and lines be drawn

through the focal points of a parallel congruence O' parallel to the

corresponding tangents to N, these lines are tangent to a net

harmonic to G f

.

We have also:

Of all the parallel nets harmonic to the family of congruences

parallel to a given congruence, one is the point net of the family.

Since the direction-parameters of any congruence harmonic

to a net can be given the form (73), we have:

Each pair of solutions p, q of equations (4) satisfied by the

direction-parameters of the tangents to a net N determine a con-

gruence harmonic to N; its direction-parameters are of the form

a'q ft'p; all congruences harmonic to N can be obtained in this way.

From (73) we have by differentiation, and with the aid of

(6? and (72),

du du du ' dv
' '

dv dv
'

^Z_ _l_^__lP.M .

, nZ.
dudv dv du du dv

Hence the direction equation of the congruence is

_^L dlogg VZ dlogp dZ i dlogp dlogq]-- --~---- --

This is of the form (27), where now

(76) q

U and V being functions of u and v alone respectively. Hence:

The direction-parameters of any congruence whose direction

equation is (27) are expressible in the form

(77) Z=aAU ftBV,
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where a and fi are normal parameters of a net harmonic to the

congruence.

14. Radial transformations. Suppose we have a net whose

point equation is (1) and let 6 be any solution of (1). From (57),

and (58) it follows that the locus of the points of coordinates ~x.

given by

(78) x -
|>

is a net N, whose point equation is

dudv
'

9v '9 du du dv'

Conversely it follows from (58) that only when 6 is a solution of

(1) does the point x describe a net. We call N the radial transform

of N by means of 6.

The tangents to the curves v = const, at corresponding points

on N and N meet in the point whose coordinates are
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3. The tangents to the curves v = const, of all nets conjugate to a given

congruence at points of the same line of the congruence are coplanar; likewise

for the tangents to the curves u = const.

4. A necessary and sufficient condition that a point P on the join of corre-

sponding points of two parallel nets describe a net parallel to them is that

P divide the segment between points of the nets in constant ratio.

5. Show that if h in (12) is a function V of v alone, then (1) must be of

the form
92

T,, 90
, aiogyo 90

dudv
~

du ' du 8r'

one of whose invariants is zero. In this case I F+l//>.

6. When in equation (1) we have a = U and b = V, where U and F are

9 2

functions of u and v alone respectively, the point equation is
-^

x =0. In

this case we say that N(x) is a net of translation [cf. 81]. Show that all nets

parallel to a net of translation are nets of translation.

7. The curves on the surface S of a net N which are defined by Edu z

-j- 2Fdu dv-\-G dvz= are called the minimal curves of S [cf. 35]. When the

curves of N are the minimal curves of S, Nis called a minimal net. Show that

every net parallel to a minimal net is a minimal net.

8. If a net^'(;r') has equal point invariants, that is b'= a', the equations

1 dx' dx 1 dx'

a'
2 du 1 dv a'

2 dv

are consistent, and the x's are coordinates of a net N. The congruence conjugate

to N and of direction-parameters x' has for focal points x or'/a'
2

, x-}-x'/a'
2

.

Consequently N lies on the middle surface of the congruence.

9. If N and N' are parallel nets, and and 0' are corresponding solutions

of their point equations (4), the point of coordinates (x6' x'0)/(0' 0) describes

a net conjugate to the congruence of the lines joining corresponding points on

N and j\".

10. If N and N' are parallel nets, and and 0' are corresponding solutions of

their point equations (4), the corresponding Levy transforms ofN and N' by means

of these respective functions are parallel nets: also the lines joining corresponding

Levy transforms meet in the points of the net of Ex. 9.

Martin, Comptes Rendus, vol. 139 (1904), p. 32.
rif) I rl ft r)f) I ftf)

11. If 0, is a solution of (1), then e^B^l and 0i-0-|
- are

ov I ov ou I ou
solutions of the respective equations (56); and the former admits the latter as

its minus first Laplace transform.

12. To each solution y> of the first of equations (56) there correspondends

a solution QI of (1) such that v = 0i -^-1-^- .

ov I ov
13. If N is a derived net of a net N, the osculating planes of the curves of

parameter u and v of N pass through the corresponding points of the minus first

and first Laplace transforms of N.
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14. If N is a derived net of a net N, the first and minus first Laplace trans-

forms of N are derived nets of the first and minus first Laplace transforms

respectively of N. Tzitzeica, Comptes Rendus, vol. 156 (1913), p. 374.

15. If N is the derived net of #by means of solutions 0, and 6t of (1), the

.. _ /9x80, dx 80, \/ / 80, 80, 90, 80, \

quantities x =
-5 5 ~ 5 / I -~ ~ 5 o are the coordinates
\du ov ov dull \ ou ov ov ou I

of a net parallel to N.

16. A necessary and sufficient condition that a net .AT and a parallel net N'

defined by (12) he radial transforms of one another, to within a translation of

Cither net, is that h= I= const., say c; then if N' is a radial transform, x1 = ex.

17. A necessary and sufficient condition that two nets, N' and JV", parallel

to JY and determined by pairs of solutions hi, h, and /tj, lt of (13) be radial trans-

forms of one another, to within a translation of either, is that -j
=

-^-
= const.

AI li

18. If more than two ruled surfaces of a congruence are developable, all

the ruled surfaces are developable and the lines of the congruence are concurrent.

19. If N is a radial transform of a net N by means of a solution
B_

of

the point equation (1) of N, the minus first and first Laplace transforms of N are

radial transforms of the corresponding Laplace transforms of N. the respective

functions being
b 80 a dO

db_
8' da, dv'

du dv

20. If N is a radial transform of a net N by means of a solution of the

point equation of N, and t is any other solution of this equation, then 0i/0 is

a solution of the point equation of N. Show that the Levy transforms of N
and N by means of B\ and 0,/0 are radial transforms of one another.

21. If G and Gi are parallel congruences and lines be drawn through

the focal points of each parallel to the lines joining the corresponding foci of

the other to the origin, the two nets determined by the intersections of these

pairs of lines are in the relation of a radial transformation.



Chapter n.

Transformations F.

15. Fundamental equations. In this chapter we are

concerned with the determination of all nets NI such that for a net

Ni and a given net N the lines joining corresponding points form

a congruence G conjugate to N and Ar
i
9
). These transformations

of N into nets NI are fundamental in a general theory of nets,

and we call them the fundamental transformations, or for the sake

of brevity transformations F. We say also that N and Nt are in

relation F. We call G the conjugate congruence of the trans-

formation10
). An example of this relation is afforded by two parallel

nets and the lines joining corresponding points ( 4). Also the

second theorem of 6 and the last theorem of 11 may be stated

as follows:

When two congruences are conjugate to a net, corresponding focal

nets are in relation F, or are radial transforms of one another.

When two nets are harmonic to a congruence, they are in relation F.

or are radial transforms of on another.

We turn now to the general study of this relation. From
the second theorem of 5 it follows that if N and Ari are in

relation F, the direction-parameters of the conjugate congruence
of the transformation are proportional to the coordinates x' of

a net A7'

parallel to N, and also to the coordinates x( of a net A"[

parallel to N^. Hence these coordinates must satisfy a relation

of the form

(1) <- -

9
) A statement of the history of these transformations is given in the Preface.

10
) Two nets in the relation of a radial transformation ( 14) satisfy this

requirement, since all the lines of the congruence meet in a point, and then

every ruled surface of the congruence is developable. However, we exclude

this exceptional case from the definition of transformations F.
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where, as follows from 14, 6' is necessarily a solution of the

point equation of N f

.

The coordinates x^ of ATi are necessarily of the form

,

(2) Xi = x f x ,

where 6 is to be determined. The coordinates x' are given by

equations of the form (cf. I, 12)

dx' _ dx dx' dx

~8V
: h

~d^' ~d^'' '7?

Hence the first derivatives of Xi are reducible to the forms

(4)

*1
h i du \h du du!

dxi__l e
'

n\ dx
'i _ '/J_l^. _JL?_

I 1 17 Q . Q ,

I / 8t;

From these expressions it follows that NI is parallel to N[, if,

and only if, and 0' satisfy

80' . 80 80' , 30
(o)

- = h = / .

8w 8w' 8v dv

Expressing the condition of integrability of these equations, we find

from (I, 13) that is a solution of the point equation of N, namely

3
2

8loga 80 8log6 80
(D) ==

.

8w9r dv du du dv

Moreover, from (5) it follows that 0' is the corresponding solution

of the point equation of N' (cf. 4). Conversely, if is any solution

of (6) and 0' the corresponding solution of the point equation

of N'. then (2) defines an F transform of N. Hence:

Ant/ transformation F of a net N is determined by a net Nr

parallel to N. such that the joins of corresponding points ofN and N'

are not concurrent, and by a solution of the point equation of N;
awl fni// .<-nr/t )/>'f \' "??<7 a solution determine an F transform.
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1

In consequence of (5) equations (4) may be written

dxi _ ff dx[dxi^=
T dx[

du h du' dv
~

where we have put

(8) T = hQ 6' a=

I dv '

By means of (1), (3), and (5) equations (7) are reducible to

(9)

r I
,
90

, dx\ dxl

I *Xs
~ V

du 8
f * r du du)' dv

' '

0'
2

which, in consequence of (2), are equivalent to

_^= .

dd

(10)
dxl

du

90

From (9) it follows that the point equation of JVi is reducible to

(ID

where

(12)

dudv dv du

i
== a

-fir,
i

90! . 9lOg&! 90!

du 8tT'

a

V
This equation may also be put in the form

h 90\ 90! T /9log& I 90

dudv \dv du

In consequence of (I, 37) equations (2) can also be given

the forms

(14) T, --- T
1

0'

Shy ff-^ --
0' 0'

Biz-
0'

'
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From (8) and (I, 18) follows

(15) r a =
<f B.

Incidentally we observe that T and a satisfy

(16)

( dr 9,7. 9* 8.0=^_ log j 9P)
_=9,,__ Iog

_

da 8 . dff 8 .= By -log-r, =
0<jp logay.

I du '
8t<

6
&' 8v

r
8v

Suppose we have any congruence G. There is a net N con-

jugate to G ( 8), and a net N' parallel to N whose coordinates x'

are direction-parameters of G ( 5). Each radial transform of N',

say N'l} determines an F transform NI of N, and ^\ is parallel

to N(. Since there is an infinity of parallel nets JVt satisfying

this condition ( 5), we have the theorem:

If the coordinates of a net are the direction-parameters of

a congruence, there are an infinity of nets parallel to the former
net and conjugate to the congruence.

As a corollary we have:

If two congruences are parallel, every net conjugate to the, one

is parallel to oo 1
nets conjugate to the other.

For, if N is a net conjugate to the first congruence, there is

a net N'
t parallel to N, whose coordinates are direction-parameters

of both congruences, and by the theorem there are cc 1
nets conjugate

to the second congruence and parallel to N'.

1 6. Inverse of a transformation F. Parallel trans-

formations F. Evidently N can be looked upon as a transform

of NI and now we seek the functions 0~ x and (0')
-1

giving this

transformation. Since the roles of N' and N( are interchanged

it follows from (1) that

(17) (fl')-
1

--^-

Hence if we make (2) conform to

0- 1 4
x == Xi . / _ x(,
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we find that

(19)
-' =

-\.

It is readily verified that equations (7) are satisfied by these values

of 0" 1 and (0')"
1

- Hence -1
is a solution of (11). Moreover,

we have
9 / 1 \ 9/1

T
du \0~ 1

/ du \

<.L(M_M1
.
dv \e- l

l dv \

Hence equations (9) can be written

(21)

d ( & \ d lx= f~ i-r-
9w\0~ 1

/ 9w\0
9 / x, \ _ d lx

a
dv\e

] '

From these equations follows:

If N and N are in the relation F determined by a solution 6

of the point equation of N, and S~ l
is the solution of the point

equation of Nt likewise determining the transformation, the radial

transforms of N and Nj, by means of 6 and 6~ l
respectively are

parallel.

We have observed in 15 that two parallel nets are in

relation F, since they are conjugate to the congruence of lines

joining corresponding points. We wish to find the form of equation (2)

in this case.

From (9) we see that:

A necessary and sufficient condition that NI be parallel to N
is that 6 be a constant.

Now 0' also is a constant, which must be different from zero.

Hence the equations of the parallel transforms are of the form

/y*- ^' '^ np /"/*
^,j

--^-- ^ t/*A/ *

where c is an arbitrary constant.

In a general transformation F the function 6 corresponding

to a given 0' is determined by (5) only to within an additive
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constant. Suppose we consider the transforms Nt and iV2 ,
corre-

sponding to the values and -f c, where c is a constant and to

the same 0'. Now the coordinates of JVi are given by (2) and

those of Ns by
= x

e ^ C
x'

From these follows

Ju% Ji/1
~~
(sJb+m

In consequence of the above results we have:

When the conjugate congruence of two transformations is the

same, and the two functions differ by an additive constant while

S' is the same, the two transforms are parallel to one another.

In the definition of transformations F we have required that N'

be not a radial transform of N. It is readily shown that in order

that Nf

, parallel to N, be a radial transform of N it is necessary

and sufficient that x' = ex, where c is a constant. In this case

corresponding solutions and 0' of the point equations of N and Nf

are in the relation 0' - = cO-\-d. Substituting in (2), we have

xd
cO -f- d'

that is NI is a radial transform of N. Conversely, in order that

(2) define a radial transform of N it is necessary that N* be

a radial transform of N. Consequently, if the restriction is removed

from the definition of transformations F, radial transformations

form a sub-group of transformations F. But we shall retain the

restriction and thus distinguish between the two types of trans-

formations.

17. Harmonic congruence of a transformation F. From

(20) and (21) we have

(22)

0" 1
dxi dx

Xl ~'
0- dX dx

dv dv

Hence the corresponding tangents to the curves u = const, of the

nets N and N\ meet in points of a net which is a Levy transform
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of Nky 6 and JVi by 0" 1
,
and likewise the tangents to the curves

v= const. Furthermore as follows from the theorem of Levy

( 8) the line joining these points of intersection generates a con-

gruence harmonic to the nets N and NL. Hence we have the

following converse of the second theorem of 15:

When two nets N, Ni are in. the relation of a transformation F,

tJieir corresponding tangent planes meet in a line generating the

congruence harmonic to N determined by the function 6 and harmonic

to NI determined by 6~ 1
.

We call this the harmonic congruence of the transformation.

From the above theorem and the second of 15 follows:

If N is a net and O a congruence harmonic to it, the nets

harmonic to G are obtainable from N by transformations F involving

the same function Q, or by radial transformations of N.

Since 0' is determined by (5) only to within an additive constant,

we have as a corollary to this theorem:

All the nets Nt obtained from N by transformations F deter-

mined bg*the same function 6, and differing only in the additive

constant of 6'
, are harmonic to the same congruence, and consequently

their tangent planes form linear pencils.

The coordinates of the point of intersection of the conjugate

congruence of a transformation F and the hyperplane xl =
(cf. 1) are of the form

_^_ ,"

of
:

Since xl and a;*" are corresponding solutions of the point equations

of N and N', we have the result:

The developables of any congruence meet a hyperplane in a net.

In the above case the ith coordinate of N( is 1, as follows

from (1). Consequently N( also is a net in a hyperplane.
1 8. Tansformations F and radial transformations.

Let N&) be a radial transform of N(x) by means of a solution

of the point equation (6) of N, so_that x = x/a>. From 14 we
have that the point equation of N is

(23)
8
2^ _9_, JLllj_J_i A' ' g ~

gdudv dv a du du w dv
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If 6 is any other solution of (6), then 6 = 0/ is a solution of (23).

Also it can be shown that if y is a solution of the adjoint of (6),

then <p
=

<f><*> is a solution of the adjoint of (23).

From (16) it follows that if t and a are functions of the trans-

formation F of N by means of 6 and y, these functions, T and
tf,

serve alsojtor the transformation F of N into a net jVi(#i), deter-

mined by 6 and gT . Hence similarly to (20) and (21) we have

.94)
1

\ - r-t /-1\ - rJ-W 9
/

1
\
-

ff
d(w

(.**) r~ ^o.. '
r o../>> o.. ff ~^r

/nc\ u i-*'i\ u /-^i u i-^i ^i -^i \ v i X

From these equations and (21) we have

26) ^r = -7PT.

to within an additive constant of integration. If we define a

function ^ by
fl-

1
^! = tf-

1
,

equations (24) become

(27)

Comparing these equations with (21), we note that i is a solution

of the point equation of AT
i. Hence from (26) it follows that NI is

the radial transformj)f NI bymeans of i. Thus by the quadrature (27)

we obtain a net NI which is an F transform of N. Moreover,

there are an infinity of such nets NI, since wc
= MI-J- c0 1

,
where

c is an
arbitrary^ constant, satisfies (27). Hence:

If N and N are nets in the relation of a radial transformation,

and NI is an F transform of N, there can be found by a quadrature
oo l

nets NI, which are F transforms of N. and radial trans-

forms of NI.

When in particular 6 = w, then = 1 and consequently N
and the nets NI are parallel, the functions &>i being c6~ 1

. Hence:
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A transformation F is equivalent to ilie combination of a radial,

a parallel and a radial transformation
11

}.

19. Transformations F with a common conjugate

congruence. Suppose we have two solutions 0i and 2 of

equation (6). We seek the two nets obtained from N by trans-

formations F determined by these respective functions and by
a net N' parallel to N. We denote these nets by .2Vi,i and ^.i

12
).

The point coordinates of Ni,i and N-t,i are expressible in

the forms

(28) #1,1
= # tf-x', x*t

i
= x rr x',

01 02

where 0i, 01 and 02, 0a are pairs of corresponding solutions of the

point equations of N and N', that is 01 and 02 are obtained from

0i and 02 respectively by quadratures of the form (5).

We consider the functions

From (2) and (1) it follows that these functions are solutions of the

point equations of -ZVi,i and N[,i respectively, and their derivatives

are in relations analogous to (7). Hence a transformation of Ni, i

is given by
02010102 ,

(30) xi, i -TJ

02

By substitution we find that this expression is reducible to that

of X2,i, given by (28). Hence JV^.i is the transform of JVi,i by
means of N{,i. and the functions (29). It follows then from 16

that ^i,i is obtained from .A/2,1 by the functions 0i 0201/02

and 0i/02.

20. Transformations F determined by the same func-

tion 0. Let N1

and N" be two nets parallel to a given net N
n
) In fact Jonas developed the transformations from this point of view

(see Preface); this theorem follows also from the first of 16.

12
) In this notation the first subscripts refer to the subscripts of 0i and 0*

and the second to the subscript of common function, 9*1, determining the con-

jugate congruence.
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which are not radial transforms of one another. The coordinates

x' and x" of N* and N" respectively are given by quadratures

of the form

( dx' dx dx' dx

(31)

du

dx"

du du'

dv

dx"

dv

dv'

dx

~dv'

where hi, l\ and hz, k are pairs of solutions of equations (1, 13). The

coordinates x' and x" are the direction-parameters of two congruences,

G-' and O" respectively, conjugate to N. By means of them and

a solution 0i of the point equation of N we obtain two transforms

JVi.i and Ar
i, 2 of N, whose point coordinates are of the respective

forms

#1,1
== x #1,2 X #1.

It is our purpose to show that Ni,i and Ni
t z are in relation F.

There is a net which is the F transform of N" by means

of e[
f

and N'. Its coordinates are of the form

Differentiating and making use of (19), (31) and similar equations

for B'I and 0", we get

(34)

V

du

3 #1,1

Hence ^i''i as defined by (33) is parallel to JVi.i
13

).

We have seen that the solution of the point equation of Ni, i

giving N by the inverse transformation is 0i/0i. When x\ ,1
in

(34) is replaced by this value, we have by a quadrature a solution

of the point equation of AT
i'i. By means of (20) we find that the

13
) We have used the notation x^ to mean that the net is parallel to

JV, j
and determines a congruence G-'" conjugate to N^ v
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corresponding solution of (34) is 0i70i. Hence a transformation F
of NI,I is given by equations of the form

(35) *M Jr*i.

By substituting the above values we find that this expression is

reducible to the second of (32). Thus Ni, 2 is a transform of Ni,i

by means of the same function, 0i/0{, which gives the trans-

formation of Ni
t
i into N. Hence we have the theorem:

If a net N is transformed into two nets NI,I and NIJ by

means of the same function Bv the latter two nets are in the relation

of a transformation F; moreover, in the triad of nets N, N^i andNi
t z,

any two are the transforms of the third by means of the same solution

of its point equation.

Hereafter we say that three nets so related form a triad under

transformations F. Now equation (33) may be interpreted as follows :

If the nets N, Nlf and jV2 form a triad, and if N' and N"
are the nets parallel to N determining the transformations from N
to Nj_ and NZ respectively, the net N["i determining the congruence

of the transformation from ^/i to NS can be so placed in space that

it is an F transform of N", the conjugate congruence of the latter

transformation being determined by N' .

As a particular case of this result, suppose we use for 0! the

coordinate x(n)
. Then the two transforms are the nets in which

the hyperplane x(n) = is met by the lines of the two congruences,

and in accordance with the above theorem these two nets in the

hyperplane x(n) = are in the relation of a transformation F.

In general, we have:

If a net N is conjugate to two congruences O r

and G", the

developables of these congruences meet any hyperplane in two nets

in the relation F.

We shall prove the converse of the above theorem:

If two nets Ni and Nz, transforms of a net N by means of

congruences G' and G', are F transforms of one another, the three

nets form a triad, unless Ni and N% are parallel transforms of N.

Let the coordinates of xi and x% of Ni and N% be given by

0i / 02 n
x\. x t x

, Xz x -
n x ,

PI #2
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If these nets are to be in relation F, it is necessary and sufficient

that on the lines joining corresponding points there be focal points,

that is that there exist functions A1? A2 , /*i, /*2 such that

du

When the above values are substituted in these equations, we get

equations of the form

,
.

ou ov

Evidently we must have

A
t
= B! = Cj.

= Az
= jB2 = (72

= 0.

These conditions are equivalent to

(1 + ^i) *, 2

f- ^^ 0;
=

0,
-

(1 + Ax) tfl 2
'

^tf, 0; 0,

If T
l
= ff

l
=TS.=a^== 0, then Ax

= l = const, and 7^ = Z2
= const.

( 4), and consequently #' and G-" are not distinct. If
X
and 2

are constants, then N and ^ are parallel ( 16). Excluding these

cases, we find that the above equations necessitate 2/0i
=

const.,

that is N, Nlf N% form a triad.

21. The theorem of permutability of transformations F.

The equations (1) and (2) apply to any pairs of solutions of the

point equations of N and JV~i,i. Making use of (1), (2) and (18)

we can show that any solution of the point equation of ATi,i is

expressible in the form

(36) ea = 9 -0'
t ,
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where 2 is a solution of (6). Incidentally we remark that from

(21) it follows that

I-
I du

(37)

(012 )
==

*, ^ ( ).
I dv \ 6j

l dv \01 !

This function 0i2 determines a transform of N\.,i such that its

points lie on the lines joining corresponding points on JVi,! and NI,%,

that is, G'" is the conjugate congruence. From (33) it is seen

that the corresponding function 0i'2
'

is given by

ft"

(38) 012 == 02 ~7J~ ^2-

Hence the coordinates of the transform N-u are of the form

/om ^2 ^! ^!^2 '"
(39) xu xi,i 17-7

-
^rr^r #1,1.

02 vi 0i t/2

The function 2 and the congruences G' and G" define two

transforms of N, namely ^2,1 and ^2,2, whose coordinates are

respectively of the forms

f) "
(40)

"2

Corresponding points of the nets N, Ni,2 and JV
T
2,2 lie on a line,

and from (29), (32) and (40) we have that JV2, 2 is a transform of

^Vi,2 by means of the function

(41) , &-C

In like manner it follows from (29) and (35) that jVi2 is obtain-

able from Ni,2 by means of the function 0i2 0i0i2/0i'. But by
means of (36) and (38) we show that this expression is reducible

to (41). Hence ^2,2 and Nu, being transforms of N^z by means

of the same solution of the latter's point equation are themselves

in relation F. We wish to show further that AT
i2 bears to

^2,2 and JVg.i a relation analogous to that born to JVi,i and Ni.*

used to determine ^Vi2 .
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Since Nz,z and Ni
t
\ are obtained from N by 2 , they are in

relation F. The corresponding net parallel to N2,z is defined by
equations of the form (cf.(33))

(42) x

A solution of the point equation of ^2,2 is

(43) 021 01 ~7jT
02

and the corresponding function 2i" is given by

/ A A \ tttt t ff

(44) 02i =0j rr #1
02

The net N^. obtained by this transformation is defined by

equations of the form

(*K:\ 01^2 ' 0201 ////

(40) X21 = X2,Z -^77- TJT^r %2, 2 .

Making use of the above values, we find

(Aft) . _ (01 02 0~/fl ^

coincide and the congruences G
r

Vz., M

Hence the nets Nia and 2̂i

and G"" are conjugate to -ZV^.i
15

)-

In view of the above results

we have that when two nets N'
and N" parallel to N are known,
and two solutions 6

l
and 2 of

equation (6) are given, the four

functions 0i, 01', 02 and 0% (each

involving an additive constant of

integration) can be found by as

many quadratures. When these

are known, we have a group of

u
) The mark " "

indicates that the net is the parallel to N
2t 2 determining:

the conjugate congruence G"",
13

) Of. Jonas, Sitzungsberichte Berl. Math. Gesell., vol.14 (1915), p. 103;
also Transactions, vol. 18 (1917), p. 111.
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six nets pictured schematically in the fig. 4 by corresponding points

of these nets. We say that any four nets as N, Nit i,
AT

2
,
2 , NM,

such that the first and fourth are in relations F with each of the

second and third form a quatern.

We note that N^ and N2t2 determine the additive constants

in 0i and 6%, but that the additive constants of 02 and 0" are

arbitrary and consequently there are oo 2 transforms Ni2 of a given

Ni
t
i and N2j2 . However, it follows from (33) and (42) that when

one of these constants is fixed, the oo 1 transforms N& are conjugate

to the same congruence.

We may gather together the foregoing results into the following

fundamental theorem of permutability:

If NI,I and -$2,2 are two transforms ofN by means offunctions

X and 2 and congruences 0' and G"
, there exist oo 2

nets N-&,

each of which is an F transform ofN^ and N2 , 2, their determination

involving two quadratures; there are obtained incidentally two other

nets JV2,i and Ni. 2 such that N2)i, N^i, N2>2, Ni2 is a quatern, and

also N, N% t i, Ni t z, NU, Moreover, the six nets can be associated into

the triads N, Nlt i, N^ 2 ; N, N2^, N2>2 ;
Nlt2,

N2 , 2, N12 ; N2ti, Ni t i, N&.

Any set of corresponding points in the above configuration

are the vertices of the complete quadrilateral formed by corre-

sponding lines of the four conjugate congruences of the trans-

formations. Each point generates a net which may be taken in

place of N as the given net from which the configuration is obtained.

With each net there are associated two parallel nets whose

coordinates are direction-parameters of the two congruences con-

jugate to the former net. These twelve auxiliary nets may be so

chosen that they may be constituted into four groups such that

corresponding points of the three nets of a group lie on a line

through the origin (cf. (1)). These four groups are N', Nl,i, -ZV^i;

AT"" A7" A7" . AT7" A7"' A7'". A7"" AT7 '" AT""16Niv
, -tVi,2, -^2,2; -Wi,i, JMi,2, xVu; tVa,i -"2,2, -iVia )

In consequence of (32), (36), (38), (40) and (43) equation (46)

can be written

--
021 12 x.

16
) In this notation N'tj means that the radius vector is parallel to a line

of G'" and the net is parallel to Nij.
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From the expressions (36), (38), (43) and (44) we find

01 02
(48) 61 Og = 0? 0%'

010s
(02 021 ~r 01 012 012 02l).

49

Hence the above equation may be written

0"
(49) 0j 012 Xja= -.

~
(02 021 Xi, 1 + Ol 012 X2, 2 012 021 X).

02

From (34) it follows that the functions hi? and l\i of the parallel

transformation determining G'" the congruence conjugate to N^ and

NIZ have the values

(50)

The functions r12, oi2 , yi2 of the transformations from N^ into NV2

are given by equations similar to (8) and (15), namely

(51) 12

In consequence of the above values these functions have the

expressions

01 2
'

/02

(52)

2 2 Q 0i \
12
- --

1T~Z~ I "Z>" 021^1+ -T77 012 ^2+012 021 ,

"l "z \01 02

*tfl "I 02

1 01

In an analogous manner the functions /^i and ^1 of the trans-

formation from JV^ to Ni2 are of the form

(53)

and the values of the corresponding functions T2i, er2i, 9321,
defined by

(54) ^21=^21021 02l", 021= ^21021 02l". 9>21 021
= r21 21j

4
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are reducible to

02021 =
< a'a ^

21
= -

(*2 01
- Tl 2+ f/2 01 012)

02 r2 "l

Consider in particular the case when ^2,2 is a parallel trans-

form of N. If we take

2 =02'=1, 02=0,
then

012 == &12 == 1?

and consequently j^2 is a parallel transform of N^I. From (43)

we have
021=0! 01',

and consequently from (49)

(56) 0i (#122:2,2) (0i 0") (#1,1 #).

Since 0" involves an additive arbitrary constant, AVC have the theorem:

If NI is any transform of a net N and Nz is parallel to N, there

are oo 1
transforms N& of NI and N2 which are parallel to NI; corre-

sponding points oftliese nets lie on the line throughMz parallel toMM^
Consider also the case where 2

= 0i+ c, c being a constant.

We have accordingly

oi=oi+<f, e'^e'l+c",

012= c-^-c', 9*= -c+ c", 0%= c-c',
Ol t?2 Vl

where c and c" are constants. If c = 0, 0i2 is constant; it follows

from 16 that -ZVi2 is parallel to N^i. Also ^2,2 is parallel to -ZVi->

if c"= 0.

In order to determine the effect of the additive arbitrary

constants of 6-2 and 01', we replace them by 02+(c 1) and

01'+ (e 1) in (33) and (36). If we denote the new functions by

x'e,( and C 2, we find in consequence of (1) and (19)

(58) xe',(
= aft (e 1)4, C2 = 0i2+ (c
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Hence the oo 1
nets N& obtained by varying c and holding e fixed

are conjugate to the same congruence conjugate to AT

i,i also;

similarly as e varies and c remains fixed the oo 1
nets Nu and N2 ,z

are conjugate to the same congruence.

The foregoing formulas are interesting also in another connection.

Thus if we look upon N and a net Ni2 as F transforms of ^2,2,

there are oo 2
nets, including Ni,i, each of which forms a quatern

with Ni,z, N and N^. The above results lead to a means of finding

these nets NCte . In fact we replace Nltl by the transform of N
by means of the functions

(59) ec
=

x + (c 1)02 ,
x = x'+(e l)x",

the quantities x(e)
being taken as direction-parameters of the con-

gruence of the transformation. Now we have

e ~ ) e ~ >du du dv dv
where

(61) he =h 1 + (e-l)hs, l,= li+(e

also

e'c
' == ey+ (c- 1) o?,

When these values are substituted in the following expression which

is the analogue of the right-hand member of (46), it is found that

the result is reducible to the latter:

(e'c' e,
- oy C) afl>+ (e? ec

- #* e,}x"

Hence:

Let -/V
T
i

5
i and N-^-, be F transforms ofNby means offunctions X

and 6%, x and x" being the direction-parameters of the congruences

of the transformations; if Nc^is the transform ofN by means of

0i -f- (c 1) 2 and a congruence ofdirection-parameters x'-{- (e 1)#",

c and e being constants, the oo 2
nets Ni2 forming quaterns ivith Nf

JVi,i and -A/2, 2 form quaterns also irith N, Nc^ and -A
r
2

,
2 whatever

be c and e.
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22. Derived nets and transformations F. If N(x) is

a net with the point equation (6), and t and 2 are solutions of

(6), they determine a derived net JV(x) of N (cf. 11), whose

equations may be written

dx ,
dx .

x = x

where

(65)-

t A m \

*- =

~J\
9lW~ ~ e

*~d

II ci^l ~ /J \ C3 /) C3 /i Q 1 Q /i
/ u "2 \ . u% O MI t/2 t/i

J \ du 1 du i du dv dv du'

Let 8 be another solution of (6), and JV' a net parallel to A".

An F transform N9 of N is given by

(Rfi\ r r r'
\\j\Jj 1X^-3 *X/

i\9

The functions 0ai and 32 defined by

(67) 8 i
= Oi ~Y Bi (i=l, 2),

where

(68)
M = A M, M = ^(,- =1>2? 3),

are solutions of the point equation of Ns . They determine a derived

net JVS of JV^, whose coordinates are of the form

/en\ 9^
(69) ;ra

=
du dv'

where p$ and q3 are given by (65) when X and 2 are replaced

by 03i and 32 respectively.

From (66) and (67) we have

'< 03 /
,
903 a , 9^ [iff 03-
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' 03/^,903 >, 90;

53

du

dOsi 03 t n ,
90

81;

On substituting these expressions in (69), the resulting expression

in reducible to

(70)

where

01 02 03
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7

The functions 3 and 6% defined by

are corresponding solutions of the point equations of N and N'.

Hence quantities of the form

03-,x ^^x
08

are the coordinates of an F transform of N. When the above

expressions are substituted in this quantity, it is reducible to (70).

Since 01 and 02, as given by (68) involve additive arbitrary constants,

there are_oo
2
nets Ns . Hence we have the theorem:

IfN is a derived net ofN and N3 is any F transform of N,
there can be found ~by two quadratures oo 2

nets Nz ,
each of ivhicli

is a derived net of N% and an F transform of N.

23. Derivant net and derived net of two transfor-

mations F. We note that the corresponding points of six nets

in the relation of the theorem of permutability are coplanar. From
the second theorem of 11 it follows that these planes envelope
a derivant net N of N. Since the four congruences of the con-

figuration are harmonic to N, it is a derivant net of each of the

six nets. By means of (32), (40) and equations similar to (8) and

(15) the expressions (I, 67) for the coordinates of N are reducible to

(71)

I

*

01 0g 02 01

0<j' 01

ft f) ft
Jl""*}^ f\ JS"'i, J."

From 17 it follows that corresponding tangent planes of N,

Ni
t
i and -A^,2 meet in the point which generates the derived net N

of N determined by the solutions X and 2 of the point equation

of N. We shall show that the corresponding tangent planes of

the oo 2
nets N^ pass through this point. In fact from (I, 66) it

follows that the coordinates x of this point may be given the form

x = x-\-

__ _
dx 9_ _

dv e du du\e dv

rJL|_L)_L(A)_.J_f_L\JL|ifll l8 \9ii dv \ej dv \ej du \e i
n
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Consider now the net Ni
t
i and look upon N and a net -ZVi2 as F

transforms of it by means of 0f
1 = BjQ[ and 0i2 . The corre-

sponding formula for this case is

/} / /}' \ /5 'V*

.^r12
"0t)~9V~

dxt

0! a / i
|

a / 0'i\ 9 / i \ 9 / 0;

"9^ V0^~) "97 r12
07) ~"97 \~0r~l "97 ri:r

0;

By means of (9), (20) and (37) this is reducible to the preceding-

form. Hence:

The corresponding tangent planes of N, N^i, A
T
2i2 and tJie oo 2

nets N& meet in the point which generates the derived net of N by

means of the functions B\ and 2 of the transformations ofN into

NI,I and N
2> 2-

24. The extended theorem of permutability. In this

section we extend the theorem of permutability so as to involve

three transforms of N. Let NI, N2 and N8 be these transforms

of N by means of the functions and wi (i
==

1, 2, 3), where

0i 02 0r_' 02i

01 2 012 >-2\

Applying the theorem of permutability to the three pairs of these

nets, we get three families of nets N^, N2s and JVgi, since NH= Njt.

From (48) and (49) we have

,-n\ I
8i 8iJ WiJ

= WJ fy J* ~^ * 8iJ ^*V ^/ f)'

=
M;; (0; 0;^+ 0i QijXj Oy QjiX) (i $ j).

Since a net -ZV12 and a net Nw are transforms of -ZVi, there exist

oo 2
nets N for each of which NI, N&, N^ and ^ form a quatern.

It is our purpose to show that one of these nets N is such that

#2, NIZ, N2S , ^forn^ a quatern; and likewise N9 ,
N13,

N2S and N.

We denote by 6ij and Wij the functions by means of which

Nij is _transformed into JV; from their definition it_follows that

Bij
=

Bji and W^ = wji. According as we look upon N as belonging

to the_one or the other of the quaterns, Ni} Ni2, NIS, -^V; NtJ Niz,

NW, N, the coordinates x of N are given by the respective equations
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\
612 OuWi2X Wl8 ( 013 013^12+ 012 012#13 012 018^1 ),

(73) \ __ _
{ 021021^21^ = W23 (023 028 #12 +021 021#28

-
021028#2),

which are analogous to (72). When we equate these two values

for x, the resulting equation is reducible by means of (72) to an

equation of the form Ax\-\-Ex^-\-Cx = 0. Since A, B and C are

necessarily equal to zero, we have the following equations of

condition :

_ /
ft ft \ ft f)

01 ^'12 01 2 I 01 M>18 013
-

08 WS I

-
01 M>13 013 02 W*

L
-f 2W2S 023 01 M>2 023 = 0,

\ 018 / 012

01 M>12 012 I 02 M>23 023
-

03 U>3 JT
~

I

-
02 ^28 023 01 M>2 028+ 01 ^'18 013 BaW2

~ =
0,

\ 023 / 012

ft ft

0lM>12 012 (01 ^3 032
-

02 ^3 03l)
- 01^13 013 0gWt

- + 02 M>23 023 01^2 023= 0.
012

By subtracting the last of these equations from the first and adding

it to the second we find that the above system is equivalent to

( 01 012 Wi2 012 ^ ^2 (02 021 013 ~]~ 01 012 023
-

03 012 02l)>

(74) < 01 013Wl30i8= W3 (08 081 012+ 01 018 082" 02 013 8l),

V 02 023 W23 023 === U'3 (0$ 032 021 ~1~ 02 023 031
-

01 023 032)-

From (38) and (44) it follows that

(75) li\ Wi-2 01 012= WZ W%\ 02 021 ,

so that the_above equations are consistent with the requirement

that Oij Oji. When equations (74) are compared with the second

of (72), it is found that Oij is a solution of the point equation of N^.
which is a necessary condition. The analogue of the first of (72) is

012 012 Wl2= M'18 (013 013 ~f~ 012 012
-

012 01s)-

Substituting in the right-hand member the expressions for 0i2 and 0is

from (74), we have
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O= - = 0i (012023+ #13032 032 #23)

102^3
H~ ^S (023 081 4~ 021 013 013 03l)

-f~ 03 (031 012 ~h 032 021 021 012)

012 023 031 021 013 032?

which in consequence of (75) is consistent with the requirement

that ttty Wji. By means of these results equations (73) reduce to

(76)

Xi (02 023 031+ 03 032 021
~

01 023 032)

~h^ (03 031 012H- 01 013 032 02 031 0is)

~h #3 (01 012 023H- 02 021 013 03 012 02l)

X (012 023 031~h 021 013 082)-

Since this expression is symmetrical in the functions involved, it

follows that N defined by (76) forms a quatern with Nt ,
N12 and

jV28 and also with N$, N& and ^3.

25. Transformations K. We inquire under what conditions

a net N and a transform NI meet the lines of the congruence in

points harmonic to the focal points. From (I, 37) and (2) we have

that the necessary and sufficient condition is that

(77) 0'==j(A+ 00.

When we require that this function satisfy (5), the resulting'

equations are reducible, in consequence of (I, 13, 18), to

8 e

I

From this it follows that the point equation of N is necessarily

of the form

(79)
9*0 _ 9 log Vg" 90 8 log V~Q 9

dudv
~

dv du du dv'

where Q is defined by

(80) gy = 20.
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Then from (I, 18) and (77) we have

A /)' A A

(8i) 7z== 7 + T'
l=

"7 + T-

Now the equations (5) may by written

0'\ 1 90 9 I0'\ 1 90

9M \ / Q du' dv \

From (8) it follows that

(83) *==-,=

Hence equations (10) become

/ dxi _ !:/> s 90

(84)

.
( V^x "/*__

1 L 90
-rfe a?)- +0

dv Q

and the point equation of Ni is

(85)
9
2
0i

=
9 log Vgi 9 0i

,

9 log i7^ 9 0i

9?<9v
~

9y du du dv'
where

(86)

We note that the invariants H and ^T of equation (79) are

equal, or, in other words, N has equal point invariants. Since the

same in true of Ni} as shown by (85), we have the theorem:

In order that a net N and a F transform N meet the lines of
the conjugate congruence in points harmonic to the focal points, it

is necessary that both N and Nt have equal point invariants.

Koenigs solved this problem for 3-space
17

). Accordingly we
call a transformation of this sort for space of any order a trans-

formation K.

") Comptes Rendus, vol. 113 (1891), p. 1022.
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When two nets in the relation of the above transformation are

parallel we say they are associate
18

). In all generality equations (84)

are in this case

dxi I dx dx 1 dx
(87) du Q du' dv Q dv

Suppose now that N has equal point invariants. The know-

ledge of a parallel net Nr

gives h and I, and consequently a solution y
of the adjoint (I, 20) of the point equation which in this case

is reducible to

Since equation (79) can be written

a solution of this equation is given by (80). It is readily shown

that 6' given by (77) satisfies (5), and thus we have:

When N has equal point invariants, each parallel net N' deter-

mines without quadrature a transformation K into a net Ni, the

function 6 of the transformation having the value y> Q/2, 6' being

given by (77).

2
In particular, q>

= - -
is a solution of (88). In this case

Q
10 = 1 from (80) and consequently Ari is associate to N.

Suppose conversely that we have a solution of the point

equation. From (88) and (89) it follows that y>
= 26/Q is a solution

of the adjoint equation. From 4 we know that by means of y>

we find oo x
nets N' parallel to N, of the form x' -\- ~kx, where x'

are the coordinates of one of these nets and A; is a constant.

Accordingly we have the theorem:

When N has equal point invariants, each solution of the point

equation determines by a quadrature, an infinity of transformations K,

18
) This is a generalization of the idea of associate surfaces in 3-space

[ 155 and Ex. 22, p. 425].
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1

such that corresponding lines of the conjugate congruences of the

transformations which pass through a point of N are coplanar.

26. Theorem of permutability of transformations K.

If NI and NZ are two nets, each in the relation of a transformation AT

with a given net N, we apply the theorem of permutability of

general transformations F, and seek the nets N&, which are K
transforms of NI and N%. For this case we must have

Tl2 ===
012, ^21 == 021

Since

(90) TI = GI = , TZ === 02 ==
j

these conditions are equivalent, in consequence of (52), to

(91) 0^4.^ = 0.

In consequence of (90) equations (37) for the case of trans-

formations E are reducible to

(92)

0i \ I 901 90
I i ft _ n _
I I I/O \J\

0i / Q \ du di

Oi2-^} = (024^-0idv V 12
6,1 Q

From these equations and similar ones in 2i we find that the left-

hand member of (91) is necessarily constant. Since each term of

this expression is determined to within an additive constant, there

are oo 1
sets of solutions satisfying (91). In fact, in consequence

of (36) and (43) we can put (91) in the form

/l" /j fi? f\

/rQ\ "2 t/i . aitfg ;

(93) 0i -)

*
0o = 0.

From (52), (86) and (93) it follows that

O 012 o 021
<JP12 &

, 9>21
== &

Hence each JVia for which (93) is satisfied is a K transform of

and JVg.
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Now equations (48) and (49) become

(94)
1

/ 0" 0' fi
>

01012*12= 012 01^*2,2 02^*1,1+ 012^*.
\ 2 01 01 /

By means of these results the coordinates (71) of the point of

contactMot the plane of the quatern with its envelope are reducible to

* __ 02X *2,2 0102*1,1 = _ 01201 *12 01 012*

02 01
- 0102 012 01

- 01012
i

Hence M is the intersection of the lines MMIS and l/i-M"2 ;
con-

sequently the points If12 of the oo 1
nets lie on a line, MM12 - There-

fore in consequence of the theorem of permutability of general

transformations F ( 21, 23), we have the following theorem of

permutability of transformations K:

If NI and N2 are K transforms of a net N with equal point

invariants, there can be found by a quadrature oo 1
nets NH which

are K transforms of Nt and N2 ; corresponding points M^ of these

nets NIS lie on a line I through the corresponding point M ofN and

in the plane re determined, by M and the coi'responding points Mt

and M2 of N-L and N2 ; the plane n touches its envelope at the inter-

section of I and the line M^M*; the parametric lines on the envelope

form a net to which are harmonic the congruences generated by the

lines MMi, MMZ , M^M^, MSM12, and the tangents to this net are

harmonic to I and MiMz .

27. Transformations F of applicable nets. We say that

a net N in n-space and a net N in ^?-space are applicable, when

their coordinates x and x satisfy the condition

which is equivalent to

E= y* ( H = y ( ) F ='
^ \ou! i \ou] i

ou ov ^r1 ou

n /a r \2
o =y i i =

1
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From (I, 3) it follows that the point equations of the two nets are

the same. Hence_a pair of solutions h and I of equations (1, 13)

determine a net N' parallel to N, as well as a net N' parallel to N.

Moreover, it is_evident that N' and N' are applicable. Hence:

IfN and N are applicable nets, the knowledge of a net parallel

to either enables one to find by quadratures a net parallel to the

other, to which it is applicable.

Suppose now that we subject j^to a transformation ^determined

by a parallel net N' and a solution 6 of the point equation of N.

From (9) it follows that the fundamental coefficients of the

new net JVi are given by

We transform N by means of the net N', applicable to Nr

,

and the same function 6 used above. In order that Nt and N^

shall_be applicable, the expressions for the fundamental coefficients

for NI must be equal to the above. Equating the corresponding

expressions, we get three equations, which in fact are equivalent

to the two

2 x' x' 6'- J *
du ^x

g
6

'

By integration we find, to within a negligible constant factor,

(95) 0'==2y* 2".

It is readily shown that this function is a solution of the common

point equation of the applicable nets Nr

and Nf

. Consequently
the F transforms of N and N by means of 6' and 6 given by
the quadrature
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dv dv

are applicable. _Hence
19

):

If N and N are applicable nets, each net parallel to N deter-

mines a pair of applicable^
nets NI and NI which are respectively

F transforms of N and N.

We shall establish a theorem of permutability of these trans-

formations. Let two applicable nets N and N be transformed into

pairs of applicable nets_2V"i, NI and N2) Nz be means of parallel

nets N'
t
N' and N", N" and functions 01 and 0" given by

(96) 8{ =2at* -2*'*, 0* =2*"* 2*"*.

We apply the results of 21 to this case and seek whether jV12

and N12 are applicable. To this end we take

nin_ V'/v,"'2 \\T'"2 />"" _ ^\,""2 ^^""2
012 - ,X\ jX\ , 021 ~^X% Z-.X1 .

Substituting the values of these functions from 20, 21, we get

(97) 0i' + 02-2 (^x
1

x" 2*' *") = 0.

In consequence of (96) we find by differentiation that the left-hand

member of (97) is constant. We have observed that in the general

case 0i' and 02 involve additive arbitrary constants. Hence they

can be chosen in an infinity of ways to satisfy (97), and we have:

Of the oo 2

transforms Ni2 and N12,
cx>1 pairs are applicable,

these cases arising when the constants in 0" and 02 are chosen so

that (97) is satisfied.

28. Nets corresponding with orthogonality of linear

elements. Two nets in n-space are said to correspond with

orthogonality of linear elements, if corresponding directions on the

surfaces of these nets are orthogonal to one another. We say

that two such nets are in relation 0. A necessary and sufficient

condition that N(x) and N(x) are in relation is [cf. 153]

dx -sdx dx idx dx dx dx

19
) Transactions, vol. 19 (1918) p. 170.
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Let (6) be the point equation of N(x) and let

9
2

_ 9 logo" 30 8 log 6 38

dudv
~

dv du du dv

be the point equation of N(x). If the first and third of (98) be

differentiated with respect to v and u respectively, we have in

consequence of the second of (98) that N and N have the same

point equation. Hence:

When N and N are two nets in relation 0, they have the same

point equation.

From this result and 4 it follows that if h and I are a pair

of solutions of

(99)

the nets N'(x') and N'(x'), whose coordinates are given by

f

dx dx -,dx dx dx

du
~

du' dv dv' du
~ l

du' dv
'

dv

are parallel to N and N respectively. Moreover, from (98) it

follows that TV7
'

and N' are in relation 0. Ifjwe say that N f and N'

are corresponding parallel nets" of N and N, we have :

IfN and N are two nets in relation 0, corresponding parallel

nets are in relation 0.

We seek transformations F of nets N and^ in relation O
into nets NI and NI in relation 0. Let N' and N' be two corre-

sponding parallel nets ofN and N, and let 6 and 6' be corresponding-

solutions of the point equations of N and N' respectively, that is

(loi)
du du' dv dv

The equations of the transformations are

ft ft

(102) Xj = X 77"^ > X\ = X 77"^
V u
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From the first we have by differentiation equations (9) and similar

expressions for - - and -
^-.du dv

When we express the condition that these quantities satisfy

equations of the form (98), the resulting equations give, to within

a negligible constant factor,

(10^} ft' TV^'\l\JtJj ^^^iAs tji,

Since AT/ and N' are in the relation 0, this function 0' satisfies

their common point equation.

'Hence:

If N(x) and N(x) are nets in relation 0, and N' (x') and

JV'Or') are two corresponding parallel nets, the nets NI and Nt ivhich

are F transforms ofN and N respectively by means of the equations

i\ i\

(104) jc x x < % %
2*x x

where 6 is given by

, dS _ 1 8 v ,_, 30 _ 1 9 v ,_,

^r
= STl^^^ C

:' ~to
=
'"T~to^

X

are in relation 0.

We shall establish a theorem
_o_f pel-mutability of these trans-

formations. Let two nets N and JVjn relation be transformed

into pairs of nets N1} NI and N2 ,
N2 by means of parallel nets

N 1

,
N' and 'N", N" and the functions e( and 0" given by

(106) 0'1 = 2x'x
t

, e'J = 2x"x">

We apply the results of 21 to this case and seek under what

condition N12 and Nis are in relation 0. For this to be the case

we must have

nin X1 in in a iiri "^ nn nn
B\-2

~

jXi X\ , 021 -
jX-2 X-2, .

where x1"
and x%" are given by (33) and (42) and x"' and x'l" have

analogous expressions. Substituting the values of 012' and 02i" from

21. we have

(107) 01' + d't 2(x" x' + x' x") = 0.
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In consequence of (106) \ve find by differentiation that the

left-hand member of (107) is constant. We have observed ( 21)

that in the general case of the theorem of permutability the

functions 6" and 2 are determined to within additive arbitrary

constants. Since these can be chosen in an infinity of ways so

that (107) holds, we have:

Of the oo 2 F transforms Niz and JV12 arising from the thc.orci/i

ofpet-mutability of any nets N and N in relation 0, there are oo 1

pairs in relation 0\ they arise when the constants in 6-> and 6" are

chosen so that (107) is satisfied; all these oo 1

pairs of transforms

can be found ~by two quadratures, when Nif NI and JV2 ,
N are

known.

Exercises.

1. If N is a net of translation (cf. I, Ex. 6), the only F transforms of N
which are nets of translation are parallel to N.

2. If N is a minimal net (cf. I, Ex. 7), the only F transforms of N which

are minimal nets are parallel to N.

3. If N is any net and NI is the F transform defined by (2), and (N*)i,

(3>
T
i)i and (N')i are the first Laplace transforms of N, NI and N' respectively, then

where

i nl "7; i \ i
---

oT
--

1

--
o

8 log a ov ologah ov

Qv dv

4. If NI is an F transform of a net N, any Laplace transform of N admits

as F transform the corresponding Laplace transform of NI, the equations of the

transformation being

r r

where (0)r , (0'V and (x')r are the rth
Laplace transforms of 6, Q' and x'.

5. If N and JVi are in relation F, and y and ?i are corresponding solutions

of their point equations, the Levy transforms of N and NI on the tangents to

the curves v = const, of N and Nj. are in relation F, and also the Levy trans-

form on the tangents to the curves u = const.; moreover, the lines of the conjugate

congruences of these transformations are tangent to the net which is the F
transform of N by <f> conjugate to the congruence of the transformation from JV

into J\
r
i.

6. By means of Ex. 5 and 11 show that if N and NI are nets in relation F,

and <?, a>i and
</>, </>i are corresponding pairs of solutions of the point equations
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of N and Ni, the derived net of N by y> and <p is in relation .F with the derived

net of Ni by <PI and </>i.

7. If N and JVi are nets in relation F, and JV2 and JV12 are parallel to N
and J\

T
i respectively in accordance with the second theorem of 21, corresponding

lines of the congruences of parameters x2 and x^ conjugate to N and Ni meet

in a point describing a net forming a triad with N and NI.

8. Show that if in 24 we take 0, = ?3 = 1, 0'3 = 0'3
' =

0, the nets Na ,

Nit, Ar2g, ^ are parallel to N, NI, N3 ,
Nlt respectively.

9. If N, Ni, Ni, Nu are nets of a quatern, the respective functions 2 , 12 ,

s/0", 014/012' determine radial transforms N, NI, Na ,
N12 , forming a quatern

under transformations F. Transactions, vol. 18 (1917), p. 123.

10. If N is a net and any solution of its point equation, the equations

xi = x c0, where the c's are constants define a net N\ which is a transform

of N, the congruence of the transformation consisting of parallel lines. The

tangent planes to .iV and NI meet in the harmonic congruence ofN determined by 0.

11. If N and N are applicable nets, the equations x\ x c0, Hci oT c~0

determine applicable nets N\ and Ni, if = 2 (~~cx 2aj)/(^eJ ^c2
).

12. When the functions a and b in equation (6) satisfy the condition

9 2 a
;

8 2 6 _/ a b\da 96'

dudv dudv \b a! bv 8u'

the equations

91ogy
r

/o 1 36 Slog"!//* 1 da

011 a 011 ov b ot'

are consistent, and the functions

(ii) /.,
=

-, Ii =
, .1 ,

,
i- ,

, z
a Ypa

satisfy equations (I, 13). The two nets N and JV pai-allel to a net N' with

equation (6) determined by the solutions (ii) have equal point invariants, and

are associate ( 25) to one another.

Conversely, if a net N' with point equation (6) admits a parallel net with

equal point invariants equation (i) must be satisfied.

13. When the condition (i) of Ex. 12 is satisfied, equation (6) admits the

solution 0'= -T- (a
2 6 2

). If we put =
-^- j/~/o (a 6), we have

-^
= -~

\/ o

- =
-ft.

These values satisfy (81), and consequently and 0' and the

congruence conjugate to N whose direction-parameters are the coordinates x'

of N' determine a K transform of N.

14. Let M, MI, Mi, MII be corresponding points of four nets N, NI, Ni, Nu
of a quatern under transformations F. Show that a necessary and sufficient

condition that another net N^ obtained by varying the additive constants of

0i' and 2 be such that its points lie on the corresponding lines MM^ is that

the transformations be K.
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15. If X is a net with equal point invariants, NI, JV2 ,
Ns are A' transforms

of N, and NU, Ni3 , N^ are the nets with equal point invariants which together with

the respective groups^
7

, NI, Nt ; N, Ni, Na ; N, N, Ns form quaterns under trans-

formations A', then N defined by (76) is a A' transform of NV2 ,
NiS , -A'-,.

Transactions, vol. 16 (1915), p. 29(5.

16. Determine whether transformations K are the only transformations F
of a net with equal point invariants into nets with equal point invariants.

17. In order that the Levy transforms conjugate to the tangents to the

curves of parameter u of a net IV with the point equation (6) and determined

by solutions 6 and t of (6) be K transforms of one another, it is necessary

that 661 = 6 2
F, where V is a function of v alone.

18. If N and NI are two nets in relation K. their respective associates

can be so placed in space that they shall be in relation K.

1 9. If in (46) 0i' and 0'2 are replaced by O'j -f- c and 0'2 c, where c is

a parameter, the corresponding points of the oo 1 nets JN
r
i2 lie on a conic which

passes through the corresponding points of N, NI and N
; this conic is degenerate

when the transformations are K, and only in this case (cf. Ex. 14).



Chapter III.

Sequences of Laplace.

29. Homogeneous point coordinates. If the cartesian

coordinates of a point P are x 1

,
.... xn

,
the n -{- 1 quantities y, of

which y
n J ^ 0, satisfying the conditions

are called homogeneous coordinates of P. If the coordinates y are

given, P is determined, but if the cartesian coordinates x are given,

the homogeneous coordinates y are defined only to within a factor.

In homogeneous coordinates the equation of a hyperplane is

of the form (1)

Now */
?=

(i
== 1, ... ., ii) is the equation of a coordinate hyper-

plane. Also //
n+1= is taken as the equation of a hyperplane,

namely the hyperplane at infinity. This hyperplane likewise is

a coordinate hyperplane in homogeneous coordinates. Thus we
have n-}-l hyperplanes forming a coordinate (?j-f-l)-hedron. More-

over, a point all of whose homogeneous coordinates save one,

say y', are zero lies in all of these hyperplanes except the hyper-

plane ^=0; it is a vertex of the coordinate (w-f-lj-hedron.

Suppose now that we have any n-\-l hyperplanes, say

"y+^r-f - -

..4;a+
1^1=

(t ==!,;..., -f 1),

subject to the single condition that they do not have a point in

common, that is, the determinant of the 's is not equal to zero;

thus c^ ^0. If we put
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where
(>

is a factor independent of i, the quantities zl serve also

as point coordinates. For when the y's are given for a point the z's

are uniquely determined except for a factor. Conversely, when
the z's are given, the determination of the corresponding y's requires

the solution of a linear system of equations, whose determinant is

different from zero. We call the z's general homogeneous paint

coordinates, and as such they are distinguished from the particular

system of ?/'s, corresponding to the case where n of the coordinate

planes are mutually perpendicular, and the other is at infinity. As

in the case of tetrahedral coordinates in 3-space, the transformation

is not completely determined by the (w-f-l)-hedron, but is defined

when it is required that a particular point, not on the faces of

the new (n -f- l)-hedron is to have the coordinates (1, 1, . . ., 1) in

the new system.

Since the steps used in the preceding are reversible, we have

that there exist line'ar transformations P by means of which from

a general system of homogeneous coordinates z we pass to a system y
so that y

l

/y
n ^~ l

. . . y
n
/y

n+ 1 are cartesian coordinates. Hereafter w.e

understand that when homogeneous coordinates are used they are

of the general type.

We are prepared to prove the theorem:

The homogeneous coordinates of any point on the line joining

two points PI fo) and P2 (z) are of the form

and conversely.

Consider the point with these coordinates and apply a trans-

formation P (referred to above). The resulting expressions will be

of the form hyi-\- py*. Hence the cartesian coordinates of the

point are 114 9

which shows that the point lies on Pj P2 (cf. I, Ex. 1), Evidently

the converse also is true.

In like manner it can be shown (cf. I. Ex.2) that:

Tlie homogeneous coordinates of any point on the plain- through

three points P (zv). P (z%) Ps (z3) are of the form
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and conversely.

From 1 the locus of a point whose homogeneous coordinates z

are functions of a parameter u is a curve. We wish to prove:

TJie Jwmogeneous coordinates of any point on the tangent to

a curve z (u) are of the form

r

du
and conversely.

If the coordinates of a point are in this form, and we apply
a transformation P we get for the new coordinates of the point

ty H~ /*
" Hence the cartesian coordinates of the point are
du

,
,; , dy* dx'

' If ~\~ frb ~^idu
i (

du
~~d~tT+

r ~~ X ~"~ ~~T~i <

A^" 1 + p

dx
As these are of the form x -}- A

,
the point lies on the tangent

Cv IL

(1). Conversely, the cartesian coordinates of any point on the

tangent being of this form are readily transformable into the form

of the theorem.

Consider a point on the tangent to a curve with its coordinates

in the form lz -}- /*~T~- Two functions Q and t are defined by

dt

In terms of Q and t the coordinates of the point are of the form

Q
-

(tz). Hence we have:
du

The homogeneous point coordinates z of a, curve can be chosen

so that the coordinates of a given point on the tangent other than

dz
the point of contact are of the form-j.

The osculating plane of a curve z(it) at a representative point is

by definition the locus of points whose coordinates are of the form
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fly (7 ?*

/.,?-}-# \- v -, ". If we apply a transformation P to the
du du*

coordinates and proceed as above, we can show that the cartesian

coordinates of any point of the osculating plane are of the form

du 'In'

We observe that this is the result previously found for 3-spacc \1\.

30. Laplace transformations. We have seen in > that

a necessary and sufficient condition that a system of parametric

curves be a net is that any point on the tangent to a curve

v = const, of a system moves in the tangent plane to the surface

as v varies. Given a net JVwith n -f 1 homogeneous coordinate x.

The coordinates of any point P on the tangent to a curve v = const.

are of the form kx -\- w . As v varies, the point moves in the
9tt

tangent plane, provided
- Ux -\-.f*-f j

is expressible linearly in
I/ \ O c* /

dx dx
terms of x. -

,
and-. Hence a net is characterised analyti-'

du' dv

cally by the condition that its homogeneous coordinates are solutions

of the same equation of the form

80 . .

e
dudv dv du du dv

We call this the point equation of the net.

If, in particular, the point P moves tangentially to the tangent

to v = const., that is if P describes the minus first Laplace trans-

form of N, we must have

, Blogfr* -r ! r - U.
8w

Since similar results follow for the first Laplace transform, we have:

The coordinates of the minus first and first Laplace transform*

of a net with the point equation (1) can be taken in the form

dx d log b
_
dx

~d^~ ~d^T
J

'' Xl
~~~Jr~~ dv
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111 consequence of the fourth theorem of 29 the equations

of a Laplace transformation can be put in the simple form indicated

in the following
1 theorem:

The homogeneous coordinates z' and ij of the focal points of

tt cftD/nicitct' ran be chosen so that

(3) = "* =

From (2) we have by differentiation

(4) -./_, 4- A> ?

9r or ou vu

where H and K are the invariants of (1) namely

_ 9
2
log a ,

9 log a 8 log b .

H- ~~p ''.

OUOV 0V OU
(5)

_ 8*logO ,

9 log a 9 log b .

"T^T" r'r"~W

If K --
0, we get on integration x~\ == Ua, where U is an

arbitrary function of u alone. As the arbitrary function U varies

with the integral but a remains the same, the point J/_i describes

a curve, and not a net; we say that A7-! is degenerate. Substituting

in the first of (2) and integrating the resulting equation, we find

'Ua. \TH
V being an arbitrary function of v alone.

In like manner, if H= 0. the integral of (1) can be given

the form

(7) f-

Hence we have the theorem:

When either invariant of an equation of Laplace is equal to

zero, tJte equation can be integrated by quadratures.

31. Sequences of Laplace. When the invariants H and K
of (1) are different from zero, by the iteration of the first Laplace
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transformation upon a net N with (1) for its point equation, and

also of the minus first transformation, we get a sequence of nets

N-j, N-
(J-I), N-i, N, NI, ,

Nit

such that any net of the sequence is a first Laplace transform of

its predecessor (sense being from left to right), and a minus first

transform of its successor. We say that these nets form a sequence

of Laplace.

We are interested in finding the Laplace equation of each net

of the sequence. In order to write these equations and others

associated with (1) in abbreviated form, we denote by

(8) [Or, at, li,

the equation

. , dudv dv du du dv
(y) <

8
s

8 log Oi 8 log 6, . 8 log a 8 log b

Then from (5) it follows that

(10)

Tf
9
*

e/ 3lQg 8 log?;
Hi ~ " ~ ~

If in equation (1) we put

(11) ,=^,

where / is a function of // iind v, the Laplace equation satisfied

by x' is denoted by

(12) [0' ; ;.,. &;., ;.].

Then from (10) we have H'=H, K'= K, showing that H and K
are invariants of (1) for transformations of the form (11).
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In order to find the Laplace equation of Ni7 we differentiate

the second of (4) with respect to v. Making use of (2), we find

that the Laplace equation of Nt is denoted by

(13) i; a-H, &,

and that

Proceeding in a like manner with the first of (4). we find that the

Laplace equation of N-i is denoted by

(15) [0_i; a, bK,~]

and that

(16) *-!= **_!= Jr

The coordinates ./; of N are given by the equations

(17) a* = -j-~

analogous. to (2), and the point of equation of N* is denoted by

(18) s ;
aHHlt I,

In general the coordinates of Nr are given by

(19) XT = - --logiaHH, .... jy,- 2) xr-i.
or ov

and the point equation is

(20) k; aHH, .... JSTr-i, &, ^r^^^jfL Of JO. Jl
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The equations analogous to (4) and (17) arc

s
8log& ^ ; Hf _ iXf_

9 n 3 u

(21)

The coordinates of N- r are given by

(22) X- r

and the point equation is

(28)

Also we have

dx-r 8

du, 8n
. . . .K-r+l)

32. Periodic sequences of Laplace. Ordinarily a sequence

of Laplace is unlimited in both directions. If Hr or K- r is zero,

the sequence terminates in the positive or negative sense (cf. Ill,

Ex. 5). In the present section we are concerned with the case when

the sequence is periodic, that is when a certain net Sp coincides

with iV. In this case we must have

(25) yp = mx,

where m is at most a function of u and v which is the same for

all n coordinates xl
. Since n is at least equal to 3, the coefficients

of (12) and (20) for r=p must be equal. Hence we must have

(27)
~

l e -*-* ^
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Differentiating the first of (26) with respect to u and making
use of the second, we find that

(28) HH1 ....Hp-i^= UV,

where U and V are functions of u and v respectively. If we change
the independent variables in accordance with the equations

we find that the invariants H',H(, H'p of. the transformed equations

of the nets N, NI, ----Np are given by

where </ and <// denote the derivates of <JP
and fy. Hence y and ty

can be chosen so that (28) becomes

(29) HHl ....Hp -i==l.

Then from (26) it follows that m in (25) is constant 20
).

Suppose now that (27) and (29) are satisfied for equation (1).

Applying (10) to (20) for r =p 1. we get, in consequence of (27),

-.!-=!* -

log

(30) <

77
dudv

TT- d~ . b= H - -loga a a j. //

In like manner, making use of (27), (29) and (30), we obtain

T_ T_ u , it- JLJ-- . . . , j-im-"-!= H-^^ log
-

~1^-
^ 70 T7- r- 9 7 TS"
9- , b"Hni ^ a- . uA= H- -log - = K- ~log-

ditdv
6

a~ dudv a

2U
) Cf. Tzitzeica, Comptes Rendus, vol. 157 (1913), p. 908; also Hammond.

Annals of Mathematics, ser. 2, vol. 22 (1921), p. 245.
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Hence in general we have

(31) Hp-i -=

If we differentiate (25) with respect to u, and make use of (2)

and (21), we can reduce the resulting equation to

(32) Hp-iXpi = mxi

which gives the analytical form of the condition that the nets Np-i
and Ni coincide. Again differentiating (32) with respect to w,

we get, in consequence of (21), (24), (30) and (32),

HpiHjj2 Xp2 = nix-).

And in general because of (31) we have

(33) Hp-iHp2. . . . Hpi Xp-i= mx-i,

which in consequence of (29) is equivalent to

(34) xpi

Finally we have

(35) x = mxp,

showing that ^Y and N p coincide.

Conversely if we differentiate (35) with respect to v we get

(34) with i= p 1. In general, if we differentiate (34) with respect

to v, we get (34) with i replaced by i 1. Hence according as

we differentiate (33) or (34) with respect to u or v we increase

or diminish / by 1. In order to point out the significance of this

observation, we note that the expressions (19) and (22) for x r and

x r are expressible in the forms

drx
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where A's and B's are determinate functions of the derivates of a,

b and c.obtained by repeated use of (19) and (22). Hence equation

(33) involves the derivatives of x with respect to v of orders

1, . . . .
, p i, and of x with respect to u of orders 1, .... i. If

this equation is differentiated with respect to u and all derivatives

with respect to u and v are eliminated by means of (1) and the

equations obtained by differentiating (1), we obtain an equation

involving derivatives of x with respect to v of orders 1, p i 1

and with respect to u of orders 1, ....-/+ 1? which necessarily is

(33) with i replaced by i 1.

Suppose now that we consider a periodic net of odd order,

and write p = 2n-}-l. If in (34) we put i = n and in (33)

i == n-\-l, we get

Xn+l = mHHi ---- Hn X-n,
1

Xn l ""* 1

Qll-rly. gn-l/p
These two equations express

- and - -
linearly in terms

dvn ~f- dun r

of the 2 n + 1 quantities

We have seen that the consistency of (36) and (1) leads to other

equations of the series (33) and (34), by means of which and (1)

we can express all the derivatives of order higher than n in terms

of (37). Since m does not appear in (27) and (29), for each value

of m there exist p independent solutions of (1), (33) and (34)

including the condition (25); and not more than p independent

solutions.

"When jp is even, and we put p = 2n, we have in place of (36),

# mHHi .... Hn i x n ,
x ni ~ffani Hn\xn \.m

Then all the derivatives of order n and higher are expressible

linearly in terms of the p quantities

dnx dx dn
~ lx dx

x.
du*' ' du' at;"-1 '

'

dv'
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Hence we have the theorem:

When an equation of Laplace (1) satisfies the conditions (27)

and (29), an infinity of sequences of Laplace of order p exist in

space of order p 1.

33. Harmonic congruences. We wish to establish the

theorem :

The homogeneous coordinates x of a net N can be so chosen that

homogeneous coordinates of the focal points of any harmonic con-

dx , dx
gnience are and -r respectively.

Let N(x) be a net with homogeneous coordinates x satisfying (1).

Let F! and F2 be the foci of any harmonic congruence, these

points being on the tangents to the curves v = const., u = const.,

respectively. Evidently x can be chosen so that the coordinates

dx
of FI are - -

( 29). Then the coordinates of F according as
Cv

it is looked upon as on the tangent to the curves u = const, at M or

on the tangent to the curves u = const, at Fj. are of the respective
dx dx d^x

forms Ix -f /<-

-
. tf p r - , These forms must be pro-

dv' du dudr
portional to one another in consequence of x being a solution of

the corresponding equation (1). Expressing this requirement, we
9 lofif b d x

find that both of these must be proportional to - : + ex.
du dv

Evidently
- ^ 0, otherwise F3 and M coincide. Looking uponou

Ft as the minus first Laplace transform of F2 we must have

^x___Jdlogb dx , \ , 9 Idlogb dx

~du~

As this equation must be satisfied identically, we must have either

c = 0, or V ^ = Vc. where V is a function of v alone and V
du

its derivative with respect to v. In the latter case the coordinates

of F., can be chosen of the form-^
-
(Vx). Replacing Vx by x,

dv
dx

which does not change the form --of the coordinates of Fit we
du

have the result stated in the theorem.
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Furthermore, when the coordinates of FI and F% are of the

dx dx
form - - and

,
in the point equation of N we have c = 0.

ou ov

If we put 6 =8id where is any function of u and v, in

equation (1), the function X satisfies an equation of the type (1),

and for this new equation c = in case is a solution of (1) and

only in this case. As a result we have the corollary:

The homogeneous coordinates of the focal points of any con-

gruence harmonic to a net N(x) are expressible in the form

(38)

in which case 6 is a solution of the point equation of N.

We have also the converse theorem:

If 6 is any solution of the point equation (1) of a net N, the

points whose coordinates are of the form (38) are the focal points

of a congruence harmonic to N.

For, as v varies the direction-parameters of the path of the

first of these points are of the form

x d . a d lx\ d . b d I x
}()f?- - I

-
1 H

3dvduei/ dv 3
6 due du to

which evidently are the parameters of the line joining the two

points; similarly when u varies.

We have also the theorem:

When 6 = aiXl

, where the a's are constants, the points of

coordinates (38) lie in the hyperplane zlai xl = 0.

34. Levy sequences of the first order. If 6 is any solution

of the point equation (1) of a net N, from (2) it follows that the

functions

(39) ,_,_ )du du dv dv

are solutions of the point equations of N- 1 and NI respectively.

We call them the minus first and first Laplace transforms of d.
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The points of coordinates (38) are the Levy transforms of N
by means of 6 (cf. I, 53). In consequence of (2) and (39), we can

take as homogeneous coordinates of these respective points

(40) x-i,i
=-, -, ,

.

01 v

Moreover, the net of coordinates x ,i is the first Laplace trans-

form of the net of coordinates #_ 1,1.

By differentiation and reduction by means of (2), (4) and (39),

we find that the point equations of these nets are denoted by

(cf. 31)

<>

From the form of (40) it follows that N-i
t
i and N ,i are

Levy transforms of N-i and NI by means of 0-i and ^. More-

over, from 10 we have that the tangents to the curves of para-

meter v of N ,i are harmonic to NI, and consequently this harmonic

congruence Gt is determined by the solution 0i of the point equation

of Nlf Its focal point of the first order generates a Levy trans-

form NI,I of NI whose coordinates are given (analogously to (40)) by

(43) xi
t
i
= xs

--
Xi ,

0i

where 2 is the second Laplace transform of 6. In like manner

the function 0_i determines a congruence G-\ harmonic to N-\
whose focal nets are -AT- 1,1 and N- 2,i, where

(44) X- 2
,
1
= X-i- X-2,02

0_ 2 being the minus second Laplace transform of 0.

Continuing this process we obtain a sequence of Laplace whose

focal nets are Levy transforms of the nets of the Laplace sequence

arising from N. We call it the first Levy sequence of N determined

by 0. The coordinates of the nets Nr,\ for positive and negative

values of r are of the form
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/..->. 0r+l
\_40J #p,l #*-)- 1

~
^ #7">

where 6r is the rih Laplace transform of 0.

35. Levy sequences of higher order. Derived se-

quences. Let and 0' be two solutions of the point equation (1)

of N linearly independent of the coordinates of N. By means of

and 0' we determine two first Levy sequences Nr,i and N'r,i.
These nets are the focal nets of two sequences of congruences

Gr and Or harmonic to the nets Nr respectively of the Laplace

sequence obtained from N. From 11 it follows that the point

of intersection of corresponding lines of Gr and O'r describe a derived

net of Nr . Moreover, from the results of 11 it follows that

these derived nets form first Levy sequences of the sequences of

Nr,i and Nr,i and consequently we call them Levy sequences of the

second order. We shall obtain the analytical expressions for their

coordinates.

We consider first the derived net of N by means of and 0'.

The functions 0_i,i and ,i defined by

(46) 0-1,1=0' -^- li, 0o,i
=

0I--y0',

where 01 1 and 0i are the minus first and first Laplace transforms

of 0', are evidently corresponding solutions of N-i,i and NO,I, which

as we have seen are Laplace transforms of one another. Hence

the coordinates of the Levy transform of JV_i,i by means of 0-i,i

are the form

/An\ ^0,1
(47) #-1,2

=
#0,1 -7 #-1,1.

01,1

In consequence of (40) and (46) this is equivalent to

01 01,1

0_! 6-1 X-\

0' x

0! 01 Xi

_i 0_ 1,1

>_i 0'

if we make use of the following lemma concerning determinants:

6*
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If D=
I aim 1 (l,m = 1, . . . . ri) is any determinant of the nth

order, and we write

dr+l,s
- = Ar,s,

then

(48)
2,2 2,n

An 1,2) An l,n

Hence the coordinates of ^-1,2 can be taken in the form

(49) o;_i,2
=

|
0-i 0' XL\.

From the symmetry of this expression it follows that Ni, 2 is also

a Levy transform of N-^-L, which shows that it is the derived

net of N for the functions 6 and 0'. Evidently the derived net

of NL for 0! and 0{ and of Ni for 0_i and 0Li are given by

(50) #0,2
=

|
01 #-2,2= |

0-2 0-1 #(

Since N 1,2 and No, 2 are the Levy transforms of JVo.i determined

by 0o,i they are Laplace transforms of one another; similarly JV_ 2f2

and N-i t 2 are the Levy transforms of jV-i,i determined by 0-i,i.

Hence the solutions and 6' determine a Laplace sequence of nets

Nr,2 which are derived nets of the nets Nr +i, and a first Levy

sequence of the nets Nr
,
i. The coordinates of Nr

,
2 are of the form

(t)]\ __ I n nl

for r positive and negative, and where A^ = N.

If 6" is another solution of (1) independent 0, 0' and the

coordinates of N, the functions

e
)" nit nil
)-^~ e

-JH
6-1'

solutions of the point equation of .#-1,1, determine a derived net

of N-I,I. Analogously to (49) we have that the coordinates of

this net are of the form

0-
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Applying the lemma to this case, we have that the coordinates of

the net may be taken in the form

(52) Z_ 2)3
= |0_ 2 0-1 0"#l|.

Hence the functions 0, 0' and 6" determine a sequence of Laplace

whose coordinates are of the form

(53) Xr,8 = I

Or O'r+ 1 0"+2 Xr+ 3\.

We remark that from the symmetry of (52) it follows that the net

JV-2,3 is a derived net also of the Levy transforms N-i,i and N-i, i

determined by 6' and 6" respectively.

In general m independent solutions 0, 0', ---- 0o- of (1)

determine a Levy sequence of order m whose coordinates are of

the form

(54) Xr,m= I

Or 0r-f 1
"

for positive and negative values of r 21
).

36. Periodic Levy sequences. Suppose that we have

a Laplace sequence of period p. We seek under what condition

the Levy sequence of the first order determined by a solution

of (1) is also of period^?. It is necessary that xp,i
= A #0,1, where A

is at most a function of u and v. In consequence of (40) and (45)

this condition is equivalent to

/r-i-N

(55)

From (19), (25) and (29) we have

7\ ft 7\

(56) Xp+i == mxi, Op+ i
= -~- ---

loga-0p .

Consequently from (55) it follows that

,
9 , O

l = m
, !<*

21
) Cf. Hammond, 1. c., p. 252.
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In like manner the condition 2^-1,1
=- f*xi,i is equivalent in

consequence of (21) and (32) to

3 . dp
P = m lo = 0.

Hence we must have

(57) dp
= ml 0,

where wx is a constant. We have seen that equation (1) admits

solutions of this type. If we have such a solution, the Laplace

transforms of 6 satisfy equations (33) and (34) with m replaced

by Wi. Hence we have

(58) Xp $,1
= Xpt+i--^p Xpi = mH . . . . Hp -i # ,i.

Op i

Therefore:

If N is a net of period p in (p \}-space such that xp = mx
and is a solution of the point equation ofN such that 6P

= m^ 6,

where rat is a constant, the Levy sequence determined by 6 is of

period p; when m^ m, is necessarily a linear function of the

x's and the nets of the Levy sequence lie in (p 2)-space.

The latter part of the theorem is a consequence of the last

theorem of 33.

If we take two solutions 6 and 6' of (1) satisfying the con-

ditions Op=ml d, dp m2 0', the first Levy sequences determined

by 6 and 6' are periodic. Also in consequence of (56) and (33)

we have from (51)

Xpi,2 =

Consequently the second Levy sequence determined by 6 and 0' is

of period p.

Similar results hold for the Levy sequences of higher order.

Consider in particular, the case of the Levy sequence of order p
determined by the p independent solutions 0, 0', . . . . 9 (p

~ 1) of (1)

for which 0> = m1
( )

(
=

0, ----p 1). From (54) we have

x ,p
=

\e e[ ev....e(/-Vxp\==(mmi)\dei....e</-L \x.

Similar results hold for xr
, p . Hence:
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If N is a net ofperiod p in (p l)-space, such that xp= mx
and 6, 6', 0", . . . . 0^ 1) are p independent solutions of the point

equation ofN such that = m i 6
(f)

(i
=

o, . . . . p 1), the pth
Levy

sequence coincides with the given sequence**).

37. Transformations F in homogeneous coordinates.

When two nets N and N{ are in the relation F, the tangents to

the curves v = const, at corresponding points M and M{ meet in

the focal points of a congruence harmonic to both N and NI ( 17).

In accordance with the first theorem of 33 the coordinates of N
and .ZVi can be chosen so that we have

dXi dx dxi dx
(59) S= * ==V

where r and cr are functions of u and v. Hence the equations

of any transformation F can be given this form. As previously

remarked, in this case c = in (1) and likewise Ci
= in the

point equation of NI.

When c ^ in (1), the equation can be reduced to this special

form by replacing x by xQ, where 6 is any solution of (1). Hence

when the point equation of the net N has the general form (1),

the equations of a transformation F are

/ /-*f\' 30\ I OC \ OC\ i OC

'du
' ~ T

du \ 0/' dv
a
dv \

In order that the conditions of integrability of (60) be satisfied

for any solutions x and 9 of (1), it is necessary and sufficient

that T and a be solutions of

QT 9 . 80- 80
or in other form

8,ra a d . a 8 . ab
(62) ^ 10

2J
) Of. Hammond, 1. c., p. 256.
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If we put

(63) T o=<fB,

we get equations (IE, 16), and find that y is a solution of the

adjoint of (1), which is denoted by (cf. 31)

Suppose we have any pair of solutions of (61), and the net NI

whose coordinates x are given by the corresponding equations (60).

The points FI and Fz whose coordinates y and z are of the forms

/ s*r \ ***

(65) y = XiT, z = xl ff,

lie on the line joining corresponding points of the nets JVand NI.

Moreover, as u, or v, varies the point F1} or F%, moves tangentially

to this line. Hence Ft and F% are the focal points of the con-

gruences of these lines, and N and NL are in relation F.

With the aid of (61) we show that the point equation of JVi is

(66)
dudv

When we put = 1 in (61), we get the conditions of inte-

grability of (59), namely

As a consequence of these results we have:

Wh&never the homogeneous coordinates of two nets are in either

of the relations (59) or (60), the nets are in relation F.

From the manner in which equations (59) were obtained it

is evident that the transformations F obtained by taking all possible

solutions of (67) possess the property that all the corresponding

tangent planes of the nets pass through the line of the congruence
dx dx

whose focal points have the coordinates - - and . Hence in
du dv
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order to obtain general transformations F, especially in dealing

with two such transformations, it is desirable to take the equations

in the form (60). However, when a solution of (1) is known, we
can write (60) in the form (59), and then the analysis of the

transformations F in homogeneous coordinates is the same as that

of parallel nets in cartesian coordinates.

38. Transformations F with the same conjugate con-

gruence. Triads of nets. Suppose we have a transformation in

the form (59), so that the new net N' (x') is given by

(fiQ\
dx> jg. 9a?> - dx

\ / o _, o ) o Q A.
*

Now the point equation of N is necessarily of the form (1) with

e= 0. If 6 is any solution of this equation and 8' is given by
the quadratures

80' 80 30' 80

^r : = r ^ ~w ~- a ^>

then the functions xl} defined by
i

a

(70) xl
=

x-jp-x',

are the homogeneous coordinates of a net NI, since

du
(71) {

,

dv

From the form of (70) it follows that corresponding points M,
M', M^ on the three nets N, N', N: are collinear. Hence not

only is NI an F transform of N, but also of Nr
. In the latter

respect it differs from the case of 15 (cf.ni, Ex. 24).

As an application of the foregoing resultswe prove the theorem
23

):

23
) This theorem for 3-space is due to Ribaucour, Comptes Eendus, vol. 74

(1872), p. 1491.
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If a net N lies on a hyperquadric

each congruence conjugate to N meets the hyperquadric again in

a net, which consequently is an F transform of N.

We assume that the given conjugate congruence is conjugate

to a net N' whose coordinates are given by (68). From the above

equation we have by differentiation

dot .

since the coordinates x satisfy (!) with c = 0. In consequence

of this result it follows readily that given by

is a solution of (1), and that 0' where

0' =

satisfies (69). If NI denotes the corresponding transform of N
with the equations (70), it is found that NI lies on the quadric.

If TI, o"i and ra ,
<r2 are two sets of solutions of (61) for the

same 6, by means of equations of the form (60), we get by quadratures

two nets, N! and Ni} transforms of N. From their equations we find

du ti du' dv
'

GI dv
'

Consequently NI and N2 are in relation F, and form with N a

triad ( 20).

39. Theorem of permutability. In view of the remarks

of the preceding section it follows that the results of 20, 21

can be translated at once into analogous forms for transformations F
in homogeneous coordinates.

Suppose then that we have two solutions 1} 2 of (1) and

two solutions <pi} g> 2 of the adjoint of (1), so that by quadratures
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of the form (II, 16) two pairs of functions r
lt a^ r2 ,

<rg are to

be found. Transforms N^x^ and N2 (x2 ) are given by

/y
/_. _.\ V *A/, vy I IAS \ v tA/ v i t/x

(72)

Solutions of the point equations of NI and Ns are given by

The coordinates of the transform ^12 (#12) are given by (it being

understood that JV12 and N21 are the same net)

9 v
^

a v \e j = 1, 2,

Comparing these results with (60), (71) and with (II, 21, 37)

we have from (II, 52, 49)

(75)

ft 1 ft ft T

02

and

(76) 0i 0X2^12 =l= 02 021^1 + 01 012^2 012 021 X
24

).

Exercises.

1. The homogeneous point coordinates of any point of the tangent plane

to a surface are expressible in the form

dx .
dx

2. Show that equations (3) hold for the special homogeneous coordinates

such that y
l

ly
n+i and z1

'/
2"*1 are cartesian coordinates of the foci; also that if

the direction-parameters of the congruence are taken in the form

24
) In making this comparison it must be noted that the quantities a^flj/fy,

QijByd^ Ci20'i''/0i2 of Chapter II must be replaced by a?
f , 0,7i

on respec-

tively in order to conform to the usages of the present chapter.
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yn+i

we have

cx =
dudv dv du du dv

3. The invariants of the Laplace transforms NI and Ni of a net N are

given by

Darboux, Lemons, vol. 2, p. 28.

4. The invariants of the Laplace transforms Nr and N r of a net N are

given by
9 2

Sr = Hr1 -\~ H -BT --x-^ log jET . . . . Hri, Kr ==L Hr1
',ouov

H-r = JT-r+1, #-r = -K-r+1 + JBT- B" -^ log^ . . . . 1T_,+1.

Darboux, Lemons, vol. 2, p. 30.

5. If Hi = for a Laplace sequence, then

where /?, >!,.... w4{ are determinate functions; U and V are functions of w and v

respectively, and U is the i
th derivative of U with respect to w.

Darboux, Legons, vol. 2, p. 33.

6. When an equation of Laplace admits a solution of the form

x = AU + AiU'+....+A t U,
where the As are functions of u and v and U is the ith derivative with respect

to u of a function U of u, then Hi = 0. Darboux, Legons, vol. 2, p. 35.

7. If Hi= and Kj = for a sequence of Laplace, the point equation

for N admits solutions of the form

x = AU+.... + A t U(t> + BV+ ....+ BjVW,

where the A's and J5's are determinate functions; U and V are arbitrary functions

of u and v respectively, and Z7" and V ^ denote i
to derivatives with respect to u and v.

Darboux, Lemons, vol. 2, p. 38.

8. A necessary and sufficient condition that the point coordinates of a net

can be chosen so that the coordinates of the minus first and first Laplace trans-

OX OX
forms are -= and -~ respectively is that the point equation of the net have

equal invariants.

9. If the parametric curves on a surface S form a net N, the tangents to

the curves defined by Adu2
-\-B dv*= meet the lines joining the points M_^

and MI of the Laplace transforms of N in points harmonic to M_ and MI.
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10. Show that if a point equation (1) satisfies the conditions (27) and (29),

it satisfies also the conditions

11. Show that if equation (1) admits solutions of period^), so also does its

adjoint equation [cf. 37]. Hammond, Annals, vol. 22 (1921), p. 260.

12. The point equation of Nt x defined by (43) is denoted by

This may be obtained from (13) by multiplying the second term by 0/0i, retaining

the third term, and multiplying together the third and fourth terms of (13) and

dividing by 61. Show that the same method applied to (1), denoted by [6; a, 6, 1]

gives (42).

13. Apply the method of the preceding exercise to (20) and obtain for the

point equation of Nr>l the following

r er+1 _6^
[0

r>1 ;a fii.....!^ --,&, arH
-iHr-*

Hr_ t

Verify this result directly for r = 2. Hammond, 1. c. p. 249.

14. The point equation of N_ 2 ^
is denoted by

This may be obtained from (15), by multiplying the second term of the latter by

8_ 1/0_ 2 , retaining the third term and taking for the fourth term the product

of the second and fourth of (15) divided by 6_ 2
. Show that (41) is obtained

from (1) by the same method.

1 5. Apply the method of the preceding exercise to (23) and obtain for the

point equation of N_ (r
,

l) x

- _ l ...._ r+v-rl OK _!
---- _

Hammond, 1. c.

16. Show that for the derived net N_am for m>s the coordinates are

expressible in the form

d
s~ l

e'
(s)

' *-i''

Tzitzeica, Comptes Rendus, vol. 156 (1913), p. 375.

17. If two nets N and Ni are in relation F so also are the nets resulting

from a protective transformation of N and Ni.
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18. Show that equation (66) is denoted by

[a
aT bff ]

1
e

' e '

0-r

19. From (65) we have

3y 9y , . dz . . dz

-ft=-**-v ^= -<*>'"
-ft
= v>-i* 8^

= **'

where (x)i and (af)_ 1 denote coordinates of the first and minus first Laplace trans-

forms of N, and <pl
and y>_ l are first and minus first Laplace transforms of <p with

respect to (64). Show that the coordinates of the first Laplace transform of F\

and the minus first of Ft are of the forms

(aOiP+ y
-g^-logap-i, (*)_!? *-g^-

log 6 ?!

20. If N and ^ are nets in relation F, the lines joining corresponding

points of their first Laplace transforms (minus first Laplace transforms) meet the

corresponding lines of the conjugate congruence of the transformation in the focal

points of the first (second) order (cf. Ex. 19).

21 . When two nets N and N\ are in relation F, so also are their Laplace

transforms of the same orders; the equations of these transformations are

where

TV = TV-i-f ,
<Tr = Tr-l,

for r positive. Hammond, 1. c., p. 260.

22. If the coordinates of a net N of period p satisfy (25), and 6 is a solution

of its point equation (1) such that 6P mrf and f> is & solution of the adjoint

(64) of (1) such that <p
=

n<f> p ,
where mi and n are constants, the F transform

of N by means of 8 and <p is a periodic net of the same period as N.

Hammond, 1. c., p. 261.

23. If N(x) and NI(XT ) are nets in relation F on the hyperquadric

5of*acx^ = o, then ^anc(x
(i)x(^ + x(k)

x^) = k, where fc is a constant. When
i,* <,*

k 0, the congruence of the transformation consists of generators of the hyper-

quadric [cf. 38].

24. Show that if corresponding points of three nets in relation F are

collinear the relation between their coordinates may be put in the form (70).

25. Show that for a net with the point equation (1) with a = 6 =V~/p
the equations of a transformation K ( 25) are

8x, 62 9
/
x \ 9*,

2 8 / x
du p du \er dv p dv \e

26. Let N be a net in 3-space and NI an F transform of N given by (60).

Let corresponding points M and MI of these nets and the two focal points FI
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and FI of the harmonic congruence of the transformation be taken as the vertices

of a tetrahedron of reference of homogeneous coordinates x, y, z, w such

M (0,1, 0,0), 3fx (0, 0, 0, 1), .F, (1, 0. 0, 0), Ft (0,0, 1,0).

Show that the pencil of conies tangent to the lines MFl and MFt at the points

(M)-i and (M)i of the Laplace transforms (2V)- 1 and (2V)j of J\
T are given by

where ^ is a parameter; also that according as ^ is -BT, or H, the conic osculates

the curve u = const, of (2V)_i at (M)-i or v = const, of (2V)i at (M)i.

Annals, vol. 18 (1916), p. 11.

27. A necessary and sufficient condition that a conic of the pencil of Ex. 26

osculate the curve u = const, at (M) i and v = const, at (M) t is that N have

equal point invariants. Darboux, Lecons, vol. 4, p. 38.

28. Show that the pencil of conies tangent to the lines M\FV and MiFz

at the points of the Laplace transforms of NI are defined, in the coordinates

of Ex. 26, by
,/x9. b z 9 a w \

2

2X Z ^^ 'u I "5 log ~7\ H 5 'lofif "Tr *^ 5" I
'

<T uu T 9v w '

that this pencil and the pencil of Ex. 26 determine involutions on the line FI Ft ;

and that a necessary and sufficient condition that the two involutions be identical

is that the transformation F be K. Annals, 1. c., p. 12.

29. If N and NI are two nets in relation K, any two conies of the two

pencils of Exs. 26 and 28, meeting on the line FI Ft determine a pencil of quadrics

which cut the line MMI in an involution whose double points are the focal

points of this line for the congruence of these lines, and the two cones of the

pencil are the quadrics tangent to MMI at these focal points.

Annals, 1. c. p. 15.

30. If N and NI are nets in relation K, the doubly osculating conies of

the pencils of Exs. 26 and 28 meet on the line FI F%, and the vertices of the

two cones in the pencil of quadrics determined by these conies are the corre-

sponding focal points of the conjugate congruence of the transformation.

Tzitzeica, Comptes Rendus, vol. 147 (1908), p. 1036; also AnnaJs, 1. c., p. 16.



Chapter IV.

Surfaces and congruences in 3-space.

40. Nets in 2-space. It is evident that any three functions

of two parameters, u and v, satisfy an equation of the form

m 9
2

_ 8 log a 90 . 9 log 6 90

dudv dv du du dv

Consequently any two families of curves in 2-space form a net.

It is likewise true that we can find two equations of the form

(2)

8
2

__ 80 80

9 u9 du dv

i!l_ ,li + 6 l*+ r
9*2

~~ a2
9u
+ S<; +C2 ^'

which the three given functions satisfy.

Conversely, we seek the conditions which must be satisfied

by the coefficients in (1) and (2) in order that they admit three

linearly independent solutions. To this end the following conditions

of integrability must be satisfied:

8
2 0\ _ _8_ / 8

2
\ _8_ / 8

2
\

dv \9w2
/ du\dudvj' dv\dudvj du\dv*

Reducing the resulting expressions by means of (1) and (2), we

get two equations of the form

where AI, Si . . . . (72 are determinate functions, which must vanish,

if equations (2) are to hold for three linearly independent solutions.

Putting them equal to zero, we get the following conditions:
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,
deb __ 9 log a 3 log 6 9

2
loga-" ~""~~ ~

9loga 9log& 9c= *
Ci + r^- c +

9logq 9log6
,

9*log6-~~ + <
~

9loga 9 2 __ 9 log 6 /9loga\
2

. 9
2
loga

~^r ^+ c*+-^r ^r~ a2+ l"^rj + ~8v~
9c2 9 log 6 9 log a 9c

- -- -- - -
.

du du dv dv

When these conditions are satisfied, the system (1) and (2)

is completely integrable and there are at most three linearly in-

dependent solutions. For, the derivatives of the second and higher
3 f) 9

orders of are linearly expressible in terms of -
, ,

and 6.

Hence all the integrals are expressible as linear functions, with

constant coefficients, of three solutions. Therefore we have the

theorem:

When the homogeneous coordinates of a net satisfy equations

of the form (2), the net is in 2-space; and all nets whose homogeneous
coordinates satisfy the same equations (1) and (2) are protective

transforms of one another.

41. Tangential coordinates of a surface in 3-space.

Let Xj y, z, w be the homogeneous point coordinates of a surface 8
in 3-space referred to any system of parametric curves u = const.,

v = const. Since the tangents to the parameteric curves at a point

of the surface lie in the tangent plane to the surface at that point,

the equation of the tangent plane must be satisfied not only by

x, y, z, and w, but also by the coordinates of any point on these

tangents, that is by expressions of the form

dx , dx
! x
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for any values of &i, 1*1, ^2 and /*2 . Hence there exist four functions,

X, Y, Z, W, of u and v, the tangential coordinates of the surface,

|cf. 67] satisfying identically the three conditions

(5)

where indicates the sum of four terms obtained by replacing x

and X by y and F; z and Z\ w and W respectively.

In consequence of the last two we have, on differentiating

the first, the two equations

(6)

dX dX

42. Asymptotic lines. An asymptotic line on a surface is

characterized by the property that its osculating plane at a point

is tangent to the surface at that point [ 551. Hence along an
dv

asymptotic line -= must equal such a function of u and v that

the equation of the tangent plane is satisfied by kx+ pdx+ vcPx,

for all values of A, /*, and v [cf. 30]. Hence we must have

2Xd*x = 0.

Eliminating X, Y, Z, and W from this equation and (5), we have

(7)

where

(8)

L =
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This is the equation of the asymptotic lines on S. We have

immediately the theorem [cf. 77]:

A necessary and sufficient condition that four functions x, y, z, w
be the homogeneous point coordinates of a surface referred to its

asymptotic lines is that x, y, z, w be four linearly independent solutions

of two partial differential equations of the form

(9)

dd . . dd

9w s

8
2

_ 80
c, 2

' odv du dv

We seek now the conditions upon the coefficients of equations (9)

so that two equations (9) shall have four linearly independent

solutions. It is necessary that the following condition be satisfied:

8
2 0\ 8

2
/3

2

dv* \8tt
2
/ du* \dv

When the above expressions are substituted, the resulting equation

is reducible by means of (9) to an equation of the form

A-k +B i +c%+Dt=0 '

where A, B, C and D are determinate functions of the coefficients

of (9) and their derivatives. These functions must be equal to

zero, otherwise we can have at most three linearly independent

solutions of (9) [cf. 40].

Putting them equal to zero, we obtain the four equations of condition

dai 862

dv du

dv* du dv dv dv du

9 &2
i 9,77x1 8 &2 ,8#2 9 / jx I o 8 Cj _

2 o_-\12/llo-- J-o_. o - . V * 1- / I o__
du* dv

^ l

du du du

d*ci , _ 3 a

dv*
' du *du L

du "dv *
dv

7*

fc^L .

fc

dci_ A
1 o T 2~^ V.
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When these conditions are satisfied, the system is completely

integrable, and as all the higher derivatives are expressible linearly
dx dx d^x

in terms of x,
-

,

- - and -
,

there are four linearly inde-
' du dv dudv

pendent solutions, and only four. Hence we have the theorem:

A necessary and sufficient condition that a system (9) admit

four linearly independent solutions is that the coefficients satisfy (10).

All surfaces whose four point coordinates satisfy the same system (9)

are protective transforms of one another.

When the surface S is subjected to a polar transformation with

respect to the quadric

(\1\ r2_i_ ? .2_|_2 I

M;
2__ A

v11 / ^
i y \

6
\
w u

?

the point and tangential coordinates of S are tangential and point

coordinates respectively of the transform S'. Since asymptotic

lines are transformed into asymptotic lines on 8' [cf. 84], we

have the theorem:

Any four linearly independent solutions of the system (9) are

tangential coordinates of a surface referred to its asymptotic lines;

all surfaces whose tangential coordinates satisfy the same system of

equations (9) are protective transforms of one another.

43. Nets in 3-space. Point coordinates. Consider a sur-

face 8 referred to any system of curves, u= const., v= const., and

upon it a net, or conjugate system. Any point P on a tangent

at M to a curve of a family of the net has homogeneous

point coordinates of the form

. Idx 7 . dx
X = **X+ t

*(d^
du +

-Jv'
1

A necessary and sufficient condition ( 2) that two families of
J J

curves determined by -r and -r- form a net is that, as M moves
du ou

along the curve of the second family through it, P moves in the

tangent plane to the surface at M. Hence the point whose

coordinates are of the form x-\-8x = x-\--
-

8u-\--
- 8v must

ou ov

lie in the tangent plane. This gives the equation of condition

= 0.
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Combining this equation with the identities (5), we get

(12) Ldudu-}- M(du6u-\-dudv}-\- Ndvdv = 0,

where L, M and N are given by (8). This is in keeping with (7)

which defines the asymptotic or self-conjugate directions, and could

have been inferred directly from (7), since these differential equations

in the parameters are independent of the point coordinates and

consequently should be equivalent to the similar equations found

when cartesian rectangular coordinates are used [cf. 54, 55].

As an immediate consequence of these observations and the results

of [ 56J we have:

A necessary and sufficient condition that the curves defined by

Rdus
-\-2 8dudv-\- Tdv2= form a conjugate system is

(13) RN+TL 2SM=Q.

From this result, and from (12) also, it follows that a necessary

and sufficient condition that the parametric curves form a net is

that M= 0. But from (8) this means merely that x, y, z and w
are linearly independent solutions of an equation of the form (1).

In this case the equation of the asymptotic lines is of the form

(14)

where r= NIL is a function of u and v. Comparing this equation

with (7), we have in consequence of (8),

dx dx

du dv 9 it'

= 0.

Hence we have the theorem:

The homogeneous point coordinates of a net in 3-space are

simultaneous solutions of two equations of the form (1) and

(15)
3*0

_
3
2

,30 ,30
c'e.
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Conversely, we shall show that two equations of the form

(1) and (15) admit at most four linearly independent solutions.

In the first place in order that they admit a common solution it

is necessary that they satisfy the condition of integrability

8
2

\ _ _8_ /8'0

dv dudv du

When the expression from (1) and (15) are substituted, the resulting

equation is reducible to

(16)

where

8
3 9*8

(17) <

1 I 8
2 a , 8

-- K\ 2l
" A

dudv

where K is one of the invariants of (1) [cf. I, 44].

From (1) we have also by differentiation

(18)

where
du*dv

80

du
n 80
^ dv'

1 8
2
6 8

Also from (15) we obtain -

fterms of 0,

98

dv

,

and

8

du

8
2

8w 2
'

8
3

and -
r expressed linearly in

dv

There remains the condition

\
_

8 / 8
3 0\

9v/
" "

dv \ du
s
}'
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By means of (16) and (18) this condition is reducible to the form

where P, Q, R and 8 are determinate functions. If the coefficients

in (1) and (15) are not such that

(21) p=Q = R = S = 0,

we have a system to be satisfied similar to (1) and (2), which, as

we saw in 40, admits at most three linearly independent solutions.

Hence we must have (21) satisfied, in which case the third and
O f\

higher derivatives in 6 are linearly expressible in terms of d, ,

It

ri ft 3^ $
-=-. Since all further conditions of integrability are satis-

ov on

fled, we see that there are at most four linearly independent solutions

of a completely integrable system of equations of the type (1) and

(15). Accordingly we have the theorem:

The homogeneous point coordinates of a net in 3-space satisfy

a system of equations of the form (1) and (15); conversely} a net

whose coordinates satisfy such a system lies in 3-space. Anyfour linearly

independent solutions of the same system of equations (1) and (15)

are the homogeneous point coordinates of a net protective with the

given net.

When the expressions P, Q, R and S in (20) are calculated,

it is found that equations (21) reduce to

(22)

dv du

:

dv du du
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When the point coordinates of a net N are cartesian, we have

from (14) and [(40) 55] that r= D"ID. Consequently by the elimi-

nation of X from the first and third of the Gauss equations [(7) 64]

we find that the cartesian coordinates of N satisfy an equation of

the form (15) with

22) Jill , (221 Jill- r --- c =

From (14) and [ 82] it follows that a necessary and sufficient

condition that N be isothermal-conjugate is that r = U/V, where

U and V are functions of u and v alone respectively. As a con-

sequence of the preceding theorem, we have:

An isothermal-conjugate net is transformed into an isothermal-

conjugate net by a,protective transformation.

44. Ray congruence and ray curves. Consider a net N
in w-space, and the system of lines joining corresponding points

of the first and minus first Laplace transforms of N. If this system
of lines is to form a congruence, there must be two points of a line

generating curves to which the line is tangent. The coordinates

of any point are of the form Ax_i+ /*#!. Hence it must be possible

for u and v to vary in such a way that d(hxi-\-ftXi) is a linear

function of x-\ and x. From (HI, 2, 4) we have

)xi d
2x 1 3

2
& 9log6 dxi 8loga

' -
, ^__ sy*

*-*
/y ^

.

^ *-*.._
/y [_,

du
' ~

du* b du2 du dv dv

dXi d log b dxi d*x I 9
2a 9 log aZ_ ^ t-J

/y r-\ I I SY* _ -~_ ^ . /y*
S-?

/y

du du dv dv* a dv2 dv

where H and K are the invariants of (1). Expressing the above

condition, we get equations of the following form to be satisfied

by the coordinates x:

I

-./8* x I
-v

\du du
xr (dv dv

x ~

where v and ff are to be determined.
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. d*x d
2x dx dx

Equation (24) is linear m
5-, -y, ,

and x. If n > 3,O i/- (/ 1? % C7 ^

this equation must be satisfied by five or more linearly independent
functions x, which is possible only when the coefficients of the

d
zx

quantities g-,
. . . .

,
x are zero. This gives A du pdv Q, which

If/

from (24) is seen to be impossible.

When n= 3, by means of (15), (24) is reducible to an ex-

pression linear in -=-, -,-, x. The coefficients of the latter
du*' du' dv'

expression must then be zero, which gives the four equations of

condition

(25)

v 0, pa
f

dv-\- v = 0, pb' dv -\-
=

Q,

b du*

[

v
|

du dv

Eliminating A, p, v and tf from these equations, we obtain

(26)

where

^ T?
r d

*
b 1 d*a /, ,9log&

, ,./
8 log a

(27) It = -3 ^~5-+ c + a ;-^- HO .

& 3w2 a 9y2
9?< 9y

Hence the system of lines forms a congruence. FoliowingWilczynski
25

)

we call it the ray congruence of the net N, and the curves on

the surface of the net defined by (26) the ray curves. Since any
one parameter family of lines in a plane has an envelope, the

developables of such a congruence for nets in 2-space have no

significance. Hence we have the theorem:

The lines joining corresponding points of the first and minus

first Laplace transforms of a net form a congruence only when the

net lies in 3-space.

From (13), (14) and (26) we have the theorem of Wilczynski
26

) :

25
) Transactions of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 16 (1915), p. 318.

26
) L. c. p. 319.
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A necessary and sufficient condition that the ray curves for
a net N form a net is that N have equal point invariants.

In consequence of the fourth theorem of 10 we have:

The ray congruence of a net with equal point invariants is

harmonic to the corresponding net of ray curves.

45. Nets R. We determine the condition that the tangents

to the curves v = const, of a net N form a W congruence, that

is the asymptotic lines on the surface of N and its minus first

Laplace transform correspond [ 172].

From (23) we have by differentiation, making use of (16),

d*x-i I
t aloffZA dx-i , x dx ,

dx

(28)
du

<-l,

d*x~i 9loga dx-i.^dx.dK , 9
8
loga~+ -A-~TT + "^"^H 0...8

dv dv dv

dx
If we replace x and by the linear expressions for them obtained

dx
from (HI, 2, 4) and then eliminate from these two equations, we

dv

obtain for the net N-i an equation of the form (15), where r-i has

the value K/C^.

From this result and (14) it follows that a necessary and

sufficient condition that the asymptotic lines correspond on the two

surfaces is that Cir= K, which by (17) is equivalent to

du

In like manner a necessary and sufficient condition that the

tangents to the curves u = const, of N form a W congruence is
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Tzitzeica
27

) has defined an R net to be one for which the

tangents to* the curves of both families form W congruences.

Equations (29) and (30) are the analytical condition that N be an

R net. When these conditions are satisfied, the first of (22) reduces
a
8

to -
log r

= 0. Hence we have the theorem of Tzitzeica :

dudv
An R net is isothermal-conjugate.

By means of the first of equations (22) we establish the con-

verse theorem due to Demoulin28
):

If the tangents to the curves in either family of an isothermal-

conjugate net form a W congruence, it is an R net.

Since an R net is isothermal-conjugate, the parameters can

be chosen so that r = 1. Since a and & in (1) are determined

only to within factors, which are functions of u and v respectively,

these can be chosen so that (29) and (30) may be replaced by

,
3 log 6 ,_ 9loga

o >
-

,
a & --

.

dv du

Hence :

Tlie two differential, equations satisfied by the homogeneous point

coordinates of an R net are reducible to the form

(31)

8 log a 90 . dlogb 86 .

'

dudv dv du du dv

9
2

. 9
2

3loga 90
, 9 9log& 90

9v2 9w2 3w 9w 9v 3y

We return to the consideration of the net N-I. From (23)

we have by differentiation

-i 9 , 9ic_i
i-f~logJT6^t\ouov ov ou

(32)

2T
) Comptes Rendus, vol. 152 (1911), p. 1077.

28
) Comptes Rendus, vol. 153 (1911), p. 592.
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Since r = 1, it follows from (17) that Ci= K. Making use

of (in, 2, 4) and the third of (22), we find from (28)

(33)

9 v
!

9loga
*

du du

3 u*

dv
--f c-ia;_]

where c'-i is a determinate function. Comparing equations (31)

and (33), we see that N-i is an R net. Similar results hold for

the first Laplace transform of N. Consequently:

The Laplace transforms of an R net are R nets.

Making use of the terminology of [ 165], we have:

If either of the first derived congruences of a W congruence is

a W congruence, then all of the derived congruences are TF29
).

46. W congruences. Let 8 be a surface referred to its

asymptotic lines a const., fi
= const. The cartesian coordinates,

xa\ #(2)
, x\ of 8 are given by the Lelieuvre formulas of the

form [ 79]

(34)
dec

da da

where v1} v2 ,
vs are proportional to the direction-cosines of the

normal to S, such that the total curvature of S is given by

(35) K=

The functions Vi are solutions of an equation of the form

(36) = M6,

where M is a function of a and 8.

Cf. Demoulin, 1. c., p. 591.
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If 0! is any solution of (36), the equations [cf. 172]

109

(37) da

0!

90!

da da
9/5

0i

90t

d/3 9/5

are consistent, and the functions vi are solutions of

9 2

(38) T-T- = 0]

The equations of the form

(%Q\ ^T(l) -y.(D _
^<Ji/y JU JU

define the coordinates, x (i}

,
of a surface S, such that 8 and 6' are

the focal surfaces_of the congruence of lines joining corresponding

points on S and 8; this is a W congruence, since the asymptotic

lines are parametric on S. Moreover, any W congruence with 8
as a focal surface may be obtained in this way. We shall give

this result another form.

From (9) and the first of equations (10) it follows that the

coordinates x(i)
satisfy equations of the form

(40)
9

8

9
2

90 . 90 9
2

da da 9/5' dp
90

(Jh
~

~\~
da

90

9/5'

Differentiating (34), we obtain

(41)

9 a 8
9

2

The functions Vi satisfy three equations of the form (1) and (2).

From (36), (40), (41) and the first, second and fifth of equations (4),

it follows that these equations are
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(42)

We wr

US\



47. R surfaces

and b are the functions appearing in the equations (40) of the sur-

face; when a pair of solutions is known, the coordinates x (i)

of the

other focal surface of the congruence are given by

~ _
8

This expression follows from (39), (43), (45) and (34).

47. R surfaces. In 45 we established the conditions to be

satisfied by a net N in order that it be an R net. A surface is

said to be an R surface when it contains an R net. In this section

we establish an analytical characterization of R surfaces.

Let 8 be a surface referred to its asymptotic lines =
const.,

0= const. Its cartesian coordinates satisfy equations of the form (40).

Any isothermal-conjugate system of curves on Sis defined by [cf. 82]

(48) u=A(a) + B(fl, v'=A(a)B(fl,

when A and B are arbitrary functions of a and ft respectively.

If we effect the transformation of variables (48), equations (40)

become

9
2 d0

3*0 1 . dO 1 36

where

the primes indicating differentiation.

From (31) it follows that a necessary and sufficient condition

that the net of parameters u and v be an R net is that

dv
^

du v dv
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or in terms a and ft

_l_aJST_ J_M.- I dM . 1 dN
B' dft

~

A' da~~
U

'

B' dft

"
h
A' da

''

Substituting the above expressions for K, L, M, N, we are brought

to the single condition

(49)
' 2 +B'B" b = A'

Since the quadrics are characterized by the condition that

Oi= b = 0, we have the theorem 82
) :

Every isothermal-conjugate net on a quadric is an R net.

If the condition (49) is satisfied
for_

two sets of functions

A, B and AI, Blf it is satisfied also by A, B, where

A'*=A"+kAi*, B' 2=

It being a constant. Hence we have the theorem of Demoulin 83
):

If a surface, is an R surface in two ways, it is an R surface

in an infinity of ways; that is an infinity of nets R lie upon it.

If the condition (49) is satisfied by a surface, the parameters

of the asymptotic lines can be chosen so that A = a, B = ft.

Consequently:

A necessary and sufficient condition that a surface be an R
surface is that its cartesian coordinates satisfy equations of the form

(50)

When the conditions (10) are applied to (50) we obtain the equations

to be satisfied by y> and ^, whose solution gives the complete

determination of R surfaces.

9
2
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For this case equations (44) become

_8J___ 9 /' _ dm __ diii""*
?

~~~~

of which a solution is = m = e^. Making use of (45), the

equation (43) becomes in this case

(51)'

48. R Congruences. Transformations t . By definition

the W congruence of tangents to the curves of either family of

an R net is an R congruence. In this section we show that when
an R surface is known, a congruence R can be found by quadratures,

whose lines are parallel to the normals to the given surface .K
34

).

Equations (50) can be written

(52) -- e-*- =
; 8\e 8/

Hence if we put

(53)

we have

;_.. 8 ,_ 9 - 3 -
(54)

Differentiating these equations with respect to ft and a respectively,

we find that

~

34
) Demoulin, Comptes Rendus, vol. 153 (1911), p. 798; also, Jonas, 1. c., pp.67

et seq.

8
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Since equations (54) may be written in the form (37) with 61 replaced

by e~^ and v
ff j^ by_ y ff ^, it follows that the surfaces 2 and 2 of

coordinates (f) and (/)

given by equations of the form (34) in i). and

analogously to (39) by equations of the form

(56) r^^+ f.if,-^

are the focal surfaces of a W congruence F. In consequence of

(53) we have

^ 8-r <^i - 8r2 (&-w - =2 (?-W~ = o.

Consequently the lines of the TV congruence are parallel to the

normals to the given E surface.

From (53) we have

If we differentiate this equation with respect to and /S and add

the resulting equations, we find in consequence of (50) and (53)

(58>

Comparing this result with an equation analogous to (43) written

dr. dij.

(59) ^^H+ ;"

we see that A =
//-,

and hence from equations analogous to (44)

and (49) it follows that 2 is an R surface, and consequently the

congruence F is R. Moreover, from (53) it is seen that the normals

to 2 and 2 are parallel to the tangents to the curves of the R net

a /?
=

const., a-\-fl
= const, on 8.

The equations for 2 analogous to (50) for S are obtained from

(50) by replacing y> and ip by functions g^ and ^, where A= ft
= e^'

1

,
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as follows from equations analogous to (44). From (58) and equations

similar to (51), we find that <pi can be chosen so that

Also from (54) we have that^ = e &. Hence equations (53) can
z

be written

da

Suppose conversely that we have an R congruence for which

one of the focal surfaces is S whose point coordinates x(i)

satisfy (50),

and for which the functions >T are given by (51). In consequence
of (37) and (51), the equations

are consistent, and (i) are solutions of

9
2

9 . 90 9log0! 90-
(Ioar0, (f ip)

-
dec

3 da ^ ' da da 9/5'

9
2

9log0! 90 , 9 n '. 30

df~ dft da '

dfi

Hence ?(0 are the coordinates of a surface R.

Accordingly we have the theorem of Demoulin:

WJien an R surface is known, an associated R congruence can

1)e found by quadratures, and conversely; the lines of the congruence

are parallel to the normals of the associated R surface, and the

normals to the focal surfaces of the congruence are parallel to the

tangents to the R net on the R surface.

Demoulin has called this reciprocal relation a tranformation $1.

49. Reciprocally derived nets. Transformations W of

nets R. In 11 we remarked that if t and 2 are solutions of

the point equation

9
2

9loga 90 . 9logfc 90
i t)tj )

-=------
dudv dv du du dv
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of the cartesian coordinates of a net A7
(x), they determine a derived

net N(x) of A7
, whose coordinates are given by equations of the form

(61) x = x

where

1 U 801
r I0 2

dv
s

dv !' 4 \ du
'

du

8 02 8 0i 8 02 8 0i

8 1 1 dv dv d u
'

From these equations we have

Ordinarily N is not a derived net of N. When it is, we say

that N and N are reciprocally derived nefe
35

). If N and_JV are

reciprocally derived nets, the tangents planes at corresponding points,

M and M, must^pass through lf_and M respectively. Hence the

surfaces, $ and$, on which Ar and .AHie are the focal surfaces of the

congruence G of lines MM. Since the lines of (rjire
not tangents to

the curves of N or N, there exist upon 8 and 8 corresponding nets

to which these lines are tangent, namely the focal nets. Consequently

and 8 are surfaces in 3-space ( 3), and since two nets on 8

correspond to two nets on 8, the asymptotic lines correspond on

/S and 8. Hence G is a W congruence.

Since 0i and 2 are solutions of (60), we have from (62)

_ i _ . a 11& J P ( _
81L a ** - 8 '*

du dv
'

,

dp 8loga
,

1 / 8
2

2 Q
8
2
0!\ p /8<92 8

2
0! 80Xa _ -ZL V

"" ~ a I

8t-- ' dv
' J \

L

dv* 9vrj 4\du dv' dn

dq _ 8log& . 1 / 8
2

t ft
8
2

2 \ q IdO, 8
2

2 802

8w. du J \ du du / J \ d c du dv du

dq _ dlogl)
,

q /8
2

2 80i 8
2
0i 802

L 8v * dup

35
) Cf. Tzitzeica, Comptes Eendus, vol. 156 (1913). p. 666.
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With the aid of these expressions we show that the point equation
of N is

8
2

8 . 30 . 9 . 30
(6o)

- ; r

If jY is to be a derived net of AT

,
we must have

^ ^

(66) m*x ,
.

and the point equation of N is, analogously to (65).

3
2

8 . -80,8. _ 80
(67) 15i?

B B

af-^rat^^M.TMT
Comparing this equation with (60), we have

(68) PP==U, qq==V,

where U and V are functions of u and v alone. From (61) and (66)

it is seen that the parameters can be chosen so that

(69) . pp== qq= -,
where c is a constant.

When the expression (61) for x is substituted in (66), the result

is reducible to

( jPx_ fa _ ,dx ,dx
d U * +

~dv*~-
l i^ H

'"8T'

where

' - ,
.

, ,
Ig . p\ aloga I dp

*+? 8 ^K~M~ h ^

By means of (64) equations (71) are reducible to

2 /8
2
0i ,

9
2
0! ,80! \ 80j /8

2
2 8

2
2 ,80L+" '" ^^"'"

802 /S 2^ 8*0! ,80 t \ de.id^e, 8
2

2 ,30
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from which it follows that t and 2 are solutions of

(72) ^ + l!. ==a'^ + z,'M +c 0.

In order that equations (60) and (70) shall admit three inde-

pendent solutions, we must have equations (22) satisfied with

c = c' 0. When we make use of these results in obtaining

equation (20) for the system (60) and (72), we find thatP=Q=JS=0
and consequently S == 0. But this is the last of (22) and it

reduces to
" = 0.

du dudv

Then from the first of (22) we have

dv dudv

From the results of 45 it follows that JV is an R net, whose

cartesian coordinates satisfy equations which can be written in

the forms
8
2

,

"TTTF ~T

(73)

dv* du du dv dv'

8
2

dloga 80 . 8log& 80

dudv dv du du dv

Now equation (72), to be satisfied by 0! and g ,
is

,

9
2

9log^ 9 o 8 log & 80"" ~" ~~"
H

Since (60) and (74) satisfy the corresponding equations (22), they

admit four independent solutions.

If in (61) the expression (66) for x is substituted, we find in

consequence of (69) and (71) that x is a solution of

8
2

8
2

8 . 80 , 8

(75) -F + --T = 2--logaw- f 2--
8it

8 dv2 du [ du dv

Hence N is an B net whose equations are (65) and (75).
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In 50 it is shown that, if 6S and 4 are two solutions of

(60) and (74) independent of 8 and 8.2 ,
the functions 3 and ^4 ,

defined by

(76) Si=., +J,M+ s
M

(t

. =M)

are solutions of (65), and that, moreover, the functions ~p and ^ in

(66) are expressible in terms of 3 and 4 in the form analogous
to (62). Hence N is a derived net of N, and consequently is

reciprocally derived. We say that N is obtained from N by
a transformation Wc . Since any solution of (60) and (74) is ex-

pressible linearly in terms of four independent solutions, it follows

from the form of (62) that there are oo 5
transformations Wc for

each value of c, different from zero, in (74). Hence:

Any R net admits of oo 5
transformations Wc into R nets, for

each value of the constant c different from z&ro^).

50. Theorem of permutability of transformations W.

Let 3 and 4 be two solutions of the equation (60) and

90
i

o 9logfr 90
,

/

^ ^du dv* du du dv

and consider the functions (76). Analogously to (I, 68) we have

2 9
2
0! 90, 8

2
2

(77)

dv du 2 dv du

dOi /902 9
2
0i 90! 9

2
2

?
-

*
"

dv \ du du* du

9 2 9 0! 9 0j d" 2

dv
'

I dv* J[du \dv dv2 dv dv*

d 8-2 9"0! 90i 9 "02

dv \ du dv2 du

3(J

) Annals of Mathematics, vol. 22 (1921), p. 170; these transformations are

given in a different form by Demoulin, Bulletin de la Classe des Sciences,

Academic Koyale de Belgique, 1920, p. 226, and by Jonas, Jahresbericht, vol. 29

(1920), p. 58.
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Differentiating the first of these equations with respect to ti, we get

8
2
0,: 8"07 f 8 . 1/802 8

2
0, 80, 8

2
i

8 it

dp
Making use of the expression (64) for - - and (76), we reduce this to

8*0,-

du*

Also we find that

8
2
07 8 . 807

,

8 . 807
-log op- -logo*/

8?8?; dv du dn l dv

From the second of (77) we get

q 8logq 80
, /8logg q 8log6g , \ dOj

,

, ,_ ,~~~~ Cq
'i

'
q((

du v

With the aid of (71) and (77) we obtain

**
I

8 '^ == 2
8l gJ 8gf IP 8l g & g 8<9/

[

:

2 8v2 9M 9u " Q "

Hence the functions 0/ determine a >FC - transformation of JV
T
. The

coordinates of the transform N are of the form

_ . _ dx . - dx
(78) x =
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where (cf. I, 68)

dx

du
\ -

902 9
2

d*x 1 \dx(d82 9*0! 80t 8
2

2 \_.
_|__

_ I I _ __ . I

1 80i8
2

2 \]l
2

""
9 du*!\\'

B
9v \ 9 du2

^ i.Ll^i ..Ml
9tr" ?1 jp,8

n "^an *
8WJ'

and

J7 1

3
dv

*
dv )' J\ * du 3

9w/
!

(79) {

_ / 9 4 8 3 8 4 8 3
"

\ du dv dv duT

From (77) and (63) we have

=
q[(c~c

(80)'

?2 80i 8
5 04

9w dv dv d

9 2 9 0i 9 0i

du du/ \ dv

d/i fl 4$* Y /.-Q 41 ^, - /j ^ /j
O t/4 . W \ / C7 O t/1

04
9w dv } \ du 9" 9i

904 903 904 903\ /
9
2

2
L/l > v9

i 9
2

^2\]

ri^/j

9 u dv dv du / \ du

902 90i\ /904 9
2
0, 903 9

S
4

du du! \ dv du2 dv

<"1 /j Q/l\/Q^i Ci*/i Q /)
<^ "ft . u\ \ I U$. C/3 C/ "3

9te
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By means of the above formulas equation (78) is reducible to

c

+
iy I/ I <J *> | / _ \J wv

.
\J "i i ; v vj

-
. T .

3
2

f

904 303 \ /
3
2

9201
^1"**"

9tt
f
/J

+ ^'
r/

30->

In consequence of (80) this expression is symmetrical in c and c',

and the pairs of functions l7 2 and 3 , 4 . Hence the net N can

be obtained also by applying to N the Wc
- transformation deter-

mined by ?1 and 4 ,
and then to the resulting net N the trans-

formation determined by the functions

30., 304 \ 30,- . 303 304
3

I

8t>

30 304 30 304

which are analogous to (76).

If c = c, the net Ar
coincides with N. Hence if a net N is

a Wc transform of A" by means of functions d l and 2 ,
solutions

of (60) and (72), and 3 and 4 are two other solutions linearly

independent of X and 2 ,
the functions (76) determine N as a Wc

transform of N.

When c ^ c, we have that N is a Wc
- transform of N and

a Wc transform of A7

. Hence:
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If N is an R net, and N^ and N^ are obtained from N by

transformations W^ and W^, there can be found directly an R net

NIS which is a We, transform of Nt and a WCl transform o/iV2
87

).

Exercises.

1. If a-< (i
= 1, 2, 3. 4) satisfy equations of the form (9), from the first of (10)

and the first and fourth of (4) it follows that cci, a%, xs satisfy an equation of

the form (1) with equal invariants. Hence the projection from a point upon

any plane of the asymptotic lines of a surface is a plane net with equal point

invariants. Koenigs, Comptes Rendus, vol. 114 (1892), p. 55.

2. If xi, x*. xs are the coordinates of a planar net satisfying equations (2) and

the equations

_ aiog<r Be a logo- 80
~

dv du dn dv '

du c

are consistent. In like manner we obtain by quadratures two functions y-> and

by permuting the subscripts of the x's cyclicly. Show that the function

satisfies equations (2). Hence xi (i
=

1, 2, 3, 4) are the coordinates of a surface S
referred to its asymptotic lines. Annals, vol. 18 (1917), p. 224.

3. The functions y^ y^ ys , 1 in Ex. 2 are the homogeneous point coor-

dinates of the asymptotic lines of a surface which is the polar reciprocal of S
with respect to the quadric xl + x\ + x\ -f- x| = 0. Annals, 1. c., p. 225.

4. A necessary and sufficient condition that the surface S whose coordinates

satisfy (9) be a ruled surface is that 2
= or &i = ;

in this case the curves

H = const, or r = const, are straight lines.

5. If in accordance with the first of (10) we put i
= 2 ^)> &a= 2

<)

then the coordinates ~x'= x*p. satisfy equations of the form

82 _ j.
8#

i a 9
'

2
_ 8 ^

called by Wilczyuski the canonical form, of (9). Trans., vol. 8 (1907), p. 247.

6. Let S be a ruled surface for which it = const, are the straight lines and

the equations are in the canonical form (Ex. 5). Now a2 = 0, and from (10) we

have = 0. The tangents to the curved asymptotic lines at points of a generator

= const, form a ruled surface Bu whose coordinates are given by

") Annals, 1. c.. p. 172.
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It is readily found that the y's satisfy the equations

-&=* 0=-
Hence Ru is a quadric, which osculates S along the given generator.

7. If two surfaces 8 and 8 in 3-space are so related that each net on S is

a radial transform of a net on S, then

^S (ij
x '+ a

where
a,-,

d are constants.

8. If two parallel nets in 3-space have areas preserved, the total curvature

is the same at corresponding points.

Guichard, Comptes Rendus, vol.136, p. 151.

9. The focal points of a ray congruence are given hy Ax_-i -\-juxi, where

K/?-}-RJ.fjt rHf*? = Q; they are the intersections of the lines of the con-

gruence and the tangents to the curves

Kdu'+Rdu dv rHdv* = 0.

10. A necessary and sufficient condition that the tangents to the ray curves

of a net N pass through the corresponding focal points of the ray congruence
is that N have equal point invariants.

Green, Amer. Joum., vol. 38 (1916), p. 313.

1 1 . Let N be a net with equal points invariants on a surface S and N its

associate net on a surface S ( 25); also let 2 and 2 be the surfaces corre-

sponding with orthogonality of linear elements to S and S as determined hy N<>

and N respectively [ 157]. If Ni is a K transform of N, it is possible to place the

associate, Nio, of Ni so that N and 2Vio are in relation K (II. Ex. 18). These nets

determine surfaces 2\ and 2^ corresponding to S\ and Sio by orthogonality of

linear elements. Show that the pairs of surfaces 2. 2\- 2. 2 : 2"io, 2 and^io-^i are

the focal surfaces of W congruences ; that is the K transformation from N into J\
T
i

determines a quatern of W congruences. Trans., vol. 15 (1914), p. 415.

12. Four nets N, Ni, Nt, N\* forming a quatern under transformations K
determine twelve W congruences, forming six quaterns. Trans. 1. c., p. 416.

13. The focal nets of the congruence of normals to a surface of constant

curvature are R nets. Tzitzeica, Comptes Rendus, vol. 152 (1911), p. 1078.

14. The lines of curvature of a surface of constant curvature and the normals

to the surface are in relation 0i. Demoulin, Comptes Rendus, vol. 153 (1911), p. 798.

15. An isothermal orthogonal system on a sphere and the normals to the

minimal surface, whose lines of curvature admit this system for spherical

representation, are in relation 0i. Demoulin, 1. c.

16. An R net JV admits oo 4
parallel nets determining congruences G of trans-

formations F of N into R nets N\ ;
when such a parallel net is known, each

solution B of equations (60) and (74) defines a transform Ni.

Annals, vol. 22 (1921), p. 176.
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1 7. If N is an JR net, and Ni and N, are two F transforms of N by means

of functions 0i and 6* which are solutions of equations (60) and (74) for the same

constant c, all of the oo2 nets Nn which are F transforms of N\ and N* ( 21)

are R nets and their determination requires two quadratures; when the constant c

in (74) is different for 0i and 2 ,
there is a unique net Ni-> which is an R net and

it can be found without quadratures. Annals, vol. 22 (1921), p. 178.

18. If N is a W transform of an R net N by means of solutions 61 and 2

of equations (60) and (74), and Ns is an R net, which is an F transform of N
by means of a solution 0j_pf (60) and (74) with c replaced by c', there can be found

directly a unique net Ns which is a W transform of Nt and an F transform

of N; when c = c', there are oo2 such nets N3 obtained by two quadratures.

Annals, vol. 22 (1921), p. 181.

19. From the equation (15) of a net N(x) on a surface S it follows that

3 2
*c a' 9 oo

the point of coordinates z -~ o H-- -5 lies on the intersection I of the oscu-
9 2 r on

lating planes of the curves of N at the corresponding point. This line generates

a congruence whose focal points are determined by functions / and /JL such that

d (Ax -\-ftz) is a linear functions of x and z. Proceeding as in 44, we show

that the developables of the congruence are determined by the equation

(i) r C'i du*+ R du dv r

where R is given by (27). The curves on S denned by (i) are called the axis

curves and the congruence the axis co-ngruence of N. By means of (22) equation (i)

may be written

rCt du-+ R dude r \H K+ rCi -~^ logr)
dv 2= 0.(ii)

Wilczynski. Trans., vol. 16 (1915), p. 316;

Green, Amer.Journ., vol. 38 (1916), p. 308.

20. A necessary and sufficient condition that the axis curves form a con-

jugate system is

8 2

Green, 1. c., p. 311.

21. When a net has equal point invariants and is isothermal-conjugate, the

ray curves and the axis curves form nets; and conversely.

Green, 1. c., p. 321.

22. When a net is subjected to a polar reciprocation the axis and ray con-

gruences are interchanged. Wilczynski, 1. c., p. 317.

23. Show that at any point on a surface S the tangents to the two systems

of curves denned by the 'equations

d u d v + c\ d v 2 =
0,

a. dir+ 2 fc2 d udv + c2 dv- = 0,
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are separated harmonically by the tangents to the curves of the system defined by

a\ du -f- 61 dv, b)du -\-cidv

ctj du + 6. dv, b.2 du + ct dv

24. If the parametric curves on a surface /S form a net N with equations

(1) and (15), the curves defined by

du1 rdr-Q

form a net, whose tangents at a point separate harmonically the tangents of N
and the asymptotic tangents.

25. A necessary and sufficient condition that a net N(x) on a surface be
8 2

isothermal-conjugate, that is ^,-- log r = 0, is that the tangents to the axis
tt V

curves, the curves defined by Ex. 24 and the curves defined by Hdu* Rdudv
rKdv 2=Q be pairs of the same involution, provided that the double lines of

the involution are not the tangents of the net.

Green, Arner. Journ., vol. 38 (1916), p. 323.

Wilczynski, Amer. Journ., vol. 42 (1920), p. 216.



Chapter V.

Transformations XL W Congruences.

51. Tangential coordinates of a net. Laplace trans-

forms in tangential coordinates. In [ 84] we found that

a necessary and sufficient condition that the parametric curves on

a surface in 3-space form a net is that the tangential coordinates

X, Y, Z, W satisfy a Laplace equation

3
2
;. _ 8log 8A

dudv
~

dv 8^^ du dv
'

From [22, 66] and [34, 67] it follows that the tangential coor-

dinates satisfy also the equation

where in terms of the spherical representation of the net

D" , J221' ll'n' a , (221' fill'

-V->
K
-\ll->'\li>0

=
\2J- r

\2J'

Conversely, if two equations of the form (1) and (2) admit

four linearly independent solutions, the latter may be taken as

the tangential coordinates of a net N
}
whose homogeneous point

coordinates x, y, z, w are given directly by the equations

fA\ v f\ -
f.

(4) 2s%x = ? ^~dii
x =

' ^~d^ X =

We have also the following theorem analogous to the third theorem

of 43:
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Any four linearly independent solutions of equations (1) and (2)

are the tangential coordinates of a net which is a protective trans-

form of the given net N.

We call (1) the tangential equation of the net N. If this

equation has equal invariants, we say that the net has equal tangen-

tial invariants.

The homogeneous point coordinates x, y, z, iv and the tangential

coordinates X, F, Z, W of a net in 3-space, satisfy respectively

equations (IV, 1) and (1), and also the relations (IV, 5). If the

second and third of the latter be differentiated with respect to

u and v, we have accordingly

(5)

d*x

du2

'

dx

du dv

v
>

yijU[_9_# _
j C, .. O..

~
"?

dv2
9 1? 9 '/;

= 0.

(6)

From the first and last of (5) we have in consequence of (IV, 5)

-e^ 9X dx x^ 9X d x

dv dv du du
II

When the second and third of (5) are differentiated with

respect to v and u respectively, the resulting equations are reducible

by means of (1) and (5) to

(7)

du du dv

The minus first and first Laplace transforms of equation (1)

are given by

dX 9 log/? dX dlogcc
(8) du du dv

-A.
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From 30, (5) and (7) we have

2x^=0, 2:^=0.
Hence we have the theorem:

When the Laplace transformations are applied to the tangential

coordinates of a net N, the resulting functions are the tangential

coordinates of the Laplace transforms of N, but in opposite sense.

52. Transformations F in tangential coordinates.

Since the analytical processes of 37 are independent of their

geometrical interpretation, it follows that if A is a solution of (1)

and
jt*

a solution of its adjoint, namely

-- _ *
dv du du dv \ dudv

there exist two functions 1; and cF, defined to within additive con-

stants by
dt ,8. d T 8

,
A

In, log/*/*.
= Aft log ,

,
du du dv dv cc

(10) I

8 , A da

I

__ _

Consider now a net N with tangential coordinates X, F, ^, TT

satisfying (1). Then the functions X1} Tlt Zl} Fi, given by quadra-

tures of the form

(which are consistent in consequence of (10)) satisfy the equation

8
2AX a d , 'I 9 A! , v d , I 8^
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and consequently are tangential coordinates of a net NI. It is our

purpose to show that N and JVi are m the relation F, and further-

more to find A in terms of the functions defining the transformation F,

when JVand JViare given in terms of homogeneous point coordinates,

x and x\.

On the supposition that N and NI are in the relation F, their

homogeneous point coordinates are related as in (HI, 65). Necessarily

we must have

which in consequence of (III, 65) and (11) lead to

dX 8Z

From (in, 60, 65) it follows that

Hence, to within a constant factor, the integral of the above

equations is

In consequence of (5) we have by differentiation

9 A x~* 9X 9 A ~v^ 9X 9 A x~

du du* dv dv'

so that A is a solution of (1). From CHI, 65) it follows that

/ ^ A \ 1 ^' -IT ^' -rr

(14) A s=
<̂ yX == z^zX.

The analogues of equations (HE, 65) are

i -t ~\ ~v '- ~y~ H_ ~v ~y _ _
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These functions Xt and X% satisfy the equations

d Xi v 9 lm ^ a 9 AI v 9
,

X

(16)

9w
r
9w 9^ dv a'

d , X 9 Ao 9

dv

We must have also

(17) 2 =
0, Z*- =

0,

which by means of (III, 60) and (15) are reducible to

Vv ^

9log0 __ ^Ai8 M 9log0 __

From these we find that we may take

(18) 8=

Moreover, this expression for 6 satisfies equation (III, 1).

As a consequence of (13) and (17) we have that^A'iAi is

a constant. However, we wish it to be equal to zero. Substituting

from (in, 65) and (15), we find with the aid of (14) and (18) that

this is accomplished, if the additive constants of integration

of 7 and <r are chosen so that

( a+a 2szX2
= 0.

Thus we have established that the net NI whose tangential

coordinates are given by (11) is in the relation F with A7
. More-

over, when the transformation is given in point coordinates, the

functions A and/* follow from (14), (11) and (10); and conversely,

when the transformation is defined in terms of tangential coordinates.

In consequence of (III, 65) and (15) the expressions for A and

can be given also the forms

(20) A =
9*
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By making use of the results of 39, we can obtain the

equations of the theorem of permutability of transformations F
from the standpoint of tangential coordinates. The functions A12

and A31 must satisfy

9 d&ij 3 /A;\ ,. .= *- (v = ' 2>

The functions ff 12 ,
<7 2 i, *is, ^21 are given by

+ 1

i

12 * 2

(21)

AX A

o"2 o
>

2i
=

^ h
-

and the tangential coordinates Xlz of ^T12 are of the form

If equations similar to (20) are to be satisfied, we must have

==
/nr>\

When these equations are differentiated, we find that the resulting

equations are satisfied in virtue of the preceding formulas. Also

we find that rrls , given by (III; 76), and X12 given by (22) satisfy

the condition ^X12 #12 = 0. Hence we may take A12 and A21 as

just given.

Equations similar to (III, 65) and (15) are

From these equations, (20) and (23) we obtain

-^- 1 i i T i f i
== X i Zi fy ffi

= 0.
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Consequently when A12 and A21 have the values (23), the expressions

(22) are the tangential coordinates of Nls ,
whose point coordinates

are given by (HE, 76). From the form of (22) we are led at once

to the theorem of 23, namely:
When N, NlfN2 aud N^form a quatern under transformationsF

four corresponding tangent planes meet in a point.

When the point coordinates are cartesian, we make use of

the preceding results by taking w= 1, and assuming that X
Y, Z are direction-cosines. Then we have

(24) Xx+Yy+ Zz==W,

so that W is the distance of the tangent plane from the origin.

From (III, 60) and (II, 20) we have in this case wt
== d'/O

and Xi in the formulas of Chapter 3 must be replaced by x^'/d,

so as to obtain formulas of Chapter 2. From these results, (II, 2)

and (20) we have A =Xx' B
*), so that A is the distance from

the origin to the tangent plane to the net N' determining the

conjugate congruence of the transformation. If we call it w and

denote by w~ 1 the corresponding tangential coordinate of N[,

parallel to NI, and determining the same congruence, we have

(25) A =Xx'= iv, %i x[ = w~\

where X1} Ylt Z are the direction-cosines of the normal to NI.

If TPi denotes the other tangential coordinate of Nl} we can write

(11) in the form

(26)

_ 8
V

du\ur 1
l du\wr 9v W- 1

/ dv\w]'

d I W, \ . 8 IW\ 8 / W, \ - 8 IW
T

du\tv~ 1
/ du\wl dv \w~ 1

/ dv \w

In this case equations (15) become

fnn\ v _ -^1 X ~^ _ -^1 *
\P*) *!

~
^Ti V > -*"!

" ~T "
t^" 1

M? W ' W

3S
) When we are dealing with cartesian coordinates, the symbol - denotes

the sum of the terms in x, y and z.
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From these expressions it follows that if f denotes the angle be-

tween the tangent planes of N and. NI, a necessary and sufficient

condition that the harmonic congruence of the transformation be

normal is that

(28) (w-^Y^a ww~ l
cos*(*+ff) + M>

2 =0.

53. Transformations jQ of nets with equal tangential
invariants. From (15) it follows that a necessary and sufficient

condition that the focal planes of the harmonic congruence of the

transformation be harmonic with respect to the tangent planes to

JVand Ni is that (cf. V, Ex. 8)

In this case we have from (10)

9. A 9

du ft du . dv (i dv

Kecalling that a and ft are determined only to within factors which

are respectively functions of u alone and v alone, we see that in

all generality the tangential equation (1) can in this case be written

(29) 4- og + og J_ x A ==
9z*

~
dv

If we put /*
= 2QW, w being the solution of (29) determining

the transformation, equations (10) can be integrated in the form

(30) 7= -a= -QW*.

Now the tangential equation of JVi is

/o-<\ 9 *i 9 . -,/ 9 A! 9 -. / 9 A!
(31) -logKow- -log FOM; - = 0.

dv du du dv

Thus the tangential equations of both JVand^. have equal invariants.

We say that J\
r and NI are in the relation of a transformation

39
).

39
) Rendiconti di Palermo, vol.39 (1915), p. 161; cf. also Demoulin, Bull.

Acad. de Belgique, 1919, p. 273.
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If we put

equations (29) and (31) are transformed into

1 8*1/7
> dudv

These equations are satisfied respectively by

(32)
1 J 2 ,^- , S ,^-V QW V QW V QW

Iii terms of these functions equations (11) are reducible to

(33) (f !,.?, 8).

Since jV has equal tangential invariants, its spherical represen-

tation is the spherical representation also of the asymptotic lines

on a surface 2 whose point coordinates, , >/, ,
are given by the

Lelieuvre formulas [79], namely

9? di>3 9v2 3^ 9^3 9>/,

8u

Similar equations in the functions ~Vi give the point coordinates

1? i
1*!? Ci> of a surface ^ with the same spherical representation

of its asymptotic lines as the curves of the net N^. Moreover,

equations (33) express the condition that 2 and 2t are the focal

surfaces of a W congruence [ 172]. The surfaces 2 and ^i are

associate to the respective nets N and NI [ 155].
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From the theory of W congruences [ 172] it follows that if

X, T, Z and Xi, Tlf Zi are direction-cosines of the normals to 2
and -

:
. then

(34) Vl

where 1/e
2 and \lg\ are the Gaussian total curvatures of 2 and

2l respectively. From these expressions, (26) and (32), we have

(35) w-i

Hence equations (26) become

a

(36)

at;

and we have the theorem:

Each solution w of the tangential equation of a net with equal

tangential invariants leads by quadratures (36) to the determination

of a net NI which is an Q transform of N.

From 172, 172] we have that the coordinates of the surface 2
associate to NI are given by equations of the form

(37) b

In [ 172] it is shown that direction-parameters of the normals

to the focal surfaces of any W congruence satisfy equations of the

form (33). Since these are of the form (1 1) with T~+ <F= 0,

we have

If two nets N and NI with equal tangential invariants are in

relation F, and if the surfaces 2 and 2t with the same spherical

representation of their asymptotic lines as the curves ofN and NI

respectively can be so placed in space that they are the focal surfaces

of a W congruence, then N and NI are in relation Q.

54. Theorems of permutability of transformations <>

and of W congruences. Let N be a net with equal tangential

invariants, and NI and Nt be Q transforms of N by means of

solutions MI and ws of equation (1).
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The functions tv^ and w21 defined by the quadratures

_8_

(38) i ^

are evidently solutions of the tangential equations of NI and N^

respectively. It is clear that wy as thus defined is determined to
j\ .

within the additive function
*

. The constants a can be
V QQiWi

chosen so that there are oo 1

pairs of functions wn and w^ satisfying

the condition

(39) y~Q^^\ Wia+VQ ft w* ">2i
= 40

).

By applying the results of 52 we shall show that each pair of

functions determines a net NU which is an S2 transform of NI

and JV2 . In fact, the tangential coordinates X1S , Fi 2 , Z^, Wlt of

NI^ are given by the following equations analogous to (22):

where

L M>2 Wl n, M>2 o M>1

(41) 12
= ^llH j-H 2 ^- cos ex 2 ^008^+ 2

It is readily shown that, in consequence of (36) and (39), the

functions (40) satisfy the equations

(42)

M v ' dv \WijJ'

Hence we have established the theorem:

If N has equal tangential invariants, and NI and N% are two

Q transforms of N, by a quadrature we can find oo 1
nets JV12,

which

are Q transforms of NI and N*.

40
) The reason for this choice is to be found in (21).
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If 2, 2i and 2^ are the surfaces associate to N, N! and Na

so that 2 and 2: are the focal surfaces of a W congruence, and

also 2 and 2S} the associate 219 of a net JV"12 can be so placed in

space that 2^ and 2ts are focal surfaces of a W congruence, and

likewise 22 and 2lt . From equations analogous to (34) and (37)

we have for the coordinates, lg , ^12 , 12, of 212

(43)

Hence we have the theorem of Biauchi 41
):

If 2 and 2 are focal surfaces of a W congruence and 2 and Z,

of a second W congruence, there can be found by quadratures an

infinity of surfaces 2^ such that 2t and 212 are focal surfaces of
a W congruence, and likewise 2^ and 212 .

55. Nets permanent in deformation. When the harmonic

congruence of a transformation Q is normal, the focal planes of the

congruence are perpendicular, and consequently the angles between

the tangent planes of the nets N and NI are bisected by these

focal planes. Now from (28), (30) and (35) we have Q
=

QI. Hence:

A necessary and sufficient condition that the harmonic con-

gruence of a transformation Q be normal is that the associate

surfaces 2 and 2l of N and N-i have the same total curvature at

corresponding points; moreover, the focal planes of the congruence

bisect the angles between the tangent planes of N and NI.

If Q
=

QI} we have from (34)

(44) ^X vi = Q COS e, ^vl =^vl = Q.

Multiplying the first of (33) by v
i
and summing; and also by v~

t
and

summing, we get

4I
) Lezioni, vol. 2, pp. 7174.
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Adding, we have

Differentiating the first of (44), we get

(45)

In like manner from the second of (33) we get

*
o S = (i_-cos.

av ov

Expressing the condition of integrability of these two equations,

we find that

(47) Q==U+V,

where U and V are functions of u and v alone respectively. Now
the integral of equations (45) and (46) is

(48,

where c is an arbitrary constant.

From [ 141] it follows that in this case both N and Nt are

nets which admit an infinity of applicable nets, which we shall call

nets permanent in deformation.

If D and D" are the second fundamental coefficients of N,

the coefficients Dk and Dk of the nets jVfc applicable to N are

given by [cf. 141J.

(49) Dk= tanh ? D, Dk = coth y D",

where y> is defined by

/Cf.. dw 9 logl/o . dv 9logl^P .

(50) -^-tanhy,
- coth 9.

du du dv dv
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Moreover,

the Christoffel symbols being formed with respect to the linear

element of the spherical representation of N, namely

(52)

From the formulas of [ 83], namely

cv FDD"

tf
-

* ,

it follows that the coefficients Ge/c, ^, /c of the linear element

of the spherical representation of Nk are given by

(53) @fc = tanh2
5p(, 0* = & fe

= coth 2
$p.

The integral of equations (50) for Q given by ((47) is

(54)

where ft is a constant, such that when k = we have the net

N, that is ^ = N.
1121

'
(121'

If we form the Christoffel symbols <
.,

> and < with respect
I i Jfc i

^ Ifc

to (53), the equations analogous to (51) are

.9112^.
du 2\k U+Vl kU'

loggfe _ 9 J12r ^ 1 fetT-

dv \l\* U+V 1+ lcV

from which it follows that we may take

_ _ J_
/ 1 1 \

(1 *Z7) (1 + A;F)

~~
k \l-kU

~

1+ kV]'
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56. Transformations Q of permanent nets for which
and (5J^o. We write the linear element of the sphere in

the form

(57) d<J*= du*-\-2VWws2(*>dudv-\-dv*,

where 2o> is the angle between the parametric curves.

We denote by X', T, Z'; X", Y", Z" the direction-cosines of

the bisectors of the angles between the parametric curves on the

sphere, so that we have

(58)

dv
= K( sinwZ'+coswZ").

If these equations be differentiated with respect to v and M

respectively and we make use of [(22) 66], we find

(59)

A Y"
- i ,\

dv

where

(60)

9w= v 7^7- sin 2w

i^_ _V
dv i @

S1

The direction-cosines, .Xi, Yi, i, of the normal to an SI trans-

form -ZVi may be written in the form

(61) XL ZcosH-sine(sinaZ'

Since Q
=

QI, equations (36) become

(62)

When the expressions (61) are substituted in (62), we find the

following equations:
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(63) ^

dlogw

+ i- rinS. _K sin(_ w
)tan-|-

=
0,

1T ^ -' ' l-CM.

+ tan-|-V^cos(-
m)+, , 1... .

"

7!
* = 0.

The condition of integrability of the first two equations is satisfied,

and by means of them we show that the last two are consistent, and

that w satisfies the tangential equation of N, namely (29) with

cos 2 w. Hence :

IfN is a permanent net with the spherical representation (57),

each pair of functions a and w satisfying (63) leads by quadratures

to an 12 transform NI which is a permanent net; and the associates

surfaces 2 and -2"i of N and NI have the same total curvature at

corresponding points and can be so placed in space that they are

the focal surfaces of an W congruence
4"2

).

From (37) it follows that the coordinates &, fo, 1 of ^ are

of the form

(64) i

Since w in (63) is not a general solution of (29), we say that

the permanent nets whose tangential coordinates are X, Y, Z and

a function w defined by (63) is a special permanent net.

Suppose that NI and Ns are two 12 transforms of iV^by means

of functions z-, Wi, ez
-

(i
=

1,2). In order that one of the oo 1

12 transforms ^ 2 shall be a permanent net, it is necessary that

12 (> From (39), (41) and (61) we have in this case

w12 (cos fi cos 2 )
== w;2 [1 cos^i cos e2 sin*?! siii 2 cos (! ,)]

It is readily shown that this function wis satisfies the corresponding-

equations (38), namely

42
) The existence of such W congruences was estahlished by Bianchi

Lezioni, vol. 2, pp. 7480.
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fe 8
(65)

Hence we have the following theorem of permutability :

If N is a permanent net and N^ and N2 are permanent nets

which are transforms of Nby means of functions i, wi} fi and

a*, wz , *g (e2^ i), of the oo 1
.> transforms _A/i 2 one is a permanent

net and it can be found without quadratures.

Incidentally we have established the theorem of Bianchi 43
):

If 2 and 2l are focal surfaces of a W congruence and 2 and

22 are focal surfaces of a second W congruence such that the total

curvatures of 2, 2t and 22 are the same, there can be found without

quadratures a surface 212 of the same total curvature such that 2j_

and 212 are focal surfaces of a W congruence, and likewise 22 and 212 .

When in particular Q
= const., Nis the net of geodesies on

a surface of Voss [ 141]. In this case is a constant. Each set of

solutions of the corresponding equations (63) determines an /2 trans-

form NI which is a net of geodesies on a surface of Voss. Moreover,

these transformations admit a theorem of permutability. The associated

W congruence is pseudospherical,-and the preceding theorem is the

theorem of permutability of transformations of Backlund [ 121].

57. Transformations & of a sequence of permanent
nets. In 56 we saw that in order to obtain an Q transformation

of a permanent net jVinfo a permanent net NI, it is necessary and

sufficient to take for the net N' parallel to N one of the special

permanent nets determined by a pair of functions satisfying (63).

Suppose now that we consider one of the deforms Nk of AT ( 55).

The equations for the -Q transformations of Nk analogous to (63) are

8fc
1 f fC r) if

9ft)
_i_ I/ J* sin 2 < log V^pfe+ V"@fe sin (fc+ w) cot -^-

=
0,

8?/ 1 Cii. 9v 2du du

Qv dv
4.1^_l/^Lsin2ft>^-logK efc

l/ fe sinK )tan^
I r\ /7X H }/ X

9 log Wfc ,
f

fe i /^TF" \ i T"** _
cot l/(/cCos(a fe-hw)+ T- -^

9w 2 1 cosffe du

*ti , efc i/^7fr~ / xi os n+ tan V &k cos (* w)+ . 7
= U

JO. " O '
1

_)_/>fvoc,. fly;

43
) Lezioni, vol. 2, pp. 8082.
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where (&, & and Qk are given by (53) and (56), and analogously

to (48) we have

(67)

When the expressions for (*:, /c and efc
are substituted in the first

two of (66), we find that ak= a. is a solution, if

C- C

coth
<jp

tan = tan
,

"

which is consistent with (67), if we take

kck (1 ck) = 1.

On this hypothesis the last two of (66) are reducible to

(68)

of which the integral is Wk = ffwV(l kU) (l-\-kV), where a is

a constant. We shall show that when a= (1 fcc)"
1 the corre-

sponding net Nk parallel to N* is applicable to N'.' To this end

we remark that the second fundamental coefficients (Du)' and (D'k)'

of the net with the spherical representation (53) and determined

by Wk are given by [cf. 67]

'

3logwfc
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When the epressions (66) are substituted in (69), we deduce

the relations

(Dk)
f l-kU= (D)' (J)g)' l + feF= CD")'

Wk 1 &c w '

Wfc 1 fee ;

From (49) and (54) it follows that we must have

Hence

(70)

In 27 we saw that if N(x) and Nk(xk) are applicable nets,

and N'(x') and Nk(x'k) are a pair of applicable nets parallel to N
and Nk respectively, the F transforms, NI and Nk,i of ATand Nk deter-

mined by the nets N' and jV/t and the function 0' =^x'k ^a/
8

are applicable to one another. In order to apply this result to

the present case we calculate the expression for 6''. From [ 67]

we have

Substituting the values from the preceding equations, we find that

= -: j
1 kc

We note that k appears in this expression only in the factor

k/(l kc), and consequently it does not appear in the equation
a

Xi = x -7r#'> since 6 also involves this factor. Hence as k

10
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varies and consequently NIC, we find that all the transforms Nk,i

are applicable to N^).
58. Transformations jQ in point coordinates. Nets in

relation O. In 28 we saw that if N(x) and N(x) are two nets

corresponding with orthogonality of linear elements, that is are in

relation 0, they have the same point equation, say

3
2

_ 3 log a dO
,

a log 6 80

dudv
~

dv du^ 8w dv' .

Moreover, if h and I are any solutions of equations (I, 13), the

corresponding parallel nets N' (x'} and N'(x) are in relation 0,

and 0', given by

(72) e'=^x'x',

is a solution of the common point equation of N' and N' (cf. 28).

Furthermore, if is the solution of (71) corresponding to 0', then

the nets N(XI) and NI(XI) defined by

f) ft

(73) Xi = x -rx, xi = x -rrx'
u u

are in relation and are respective F transforms of N and N.

Suppose now that N and N are nets in 3-space. Then, as

follows from [ 157] they have equal tangential invariants; similarly

Nj_ and NI. It is our purpose _to show that N and NI are in

relation .6, and likewise N and NI, and thus obtain the equations

of transformations & in terms of the point coordinates.

If N(x) is any nej^with equal tangential invariants, and N(x)
is in relation with N, we have [cf. 157]

C7*\ dx _ -dy - dz~ dx _ -dy - d~z

5? *HT" yfW ^r-* ^"^ "^?
and

44
) Cf. Transactions, vol. 19 (1918), p. 179. The existence of transformationsQ

of permanent nets for which Qc = 0, ^ is established also
;
the restriction in

the theorem of page 183 is not necessary, since the second of equations (61)

should include the term V'/(l + cos a) V.
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where
aoj.2/o b and XQ, y ,

z _are the point coordinates of the

surfaces 2 and 2 associate to N and JV, and the asymptotic lines

on 2 and 2 are parametric. From (74) and (75) we have also

y~ ! o yv -

3w
~

' ^
9v

~~
'

o
du ' 8v

"-

Consequently #o, 2/o> ^o and #o> 2/0? ^o are direction-parameters of

the normals to N and N respectively. Furthermore, if the ex-

pressions for the derivatives of y and z as given by (74) are

substituted in (75), we have in consequence of (77)

(78) XoX 4- yQ y Q+ 2 ^o+ 1 = 0.

Hence 2 and 2 are polar reciprocal with respect to the imaginary

sphere
45

)

(79) ^2+ 2/

2+ ^+ l ==0.

If N' and N' are nets parallel to N and N by means of the

same pair of solutions h and I of (I, 13), we have

ctx' -d' - 3F dx -d' _ 9F'
(80)

-

For the F transforms Nt and NI denned by (73) we have

where
Soi,_^oi, %i and ofa, y i; ^01

are the point coordinates of

surfaces ^ and ^ associate to N and ^ with their asymptotic

45
) Darboux, Lemons, vol. 4, p. 67; also [Ex. 15, p. 391].

10*
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lines parametric, and they are direction-parameters of the normals

to A7

! and NI respectively. Moreover, we have analogously to (78)

(83) XQI x~oi 4- yoi 2/014 Zoi *bi+ 1 = 0.

From (81) we have

_
- Idy, 87, 8y t

"

8M 8v 8v 3w

On differentiating (73) we obtain

dv

When these expressions and analogous ones in y^ and 7i are sub-

stituted in (84) and 6' is given the value (72), the resulting equation

is reducible, by means of (80) and the fact that a^,y j^o are direction-

parameters of the normal to N', to the form

Similarly we have

x yo y XQ z
i
-

xi ;
_

S'

. X XQ

From (85) and (86) we have

(87) XQ X0i -f-yoyoi+^o ^01 -h 1 = 0, ^o #01 4- 2/o 2/oi+ ^0*01 4- 1 == 0.

Consider now the surfaces 2 and 2lt The quantities ^c
, ?7o, ^o

and ^01 ^oij ^oi> are direction-parameters of the normals to these

respective surfaces. Moreover, from (78), (83) and (87) it follows that

2 ^o (XQI #o)
=

0, 2 #01 (#01 #o)
= 0.

Consequently 2 and ^ are the focal surfaces of the congruence of

lines joining corresponding points on these surfaces, and it is
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W congruence, since the asymptotic lines are parametric on 2 and 2lt

Hence from the last theorem
oj_

53 it follows that N and NI are

in relation
, and_also N and NL.

When a net JVjwith equal tangential invariants is known, the

associate surface 2 can be found by quadratures [ 78]. Then by

equations (74) we obtain a_net N, with equal tangential invariants,

which is in relation to N. Each net N^_ parallel to Pleads by
a quadrature to an Q transformation of N and N. Hence:

Each net parallel to a net N with equal tangential invariants

determines an & transformation of N,- and the determination of
the point coordinates of the transform requires only quadratures*

6
).

59. Transformations and K of the focal nets of

a W congruence. We have seen that the surface 2 of the

preceding section is associate to the surface 8 on which N lies.

Since this relation is reciprocal, there exists a surface S in relation

to 3; its coordinates, x, y, g, are given by quadratures of the form

(analogous to (75))

dx d Q dzQ dx d dz

u~~du~)u' dv~ dv dv'

From these equations and (75) we see that 8 can be so placed

in space that

(88) x = x -f zy yz .

From [ 157] it follows that_the asymptotic lines correspond on 8
and 8 the surface on which N lies. Also since x

, y ,
ZQ and x, y, z

are direction-parameters of^the normals to 8 and 8 respectively,

it follows from (88) that 8 and 8 are the focal surfaces of a W
congruence.

Since 8 and 2 are in relation 0, there can be found by means

of equations analogous to (74), the coordinates XQ, y , ?o of a sur-

face 2 associate to S; moreover, from [ 156] it follows that the

parametric curves on S and 2 form nets with equal point invariants.

Furthermore, since 2 and 8 bear to S'_and
2 relations analogous

to the relations of 2 and 2 to 8 and 8, it follows that 2 and S
are polar reciprocal with respect to (79).

Cf. the first theorem of 53.
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When the net N is subjected to a transformation Q, in accord-

ance with the preceding section, we get surfaces 81, Si, 2lt Si

and 2i related to one another as in the preceding paragraph.

Since 8 and 2, and 8L and 2lt are polar reciprocal with respect

to (79), it follows that 2 and 2X are in the relation of a trans-

formation K (V, Ex. 11). Moreover, 8 and Si being associate

to 2 and 2t respectively are also in relation'^" (n, Ex. 18). Further-

more, Si and Si are the focal surfaces of a W congruence.

From [ 172] it follows that if S and 8 are the focal surfaces

of any W congruence, it is possible to find by quadratures two

surfaces 8 and 2 associate to one another and in relation with
Mi

8 and S respectively. _If
2 is referred to its asymptotic lines, the

parametric curves on 8 and 8 form nets with equal tangential and

point invariants respectively. Hence:

A W congruence admits of transformations into W congruences

such that one pair of corresponding focal nets are in relation 12

and the other pair in relation K*'1

).

60. Nets with equal point invariants and equal tan-

gential invariants. In consequence of [(38) 83] equations

[(36) 83] can be written in the form

9

dv dv du
Hence :

When a net has two of the following properties, it has the third

also; equal point invariants, equal tangential invariants, isothermal-

conjugate.

We consider such a net, and put

J12I
3 log V q (121 aiog^g n _ _ n ,,

UJ dv ' 12f" du

From [(3) 63] and [(13') 64] we have

{Yh^^ {V}=

ffl-
8 }m _D_ J8U W-?

Cf. Demoulin, 1. c., p. 276.



60. Nets with equal point invariants and equal tangential invariants

Consequently the point coordinates of the net satisfy the equations

(89)

where
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(92)

defines a net NI for which these functions are the point and tangen-

tial coordinates. Furthermore, for a set of solutions the functions

(93) e =2XiX, * =2%xl

are solution of the respective equations (90), so that equations (91)

are equivalent to (in, Ex. 25) and (36). Consequently NI is both

a K and Q transform of N, and therefore has equal point and

equal tangential invariants. Hence, since (92) is bilinear we have :

A net ivith equal point and equal tangential invariants admits

oo 6
transformations K and Q into nets of the same kind.

If NI andNz are" two of these transforms of N, from (HI, 73, 75)

it follows that for a net Ni2 to be a K transform of NI and N^, we
must have 0i 2+ 2i

= 0. In like manner for Ni2 to be an trans-

form we have from the equations preceding (21) that A18 + A21 = 0.

Hence from (23) we have ^X^x^-i-^X^Xi = 0. It is readily

shown that the left-hand member of this expression is constant.

Only when it is zero is there a net j\
T
12 which is both a K and

an J2 transform of NI and NZ) and then there are an infinity of

such nets, since 12 is determined only to within an additive constant,

but 2i ? ^12 and A21 are then completely determined.

Exercises.

1. K SB
|
x(2)

,
ae

(8) are the cartesian coordinates of a net N in 3-space

dx(l) 3x(2) 9x(3)

and 6 is any solution of the point equation of N, then -
,

~
, ,

?) ft

-n are tangential coordinates of a net.

2. A necessary and sufficient condition that the curves v = const, of a net

be plane is that the minus first Laplace transform be a developable surface
;
the

analytical condition is that the invariant H of the tangential equation of the

net be equal to zero.

3. A necessary and sufficient condition that the curves of a net be plane

is that the tangential coordinates can be taken in the form

where the U's and F's are functions of u and v respectively.
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4. When two nets N and Ni in relation F are subjected to a polar reci-

procal transformation, the resulting nets are in relation F; and the conjugate

and harmonic congruences of the given relation F are transformed into the

harmonic and conjugate congruences of the resulting relation F.
O i

'Y' \ Q / T/I7A

5. In a transformation F defined by (11) the functions -~
(~j~)> > ~^~ \r)

O / -irr * O
y TT7A

and
TJ (-j-l, , -^ \-j-]

are tangential coordinates of the first and second

focal surfaces of the conjugate congruence of the transformation.

6. A necessary and sufficient condition that the transformation defined by

(11) be radial is that A = aX+bY+cZ-\- dW, where a, b, c, d are constants.

7. When in (26) we take w = aX+bY+ cZ, where a, 6 and c are con-

stants, the conjugate congruence of the transformation consists of parallel lines.

8. Show that the functions Xi and Xi given by (15) are tangential coor-

dinates of the focal surfaces of the harmonic congruence of the corresponding

transformation F.

9. Each solution of the adjoint of the tangential equation of a net determines,

a congruence harmonic to the net (cf. Ex. 8). What is the dual of this theorem?

10. If the direction equation of a congruence G is the same as the tangential

equation of a net N, the determination of nets harmonic to G and congruences
harmonic to N are equivalent problems, namely the solution of the adjoint of

the given equation. ^
11. When a polar reciprocal transformation is applied to two nets in

relation fl, the resulting nets are in relation K, and conversely.

12. A necessary and sufficient condition that the axis curves of a net N
form a net is that N have equal tangential invariants (cf. IV, Ex. 20, 22).

13. If four nets N, Ni, JVj, N\i form a quatern under transformations Q
determined by Wi, w%, wa and 1021, the four nets parallel to them determined by

*i,W PPi >i, Nfei and 1/1/X />ia M>zi form a quatern; likewise the four nets

determined by M?J, 1/VV/?Z w* WM an(i 1/VVi Pa *"

14. Let N(x) be a net with equal tangential invariants and_ JV(aT) the net

of the same kind in relation to N, and N'(x'), N"(x") and N'(ac'), N"(W")

corresponding parallel nets to N and N. If we put 6[ = 2x'x~', 6% = 2x"'x" 1

then the nets NI(XI) and N,(xt), where

0\ , 6% n
X\ X

TJ^-
X

, 052 X
-Qfj

X
"i "a

are fl transforms of N. If we draw through points of N\ and Nt lines with

direction-parameters of the respective forms (cf. 21)

ft" A 1

~ni
,Tn Z3^ v '

rfiin
'

Z?.^."x i
(y 0" '

where 0" and 6'^ are solutions of the point equations of N" and N' corresponding
to 0i and 0s, the point Mn of intersection of these corresponding lines generates
a net Nu. Show that this net N\z will be an 2 transform of N\ and JVj if

2x"x'
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15. Show that all the conditions of the preceding example are satisfied,

if we replace 6" and 0'2 by 0"+c and 0'2 c, where c is an arbitrary constant,

and consequently there are oo 1 nets N\i in relation l with Ni and 2V2 ;
that

corresponding points of these nets 2Vi2 lie on a conic through the corresponding

points of 2V, 2Vt and 2V2 ;
also that the tangents planes to these nets 2Vn at

corresponding points form a pencil (cf. 26 and II, Ex. 19).

16. Let N be a net with equal point inrariants, Ni and 2V2 be K trans-

forms of N, and Nn one of the K transforms of 2Vi and 2V2 in accordance with

the theorem of 26; show that the tangent planes to the oo 1 nets 2Vi2 at

corresponding points envelop a quadric cone (cf. Ex. 15).

17. Prove directly that_the surfaces S and Si of 59 are in relation K.

18. Two nets N and N with equal tangential invariants which are in

relation determine twelve surfaces forming a closed system of Darboux [Ex. 19,

p. 391] ; similarly two nets Ni and Ni which are & transforms of N and N deter-

mine a second system; find the relations between the two systems of surfaces

other than those treated in 59.

19. If S and S two surfaces in relation are referred to their common

nets, N(x) and 2V (of), the equations of the form

x = x-\- eac,

where e is an infinitesimal, define a surface S which is an infinitesimal deform

of S, and the parametric curves form a net 2V [cf. 158]. If 2V'(x') and 2V'(of')

are corresponding parallel nets to 2V and 2V respectively, the equations of the form

A/ I I I

x = x -\- ex

define a net 2V' which is an infinitestimal deform of 2V'. Then equations of

the form

where d'=^x''x', define a net 2Vi, which is an F transform of 2V and an in-

finitestimal deform of 2Vi whose coordinates are given by (73).

20. When the spherical representation of a permanent net is such that

Qc 0, 0, the parameters can be chosen so that either (i) p=- a, a constant;

(ii) p = v
; (iii) p u+ v. In these respective cases the coefficients of the

spherical representation can be given the respective forms

(i) (g = @ = l, g

(UO = (.

Determine the conditions which <u and <p must satisfy in each case.
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21 . When the curves v = const, of a permanent net are represented on the

gaussian sphere by isotropic generators, the coefficients of (52) are reducible

to the form
9 9V

where V and Ft are functions of v alone; also the tangential coordinates of

such a net are given by

where <p and (/> are arbitrary functions of u and v respectively, and the a's and 6's

are functions of v alone subject to the conditions:

4 4/5 F' J 2F' F"\Vaa _ n v/i'2 JL V/z"a _?-( y,__ __I I- -IU
>

7
a
i-t,5' f

a
i

-
vA Kl

4 T +
tf7 H F/'

the primes indicating differentiation.

Drach, Ann. de Toulouse, ser. 2, vol. 10 (1908), p. 135.



Chapter VI.

Orthogonal nets.

61. Nets O and p, O. Congruences I and p, I. A net

N(x), whose cartesian coordinates x satisfy an equation

,. 8
2

_ 8 log a SO 8 log 6 80

Qudv
~

dv du du dv'

is called an orthogonal net, or for the sake of brevity an net*
9
), if

The second of these conditions is equivalent to the requirement

that o), defined by

(3) 2a> = 2x*

is a solution of (1). We say that a net N is p, 0, if its point

equation (1) admits^? 1 solutions, yl} . . .
, yp \ linearly independent

of the x's, such that

^

We call the y's the complementary functions
49

). This means that

is a solution of (1). It is understood that none of

48
) The results of 61 65 are due to Guichard, Annales de L'Ecole

Norm. Sup., ser. 3, vol. 14 (1897), pp. 467516; vol. 15 (1898), pp. 179227.
49

) Note that if each y be replaced by iy, where i
2=

1, a net p, is

the projection in n-space of an O net in (n-\-p l)-space. It is this point of

view that Guichard takes in considering these systems.
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the y's are constant. Hence if we have a net so that the xs and

p 1 functions y satisfy 2x*2yi= const., we say that the

net is p, and not p -f 1, 0.

We say that the equations

(5) yt
= atiy x -{-...+ a^-iyp-i, (i

= 1 . . . p 1),

define an orthogonal substitution, when the constants *; satisfy

the conditions

P-I j>-i

(6) Z<'= 1, 2y=0, 0'**).
t=i t=i

When such a substitution is effected upon the complementary
functions y of a net p, 0, we have y*=^ y* and consequently

the functions y serve equally well as complementary functions.

When there is a linear relation between the y's, such as

(7) Oi*/i -f . . . -f ap -i yp-i = a,

where a? ^ 0, that is, when the relation is non-isotropic, we can

assume that af = 1, so that in the new variables y, we may take

yp_l
= a where a is a constant. Hence the net is p 1, 0.

If, however, ^ of = 0, that is, if the relation is isotropic, we
can choose the orthogonal substitution so that (7) is reducible to

cip 2 yp 2-f" a>p i yp-\= a,

where now a%_ 2 +~a
8

# 1= 0. Hence

where 6 is a constant. Since any complementary function may be

replaced by itself with an additive constant, we have

Hence the net is p 2, 0, and we have:

When for a net apparently p, 0, there is an isotropic linear

relation between the complementary functions, the net is in fact
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p 2,0; when there is a non-isotropic linear relation, the net is

p-l, 0.

We say that a congruence is I, when its direction-parameters X
satisfy the conditions

(8)

Since the Z's satisfy an equation of the form

I 1 co~"dudv dv du du dv

it follows from the first of (8) that

It is readily seen that these conditions are satisfied also when

each X is replaced by &X, where A is any function of u and v.

A. congruence is p, I when there are p 1 functions F satis-

fying (9) such that

(ID
a

a 8

The functions F are called the complementary functions of the con-

gruence p, I. We have also

-

8 1' 8n 9t;

When a congruence is 2, 1, we may choose for the parameters
the X's divided by the single complementary function. In this

case we have

dv
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so that a congruence 2, 1 is the generalization of the normal con-

gruence in 3-space.

62. Nets conjugate to congruences I and p, I. In 5

we saw that if 6 is a solution of (9), the functions x defined by

(14)

are the cartesian coordinates of a net N' whose radii vectores from

the origin are parallel to the lines of a congruence G of direction-

parameters X.

If O is a congruence I, we have from (8)

(15)

and

=

0,

=
'

Hence JV' is a net 0. In consequence of the second theorem of

5 and the last of (16) we have:

All nets conjugate to a congruence I are 0.

If G- is a congruence p, I, the p 1 functions y' defined by

(17)
jr
e

are solutions of the point equation of N'. In consequence of (11)

and (12) we have

(18)

zi Y-^ { du! '
dv

dx' dx

Hence in general N' is a net p, 0. When, however,

(19)
d = alY1+... + ap-iYp- 1, Ca? + 0)
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there is a non-isotropic linear relation between the functions y' ,

and N' is p 1, (cf. 61). When in (19),

(20) af = 0,

there is an isotropic linear relation between the functions y', and N'

is p 2, 0.

We have shown that the nets conjugate to the given con-

gruence are parallel to nets of the type (14), and are given by

equations of the form (I, 12). By means of the same equations

we obtain p 1 functions y from the functions y. It is readily

seen that these functions satisfy equations of the same form as (18).

Hence the nets conjugate to the congruence are of the same type

as the parallel nets N'. In accordance with the fifth theorem

of 5 there are oo 1
of these nets parallel to each net N' . If we

call them a parallel family, we have:

Of the nets conjugate to a congruence p, I, there are

oo2>- 3
parallel families of nets p 2, 0,

<X>P 2
parallel families of nets p 1, 0,

the others are p, 0.

In particular, we have:

Of the nets conjugate to a congruence 2, I there is one parallel

family of nets 0, and all the others are 2, 0.

The nets arise from the case when 6 in (17) is equal to F.

For a congruence 3, /, when 6 is equal to I\-\- i F2 or Ft i F2

condition (20) is satisfied, and only in this case. Hence :

Of the nets conjugate to a congruence 3, I there are

two parallel families of nets 0,

oo 1

parallel families of nets 2, 0,

all the others are 3, 0.

63. Orthogonal determinants. Since F= for an net, it

follows from (I, 3) that a and & in (1) may be chosen so that

(21) a = VlS, b = VO,

in which case the normal parameters & and if of the net, given by

(58)
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are the direction-cosines and are in the relations

/OQ\ ^fc2 ^S\,2 1 "Vs.. _ fk
\6Of j* ' 'V ' ~

*) / j$1]
= U.

In this case (I, 6, 7) become
\

dfj _

161

(24)

and

(25)

Bv

i

du

1 dYEm = .. . .

9?;

Consider now the orthogonal determinant

(26) ./--.=

XI XI

XI XI X"

n lXnZ ' ' ,X*_ 2

IJ

L

TJ* tj

n

the X's being functions of u and v satisfying the conditions

(27)
1= 1 /=! t=l

Therefore we may look upon these functions as the direction-

parameters of n mutually perpendicular lines. Since the first deri-

vatives of the X's of any row are direction-parameters of some

direction in the space, they are expressible as linear homogeneous
functions of the other terms of the same column. It is our pur-

pose to show that there is a set of X's such that the latter ex-

pressions take the simple form

(28)

and

(29)

du

du

= M, (&=1,2, ....n 2),

Xk n .

ov

11
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the
, i}

and the X's in each equation having the same superscript,

and a/c, bk, m and n being the same for all values of the super-

scripts of
, i)

and the .X's.

From (24), (28), and (29) we get

8
2 dn .

dm
,

*
k \ dv / dv

fc"\ du J du

dm

,

%-r -\-mnr)

dudv dv du '

Since there are n equations of each of these types, obtained by

letting the superscript i take values 1
, 2, .... n, the following

2 n -\- 3 relations must be satisfied :

8 ak d bk

dv du
(30) dm . dn .

y.

In consequence of (25) the last of these is equivalent to

(3D
8

(
r dY

^\ \

d
I

l dV
\ i yart,+ **

Whenever AVC have a set of functions satisfying these equations,

the system (24), (28) and (29) is completely integrable. Moreover,

from the form of the equations of the system it follows that each

set of solutions satisfies the conditions

=
const.,

(32) = const.
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Hence by a suitable choice of the constants of integration the

functions will satisfy (27). It can be shown, as in the case of

three dimensions [cf. 65], that the most general solution can be

obtained from a particular solution by effecting an orthogonal

substitution with constant coefficients on the elements of the

determinant J; thus
n n n

(33) X*=Z
A determinant of the type (26) satisfying the conditions (24),

(28), (29) and (30) is called an orthogonal determinant in space

of n dimensions.

Suppose we have 2n functions and
t\ satisfying conditions

of the form (23) and (24). We inquire whether there exists a corre-

sponding orthogonal determinant J for which these functions are

the elements of the last two rows.

By purely algebraic processes we can find n (n 2) functions

Y1

., (i
==

1, . . . . n; j
=

1, . . . . n 2) such that

rl
. Yn

|-i ~vn
7i 2 . J. n :

is the determinant of an orthogonal substitution. Since

we have equations of the form

(34)

9tt

dv

du my* dv
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where i = I, . . . n
; j, k = 1, . . . n 2 (j

'

^ ti). Expressing the con-

dition of integrability of the first two equations, we find that the

functions P, Q, A, B must satisfy the following equations :

(35).

We are interested, however, in seeing whether there is a set

of F's for which the first two of (34) shall assume the form (28).

Suppose we put

X*=- i"Y*+ y
k Yi + J

r y
k Yi /*==1 >

2 ---- w
\

where the y's are the elements of an orthogonal substitution of

order n 2. These functions X serve with the 's and iy's to

make^/ (26) the determinant of an orthogonal substitution of orders.

We have accordingly in the general case equations of the form (34).

If, however, we wish the first two to be of the form (28), the

functions y must satisfy the equations

(36)
8 P

The conditions of integrability of these equations reduce to the

first equation (35). But all of the latter are satisfied, and hence

there exist solutions of (36). Hence we have the theorem:

When 2 n functions and
i\

are known satisfying (23) and (24),

there exist functions Xj which with and
i\ form an orthogonal

determinant J.

From the form of (36) it follows that the functions y are

determined to within an orthogonal substitution with constants

coefficients. The effect of such a substitution on the y's is equi-

valent to an orthogonal substitution of the form
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on the elements of the columns of the matrix of the first n 2

rows of 4. Hence the last two rows of an orthogonal determinant ^
determine J to within such an orthogonal substitution with constant

coefficients effected upon the matrix of the first n 2 rows of 4.

When an net is known, the functions and
/
can be found

at once, and the further problem of putting its determinant in the

canonical form requires the solution of 2(n 2) completely integrable

equations of the form (36). Guichard50
) calls this a problem of

the order n 2. In particular for a net in 5-space this is equi-

valent to finding the direction-cosines of an net in 3-space when

the rotations of its trihedral are known. In [ 65] we saw that

this requires the solution of a Kiccati equation.

64. Determination of O nets. We consider now the deter-

mination of the nets corresponding to a given orthogonal deter-

minant. Evidently the coordinates x of any net N are expressible

in the form

2

k=l

the superscripts of x, X, ,
and y being the same, and pk , q and r

being functions of u and v independent of the superscript of x. We
have now to find the conditions to be satisfied by_pfc , q and r in

order that (37) be the equation of the net.

By differentiation of (37) we find

dx

Equating these expressions to those of (22), we see that we
must have

50
) L. c., p. 500.
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du k dv h

(38) <4*=
x8M 4,oJ..T-r-|-KA -^==r,

8r 8r

9w 8v

where m and n are given by (25).

By differentiating these equations, we find that they form

a completely integrable system, and consequently their solution

involves n arbitrary constants.

We find also that a function pk and the n functions X\ are

solutions of the equation

(39)
8
2

fc = 8loga fc ddk . 8log6fc d8k

dudv dv du du dv
'

Suppose now that we have a solution of any one of these n 2

equations, say pi. From the equations

dpi dpi .
: = a, a, =hr

we find two functions q and r. Then from the other n 3 equations

of this type we find by quadratures the functions pk . When these

values are substituted in (37), we have an net corresponding to

the given orthogonal determinant. Hence :

The determination of the nets corresponding to a given ortho-

gonal determinant is equivalent to the integration of any one of

the n 2 equations of Laplace (39).

We shall speak of pk and X^ as the tangential coordinates

of the net defined by (37).

From (3) and (37) we have

(40) 2 to ==2i

Making use of (38), we find

(41)
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As an immediate consequence of these equations we have the

theorem:

A necessary and sufficient condition that an net corresponding

to a given orthogonal determinant be such that 2^,x* is constant is

that its coordinates be given by
M 2

(42) x = 2ekXk ,

fc=i

in which the e's are constant.

When we have a solution of the point equation (1) of an

net N, the functions q- and r given by

satisfy the fourth and fifth of equations (38). These functions and

the functions pk(h== 1, ---- ,n 2) obtained by the quadratures

dpk
(44) :

'

determine an net N', whose coordinates are of the form

(45) ^

and which corresponds to the same orthogonal determinant as N.

Since the j/s are determined only to within additive constants.

there are oo M
~ 2 nets N' corresponding to a solution 6 of (1).

From (41) and (43) it follows that when =
a>, N' coincides

with N. When Q is a constant, we have the case of the preceding

theorem. Hence we have:

Each solution of the point equation of an O net N other than

(a given by (3) leads by quadratures alone to oon
~ 2 nets N' corre-

sponding to the same orthogonal determinant as N.

By means of (40) and (41) we establish the converse theorem:

Each net parallel to an net N gives by quadratures a solution

of the point equation of N.

65. Congruences conjugate to nets. From 5 it follows

that the direction-parameters of any congruence conjugate to an

O net N can be chosen so that thev are the cartesian coordinates
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of a net N' parallel to N, and therefore corresponding to the same

orthogonal determinant. These nets Nf

are of three kinds.

1. When the coordinates of N'-are of the form (42) with the e's

in the isotropic relation

(46) 24 = 0,

the congruence is I. Evidently there are oo- 4 such congruences.

2. When in (42) the constants satisfy

(47) 24=1,
the congruence is 2,1; there are oon

~ 3 such congruences.

3. For the others, if we put

we have

Hence all the other congruences are 3, 1, and we have :

Ofthe congruences conjugate to an Onet in n-space, oon
~ 4 are I,

oon-s are 2
}
l

}
and all the rest are 3, 1.

In view of the second theorem of 64 and the above results

we remark:

1. In 3-space of the congruences conjugate to an Onet, one

is 2, 1 and the others are 3, 1.

2. In 4-space of the congruences conjugate to an 0_net, two

are I, their parameters being Xi-\-iX* and Xi iX%\ oo 1
are 2,1

and the others are 3, 1.

66. Transformations F of an O net for which the con-

jugate congruence is normal to the net. A congruence of

direction-parameters X is said to be normal to a net N(x), if

(48) 2* =
0, 2* = 0.
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When we take for the direction-parameters the cartesian

coordinates x' of a suitably chosen net N f

parallel to N, these

equations of condition may be replaced by

dx y , d x

du
' ^ X

dv
'

from which follow

(49) yx'*-k yLL -o yL o^ x * du dv
'

' ^ 3w at-

"

where & is a constant. Hence the congruence is I or 2, 1, according

as k is zero or not, provided that

(50)

which we assume to be the case. Furthermore from (49) we see

that N and N' are nets. Hence :

A congruence conjugate to a net for which (50) holds can be

normal to N only in case N is an O net] then the congruence -is

I or 2, 1.

Conversely :

A congruence I or 2, 1 is normal to the nets conjugate to it.

If a congruence G conjugate to an net N is normal to N,
it follows from the second theorem of 64 that the coordinates x

of the parallel net N determining the congruence are of the form

n -2

(51) x = S,ei-Xit..
k=l

where the e's are constants. By differentiation we have in con-

sequence of (22) and (28)

dx * dx dx * dx
(2) - = fc-r , -T = l-r- ,du du' dv dv'

where
n 2 n 2

(53) h = Z~^, 1 = 2ji vw ~ffA vo'
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An F transform NO (XQ) of N for which G is the conjugate

congruence is given by ( 15)

n

(54) XQ = X---X.
e

where is a solution of the point equation of N, and

dO_ ; 30 30 __ -30

8w 3w' dv~~
L

dv-

If
jp/c

are the solutions of (43) and (44) for this function 0, we
find that these equations are satisfied by

n 2

(56) M=2?jpfc.
fc=i

We assume that it is this value of which is us,ed in (54) to

determine N (cf. 17).

From (II, 9) we have

(57) _L -

9*

and consequently

/cox o , 30
(58)

When the congruence is I
?

that is when (46) holds, then

r=
0, whatever be 0. Hence all the F transforms are

nets (cf. 62).

When G is 2, I, that is when (47) holds, we have from (58)

. y dx dxQ 30p 30p

4 3w 8*
" "

8u 8v

where
, given by

(60)
- --t,
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is the solution of the point equation of NQ which determines N as

an F transform of N ( 16). Since (59) is the condition that

x* 0* be a solution of the point equation of NO, we have

that NO is a net 2, 0, being the complementary function. Further-

more from (54) and (60) we have

(61) 2(# xoY = #0-

From (44), (56), (59) and (60) it follows that, when in (43)

is constant, N is an net and is parallel to N ( 16). Hence:

Tlie F transforms of an net for ivhich the congruences of the

transformations are normal to N are nets and 2, nets; when

the transform is 2, 0, the complementary function is equal to the

distance between corresponding points on N and the transform.

When in particular =
w, we have from (52) ^xx = .

where m is the corresponding solution of (55). Hence x* = 0;;,

that is, the hyperspheres with centers on N and radii given by

pass through the origin. Each of the con
~ 3

congruences normal

to an net is conjugate to a net of this kind 51
).

67. Transformations F of O nets into O nets. In 65

we saw that in w-space the congruences conjugate to an net

are I, 2, 1 or 3, 1. In the preceding section we discussed the

transformations F of nets for which the congruence of the trans-

formation is I or 2, 1. We consider now the case where the con-

gruence is 3, 1. We recall ( 62) that in addition to N and its

parallels there is one other family of parallel nets conjugate to

the congruence. We shall make a study of the transformation F
of N(x) into one of the nets of the second family, say NI(XI).

We recall from 15 that the coordinates of NI are given by

(62)

where
dx

S1
) Similar results follow when =

-^-J2(os a)
2

,
where the a's are con-

%
stant. In this case the spheres pass through the point whose coordinates are

the a's. We shall refer to this as the case where = to.
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and

(64)

Also we have

*
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80'

du

de d e' _ a e
j.

dv dv

dxi _ T I
,
dO' _ A,d^_\

dx'

du
~~

O'*h \~du~ ~du]' ~dv" e'*l

>'x-
dv rdu

T and a having the values

(66) -T = he-

From (65) it follows that a necessary and sufficient condition

that NI be an net is that

(67)

This equation is satisfied by

(68) 0'=y2>'
2

-

The coordinates x' of the net J\r/ parallel to N which are the

direction-parameters of the congruence of the transformation are

of the form

(69) x' =T
where pk, q and r satisfy equations (38) with E and G replaced

by E' and G', the first fundamental coefficients of N'. Hence

equation (68) may be written

(70)

The corresponding function 6 of the transformation is given by
the quadratures (64), which are reducible by means of (38) to

(71)
du dv
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From these equations and the results of 64 it follows that e is

the solution of the point equation of N which determines N', Hence

6 is given by a quadrature and the additive arbitrary constant leads

to a family of parallel nets JVt ( 16). Accordingly:

Each net N' parallel to a given net determines oo l

parallel

O nets each of which is an F transform of N; they are obtained by

a quadrature.

Conversely, if is any solution of the point equation of N other

than w, and N' is any one of the oo"- 2 nets parallel to N determined

by 6 ( 64), the function e' defined by (70) satisfies the corresponding

equation (64). Hence:

Each solution of the point equation ofN other than leads to

oon
~ 2

netsNi (x-^ which are F transforms of N; the coordinates x

are given by

/791 o
"x

xi * & ^ , t

where

1 39, 1 39.

the functions pk being obtained by the quadratures

3. a. a/i 3. b. ;

(74) du

Moreover, all of these nets N! (xi) are harmonic to the congruence

harmonic to N determined by 0.

68. Transformations R. The nets N and NI defined by (54)

and (62) respectively form with N a triad ( 20). From (51), (69)

and (56) we have

\ I O^ &mJ A

Consequently we obtain from (65) and (60)

L 2^) o.
===

0>
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From these equations and (61) we remark that the hyperspheres

with centers at points of N and radii determined by are tangent

to N and Nlt Since there are ccn
~ 3

congruences 2, 1 conjugate

and normal to N, there are oo n
~ 3 nets N forming such a triad

with N and NI. Hence :

IfNand N! are two nets in the relation of a transformation F,

for which the congruence is 3,1, there are oon
~ 8

two-parameter' families

of hyperspheres tangent to N and N^; the locus of the centers of
the hyperspheres of any family is a net N which is 2, 0, the com-

plementary function being the radius of the hypersphere; the nets

N, NI and N form a triad under transformations F.

In view of this result we call the transformation from N into

NI a generalized transformation of Ribaucour
52

), or simply a trans-

formation R. We call the corresponding net N a central net of
the transformation.

From (63), (64) and (68) we have

^i ,dx 90 T? ,
dx 90

(76) -2*'^=^, 2*-^ = -^-

By means of these equations, (57) and (75) we find that

du dv
Hence:

The tangent planes of N are normal bisectors of the joins of

corresponding points of N and NI.

Also it follows from 17 that:

Corresponding tangent planes to N, NL and NQ meet in a line

generating a congruence harmonic to each of these nets.

By means of N' we can obtain a transformation R of any net

parallel to N( 67). From the above results we obtain the theorem:

When a transformation R ofa netNis known, a transformationR
of any net N parallel to N can be found by a quadrature; the

transforms of N and N are parallel, as are also corresponding

central nets of the transformations.

52
) In his study of cyclic systems Ribaucour considered two-parameter families

of spheres in 3-space upon the sheets of whose envelope the lines of curvatuix1

correspond. The relation between the two sheets has been called a transformation

of Ribaucour.
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When in particular N is N', the transform of N is the origin,

as follows from (62). This is the case treated at the end of 66.

From (n, 1) and (68) we have

2x'
XI
=
^-T-2jX~

Hence :

When JV and J\\ are Onets in the relation of a transformation R,

the nets N' and N{ whose coordinates are direction-parameters of
the congruence of the transformation may be obtained from one

oth&r by inversion.

In 75 we shall show that only for certain types of nets

do there exist transformations F into non-parallel O nets which

are not transformations It. Hence:

In general an inversion is the only radial transformation of
an net into an net.

The function <ol} where

177) 2 1 =2^,
is a solution of the point equation of N^. We wish to show,

furthermore, that MJ is the transform of by an equation analogous

to (62), namely
e\

(78) Wl = o> ,-w',
u

where
'

is defined by

, 9w'
_ j9 w 9o>' _/^ w~' h~' ~ : ''

When the expression (62) for xi is substituted in (78), the latter

reduces to

(80)

By differentiating the left-hand member of this equation we find

that it is constant. Hence the additive constant of a/ can be

chosen so that (80), and consequently (78), is satisfied.

69. Transformations R in another form. From (65)

and (68) we have
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If we choose the algebraic signs of l/^ and ~VQ-\, so that

(82) *

we have from (66)

(83) * =

If we define a function w by

(84) 0' = Ow,

equation (70) becomes
rn_ 2

(85) 2pl-\-Q*+r* 20w = 0.

The equations (62) of a transformation R may be written

(86) a* = x-

where the functions involved satisfy (85) and

(87)

du dv

8r

d logti? _ =- r
" 53

53
) The expressions for

91
Q
gM;

and
dl gw foUow from (64), (71), (83)

ou ov
r\ r\

and (84), and those for ** and -= are obtained by differentiating (85).
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The integrability conditions of this system of equations are satis-

fied provided that 6 is a solution of the point equation of N and that

(88)

as can be verified readily with the aid of (21), (30) and (31). More-

over, any set of functions satisfying (87) make the left-hand member
of (85) constant, as can be shown by differentiation.

If we write

(89)

it follows from (65) and (82) that

(90) %\
= --

-jrx'S, yi
=
yxi}-

If we define functions Xi,k by

(91) Xi, fc=|V Jfc (fc=l f
....n 2),

the functions ^, iji and Xi,k satisfy equations of the form (27).

By differentiation we have

dv

i, k

3u

(93)

== n

bi>k
= bk

-

Hence ( 63) the functions 1, ^, Xi.fc are the elements of the

orthogonal determinant corresponding to NI.

12
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70. Inverse of a transformation /?. Let p
1 ~ l ~ l

iv~ 1 denote the functions determining the inverse transformation by

means of which N is obtained from so that

x =

When this expression for (x #1) is equated to that given by

(86), and Xi,k, 1 and iji are replaced by their above values it is

readily found that

QT,
= ow.

where Q is to be determined. When we require that these functions

and 0" 1
satisfy an equation analogous to (85), we find that

00. Comparing this with (II, 19), we have Q == 1/0' =

Hence

q

1/Ow.

(94)

Otv'

BW'
w~ *-=

1

9'
1-1

w

By means of (93) we show that these functions satisfy a system

of equations of the form (87) for NI.

From (51), (54), (56), (60) and (91) we find

(95)

which shows that the parameters of the congruences conjugate to

Nt and N and to N and NQ are the same linear functions of the

quantities Xi^ and Xu respectively.

71. Transformations R in tangential coordinates. Let

Pk, Q and R denote the tangential coordinates of an 0-net N(x).

They satisfy (cf. 64)

(96)

du

a

du

dv

8w

~dv

= bk R,

= VGR,
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where &> is given by

(97)

Also we have

(98) x

Equation (80) may be written

(99)

where pk , q, r and determine a transformation E of N into an

O-net NI (xi), whose coordinates are of the form

(100)

the functions PI,&, Qi and EI being the tangential coordinates of NI.

In consequence of (86), (90) and (91) we have

(101) -r

These formulas and (91) define the given transformation E in terms

of the tangential coordinates of N and NI.

72. Theorem of permutability of transformations #. We
apply the theorem of permutability of transformations F to the

case of transformations E, and assume that NI and N% are two

E transforms of N determined by functions 61 and 2 respectively,

and nets Nr

(x') and N" (x").

Now the analogues of (68) are

(102) = 2 = 20?.

Making use of (II, 31), we obtain

(103)

du

302

du' dv

du' dv

, dx

'~dv'

"8T"

12*
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By means of these results we establish by differentiation that
'

x" 0" is constant.

From the above and (II, 33) we have

ZWT = 2 OS 2% Cr' x"- 8['\
vi

The functions 6[' and 6'2 are determined to within additive constants.

Hence there are oo 1
cases for which

(105) ^x x"e('9'2 = 0,

Then, as follows from (11,38),

(106) e;
f

,'
=
=yZ(ai')

s
.

Hence, by 67, Nis is an R transform of JVi.

As (105) is symmetrical in functions of the two transformations,

NIS is an R transform of N2 also. Consequently:

If NI and Ns are R transforms of an net N, there are oo l

nete NIS which are R transforms of N and N9 ,
and they can be

found by quadratures
5
*).

The transformations from N into NI and Nt are given by

equations of the form

(107) Xi= x---(Zp X^g^+ r^) (i
=

1, 2),
IVi

where the functions j?, q and r are solutions of (87).

If we write the coordinates of N"' (x"
r

), which are the direction-

parameters of the transformation of NI into a net Ar
i 2 ,

in the form

(108) 4":

54
) This theorem is the generalization for -space of the similar theorem for

3-space established by Bianchi by applying the Lie line-sphere transformation- to

the theorem of permutahility of W congruences ;
cf. Rendiconti dei Lincei, ser. 5,

vol. 13 1

(1904), p. 361.
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it follows from (II, 33), (90) and (91) that

/-ii\r\\
^2 ^2

(109) pi2,k
=

-^-pi,kp2,k, #12
=

-^qi Qs, rls
01 01

These quantities satisfy the relation

and also because of (EC, 37) the equations

-r^
01

2, k 9jpi2,fe

The tangential coordinates of jZV18 are given by the following

formulas which are analogous to (91) and (101):

where 0!" is given by (II, 38) and

(111) !" = " ^'.
i

When these expressions and those from (101) and (109) are sub-

stituted in

(112) ,
a' a'"
"l 012

7? - 7? _L
-n-12 - -T

_ "̂
~* ' a'"

1 "12

' /)'" '

where

(113)

01012

we find that they are satisfied.
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Since the first of (112) involves the direction-cosines of N,

the coordinates of N' and N", and solutions of the point equations

of N' and N", we have the theorem:

If N, Nif NZ, NIZ form a quatern under transformations R, N
is any net parallel to N, and NI and N% are R transforms of N
parallel to Nt and N2 respectively, lines drawn through points of

NI and Ns parallel to
the_joins of NI and N3 respectively with N12

meet in points of a net Nis parallel to N1Z -

73. Cyclic congruences. Let N(x) be any net and NI(XI)

an F transform defined by (62). The tangent planes to N and N^
meet in the lines of the congruence harmonic to N determined

by 0; the coordinates y and z of the focal points F and F2 of

the congruence are of the forms (II, 22)

~

de d'
~

dx

_ _

dv 9

If M and Mv denote corresponding points of J!Vand NI, a necessary

and sufficient condition that FIM= FI MI is that

Hence in order that FIM= FtMt m\AF2M=FsM1 ,
it is necessary

and sufficient that

where c is a constant different from zero. In this case N' is an

net, and ^Vand N: are nets. Consequently ( 66, 67):

Wlien N and NI are in relation F a necessary and sufficient

condition that each of the focal points of the harmonic congruence

of the transformation be equidistant from the corresponding points

of N and NI is that N and NI be nets in relation R, or con-

jugate to a congruence I.

We consider the case for transformations R. In consequence

of (22) and (87) the expressions (114) are reducible to the forms

(115) y = x JSg t}j
z x RI ,
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where

(116) Ri = If,
=

>

From these equations and the preceding theorem it follows that

the hyperspheres, St and S2 , with centers at the focal points and

of radii RI and R2 pass through corresponding points of N and of

each of the co n ~- R transforms of Ar
by means of ( 67). More-

over. since

(117) Z(*/-*)
3=^+ /C

& and &2 meet orthogonally. From the fifth theorem of 10 and

the second of 67 it follows that the hyperspheres with centers

at the focal points of any congruence harmonic to an net N and

passing through points of N meet orthogonally and pass through
the oo-- R transforms of N determined by the solution 6 of the

point equation of N which determines the harmonic congruence.

We call them focal kyperspheres of the congruence. In 3-space

Si and > are spheres meeting in circles orthogonal to oo x R trans-

forms of JV. that is in circles of a cyclic system. Conversely, in

[177] it was seen that the nets orthogonal to the circles of

a cyclic system are harmonic to the congruence of axes of the

circles. Hence we say that for space of any order any congruence

harmonic to an net is a cyclic congruence.

From the last theorem of 13 we have the theorem:

If the direction-parameters X of a cyclic congruence are solutions

of the equation

.

~

dv 8te~ du 3r
H

then

(119) X 2 = 7 2A2+ Vs
B-,

where U and V are functions of u and v alone respectively.

In 16 we show that the condition (119) is characteristic of

cyclic congruences.

If we put X = y s, equation (117) is a special form of (119).
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In fact, from (I, 54, 55) we have

If we express the condition that X satisfy (118), we have

(121) R!

where U and V are functions of u and v alone respectively.

74. Multiply cyclic congruences. Let N and NI be two

nets in relation F and let 6? denote the harmonic congruence
of the transformation F. If N and NI are 5 transforms of one

another, the focal hyperspheres with centers on the focal nets

of G and passing through points of N also pass through the corre-

sponding points of NI. If, however, NI is not an R transform

of N, then there are at least two pairs of focal hyperspheres

associated with G. If we denote by RI and R2 the radii of the

focal hyperspheres passing_through points of NI, it follows from

(121) that RI = UiRi andR2
= Fi-Bg, where IT^andJFi are functions

of u and v alone. From (111) it follows that R\ + ~R\
== *

-f 22".

From these two conditions we find that the functions R must be

of the forms

(122) Rt
=

where c is a constant and h is to be determined.

From (114), (115) and (122) we have

(123) - e de - 6

du~ UK' dv
~

V ).

'

Since must satisfy the point equation of N, namely

d
a e
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The condition of integrability of these equations is

185

(126)
8 8 VE dU 1 dVG\
dv \U VTl dv ] du\V

From this equation and (31) we have

8/18

(127) j

Uir
1 l^_7r_i^VE QU

(U*+V*) du

VG vv

i aV0\
du I

= UU'-=
du

+ 77'
dVE

VG

When a net N satisfies conditions (127), the function 6/i. is

found from (125) by a quadrature and then from (123) by an-

other quadrature. Since these conditions do not involve the con-

stant c in (122), it follows that:

When a cyclic congruence admits more than one pair of focal

hyperspheres cutting orthogonally it admits an infinity of pairs.

In this case we say that congruence is multiply cyclic.

The constant factor of integration of (125) can be taken equal

to unity in all generality, but the additive constant in (123) gives

a family of parallel multiply cyclic congruences. Hence:

When an net N satisfies the conditions (127) there is a unique

family of parallel multiply cyclic congruences harmonic to it, which

can be found by quadratures.

75. Transformations F of O nets into nets which are

not transformations R. We return to the consideration of the

nets N(x) and N: (xi) harmonic to a multiply cyclic congruence,

and such that the focal hyperspheres of radii JBi and R^ given by

(122) pass through points of NI. If we put

(128)
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then from (115) and analogous equations for A"! we have

- J?2 dx _ R% dxi RI dx _ jKt" = ~' ~~ = ~

Substituting in these equations from (62), (122) and (65), we get

When these expressions and those given by (65) are substituted

in (128), we get, in consequence of (63), (64) and (123),

If we put

(132) &**du
~

U e' dv v e'

we find that these equations are consistent, and that Q so defined

is a solution of (124). Consequently Q', defined by

is a solution of the point equation of the net N'. Hence the

integral of (131) is

(134) 2x'*= c 0>o',

where Q' is determined only to within an additive constant.

From (129) and (62) we have .

-R2 9x 8 r R% 3 Xi JSi 9x 6 , __ J*\ 9 x\

Squaring these equations and summing for the ;*;'s. we have, in

consequence of (122) and (134),
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The coordinates x' of N' are expressible in the form (69), where

the functions pk , q, r are subject to the conditions (cf . 35) :

dg
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In addition to c the complete integral of the system involves

n + 1 constants of integration, since for each set of solutions the

left-hand member of

(141) 2pl+ q*+r
2

c0V =

is constant, and in order that (134) be satisfied, we must choose

solutions satisfying (141). Therefore we have the theorem:

If an net N satisfies the condition (127), it admits OOM+

transformations F into nets, which are not H transforms of N,
the harmonic congruences of these transformations are multiply cyclic.

76. Nets 2, 0. Let N(x) be a net 2, in n-space, the

complementary function being y. Then #(1)
,

. . . .
,
x(n)

, iy are the

coordinates of an net N in n-\-l space. From 65 it follows

that there are oon
~ 8 nets N' parallel to N for which

(142) 2V 2 =
/'

2
-

We say that such a net N' is a special net 2, 0. Hence there

are oo n
~ 3

special nets 2, parallel to N. If N' is a special net,

we effect the transformation F of N by means of the solution y
of its equation and the conjugate congruence of direction-para-

meters x, so that the coordinates x^ of the transform NI are of

the form

(143) xl
=x T̂ x'.

y

In consequence of (142) we have

(144) 2fax)'= y*.

Also in consequence of (142) and the equations

du du' dv dv' du du' dv

we have from (143) by differentiation S-T-^-^T^ = 0, that is
du ov

is an net.
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Consider two of these transforms NI and Nf by means of

two parallel special nets N' (x
1

) and N" (x") satisfying (142) and

x"* = y"*. In consequence of (145) and analogous equations we
find that

(146) *2x'x" y'y" = c,

where c is a constant. Since NI and AT
2 are transforms of N by

means of y, the nets N, NI and Na form a triad ( 20), and Ns

is an F transform of N by means of yly ', and the corresponding

solution y"/y of the point equation of the net N"', parallel to

NI . whose coordinates are given by (cf . II, 33")

(147)
y

In consequence of (146) and (142), we have

y

Hence if c = 0, the conjugate congruence of the transformation

from NI into Na is I. If c ^ 0, NI and N2 are in relation R ( 67).

Hence in consequence of (144):

If N is a net 2, in n-space, the complementary function

being y, the net N admits oon
~ 3 F transforms Ni which are nets

and the corresponding points of these nets lie on the hypersphere

of radius y and center at the corresponding point of N; moreover,

any two nets NI and N% are R transforms, unless the congruence

of lines joining corresponding points of NI and Ns is I.

When, in particular. N is a net 2, in 3-space. it follows

from the last remark of 65 that there are two special nets N'

parallel to N. Moreover, there are no congruences I conjugate

to an net in 3-space (65). Hence:

If N is a non-special 2, net in 3-space, the complementary

function being y, on the envelope of the spheres of radius y and

ceitfei's on N the parametric curves form nets in relation R with

one another and in relation F with N.

We return to the consideration of a net N in n-space which

is 2. O, the complementary function being y. Let A7 '

be a parallel
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net; then equations (145) hold. If 6 and 0' are corresponding

solutions of the point equations of N and Nf

,
the equations of

the form (62) define an F transform NI of A7

,
and the point equation

of NI admits the solution

,

y\
= yjfy -

From these equations we have

(148)

Since ^x2
y* is a solution of the point equation of N

}
the

function a' defined by

is a solution of the point equation of N1

. If N' is a special net,

a solution of (149) is a' = 2(]xx' yy'}, and equation (148)

becomes

/-j e/yi
"V 1

3 2 "V 1
g 2 *r'

Consequently 2 xl y\ is the solution of the point equation of N\

corresponding to the solution^ x* y
2

of the point equation of N
whatever be 6.

If N' is not a special net, a solution of its point equation is

and the corresponding solution of the point equation of A" is given by

90 __ yi ,
dx

du ^ X
du

In this case a solution of (149) is

<f'=2(2xx' yy' 0).

By means of this function equation (148) is reducible to (150). Hence :
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IfN is a net 2, and N' is a parallel net which is not special,

an F transform NI ofN which is 2,0 can be found by a quadrature;

if N' is special, each solution of the point equation ofN determines

an F transform which is 2, 0.

Exercises.

1. A net N' parallel to a net N which is p, is p, O, the complementary
functions of N' being solutions of its point equation corresponding to the com-

plementary functions of N.

2. Of the O nets corresponding to a given orthogonal determinant, those

defined by

n2

k=l k

where the e's are constants, lie on the hypercone 2x* = 0, and any such net

is BO determined; for such a net

3. If N is an net on the hypercone 2x*= 0, and G is any congruence

conjugate to N, the developables of G meet the hypercone in a net which is an

R transform of N; for this transformation

4. If Ni and Nz are R transforms of a net N and all of these nets lie on

the hypercone 2x* = 0, so also do the nets ATu which are R transforms of Ni

and Ni, in accordance with 72.

5. A congruence parallel to a cyclic congruence is cyclic, and for oo 1 of

the parallel cyclic congruences the circles of the cyclic system pass through
a point (cf. 13).

6. The equation of Laplace satisfied by the direction-parameters of a multiply

cyclic congruence has equal invariants.

7. If N is an O net harmonic to a multiply cyclic congruence G, any net N'

parallel to N possesses the same property, and the multiply cyclic congruence

harmonic to N' is determined by the solution of the point equation of N' corre-

sponding to the solution determining G.

8. Any congruence parallel to a multiply cyclic congruence is multiply cyclic.

9. If N is a net 2, and Ni is any net conjugate to a congruence 2, 1

conjugate to N, the distance between corresponding points of N and Ni is the

complementary function of N.
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10. In order that the first and minus first Laplace transforms of a net N
with point equation (1) be nets it is necessary that a and 6 can be chosen

so that

(i)

From (I, 3) it follows that we must have

> 92 a_9&W Y- fy1 Y (
db 9a

9' \&9' \~ Qu Qv' \9tt 9t>

1)1 XOT da 9*a 9 2 &
y9a;

dx\

The consistency of the equations (ii) necessitates the condition

(iii)
.

9t< 9 *

When this condition is satisfied, the equations

,. . 91og<r _ 1 96 91og<r _ 1 da

du
~~

~o"3' dv
''

T"9T

are consistent (Of. II, Ex. 12) and (ii) may be replaced by

-Vd* 9# 9 2

(v) .-= -= fe Q log<r."* 9w 9v 9u9v

When (i), (iii) and (v) are satisfied, the net N possesses the desired property.

We call it a G net.

1 1 . The point equation of a G net 3T admits the solutions

The first Laplace transform of 0i is 2x\ and the minus first Laplace transform

of 0j is 2x-u where x and #_! are the coordinates of the first and minus first

Laplace transforms of N.

12. Any net parallel to a G net is a G net. From (II, Ex. 12) and (iii)

of Ex. 10 it follows that two of these parallel nets have point equations with

equal invariants, and are associates of one another. If the point equation of

one of them is written

9 2
91og<r 90 9 log* 90

dudv
~

dv du "*
9 dv'

in place of (i) and (v) of Ex. 10, we have
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A net G of this type we call a net (TO.

13. The point equation of a net 6r admits the solution ^ 2%? ~ <r2 -

The first and minus first Laplace transforms of B are 2x^ and 2x1 1 .

14. Show that the radial transform of a net G by means of the function

#o 2x2
<r
2
is a net 6? .

15. If a G net N is subjected to a transformation J^for which the direction-

parameters of the conjugate congruence of the transformation are the coordinates x'

of one of the nets G parallel to N and the function 8' of the transformation is

2x' z
<r
2

,
the transform is a G net, and its Laplace transforms are R transforms

of the corresponding Laplace transforms of N.

u



Chapter VII.

Transformations of Ribaucour.

77. Orthogonal determinants and nets in 3-space.

In the case of 3-space an orthogonal determinant is of the form

(1)

Now

X 1 X 3

S
1 3

dX _
8?

= aX-

dX
dv

whereas it follows from [ 65] that

D VE_ D" VO
'

VE" * '

'

Vo
"

* '

(3) m
a u

da
mb, du

= na,

where ^j and ^2 are the radii of principal curvature of an O net

corresponding to 4.

When an orthogonal determinant is known, the coordinates of

a corresponding net are of the form (cf. VI, 37)
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(4) a==PX+Q + .R*,

where, as follows from (VI, 38), P, Q and R satisfy

9P D 8P_ D"
~~ ~

'du
'

1/E dv VO

==
-, /-

P
., /- ^ -ti>T

3.R 1 sVE dE D" OKW
7~V~r r (r.

dv dv VQ VE t

78. Transformations R in 3-space. In 3-space the equations

of a transformation R of an net N(x) are of the form

(6) x1 ==x

where, as follows from (VI, 87, 88), the functions satisfy the equations

(1)

= VOEq,
80

8e -" 9v

_8 _ J^Ag _? _
V^

9n ^ 8v p2

8g i^^ 1 dV^E ( ^f . -,^ x 8g 1 8 1/0
w -=r r-\-w\ V E-\- V E\). "- r.

dv dv V Ti] duV I '

dr 1 dV~E dr YG 1 ^, v,

r~ +du VQ dv dv & 'V^E '

8log^ _ ,^^r q. dlogw _ 1/?r r
r iii . r ITi "7T%

du dv B'

r

dv
~ L iVa dv

'
'

'

du I VK du
-)il

Cf J
*
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and also from (VI, 85)

(8)

From (VI, 93) we have that the principal radii of curvature

of the net NI, denoted by >u and gl9 ,
are given by

Qn Qi Qi2 02

From (VI, 54, 56) we have that the coordinates x
, yQ ,

z
,
of

the central net and the radius R of the spheres, are given by

(10) z<>
= x- ~X, B = -.

We recall from 68 the following theorem:

When a transformation R of a net N is known, a trans-

formation R of any parallel net N can be found by a quadrature;

the transforms ofN and N are parallel, as are also the central nets

of the transformations.

The equations of the transformation of N are

where w satisfies equations of the form (7). Since (8) must be

satisfied, we have

eW = 6 w.

Also we have the theorem:

When N and NI are in relation R, the nets N' and N[, whose

coordinates are direction-parameters of the congruence of the trans-

formation, may be obtained from one another by an inversion.

Conversely :

If two nets N' and N{ are related by an inversion each net N
parallel to N' admits an R transform NI parallel to N{ which can

be found by quadratures.
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From (VI, 91) we have that the direction-cosines of the normals

to a net N and to an R transform NI are in the relation

(11) Xi =

From (VI, 28, 74) we have

du
~

a du' dv b dv
'

80' ^Yl? dp 38' __VW' dp
9 a du' dv

'

b dv'

where E' and G' are the first fundamental coefficients of N'. Hence

(11) is of the form (11,2), and we have:

WJien Nand NI are in relation It, their spherical representations

are in relation F.

Conversely, we have the theorem:

If N(x) is an orthogonal net on the unit sphere and N'(x)
is an net with this sphei'ical representation, the equations

(12)

define an orthogonal net NI(XI) on the sphere such that N and NI
are in relation F.

From (11) and (VI, 99, 101) it follows that the distance from

a point of any net N to the corresponding' tangent plane to an

E transform NI is given by

- -
(13) -^rj f

u rt

79. The cyclic system associated with a trans-

formation R. If N and NI are two O nets in relation R, the

circles orthogonal to N and N^ at corresponding points have for

axes the lines of the harmonic congruence G of the transformation,

that is the harmonic congruence determined by the solution 6 of

the point equation of N ( 73). In 64 we saw that there are
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oo x
nets N f

parallel to N determined by 9. By the last theorem

67 each of these nets N' determines an R transform JVi of N
and all of these transforms are harmonic to G. Consequently the

above circles are orthogonal to all of these nets N: and therefore

form a cyclic system [ 174]. Incidentally we have established

the theorem:

If N is an net and G any congruence harmonic to it, the

circles iviih lines of G for axes and passing through corresponding

points of N form a cyclic system.

We call the planes of the circles orthogonal to two nets N
and NI in relation R the circle-planes of the transformation. From
the second theorem of 11 it follows that the circle-planes envelop

a net N. Since the circle-plane at a point M of N is determined

by the normal to N at M and the line joining corresponding points

of N and NI it follows that any point on the circle-plane has

coordinates of the form

(14) x = x+jx'+kX,

and the direction-cosines_pf the plane are proportional to r qy.

In order that the point M(x) be the point of contact of the plane

with its envelope, the functions
.;'

and k must be such that

By differentiation we find

(15)

du 8V

dv \ Q

Hence
,;'

and k are determined by

(16)
' ' "

and we have
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If equations (16) are differentiated with respect to v and u

respectively, we get

.

dv Q l dv du Q* du

Making use of these relations, we find from (17) by differentiation

dudv
'

dudv dudv'

Hence
,;'
and Is are solutions of the point equation of N. We shall

show that
,
defined by

(20) m =

also is a solution. In fact, we find, that

(21)

8w . di dk 8 M . di dk
-

~^~~ \P~^ t T = ^ ~ir~ -rP~^~~idu du du dv dv dv

fl' / I in

dudr dudv * dudv'

Moreover, the linear element of N may be written

(22)

If we put

(23) j
= m + in, 2w== m in,

equation (22) becomes

(24) (Ts*= dk*+ dm*+ dn2
.

Since
It, m and n are solutions of the point equation of N, they

are the coordinates of a net applicable to N.

This result is in accord with [ 141, 176] where it was shown

that the planes of the circles of a cyclic system envelope a net

corresponding to the developables of the congruence of axes. More-

over, it was shown that the applicable net is known intrinsically

when the cyclic system is given, and conversely when the appli-
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cable net is known a cyclic system can be found directly. For

the sake of brevity we say with Guichard that a net is C when

it admits an applicable net.

We have just seen that N is a net C. It is harmonic both

to the congruence normal to N and to the congruence O of the

transformation from N into Nt ( 11). The coordinates of the

focal points of first rank of these two congruences are of the

respective forms x -\-QiX and x x'/h (I, 37). By means of the

preceding formulas we prove the theorem:

The normal congruence and tJie congruence G are the harmonic

congruences ofN determined by the solutions m -\- in and k of the

point equation of N.

Moreover from 11 it follows that the derived net of N by
means of m-\-in and k -f- const, is parallel to N.

Conversely, any net harmonic to a normal congruence G is

enveloped by the planes determined by G and by any congruence

conjugate to a net N normal to GQ . But in 65 we saw that

any other congruence conjugate to N is 3, I, and consequently

leads to a transformation R of N. Hence the resulting net harmonic

to 6r is a net C. Since the determination of congruences conjugate

to N is equivalent to finding nets parallel to N, we have:

The nets harmonic to a normal congruence are nets C; their

determination is equivalent to finding nets parallel to a net orthogonal

to the congruence: ivlien such a parallel net is known, the corre-

sponding harmonic net follows directly and the coordinates of the

applicable net can be found by quadratures
65

}.

80. When the circle-planes of a transformation R pass
through a point. Consider in particular the case for which the

circle-planes pass through a point. From (17) it follows that,;' and k

are constant. If the point is taken as the origin, we have from (14)

that in all generality we may take

(25) p = P-d, q
= Q, r***i

(I being a constant.

55
) In 117 it will be shown that every net C is harmonic to oo 1 families

of parallel normal congruences.
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From (VI, 96) and (7) it follows that 6 = c, where c is

a constant.

From these results and (10) we have

Hence the spheres cut the fixed sphere with center at the origin

and radius r under the constant angle e, where

rl
= 2 c, r cos e = d.

Conversely, it can be shown that when the spheres of a trans-

formation R meet under constant angle a fixed sphere with center

at the origin, the functions of the transformation are of the form (25).

It is evident that any net admits such transformations R.

In consequence of (25) the coordinates of any point on the line

of the congruence G of the transformation R are of the form

(1 -\-fyx'-\- d- X. When A = 1, the point lies on the sphere of

radius d with center at the origin and describes the spherical

representation of N. These lines meet the same sphere again in

(v \X ^roc'\, which describes the spherical
/

representation of 1\\ (cf. 11).

81. The circles AT and congruence K. Let Nt (xi) and

-Va (#a) be two R transforms of an net N(x), and write the equations

of the transformations in the general forms

(26)

01 /
fil _ J_ "V '2 _

,
X , 01 ^ X #!

VJ_

02 1 V //_2 ,." /)" > ^yi"Z /)
,,X ,

f7 2 ^ X -
Vjt

"o tt

where jV'(aj') and N" (x") are the nets parallel to N determining
the conjugate congruences of the transformations56

). If 0" and 0!,

are solutions of the point equations of N" and N' respectively corre-

5G
) Cf. Jonas, Sitz. Berl. Math. Gesell., vol. 14 (1915), p. 109.
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spending to the solution 81 and 8 of the point equation of N, and

the additive constants are chosen so that

(27) 0M-0'.=2V*",

then as shown in 72 the oo 1 nets N^, defined by (II, 46), namely

(e>>e,-8''''"
Xl*~

are nets in relations E with NI and N2 .

Consider the circle K through three corresponding points,

M, MI and M2 of N, JVi and Nz . The coordinates of its center

are of the form

(29) x + l

where A and p are determined by the condition that the lines

joining the center to the mid-points of the segments MMl and MMt

are perpendicular to these segments. These conditions are reducible

by means of (26) to

(30) 2 A 0i+ ^x'x" -f 4
=

0, l^x'x" -f 2 1*6? + <92
= 0.

In like manner the condition that the line joining the center

to the mid-point of the line joining MI to the corresponding point

of one of the nets N^ is perpendicular to this line is

' = 0.

By means of (II, 33, 36), (VI, 106), and (27) we find that this

condition is satisfied when (30) hold, and consequently the corre-

sponding points of each of the nets N^ lie on K. Hence:

If N, NI, Na , NIZ are four Onets in the relation of a quatcn/

under transformations R, four corresponding points M, MI, Ms , M^
lie on a circle K; the four corresponding points on any four of the

possible oo l
nets N12> forming a quatern with N, NI, N% are in

constant cross-ratio
51

).

57
) The last part of this theorem is due to Demoulin, Comptes Rendus,

vol. 150 (1910), p. 156, and is left as an exercise.
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If we put ( 21)

(31) Be
== 0i-He

then

(32) 0<o = A Z*A 2aP *"= 0"+ 0i
c)

.

a

Hence the transformation F determined by C and the congruence
of direction-parameters x(c) is a transformation R. Moreover, if

Ne is the transform, each of the oo 1
nets N^ are R transforms

of Ne ,
and consequently corresponding points of N, NI, Nt ,

each

of the oo 1
nets Nc and each of the oo 1 nets N^ lie on a circle K.

Hence :

If 0i and 2 are solutions of the point equation of an net N
determining two R transforms, corresponding points of N and of
the oo * R transforms Nc of N by means of 01 + (c 1)02 lie on

a circle K, upon which lie also the corresponding points of the oo 1

'() nets AT
12 which are R transforms of all the nets Ne .

Let NCl and NC, be any two of these transforms of N
}
and

let NQI and Nos be the central nets of the corresponding R trans-

forms, both being conjugate to the congruence normal to N. From
the third theorem of 68 it follows that the tangent planes to

NQI and Nos meet in the axis of the circle K, and consequently

these axes form a congruence K harmonic to the nets N0i and N0i .

Since the congruence K is determined by the circles K, we have

that it is harmonic to the central net of the transformation R of N
into any net Nc . Since N and any net N^ may be looked upon
as R transforms of a net Nc,

it follows that the central net of the

transformation from Nc into any net J\
r
12 is harmonic to K.

From 23 it follows that corresponding tangent planes to N,

to all the nets_jVc and to all the nets N^ meet in a point gene-

rating a net N, the derived net of N determined by B\ and 2 .

Since the tangent plane of a central net passes through the inter-

section of the tangent planes to N and a transform Nc,
a point

of ^V is on the corresponding tangent plane of each central net

of all the transformations R. Consequently the congruence K is

conjugate to N. Hence:
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Corresponding tangent planes of N}
the oo 1

nets Nc and the

oo *
nets N12 meet in a point generating a net N conjugate to the

congruence K of the axes of the circles K through corresponding

points of these nets
59

).

Since the congruence K is harmonic to the nets N01 ,
and JV08r

and the tangents to the curves of these nets at corresponding points

lie in the principal planes of N at the corresponding point, the

focal points of K lie in these principal planes. In order to obtain

the coordinates of these focal points, we remark ( 78) that the

coordinates of N01 and N02 are of the forms

= X---X, Xo2 = X---X.
Pi Ps

The point equation of jV i admits the solution 001== #2

and from 19 it follows that Not is the ^transform of N0i , by
means of 0oi- Hence from (n, 22) and (7) we have for the coor-

dinates of the focal nets -P\(/i), F*(y^ of the congruence^, that

is the intersections of the corresponding tangent planes to N^ and

Nos , expressions of the forms

a 00! du

(33)
j

d

j
I y^g *-^6i

~~
K>I z z/

~~

IOUQl Q ^
~w

From the preceding theorem it follows that the normals to all

the nets jVc and to all the nets Nia at points of a circle K are

tangent to the sphere S with center at the corresponding point on N
and passing through K. Moreover, the normal to any net Nc meets

the normal to any net AT
12 ,

in the center of the sphere tangent

to Nc and Ni 2 . Hence these normals lie on a hyperboloid of

revolution to which S is tangent along K, unless all the normal*

lie in the plane of K. We consider the latter possibility.

58
) Of. Deraoulin, 1. c., p. 310.
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If
, 0, y denote the direction-cosines of the congruence K,

we have in consequence of (26) and (27)

04)

The direction-cosines of the normals to Nc and N-& are of the forms,

by (11), (31) and (VI, 112),

yl

In consequence of (VI, 69) we have

Hence either all the normals lie in the plane of the circle K, or

none do. In order that they do, we must have

(35) ql r2 #2n = 0.

From 79 it follows that this is a necessary and sufficient condition

that the circle-planes of the transformations of N into JVi and N^
coincide. If we replace (35) by q%

= Ag1? ?-2
= Ar1? from the sixth

and seventh of (7) it follows that A is a constant, which may be

taken equal to unity. Then we have

(36) qz=qi, rt =rl} Pt=pi + d, 2 =0i-fe,

where d and e are constants. When these expressions are sub-

stituted in (33), the latter become

** e~ x 'rl '~'
9l

~~
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Hence the congruence K is harmonic to the O net of coordinates

x eX/d, that is K is a cyclic congruence ( 79), and the net is

orthogonal to the circles of the corresponding cyclic system.

Accordingly we have the theorem of Demoulin59
) :

IfN is any net and NI and Ns are two R transforms of N.

the circles K determined by corresponding points of N, N^ and Ar
2

are of two kinds; 1, if the circle-planes of the two R transforms

are coincident, the normals to the oo l
nets Nc and oo 1

nets N12 lie

in the planes of the circles X, and the congruence K is cyclic, the

circles of the cyclic system being concentric ivith the circles K; 2, if

the circle-planes of the two transformationsR are distinct, the normals

to the nets Nc at points of a circle Kform one set of generators of
a hyperboloid of revolution, and the normals to the nets N^ the other

family of generators
60

).

83. Transformations Dm of isothermic surfaces. From

(VI, 81) it follows that a necessary and sufficient condition that

the correspondence between the two surfaces of a transformation R
be conformal is that TZ = a2

. From (II, 8) and 4 it is seen that

T and <r cannot be equal. Also from 25 it follows that when

r-\-<f = Q the transformation is K and the nets N and NI have

equal point invariants, that is they are isothermic. Hence we have

the theorem of Cosserat 61
):

In order that the correspondence between two surfaces in relationR
be conformal it is necessary and sufficient that both surfaces be

isothermic.

We proceed to the consideration of these transformations

and put

(37) l/#=V0=e*,

where ip is a function thus defined. Now the point equation

of N is

(38)
3
2 ^ dip 38 dip 30

dudv
'

dv du du dv'

9
) L. c.

) Cf. 108.
ei

) Annales de la Faculte des Sciences de Toulouse, vol.8 (1894), p. E. 13.
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Comparing this equation with (II, 79), we have

(39) j
= *-,

where m is a constant.

From [ 65] it follows that the Codazzi equations of N are

8_

dv
-l\ = I \^-

from which it follows that

(40)

where we have put

(41) K =
Ql ?2 ^2 fl

Expressing the condition of integrability of (40), we find that L is

a solution of (38).

The net conjugate to the congruence normal to N which is

in relation K to N, that is the harmonic of JVwith respect to the

centers of curvature of N, is given by

From this result, (40) and (n, 82) it follows that the functions 6

and 6 of this transformation K are

- -
K

~

2m'
~

2
'

We return to the consideration of transformations R of N and

introduce the function v by means of the equation

(44) w = = m v.
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We have from (H, 82)

/, K \ 9V 'dO -A dV
(45) ,du du dv

Comparing these equations and (7). we get

In terms of these functions equations (7) become

dq
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An isothermic net admits oo 4
transformations R into iso-

thermic nets.

These transformations have been called Dm by Bianchi 68
).

83. Theorem of permutability of transformations Dm .

We consider two isotherniic nets, NI and N2 ,
transforms of an iso-

thermic net N by means of two sets of solutions, 8^ vv p{ , qv r
t, w^

(*'
==

1, 2) of equations (47) and (49), and apply the results of

21,72 to obtain a theorem of perrnutability of transformations^-
From (VI, 105) it follows that the additive constants of inte-

gration of 02 and 0" must be chosen so that

(50) = 02 -f 0i'.

Since in the two transformations ofAT
we have taken Q= e2lf)

/w,,

equations (II, 92) become

I = 2$ fl
2

-
(

8
\

From these and analogous equations in 2 ,
we find that the left-

hand member of the following equation is constant; we consider

in particular the case when

(51) ?21 "2+ 012 "l = 0.

From this equation and (II, 36, 48) we have

(52)

from which follows, when 21 and 0i'2
'

are replaced by their values

(H, 38, 43),

(53) w? x m2 (vz 0!-f ^i 2 )
=: m 2 02+ wh ^i'.

3
) Annali, ser. 3, vol. 11 (1905), pp. 93158.

14
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From (VI, 83) it follows that for any transformation

(54)

du dv

When equations (50) and (53) are solved for 62 and 0", and the

results are substituted in these equations, the latter are satisfied.

Since 0" and 02 are completely determined there is only one trans-

form AT
i2, which is isothermic.

Making use of (54), we find

)
-MS )

In consequence of (VI, 109) the expressions for - and ^
analogous to the last two of (47) differ from the right-hand members

of (55) only by the factor w2 . Consequently

(56) 12

and the transformation from NI into ^V"12 is Dmt . In like manner

the transformation from Ns into 1̂2 is Dmi .

By means of (51) and (52) the expressions (II, 46) for the

coordinates of N12 are reducible to

Making use of (50) and (53), we reduce this equation to

/~,-i\ i Wlv Wtj 111% 2 X Vtl\ u\X
(08) #12

= x -t

From this it is seen that we must have m% ^ mi> Hence we have

the following theorem of Bianchi 64
):

64
) L. c., p. 120.
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If N is an isothermic net, and NI and N% are two isothermic

nets obtained from N by transformations Dm^ and Dm, there can

be found without quadrature an isoihermic, net N1Z such that Nit

is a Dm, transform of NI and Dm, transform of N2 .

84. Special isothermic nets in 3-space. In 81 it is

shown that in order that two transformations R have the same

circle-planes it is necessary that

(59) 6* = 0! +/, p%
= p^ -f k, g*

=
qi, rs = n,

where j and k are constants. In 119 we shall show that in the

tangent planes of a deform of a quadric, meeting the circle at

infinity in four distinct points, there are eight points which describe

isothermic surfaces, any one of which is in the relation of a trans-

formation R with three others, the corresponding cyclic systems

admitting the tangent planes to the surface for circle-planes. We
apply the preceding results to the determination of all isothermic

surfaces admitting two transformations Dm for which the circle-

planes are the same.

From the last of (47) it follows that v2 = v^ -f- n, where n
is a constant. Moreover, since (49) must be satisfied by both

transformations, we must have also

fc
2

(60) p! k -fy = m* (0t +J) (vj + n) 1 ^mt .

When this equation is differentiated with respect to u and v, the

two resulting equations are equivalent, by means of (47), to

2(m2 m^) 6t -f 2m2 j
=

TtL,

where KQ and L are defined by (41). These equations may be

replaced by

(61) 0i

where e and /are constants. From the last two of (47) we find that

/an\
i= ~ e

14*
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In consequence of (40) these functions satisfy (47), if we take

(63) pi =i

where g is a constant. In order that (49) hold we must have

(64) ^
Where

(65) A == 2 mi g, B = m* e, C= mlt/, D= g
2

2 nh ef.

Eliminating e, / and g from these equations, we have that

must satisfy

(66) (A 2m)
8m

If then a net N satisfies the condition (64) where A, B, C, D are

constants, there are in general three solutions m of (66). When
these are substituted in (65), we have three sets of values of e,

/ and g and the corresponding functions (61), (62) and (63) deter-

mine transformations of N into three isothermic nets such that

the circle-planes of the three transformations are the same. The

foregoing results are due to Darboux 65
). Bianchi 66

) also has con-

sidered these surfaces, and in order to put in evidence the essential

constants appearing in (64), he refers to such a surface as a special

isothermic surface of class (A, B, C, D).

85. Complementary transformations Dm of special
isothermic nets. The three nets obtained from N by the trans-

formations determined by the values (61), (62), (63) have been

called the complementary nets by Bianchi. We shall show that

they are special nets of class (A, B, C, Z>). In fact, in con-

sequence of (9) and (46) we find that the functions K0t i and LI

for one of these nets NI, defined by equations analogous to (41),

have the values

TT -viL + 2Pl elE9 -\-2piA ,i- r
, Lii

=
.

65
) L. c.. p. 507.

66
) L. c., p. 130.
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From these and the foregoing formulas we find

ef+2g ef+2g
-^i e -

, AO.I-TV-
--

,

V\ #1

-~KQ ,iLl +g = (ef+2g)^-.

From these expressions and (VI, 94) it follows that N may be

obtained from A\ by a transformation Dmi determined by the

functions

Since the effect of changing the signs of e and /is to change the

signs of B and C, but not to affect (66) we have that NI is a special

net (A, B, C, D).

Now we show, as Darboux has done 68
), that the circle-planes

of a complementary transformation envelope a surface applicable

to a general quadric. To this end we make use of the results

of 79. From (VI, 83) and the preceding formulas, we find that

for the present case

26

efev' Bfev

From (23) it follows that if we put

x = k, y + iz = j, y iz = 2 w,

the point (x, y, z) describes a surface 2 applicable to the envelope

of the circle-planes. When the above values of j, Jc and w are

substituted, and 8 and v are eliminated, we find that 2 is the

quadric

(y iz)[x+2m(y+ iz)]
= 2gx* -f 2 ex + 2m(2g + ef)

67
) If 2.9 -j- ef= 0, N\ has constant mean curvature and the corresponding

equation (64) is K*^ J-J + AKQ^Li 2BK
x 2CLi + D = which is

satisfied hecause of (65).
68

) L. c., p. 508.
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86. Transformations Dm of special isothermic nets.

Let N be a special isothermic net of class (A, B, C, D) and Nt

a complementary transform by means of the functions given by

(61), (62) and (63). We shall show that it is possible to find solutions

0a >
vi, PS, & and ra of equations (47) such that the net N2 is a special

isothermic net. This is done by finding under what conditions

a net Ni2 , arising from NL and N2 in accordance with the theorem

of permutability of 83 is a complementary transform of N2 .

From (II, 43), (VI, 109) and (52) we have

Si e'i

0*1 = 01 -T77 9|| Pai
=

-^Ps Pi,
t/2 "l

i e'&' if 0i'\
^
= \m*vi r~i

Wi 21 ma \
'

2 /

Also from (50) and (53) we obtain

(wt8 mi) 6" = m2 (p^2+ qiq2

The analogues of (67) are

v2 L+ 2ps 6sK
Ko>2

= ------
, Ls =

02

The equations

(68) 81
= L2+ e, vn =-

Ko, 2

are consistent with the above results, provided that

(69) Plpa+qiq2+ r1 r2 m2 (vtBi+vM+(%%) (v2 e+ ^2/+ 2p2 )
= 0.

By differentiation we find that the left-hand member of this

equation is constant for each set of solutions 92 ,
v2j pif q2 and r2

of (47). Hence if the constants entering in the latter are chosen

so that (69) is satisfied, the net jV12 is a complementary trans-

form of ^V2 . The latter is a special isothermic net of class (A,

B, (7, D). Hence we have the theorem of Bianchi 69
):

Of the oo 4
isothermic nets obtained from a special isothermic

net of class (A, B, C, D) ~by transformations Dm,
oo 3

are nets of

class (A, B,C, D).

69
) L. c., p. 141. We note that Bianchi showed that N* is of the same

class as N. This is due to his choice of directions in the trihedron of Nt .
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87. Transformations Dm of minimal surfaces. A minimal

surface is isothermic, and the spherical representation of its lines

of curvature is such that we may take [ 109]

(70)
Qs

where VE= VO = e*. From (9) and (46) it follows that the

transform is minimal, if v =p, and only in this case. The equations

of such a transformation are:

dd ,1,- de ,,,= e* qdu dv

_!! - -

e-f IP.
du dv

du dv * dv du

These equations form a completely integrable system. Since

p
z
-rq

z
-\-r* 2mpO = must be satisfied, we have:

A minimal surface admits oo 8
transformations Dm into minimal

xiirfaces}.

From (56), (52) and (VI, 109) we have 12
= -plt ,

and

therefore :

//' a minimal surface is transformed into minimal surfaces

/&'i and Ss by transformations Dmi and Dm.* there can be found
without quadrature a minimal surface which is a Dm, transform

of Si and a Dm^ transform of $> 71
).

88. Transformations Em of O nets with isothermal

spherical representation. Since the spherical representation of

the net on a minimal surface is isothermal, each transformation

Dm of a minimal surface into a minimal surface leads by a

quadrature to a transformation R of an net with isothermal

spherical representation into an net of the same type, in accor-

T0
) Bianchi, Eendiconti dei Lincei, ser. 5, vol. 8 1

(1899), p. 151.
71

) Cf. Bianchi. 1. c.
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dance with the first theorem of 78. These transformations were

studied by the author 72
) and later by Bianchi 73

), who called them

transformations Em . In this section we show that these trans-

formations are the most general transformations R of nets with

isothermal spherical representation into nets of the same kind.

The tangential coordinates of N satisfy (V, 29) with Q
= &*

and y 0. From (VI, 94) we have that the functions w and v:~ l

of 52 are p and p/Q' respectively. Hence if a transformation B
of N is to be a transformation Q, that is if NI is to have isothermal

spherical representation, its tangential equation must be of the form

di^d^ , d^d/^ =

dudv dv du. du dv

From (V, 35) it follows that V'i can be chosen so that

(72) r* =

if we take

(73)

If in accordance with (9) we put

Y) Q 1) ft

V p V p

we find that the last two of equations (7) are satisfied, and con-

sequently the following system of equations is completely integrable:

de de- =V Eq, - = V G r,du dv

dp _^ dp .

M- ,-*, _iV
du dv p dr

dr dip dr 90 Sv

P
72

) Transactions Ainer. Math. Soc., vol. 9 (1908), pp. 149177.
73

) Rendiconti dei Lincei, ser. 5, vol. 24 (1915), p. 311.
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From these equations we have

(76)
p / v p

and consequently Bv/p is a solution 6 of the point equation of the

minimal surface N with the same spherical representation as N. In

terms of this function the above expressions for the derivatives

of q and r assume the same form as (71). Consequently the trans-

formation of N by means of p, q, r, 6 is a Dm into a minimal

surface. Hence we have the theorem:

When an netN with isothermal spherical representation admits

a transformationR into a netNi of the same kind, the minimal surface

parallel to N is transformed into the minimal surface parallel to Nt

by a transformation Dm -

Conversely, if N and NI are nets on minimal surfaces in

relation Dm,
and N is a net parallel to N, the set^of

functions p, q, r

of this transformation and B and v, where dv= 6p determine trans-

formations Em of N into oo * nets NI parallel to NI. For is

determined to within an additive arbitrary constant by the first

two of (75) and then v is fixed. Hence:

An net ivith isottiermal spherical representation admits oo 2
trans-

formations Em, for each value of m} into oo 1

parallel Onets of the

same kind.

From these results and the fifth theorem of 78 we have:

An isothermic net on a sphere admits oo 3
transformations F into

isothermic nets on the sphere.

Consider a quatern of minimal surfaces in accordance with the

last theorem of__87, and four nets N, AT1? Ns ,
N12 parallel to the

nets N, Nlf jV2 ,
JV12 of the minimal surfaces in accordance with

the last theorem of 72.

From (56) it follows that

where_012 and 2 i determine the transformations from N^ and

into NU. From equations analogous to (76) and (49) we have

021 ^21 21-
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Hence, since 0i'2 = 0J2 and 2i"
=

0~2i",

012 m2 012^12, 02l" = Wh 021 Vtl,

and consequently we have the theorem:

If NI and N% are obtained from an net N with isothermal

spherical representation by transformations Emi and Enit} there can

be found without quadratures a net AV12 of the same kind, such that

Nit is an E^ transform of NI and an Emi transform of Ns .

89. Nets &. By definition an net N is a net & if there

exists a net N with equal point invariants conjugate to the con-

gruence O normal to N. Let N be a net Q and let be the

solution of the point equation of N, namely

,9
2

_ 8logl/jg 90 dlogl^G 30

dudv
~

-dv du du dv'

by means of which N (#o) is obtained from N by a transformation F.

The equations of the transformation are of the form

/7U\ ~, ~, fy> V
\ I o I Jun X A .A..

6

where is defined by

(79) 4^> =/;

9 0o 90 7 90

du du dv dv'

and

Qi' te'

since [ 51 J

(81)
9Z _ _J__8 dX _ I dx

du QI du' dv Qz dv'

If the point equation of N is written in the form

(82)
d
*
6 8 ' ^-* '

9 ' de
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we have from (77) and (II, 12)

(83)

where U and V are functions of u and v respectively, and from

(n, 8)

(84) ro==

When these expressions are substituted in (83), we obtain

Q*UVE- QI VVG UV
* =

The Codazzi equations for N are [ 65]

(86) J

When we require that the function (85) satisfy (79), we find, in

consequence of (86),

(87)

(88)

dv UV~E 2 Qi 9i

The condition of integrability of (87) is

PI P9 9 /1\\ 9 / 7l/^ o, o9 9/1
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When this condition is satisfied, we find that given by (87)

satisfies (77), and consequently N is a net Q. Hence we have the

theorem of Demoulin74
):

A necessary and sufficient condition that an net be a nrt /*

is that (88) be satisfied.

In consequence of the second theorem of 25 we have that

when N is a net -fi. there is a second net No, with equal point

invariants conjugate to the congruence G normal to N, and that

the points of N and N& on a line of G are harmonic to the focal

points of G on this line. Since the coordinates of these focal

points are of the forms, x-^-^XsmA x-\-Q2 X, we have from (78)

and the analogous equations for N<a, namely

_ "c
CC

'

;;

the equation

(89) e I _,

The equations analogous to (87) are obtained from them by replacing-

V by V. From these equations we have

(90)

Since N and No, are conjugate to the normal congruence to N,

they are nets 2, 0, the respective complementary functions being

6o/0 and Oje^ ( 66). Conversely, if N is a net 2, with equal

invariants, the two sheets of the envelope of spheres with centers

on N and radii given by the complementary function of Nn are

surfaces .2 in relation B.

The foregoing results may be stated as follows:

When a net Nis a net Q, the nets with equal invariants run-

jugate to the congruence normal toN can be found without quadratures;

these nets are 2, 0. Conversely, when a 2,0 netN with equal invariants

is known, there can be found without quadratures two nets U, in

relation R, whose normal congruences are conjugate to N .

4
) Coraptes Rendus, vol. 153 (1911), pp.590, 705, 927.
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From (II, 87) it follows that the net No (XQ), where

dx' 1 dXy dx'p 1 dXy

dn QO du '

dv
~

Qo 9v
'

has equal point invariants. From 76 we have that N' is 2, 0,

the complementary function t' being given by a quadrature, and

that the sheets of the envelope of the spheres with centers on

jVo and radius t' are parallel to the corresponding sheets of

the envelope of the above congruence R of spheres with centers

on N . Hence:

Wften a net 12 is known, a parallel net 12 can be found by

quadratures.

90. Transformations R of nets 12. Let N be a net 12

and u\7i an R transform of N by means of a set of solutions

0, p, </.
/ and w of equations (7) and (8). As in the preceding-

section, we denote by N one of the nets with equal point in-

variants conjugate to the congruence normal to JV; it is an F trans-

form of N by means of and . In accordance with the theorem

of permutability of transformations F ( 21) there exist oo 2
nets

NQl . which are F transforms of NO and NI.

From (11) and 21 it follows that if we take 6 =p we
obtain oo 1

nets N0i conjugate to the congruence normal to A"i,

as the additive constant of 0o varies. We seek the conditions

that one of these nets be a K transform of NI and thus has equal

point invariants, in which case NI is a net 12.

From (II, 43, 44) we have that the functions i and 0"" of

the transformation from N into a net N0i are given by

(91)
00 ^O

and from (II, 53) and (80) we have

|-0o
(92) ^= -,"
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with

/QQ \ 9001

A necessary and sufficient condition that ^V i be a K trans-

form of N is that (H, 81)

/r\ A \ Wl 00 1 I 00 1 Wl 0fl 1 00 1

(94) oi= r-^ , k\= - + -7 ,

o "01 QQ "01

where m is a constant.

From (II, 36, 38) we have that the functions 10 and 0$ of

the transformation from NL into ^V i have the form

where 6' = mvQ.

When we equate the expressions (92) and (94) for 7ioi and 1 01 .

the resulting equations are reducible by means of (VI, 83), (91)

and (95)

001 I/ 010

(96)
'10

From (91) we have by differentiation

u
\ e VE at*/'

p 1 9

dv V \ V~G 9'

By means of these equations and the last two of (97), which are

obtained by differentiating (95), we find that the expressions (96)

satisfy the last two of (7). Hence the following system of equations

in which El and GI have the form (96) is completely Integrable:
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80

r,
dp _ VE dp _ VG

dq V E 1 8 V E . n/-= -

l sw\ dq 1= p r-}-mv( V E-\- y Ej, -== -
QU p

r 1/^77 An An i/^

8 u VQ d v

dv ,^=-

8010

Of v \ji A v v \jr

fc -^=-P -^= ^~<i + mv

80io

dv

0' dv
l '

= -v^^|"4(010-0o)+

When we have a set of solutions 0, v, p, q, r, 10 satisfying the

quadratic relation

(98) y+ ^H-V 2mvO = 0,

the R transform NI is a net -Q, and the coordinates of NI are given

by equations of the form (48). The same functions multiplied by
the same constant determine the same transformation. Hence in

addition to m there are four significant constants of integration,

and consequently:

A net admits oo 5
transformations R into nets

75
).

Prom (H, 86) (91) and (95) we find that the function QW for

AU has the expression

(99)
~*^^ B 6^ e 6^ e

91. Theorem of permutability of the transformations

of nets Q. Let N be a net 13, and N^ and N2 two R transforms

of JVby means of functions t-, pi, q,-, r^ v^ 0j , mi (i
=

1, 2), solutions

75
) Cf., Transactions of the Amer. Math. Soc., vol. 16 (1915), pp. 275 310.
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of (97) and (98). We wish to show that of the oo 1 O nets N19 ,

which are R transforms of NI and N2 in accordance with 72,

one is a net Q.

Consider the nets jV10 and N^ which are K transforms of N
by means of the pairs of functions i> WDI and Q02 ,

wos . From
24 we have that there is a net N120 which is an F transform of

each of the nets N1S ,
N10 and NSO) and the functions O[Q and #20

of the respective transformations from JV10 and N2o are given by

do #01 WQI 0oi tCi (Go 0oi 0i2 "T 0i 0io 002 02 0io 0oiX

00 $02 ^02 "02 ?^2 (^0 ^02 ^21 ~T ^8 ^20 ^01 ^1 ^220

Moreover, from (II, 91) it follows that Ni2Q will be a K transform of

jV10 and 2V2o, and consequently have equal point invariants, if

mi 002^02+ m2 0oiWoi = 0.

Substituting the above values in this equation, we reduce the

resulting equation to

(100)

08

If this equation is differentiated with respect to u and v, we find

that the resulting equations are satisfied identically.

Since #2 and 0" are completely determined by (50) and (100),

only one of the nets N12 is an -Q net. Hence we have the theorem :

If NI and Nz are Q nets ivhich are R transforms of an & net N,

there eodsts a unique net JV"12 which is an R transform of A\
andN2 ; moreover, Ni2 can be found directly, as soon as the coordinates

of NI and NZ are knoivn.

92. Surfaces of Guichard of the first kind. In order

that the net N on a surface S be defined by

^E= e* sinh a, V~G = e* cosh a,

- e~ ^(coth a -f h),
- = e~ * (tanh a -f h),

Qi Qi
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it is necessary and sufficient that h, % and a satisfy the equations

dh

(102)

du
'
8u f

8^
~

'

81;'

8
,

8? 8.,

fcotha-8w8w 8w 8v 8w8v 8v 8t<'

cc o cc 9w 9^ o cc c
-^1^ /*rti"li /y . ^ 4 tjlYlli /y PCpVi /ya \^ 9 ^^ CUtll I* _ o ^^ Ltlllil tc g t/iSCll t* r

-f sech a - - + (cosh a-\-h sinh a) (sinh a-\-h cosh a) = 0,ov ov

as follows from the Codazzi equations (86) and the Gauss equation

[ 64]. These equations are satisfied also by 5, a, h, where

(103) /= e-(i h*), e *=e--

An () net AT

parallel to JV is defined by

(104)

^E= e* sinh a, VG = - e* cosh a,

= e~^ (cotha-f 70, = =

By means of (101) and (104) we have

?i
= 2.

Following Calapso
76

) we call S_ a surface of Guichard of the first

kind, and the parallel surface S its associate (cf . VII, Ex. 28).

When the expressions for V^E, V^G, QI and
(>2 from (101) are

substituted in (88), this condition is satisfied, if we take U= V= 1.

Hence we have the theorem of Demoulin77
):

The surfaces of Guichard of the first kind are surfaces Q.

From (87) and (85) we have

(105) e = /, =l h, V& = ^.
h 1

76
) Annali, ser.3, vol.11 (1905), p. 211.

77
) L. c.
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We apply the results of 90 to establish transformations E of

surfaces of Guichard of the first kind. Analogously to (105) we have

From (95) it follows that

(106) Ai +

where t is thus defined. Now #01 6 e*p/(l /&)? and conse-

quently (96) are reducible to

(107)

where

y = cosh + sinh
, ip

= sinh a -f- jfcosha.

Since g>
2

i/>

2 == 1

we get

(108)

If we put 1/Vio =

2
,
when we require that GI EI =

1) in (99), we obtain

= e& sinh ! ,

= e^1 cosh

Furthermore, equations (9) are satisfied by

- = (cosh x -f hi sinh tti),
- = sinh%-f^ cosh i.
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Hence the surface /Si is a surface of Guichard of the first kind,

By means of (108) the expressions (107) are reducible to

Consequently the functions determining a transformation R of

a surface of Guichard of the first kind into surface of this type

are solutions of the completely integrable system:

90 A . 90

(110)

= e* sinh a q,
- = e* cosh a r,du dv

-=*- = (cosh a-^h sinh a) q,
= (sinh a -j- h cosh a) r,du dv

dq . . . I , 9 8a\- tanha \-
- -rr

du dv dv

-fm [ Oe~* (y t -f- V) +
8\ 8r / 9 8o= cotha -

4-
-
}r,

-= tanha
,

dv \ du du] du \ dv dv

dr -UN/ 9^ 9a
- = (smhH-7iCOSha) cotha---\-
dv \ du du

-\-m[

dv

du dv

The equations of the transformation are of the form (48) in these

functions. Accordingly we have the theorem 78
):

A surface of Guichard of the first kind admits oo 3
trans-

formations Rm , for each value ofm ^ 0, into surfaces of the same kind.

When 8 is transformed_into Si, the associate surface 8 is

transformed into a surface /Si, parallel to /Si, by means of the

functions p, q, r, 0_and 7, where in consequence of (49) 07= 6v.

The equations in are

= e* sinh a q,
= e^ cosh a r,du dv

1S
) Annali, ser. 3, vol. 22 (1914), p. 205; also Transactions of Amer. Math.

Soc. vol. 17 (1916), p. 68.

15*
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It is readily found that

T'

The associate of 8l is determined by equations analogous to (103),

namely

hi = hi.

If this associate is to be the E transform of 8 by means of

0> ^i Pi <Li
r

>
then analogously to (106), (108) and (109) we must

have

h + -4 ê A + ^/= ^
e e

It is readily shown that these expressions are equivalent to the

preceding. Hence :

When a surface of Guichard of the first kind is transformed into

a surface of the same kind, the associate surfaces are in relation B 19
).

Exercises.

1. If N is a net 2, O the complementary function being y, the lines of

curvature on the sheets of the envelope of the spheres of radius y and centers

on N are represented on the unit sphere by the central projections on this sphere

of the two special nets 2, parallel to N; the coordinates of the spherical

representations are x' ly' and x"jy"'.

2. Corresponding tangent planes to two pairs of nets in relation R whose

central nets are parallel are parallel.

3. A necessary and sufficient condition that the spheres, tangent to a sur-

face S and with centers at the mid-points of the segments of the normals to S

7!)

) Annali, 1. c. p. 209.
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included between the centers of principal curvature of S, determine an R trans-

form of S is that the lines of curvature of S have isothermic spherical representation

(cf. 6 and I, Ex. 8).

4. A necessary and sufficient condition that the spheres tangent to a sur-

face S with centers at points harmonic to the points on S with respect to the

centers of principal curvature determine an R transform of S is that S be an

isothermic surface (cf. 25).

Darboux, Annales Norm., ser. 3, vol. 16 (1899) p. 504.

5. Show that the rirst three theorems of 81 are equally true for the

transformations jR of nets in n-space.

6. For a system of circles K of the second kind ( 81) the focal points of

the congruence K are harmonic to the foci of the meridian sections of the hyper-

boloid of revolution whose generators are the normals to the nets Nc and NM.

Demoulin, Comptes Rendus. vol. 150 (1910), p. 159.

7. If N is an isothermic net, the point equation of N admits the solution

0o = e
2 *

I
,
and the corresponding parallel nets N (x ) are denned

' PI PZ'

by equations of the form

where c is an arbitrary constant and K = --
1

--
.

P\ P-i

8. If N is an isothermic O net defined by (37), the Christoffel transform N
[ 159] is denned by

Show that if N\ is a Dm transform of N, a Dm transform N\ of N is given by

and that Ni is the Christoffel transform of Ni. Also if M, Mi and M, M\ denote

corresponding points on these nets, the product of the segments M Mi and M M\
is equal to 2/w. Bianchi, 1. c., p. 105.

9. If M, Mi, Mz, Mii are corresponding points of four nets satisfying the

theorem of permutability of transformations D ( 83), the cross-ratio (M Miz,

Mi Mt) is equal to wj/wi. Demoulin. 1. c., p. 157.

10. Show that the net of a minimal surface maybe considered of class

(0, 0, 0, 0) ( 84) and obtain the results of 87 from those of 86.

Bianchi, 1. c.. p. 149.

11. From [ 125] we have for a surface of mean curvature K =l,

= e~ ^ sinh </>.
= e~^ cosh^''.

Pi Pi

In this case from (47) it follows that 8 v + 2p = a, where a is a constant.

Show that when a = 0, the mean curvature of Ni is 1.
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12. Show that the net of a surface of mean curvature K 1 may be

considered a special isothermic net of class ( 5, 0, 0, ), and apply the results

of 86 to obtain those of Ex. 11. Bianchi, 1. c., p. 151.

1 3. The Christoffel transform of a special isothermic surface of class (A, B,

C, D) is a special surface of class (A, C, B, D). Bianchi, 1. c., p. 131.

14. If from a special isothermic net N of class (A, B, C, D), we obtain

two nets of Ni, Nz, of class (A, B, C, D) by transformations >mi and Dmt,

the surface N\t is of class (A, B, C, D)- Bianchi, 1. c., p. 146.

15. Determine the special isothermic surfaces for which the circle-planes

of the complementary transformations pass through a point.

16. Show that the nets N' of transformations Dm of isothermic nets and of

transformations Em of nets with isothermal spherical representation have the

property
E' G' = 2m (o;'

2+ y'
2+ z'

2
).

Calapso, Annali, ser. 3, vol. 26 (1917), p. 16&
17. If Ni is a Dm transform of an isothermic net N, an isothermic net N

is defined by

Bianchi, Annali, ser. 3, vol. 12 (1906) p. 22.

18. If N and Ni are two nets in relation Em ,
the minimal surfaces

2 and 2\, whose asymptotic lines have the same spherical representation as the

curves of N and Ni respectively, can be so placed in space that they are the

focal surfaces of a W congruence ( 53).

19. When two nets N and N\ are in relation Em
,

the spherical repre-

sentation of these nets are isothermal orthogonal nets on the unit sphere in

relation F, and these two nets are related conformally. The equations of the

transformation are of the form

where 0, v, p, q and r are solutions of (75).

20. A necessary and sufficient condition that the spherical representations

of two nets in relation R be conformal is that the transformation be Em .

Annals, Ser. 2, vol. 17 (1915) p. 69*

21. If four nets N, Ni, Nz, Nit, form a quatern under transformations Em,
and NI is an Ems transform, then the nets Ns, N\3, Nn, N' of 24 form a simi-

lar quatern. Transactions, vol. 9 (1908), p. 170.

22. If N is an net with isothermal spherical representation, the point

equation of N admits the solution 6 = E G, and the corresponding parallel

O nets ^o are defined by equations of the form

r -*M/-rrn/-7Tk , i~ 1 IdE 9#U 1
/
dE d &\

>(]/!?+V^)+cU+ (_-__)*+_ (_.

where c is a constant.
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23. If in (88) we put VEV&, U= F 1, this condition is satisfied,

that is isothermic surfaces are surfaces 8. In this case

B

In order that the transformations determined by (97) be Dm
,
we must have

24. Determine the character of the surfaces Q which are R transforms of

an isothermic surface other than Dm transforms, fc

25. If in (88) we put

= pe

the equation is satisfied in consequence of (86); that is a surfase with isother-

mal representation of its lines of curvature is a surface i2. In this case

2 6 = ()Q (PI -\- p%) ; consequently the mid-point of the segment between centers

of principal curvature of the surface describes a net N with equal point in-

variants
;
also N^ is at infinity. When we express the condition]/TBi//>u

=
we get

By means of this relation the expressions (74) are obtainable from (96), and

these transformations Rm are Em .

26. Determine the character of the surfaces Q which are JB transforms of

a surface with isothermal spherical representation of its lines of curvature other

than the Em transfonns.

27. If Si and Sz are surfaces of Guichard of the first kind obtained from

such a surface S by transformation Rm,. and Rmt, there can be found without

quadratures a surface 812 of the same kind which is in relations Rm* and Rmi

with Si and St. Annali, ser. 3, vol. 22 (1914), p. 212.

28. In order that the net N on a surface S be defined by

v e sin a, = e cos a = e ( tan o -f- ^),

it is necessary and sufficient that h, $ and a satisfy

G dh .. .

-5 (h tana) -^ .

ov ovQ~"Idu

_ cpta _ tana .

9w 9v 9v 9w du dv'

9 2 a 9 2 a . 92
. 9 2 9a 9

, , 9a 9^
-ft 2 -K-^- + cot a

-^ j + tan a
-^ j-

esc2 a
-5 -= + sec 2 a -5 ^

(cos a -f- A sin a) Csin a h cos a) = 0.
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These equations are satisfied by ,
a" and h defined by

sin F = --
2 [sin a (1 A2

) 2 A cos a],
1 ~T~ n

cosaT= -
T-ry [cos a (1 h*)+ 2h swa].

1 ~7~ /I

An O net 2V parallel to 2V is defined by

VE = e sinai, V Gr = e cosT,

A = e~ f
(cota"+A), -i- = e~^( tano"+A)

Pi <,

and /j/^+/o2 /^ 2. The surface S is called a surface of Guichard of the

second kind, and S its associate. Calapso, Annali, ser. 3, vol. 11 (1905), p. 216.

29. Show that a surface of Guichard of the second kind is a surface and

determine the transformations R of such a surface into surfaces of the same kind.

Annali, ser. 3, vol. 22 (1914), p. 205.

30. A necessary and sufficient condition that a surface of Guichard of the

first kind be a spherical surface [ 115] is that e = a, h = 0, where a is

a constant; then pl atanha, />2
= a coth a. In this case the associate surface

is homothetic to the given one.

31. If 5 is a spherical surface (cf. Ex. 30), equations (106), (108) and (110)

are consistent when v = (a
2
^

2 2
)/0a

2
. Thus a spherical surface admits oo2

transformations Rm , for each value of m ^ 0, into spherical surfaces.

Annali, 1. c. p. 230.

32. For the circle-plane of a transformationRm of a spherical surface (Ex.31),

the functions j, k and at of 79 have the values j = a*/2md, k = pa?IB,

ta = (0
2

p
2
a*)/20. Consequently the planes of these circles envelope a surface

applicable to the quadric of revolution x2
-f 2m (y

2+ 22) = a2
.

Annali, 1. c. p. 235.

33. If S is a surface of Guichard of the first kind and Si is an Rm transform

of the same kind, a surface of Guichard of the first kind is defined by

T /"
"

& T r "-"'
'

g
V E -- sinh a, ]/(} = - Cosh a,a u

-,
Pi '

^L 0e~ f
(l 2m) (

tanha+ /i+/^
P-i \

Calapso, Annali, ser. 3, vol. 29 (1920), p. 84.
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Circles and spheres.

93. Coordinates of a sphere. The equation of a sphere

in 3-space can be written in the form

where 1? . . . .
, 5 are constants, and y\,y?., y* are current coor-

dinates. We call the five constants a the coordinates of the sphere.

If xi, x%, x3 are the coordinates of the center of the sphere and R
its radius, we have

i
= hxi, 2

= hx2 , 3
= hxs ,

where h is a factor of proportionality. These equations can be

written also thus

(3)
+ ?

An exception arises when

(4) a5 -H 4 =0,

which is a necessary and sufficient condition that (1) defines a plane.

From (3) we have
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where we assume the sign of the radical chosen so that It is

positive for a real sphere. It follows that a necessary and sufficient

condition that a sphere defined by (1) be a point-, or null-sphere, is

(6) a\+ al -f a\+ + \ = 0.

By definition the power of a point with respect to a sphere

is the product of the distances to any two points of the sphere

collinear with it, that is the square of the tangent to the sphere

when the point is outside. Hence the left-hand member of (1)

divided by ia^-\-a^ is the power of the point (2/1,2/2,^3) with

respect to the sphere (1).

Consider the sphere (1) and another of center (x\, x
l

a , %l) and

radius R' defined by

CO

The angle under which they cut is given by

(8)

With the aid of (3) and (5) one shows that this is expressible in

terms of the coordinates a and a' of the two spheres in the form

(9)

In certain discussions it is advantageous to introduce a sixth

coordinate 6 defined by

(10) iccG
=

JBj(%

Comparing this equation with (5), we note that

(11) J+....+ J
= 0.
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Now equation (9) becomes
5

<ZXJ
(12) cos0 = *'

= 1

,
.

94. Pentaspherical coordinates of a point. When the

sphere (1) is not a null-sphere, its coordinates may be chosen

so that J^
2 = 1. These coordinates are direction-cosines of

a line in 5-space and from (9) it follows that the angle between

two spheres in 3-space is equal to the angle between two lines in

5-space whose direction-cosines are the corresponding 's and "s.

Accordingly we can choose a set of five mutually orthogonal spheres

in 3-space whose coordinates a,; satisfy the conditions

(13) 2>|>; = 1, S*v*n - of
'

$T M
' ' ''

i= l ?'
= ! V J T '

With this choice we consider the functions

3

j
= 2 2X;s/,-fiM+yl+yl + V + ?>j(yl+yl+yl D-

The right-hand member is the power of the point (yx , y2 , y^) with

respect to the sphere Sj, divided by its radius Rj = l/(ct6J -\-iK4j).

When
(15)

the sphere Sj is a plane and ).Zj is the distance from the point

(yi, 2/2, 2/3) to the plane.

The quantities Zj(j
=

1, . . . . 5) are called the pentaspherical

coordinates of the point, A being a parameter. In consequence

of (13) we have the fundamental relation

(16) i>J = 0.

;=i

From equations (14) we have
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Hence when five quantities satisfying (16) are given, they are the

pentaspherical coordinates of a point, whose cartesian coordinates

are given by (17)
80

).

As an immediate consequence of these results, we have:

The equation of a general sphere is of the form

(18)
=

0,

where Zi are the pentaspherical coordinates of a point on the sphere?

and the a's are constants.

If gj and
z'j

are the pentaspherical coordinates of two points

M and Mr

,
whose respective cartesian coordinates are yi and y\,

the distance between them is given by

(19)

in consequence of (17), where, because of (5) and (14)

Rj being the radius of the sphere of coordinates
/.

If M' approaches M along a curve, the linear element is

given by

(20)

When in (17) we take aa= 1 (i
=

1, . . . . 5), a*; 0( ^ j)T

these equations reduce to

6 \2 r 5

S^ 2% (6J+ * 4j)
=i -cy/ U=ri

(21) =
0,

80
) An exception is afforded by

at infinity (cf. VIH, Ex. 1).

in which case the point is
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From (4) it follows that the fundamental spheres of coordinates

i, i2, t3 are planes. In this case we say that the z's are special

pentaspherical coordinates. For this case equation (20) reduces to

(22)

95. Pentaspherical coordinates of an net. If ylf y^ y3

are the cartesian coordinates of a point on a surface referred to its

lines of curvature, the functions "kzj satisfy the point equation of

the surface, as follows from (14); and consequently, if A involves

u and v, the z's satisfy an equation of the form

(23)
3
8 = aloga 30 8log6 36

dudv dv du du dv

Conversely, if we have five solutions of this equation satisfying (16),

say Zj, and an independent solution I/A, then the functions z], where

Zjl
=

z'j, satisfy an equation of this form with c = 0, and con-

sequently 2/1,2/2,2/3, yl + yl + yl, 1, given by (17) or (21), are

solutions of the latter equation. Hence:

If five particular solutions of an equation of the form (23)

satisfy the relation

(24)

they are the pentaspherical coordinates of a surface referred to its

lines of curvature.

If the invariants of (23) are equal, the net is isothermic.

In this case the equation is reducible to the Moutard form

(25) 4- = MO.
dudv

Hence :

If an equation of the Moutard form admits five particular

solutions Zj satisfying the relations zlz* = 0, the quantities are the

pentaspherical coordinates of an isothermic net.

96. Congruences of spheres. When the quantities in (1)

are functions of two parameters Ui and v1? we say that (1) defines
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a congruence of spheres. When the 's are independent, we can

find by differentiation alone an equation of the form

I rT i

|~ 5 f-

dvl

D- 8<?
I Z-fl

r~ tL ~~
r~ J\. U.

of which the five functions are solutions. If we take as in-

dependent variables u and v, defined by

u= y (HI, vj, v=y(ul) vj

such that y and V satisfy the differential equation

the above equation is transformed into the Laplace form

90
(26) dudv dv du

.

n
du dv

The determination of u and v requires the integration of the

differential equation

(27)

The curves on the envelope of the spheres uniquely defined by
this equation are called the principal curves.

We assume hereafter that the parameters of a congruence of

spheres are such that the spherical coordinates satisfy an equation

of the Laplace form (26). Then the principal curves on the envelope

are parametric. The equation of the congruence is of the form

(28) = 0.

We consider the congruence of spheres defined by (28). As

u varies a sphere touches a tubular envelope along the circle C i,

given by
/9Q\ yv yd**t
{"*) /-iMiZi U, X , 2i U,
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and as v varies, along the circle Ci. given by

(so)

The intersections At and A2 of these circles are the points of tan-

gency of the sphere (28) with the envelope of the congruence of

spheres, that is, the points defined by

*
- 9 * ^ a

The circles (29) and (30) are called the focal circles of the first

and second rank respectively of the congruence of spheres.

Differentiating the first two of (31) with respect to v and

making use of the third, we get

Hence as v varies the points Av and A% begin to move along the

circle C\. Similarly as u varies, these points begin to move along Ci.

But as u and v vary, the points AI and Az trace out the principal

curves on the envelope of the sphere of coordinates a. Hence we

have the theorem of Darboux 81
):

On tlie envelope of a congruence of spheres, when a displacement

is made along one of tJie principal curves, the four points of contact

of two infinitely near spheres with the envelope lie on a circle which

is a focal circle of the congruence.

We have also from the above that the line AIA2 and the line

A[Az, joining nearby points, meet in the plane of C-\ or <7i as

v or u varies. Hence these planes are the focal planes of the

congruence of lines At Ai. Accordingly in view of the preceding

theorem we have the theorem of Bibaucour:

Tlie chords of contact of the spheres of a congruence ivith its

envelope generate a congruence whose focal planes are the planes of
the circles of contact u = const., v = const., and the developdbles

of the congruence are parametric.

81
) Leons, 2nd ed., vol.2, p. 335.
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97. Derived congruences of spheres. Since the five

functions satisfy equation (26), they are the direction-parameters

of a congruence G of lines in 5-space. Con-

versely, the direction-parameters of such a con-

gruence determine a congruence of spheres in

3-space. From (1, 60) it follows that the direction-

parameters of the congruence GI and Gi of

tangents to the curves of parameter v on the

first focal surface of G and of parameter u on

the second focal surface may be given the

respective forms

fig 5
(32)

These congruences GI and Gi in 5-space correspond to the con-

gruences of spheres in 3-space with the respective equations

(33)
9

du

Hence we speak of these congruences of spheres as the first and

minus first derived congruences of the congruence defined by (28).

Evidently the circles (29) are the intersections of corresponding

spheres of the given congruence and its minus first derived con-

gruence, and similarly the circles (30) of spheres of the given con-

gruence and its first derived congruence.

Consider now the congruence of spheres defined by the first

of (33). As u varies, a sphere describes a tubular surface, to which

the sphere is tangent along the circle defined by (33) and

which is readily seen to be the circle (30). In like manner for

the congruence of spheres defined by the second of (33) as v varies

a sphere describes a tubular surface to which the sphere is tangent

along the circle (29).
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From (3) it follows that a
lf 2 , 3 ,

(a5 + *4) are homogeneous coor-

dinates of the center M of the sphere.

Since they satisfy equation (26), M
describes a net N. When we compare

(32) with (in, 2) we remark that the

centers Mi and M\ of these spheres

describe nets which are the first and

minus first Laplace transforms of N. Since the lines MM\ and

MHi are necessarily the axes of the circles (29) and (30) respectively,

we have the theorem:

If O is a congruence of spheres, and O\ and GI its minus first

and first derived congruences, as u or v varies a sphere describes

a tubular surface tangent to the sphere along a circle which is the

intersection of the sphere and the corresponding sphere of the minus

first or first derived congruence respectively. The centers M, M\
and M! of corresponding spheres describe nets in 3-space forming
a Laplace sequence, and the joins MM-\ and MM are tlie axes

of the circles of intersection.

Consider further the circle (29). We saw in 96 that its

plane is the focal plane of the congruence At Aa tangent to the

second focal surface of this congruence. Hence on the envelope

of the plane the parametric curves form a net N. This circle lies

also on the corresponding sphere given by the second of (33). If

.#! and B2 are the points where this sphere touches its envelope,

this plane is a focal plane of the congruence of lines B B2 and

N is the first focal net of the congruence. Hence:

The planes of the focal circles of either rank of a congruence

of spheres envelope a net whose tangents are the chords of contact

of the spheres and the corresponding derived congruence of spheres

with their envelopes.

98. Congruences of circles. By definition the circles of

intersection of corresponding spheres of two congruences of spheres

determined by the congruences of tangents to a net in 5-space

form a congruence of circles, for which the spheres are the focal

spheres. The centers of the spheres are the focal points of the

congruence of axes of the circles ( 97). Moreover, as we have

just seen, the planes of the circles envelop a net, whose tangents

10
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meet the circles in the points where the focal spheres touch their

envelopes. Equations (29) define a congruence of circles, as do

also equations (30). Moreover, any congruence of circles may be

so defined.

When for the congruences of circles C-i as defined by (29)

the parameter v varies, the circles C \(u, v) and C-\(u, v-\-dv)

meet in the points, AI and A2 ,
where the sphere of parameter

touches its envelope; they are defined by (31). When the parameter u

varies, the circles C~i(u, v) and C-\ (u+ du, v) meet in the point*.

A[, A'a ,
of intersection of the spheres of parameters

(34)
8te' 8w 2 '

Hence as u and v varies the circle C\ meets the infinitely near

circle in two points.

Consider, conversely, a two parameter family of circles such

that as either parameter, u or v, varies, two infinitely near circles

meet in two points. Hence as u or v varies the axes of the circles

generate developables. Let FI and F2 be the focal points of this

congruence. The spheres Si with centers JF\ and containing the

circles of the system envelope, as u varies, a tubular surface tangent

along the circles. If the equation of the spheres Si is ^/#/z, 0.

the circles are defined by this equation and ^-~Zi = 0.
du

In like manner, the spheres S2 with centers F% and passing'

through the circles envelop, as v varies, a tubular surface to which

they are tangent along the circles. Thus the circles are defined

also by

where the first equation defines the spheres S2 .

Since the circles are the same in both cases, we must have

8A
du

dcg

dv

But from 2 it follows that the a's and /tf's are direction-para-

meters of a net in 5-space. Combining this result with the second

theorem of the preceding section, we have:
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A congruence of circles is characterized by the property that

as u or v varies a circle meets the infinitely near circle in two

points, which are the points of intersection of the circle and the

tangents to the net enveloped by the plane of the circle.

We call these points the focal points of the congruence of

circles,

99. Congruences of spheres and circles in cartesian

coordinates. From (3) it follows that the cartesian coordinates

#1, #2, #3 of the center of the sphere, and also the function

(35) 26 = x\+x\+ x\ It*

are solutions of the equation

, d*0 dloga 80 8log6 80

dudv
'

dv du du dv j

where as follows from (3) and (26)

(37) a=
f,

=
.

Conversely, if x1} x%, x3 and 6 are four solutions of an

equation (36), it follows that the quantities a defined by (2) are

solutions of an equation of the form (26). Hence:

If 6 is a solution of the point equation of a net N, the spheres

with centers on N and radii given by

(38) R*=x\+ x\+x\ 2e

form a congruence upon whose envelope the parametric curves are

the principal curves.

As a corollary we have:

The points of an net in 3-space form a congruence of null

spheres.

When the equation of a congruence of spheres is written in

the form

(39) Z(y a)
1 #=0,

16*
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the ?/s being current coordinates, the equations of the focal circles

C_i and Ci of the congruence are given by (39) and the respective

equations

(40)

which shows that the axes of the circles are tangent to the curves

of the net of centers. Since equations (39) and (40) are equivalent

to (31), we have:

Equations (40) define the focal planes of the congruence of lines

joining corresponding points on the envelope of the spheres (39), the

developables being parametric.

By means of (38) equations (40) may be written

90

If we write

du dv

in consequence of (I, 48), the preceding equations are equivalent to

v dx-i 90-i v aa?i 9 #i

^-97- -aV
=

' Zy^--^ = ^

Hence :

If B is a solution of the point equation of a net N, the splieres

with centers on the minus first and first Laplace transforms of N
and with radii given by the respective equations

meet the spheres with centers on N and radius given by (38) in

congruences of circles.

When the central net N(x) of a congruence of spheres is an

O net, the congruence of lines joining the corresponding points of

contact on the envelopes of the spheres is normal, since the focal
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planes are perpendicular. A surface N normal to the congruence
is given by equations of the form [ 67]

_wvj_ , _

9w @ 9w
"

dv v

where the X's are the direction-cosines of the congruence and also

of the normal to the given net N. The function W is to be

determined by the condition that the point of N lies on the line

whose equations are (40). Making use of (41), we find that this

condition reduces to

SW 90 QW _ 90

~*~8^
!S

"8^ ~*2 ~97
:=

~9V

where QI and 2 are the principal radii of curvature of N. Hence

W is found by a quadrature.

Conversely, if a net N parallel to N is known, we find by
the quadrature (42) the radius of the corresponding sphere. Hence

we have the following theorem of Ribaucour 82
):

If8 and 8 are two surfaces wiili the same spherical representation

of their lines of curvature) the normals of either are the chords of
contact with their envelope of a family of spheres having their centers

on the other surface; the radii of the spheres are found by a quadrature.

ioo. Congruences R of spheres. We are in a position

now to establish the theorem:

If the principal curves form a net on each of the sheets of the

envelope of a congruence of spheres, they are nets in relation R,

provided that the radii of the spheres are not constant.

If the quantities y in (39) are the coordinates of the point of

contact of the spheres with one sheet of the envelope, we have

If equation (41) be differentiated with respect to v and u, respectively

we obtain

dv du ' du dv

82
) Comptes Rendus, vol. 67 (1868), p. 1334.
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Differentiating the first of (43) with respect to v or the second

with respect to u, we get

-- W<
dv

Hence if the y's are to satisfy an equation of the form (36), we

must have ^/ =
0, which is the condition that the net

N(y) be an net. In consequence of this result the central net

is 2, 0, and by the last theorem of 66 and the second theorem

of 76, the theorem is established.

By definition a congruence of spheres is a congruence R if the

central net JVo is 2, and the complementary function of N is the

radius of a representative sphere.

From 68 we have:

The spheres of a transformation R form a congruence R.

When two congruences R of spheres have parallel central

nets we say that the congruences of spheres are parallel. Hence

from the last theorem of 76 we have:

If G and O' are parallel congruences R of spheres and the

spheres O' do not pass through a point, there can be found by

a quadrature a congruence R of spheres GI such that the central

nets of G and GI are in relation F.

In this sense the congruences G and GI are in relation F.

The spheres with centers on any surface S and passing through
a point form a congruence R, the central net 2, on 8 being deter-

mined by the equation of the lines of curvature of the envelope

of the spheres; it is the net on 8 determined by the function

-f- y
2
-\- z* ( 3). In like manner the spheres with centers on

a surface 8 and tangent to a plane n, or a fixed sphere, form

a congruence R, the central 2, net on 8 corresponding to the

lines of curvature on the other sheet of the envelope.

The spheres tangent to two fixed spheres form a congruence R
with centers on a central quadric of revolution, whose foci are

the centers of the fixed spheres. When one of the fixed spheres

is replaced by a plane, the surface of centers is a paraboloid of

revolution.
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If the centers of the fixed spheres are the points (a, 0, 0) and

( , 0, 0) and the radii are i\ and r2 ,
we have

<* a)

where i
== 1 and * = 1 . From these equations it follows

that

where b, c, d and e are constants. Hence these two functions are

solutions of the point equation of any net on the quadric. Similar

results hold for a paraboloid of revolution. Consequently:

On a quadric of revolution any net is 2, 0.

Conversely, if every net on a surface S is 2, 0, the functions

.x* -\- y
2
-\- z

2 R* and R must be linear functions of the coordinates.

Consequently :

If every net on a surface is 2, 0, the surface is a quadric of
revolution.

101. Pliicker line coordinates. If xl , a*, xs ,
x and ylt yt ,

#s, 2/4 are the homogeneous point coordinates of two points P and Q,

the numbers pu, p^, pu, pn , pi, pa defined by

Xi

i,j
=

1, 2, 3, 4, i + ;)

are called the Pliicker coordinates of the line PQ. Evidently the

ratios only of these coordinates are so determined. Since these

ratios are unaltered, if xi} x*, xs , x, are replaced bj
r

Ixi -\-pyi,

. . .
.,

^ 4+ jt*2/4, any two points of the line determine the same

set of line coordinates. The six coordinates satisfy the equation

(45) =
0,

as may be seen by expanding in terms of two-rowed minors the

identity
/y /y* /y
*^1 */2 *^3

2/i 2/2 2/s

#1

2/i 2/2 2/3 2/4

= 0.
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Conversely, if we have any six numbers pij satisfying (45), we can

find two points, (xlt xz ,
x3 , 0) and (yl} 0, ys , y^) satisfying (44), and

consequently there is a line with these coordinates.

Consider two lines p and p' meeting in the point (xi) and

determined by Q(yj) and Q'(y'i)> Since

y\ y* y*

XT, x% xs

y\ 2/2 y*

=
0,

we have

(46) Pl2PM +P1S P42 +PU J?23 +PM Pl'2 U = 0,

where p'ij
=

(xi y] Xjy'i), Conversely, if two sets of line coor-

dinates satisfy this condition, any two points on one line are

coplanar with two points on the other. The line coordinates

of the line joining P and the point (^yi-\-py'i) are of the form

IPV H~ PPij Hence :

A flat pencil of lines consists of the lines whose coordinates are

^Pij~i~f*Pij> tf P and p
f

are lines of the pencil

Consider the lines of space whose coordinates satisfy a linear

relation

(47) -f ==
0,

where the a's are constants. If (61, &2 ,
bs ,

64) is any point of

space, the coordinates (x^ 3%, x$, x) of any point of the lines

through the given point for which (47) holds, satisfy a linear

equation whose coefficients involve the a's and the 6's. Hence

all the lines through the given point lie in a plane. Consequently

the lines satisfying (47) form a linear complex. The plane in which

all the lines of the complex through a point lie is called the

null-plane of the point.

When the a's in (47) satisfy (45), they are the coordinates

of a line which all the lines of the complex meet. In this case

the complex is called special.
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1 02. The Lie line-sphere transformation. Consider the

relation between two 3-spaces r and R whose cartesian coor-

dinates Xi and Xi are in the relations

f (Xl+iX,)+Xs xl+ x9
=

Q,

\ (Xt iXJ^XzXs = O 88
).

To each point of either space corresponds a line of the other.

If (xi) and (x'i) are two points of a line of r corresponding to

a point (Xi) of R, we find that equations (48) and similar equations

in xi are consistent, provided that

(49) Pl2 p34
= 0;

here p^
= xt x] xg x\ and XL = x = 1. Hence to the points of R

correspond lines of the linear complex (49), which is called the

complex of the transformation. If we have any line of the complex
and substitute the coordinates of any two of its points in (48), we
find the corresponding point in R.

In like manner the coordinates Xi and X'i of two points in R
whose line corresponds to a point in r, satisfy the condition

that is to a point in r corresponds a minimal line in R.

To the points of a line a of the complex (49) correspond minimal

lines in R passing through the point A which corresponds to a.

Also to the points of a minimal line M in R correspond the lines

of the complex through the point of r corresponding to M. More-

over, since the transformation is continuous, to the tangents of

a minimal curve in R correspond the points in r of a curve whose

tangents are lines of the complex (49).

A general line in r is defined by

|
a* Pa* + #3 Pti + Pis

= 0,

\ x* Pu + oc3 p& +pss
= 0.

83
) Lie, Geometric der Beriihrungstransformationen, p. 453 et seq.
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Eliminating the #'s from these equations and (48), we get

(51) 2al Xl+2^X2+2ccsXs+ia,(Xl+

where

.

(52)
.Pl2

3
-*, = 1

-
2, .P28

=
5
-

Since the jp's satisfy (45), the 's satisfy (11), and consequently:

To a general line in r correspond a sphere in R.

From these results and (10) it follows that to a line of com-

plex (49) of the transformation corresponds a null-sphere in R.

From (46) and (52) it follows that to two intersecting lines

of coordinates pij and p\j correspond two spheres 8 and 8' whose

coordinates and a.' satisfy the condition

(53) <x[-\- 22+ . . . . -f 6 #6 = 0,

that is, as follows from (12), the spheres are tangent.

From (52) it follows that the line of coordinates p'tj, given by

(54)
[J&

\PS4

corresponds to the sphere (51). The equations of this line are

( XIPU+ #3 l?41-hl>18
=

0,
I TO I

I %2P12+ #3 ^42+^23
== 0.

The lines of the complex (49) meeting the line (50) form a con-

gruence. The line coordinates p~ij of a line of this congruence satisfy

(49) and

+P42 PlS +.P23 jPl4 +^12 P~U+$1S P~42 +./?14 ^23
= 0.

It is readily seen that all of these lines meet the line (55). Hence

the lines (50) and (55) are the directrices of the congruence. We
refer to two such lines as conjugate with respect to the complex (49).

Heqce :
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To a sphere in R corresponds two lines in r conjugate with

respect to the complex of the transformation.

From the foregoing- discussion it follows that to the points

on the conjugate lines correspond the minimal lines of the sphere

and to the lines of the complex meeting the conjugate lines corre-

spond the points of the sphere.

Consider two intersecting lines in r of coordinates pij and p'y,

not of the complex (49), and the two tangent spheres corresponding
to them. The homogeneous point coordinates of the centers, C
and C", of the spheres are (!, 2 , 8 , 5 ia^) and ({, a'2 ,

a'3 ,

6 "4), and the point of tangency of the spheres is the inter-

section of the line CC' with either sphere. To a line of coordinates

'Pij~*r PPij corresponds a sphere of coordinates A aj-f^aj. Hence:

To a flat pencil of lines in r corresponds a pencil of spheres

tangent to one another at the same point; moreover, the centers of the

spheres form a linear pencil ofpoints projective with tlie given pencil

of lines.

From (4) it follows that the sphere of the pencil which is the

tangent plane to all the spheres of the pencil is determined by

A/jt*
= (5 -f I 4)/(5 + *'4).

Suppose that this is the sphere of coordinates . From (52)

and (54) it follows that to a plane in R corresponds in r two

lines of the special complex p14
= conjugate with respect to the

complex (49). All the lines of this special complex meet the line I

at infinity in the plane xt
=

0, that is the line x 0, a?4
=

;

this line is in the complex (49). Hence:

To a plane in R corresponds in r two lines of the special

complex pa= conjugate with respect to the complex of the trans-

formation, and to the points of these lines the two pencils of minimal

lines in the given plane.

Let g and g be the conjugate lines corresponding to a sphere S.

A line a of the complex (49) meeting g and g corresponds to

a point A of S, and to the minimal generators of S through A

correspond the points m and m' where a meets g and g. Since

g and g' are conjugate with respect to the complex, all the lines

of the complex through m' meet g: that is, m! and g determine

the null-plane of m' . In like manner m and g' determine the null-

plane of m.
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If & is a sphere tangent to S at A, the conjugate lines g and g{

corresponding to /Si pass through m and m' respectively. Hence:

To all the spheres tangent to 8 at A correspond a pencil of
lines through m lying in the null-plane of m' and a pencil of lines

through m' lying in the null-plane of m.

103. The Lie transformations of surfaces. A point and

a plane through it constitute a surface element of which the point

is the center. We consider the surface elements consisting of the

points of a surface 2 in R and the corresponding tangent planes^

By the Lie transformation the minimal curves of 2 correspond to

two one parameter families of curves c and c' in r admitting lines

of the complex (49) for tangents ;
these curves lie on two surfaces ff

and a'. To a point A of 2 corresponds a line a of the complex

tangent to a curve c and to a curve c' at points m and m' corre-

sponding to the respective minimal tangents to 2 at A. Hence a

and a' are focal surfaces of a congruence of lines of the complex.

Two nearby tangents to c determine a plane tangent to a', that

is the null-plane of m in the tangent plane to d at m'. In like

manner the null-plane at m' is the tangent plane to o at m. The

spheres tangent to 2 at A correspond to two pencils of lines with

centers at m and m', as shown in the preceding section. Hence

to the surface elements of 2 correspond two sets of surface elements

whose centers are the points of a and ff', and whose planes are

the tangent planes to a and a
f

at corresponding points. Therefore :

When a Lie transformation is applied to a surface 2 in Rf

the two corresponding surfaces a and a' in r are the focal surfaces

of a congruence of lines of the complex of the transformation;

corresponding directions in the tangent planes to ff and ff
1

correspond

to spheres tangent to 2; and the surface elements of 2 correspond to

the surface elements of ff and ff' .

Thus the correspondence is a contact transformation.

As a point m moves along a curve y on
ff,

the tangent planes

intersect in directions conjugate to y. Hence only in case y is

an asymtotic line do nearby surface elements have a corresponding
direction in common. Two nearby surface elements of 2 are

tangent to the same sphere only in case the center of the element

moves along a line of curvature of 2. Consequently we have

the following important property of the Lie transformation:
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The spheres ivith centers at the centers of principal curvature

of 2 correspond to the tangents to the asymptotic lines on a and o';

tlie lines of curvature of 2 correspond to the asymptotic lines on

a and a', which are the focal surfaces of a W congruence consisting

of lines of the complex of the transformation.

Since the tangents to tf at a point m are projective with the

centers of the spheres tangent to 2 (102), we have:

The centers of spheres corresponding to conjugate directions at m
are harmonic with respect to the centers of principal curvature of 2.

104. Congruences R of spheres. W congruences of

lines. From 100 it follows that a necessary and sufficient

condition that a congruence of spheres be R is that the radius

R be a solution of (36), which from (10) is equivalent to the

condition that G be a solution of (26). Hence:

A necessary and sufficient condition that a congruence of spheres

be R is that the six coordinates of ttie congruence satisfying (11)

be solutions of the same equation of Laplace.

If cii and a'i(i:
=

1, .... 6) are the coordinates of two con-

gruences R of spheres tangent to the same surface, we have

2> a = o, 2X 2 =
o, 2* '= o.

Hence the quantities and K\ are homogeneous coordinates of

two nets, N(a) and N'(a'), in 5-space lying on the hyperquadric

J/r
2=

0, and in relation F for which the lines of the congruence
of the transformation are generators of the hyperquadric (cf . Ill,

Ex. 23).

As an immediate consequence of the results of the preceding

section we have the theorem:

If two surfaces 2 and 2i are in relation R, and o, a' and oi, a(

are the transforms of 2 and 2i respectively by a Lie line-sphere

transformation, the surfaces G and ffi are the focal surfaces of

a W congruence and likewise d and a( moreover, ff and d are focal

surfaces of a W congruence consisting of lines of the complex of

the transformation and likeivise G\ and ol.

Conversely if <r and fft are the focal surfaces of a W congruence,
and 2 and 2i are transforms of a and o^ by a Lie transformation
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then 2 and 2i are in relation E. Hence we have the following

theorem of Darboux 84
) as a consequence of the preceding theorems:

A necessary and sufficient condition that a congruence be

a W congruence is that the Plucker coordinates of the lines be solutions

of an equation of Laplace.

Since a W congruence is transformed into a W-congruence

by a protective transformation, we have:

A net N(x) in 5-space lying on a quadratic variety of four
dimensions whose equation is

(56) aijx^x^ =
represents a W congruence.

From the results of 38 we have:

Each transform. F of a net representing a W congruence leads

directly to a net representing another W congruence.

Consider in particular a surface ff upon which there lies an

R net N ( 45), that is a net for which the tangents to the curves

of the net in each system form W congruences. When a Lie trans-

formation is applied to a, to the tangents to either family of curves

of W correspond spheres tangent to 2 with centers describing nets

2, conjugate to the congruence of normals to 2. Moreover, corre-

sponding points of these central nets, C and C'
,

are harmonic to

the centers of principal curvature of 2 and the nets have equal

invariants ( 25), that is 2 is a surface &
( 89). Conversely, if

a Lie transformation is applied to a surface Q, there result two

nets R. Consequently we have the theorem of Demoulin 83
):

A net R is transformed into an net Qlyy a Lie transformation

and conversely.

Since the nets C and C' are in the relation of a transformationK
( 25), the coordinates t

- and a'i (i
=

1, .... 6), of the spheres with

centers on C and C' tangent to 2 satisfy equations of Laplace
with equal invariants. Conversely, if the coordinates * of a sphere

are solutions of such an equation, the central net C has equal

invariants, and consequently ( 89) the sheets of the envelope are

surfaces . Hence:

84
) Lemons, 2nd ed., vol. 2, p. 358.
M

) Comptes Rendus, vol. 153 (1911), p. 590.
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When the Laplace equation of a congruenceR of spheres has equal

invariants, the sheets of the envelope are surfaces , and conversely.

As a corollary we have:

A necessary and sufficient condition the a net be R is that the

Plucker line coordinates of the tangents to either family of curves

of the net are solutions of a Laplace equation with equal invariants.

105. Harmonic congruences of spheres and circles.

Suppose we have a congruence of circles Ci, whose axes are tangent

to the curves u const, of a net N, the circles being determined

by a solution^ of the point equation of N, as discussed in 99.

Any net N conjugate to this congruence of axes is defined by

equations of the form

,- 0i 9x
(57) x == x

"a7r~s~7?

9p

where 0i is another solution of the point equation (36) of N ( 8).
75 ft I ft ft

Evidently given by = BI- /-r-^-is a solution of the point
ovl ov

equation of N. Hence the spheres S with centers on points of N
and radii determined by

"V ^2 772 o ~a
^^^ ft/ JLl/

~ 4 \J

form a congruence. It is readily found that the circles CV lie on

the corresponding spheres of this congruence.

We say that a congruence of spheres and a congruence of

circles are harmonic, when the centers of the spheres describe

a net conjugate to the axes of the circles, and the latter lie on

the corresponding spheres
86

):

We may state the preceding results as follows:

If a congruence of circles is determined by a solution 6 of the

point equation of the net N whose curves u = const, are tangent to_

the axes of the circles, and 0i is the solution determining a net N
conjugate to tJie axes, the congruence of spheres harmonic to the circles

and with centers on N is determined by

dv

M
) Cf. Guichard, Annales L'Ecole Norm. Sup., ser. 3, vol. 20 (1903), p. 197.
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Consider the converse problem when the spheres are given

with centers on a net N and radii determined by a_solution
8 of

its point equation. A congruence G conjugate to N is obtained

by drawing through points of N lines parallel to the lines joining

the origin to points of a parallel net N' whose coordinates x' are

given by
dx' , .dx dx' , dx

(59) du
= h

du' dv
I

A function 6' is given by the quadratures

(60)
90' ,90= h

du'
= 7

dv
'

dv

From (I, 37) we have that the focal point generating a net N
whose curves u = const, are tangent to the congruence G is given

by equations of the form

(61) x = x
I

Moreover, III is the solution of the point equation of N determining
TV as a Levy transform of N ( 8), that is the function 0i referred

to in the above theorem. Hence it is readily seen that the function

(62)

enables us to express 6 in the form (58). Consequently the spheres

with centers on the net N and radii determined by meet the

corresponding spheres of the given congruence in circles harmonic

to the latter. Accordingly we have:

The determination of congruences of circles harmonic to a con-

gruence of spheres is the problem of finding congruences conjugate

to the net of centers of the spheres and a quadrature.

Since 0' is determined by (60) to within an additive constant,

there are oo l

congruences of circles harmonic to the given congruence
of spheres such that corresponding circles have the same axis.

This result may be obtained in another manner which brings

to light the role of transformations F in this theory. Let /v\ (#i)
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be an F transform of N by means of a solution of the point

equation of N, the congruence G of the transformation having

parameters x
r

. Thus

From (II, 7) we have

dx l

- 0_,
/y L /y

0'

9t< 9?f.
' dv dv

'

where

A = k
I = ^

Ai I

Consequently from (61) we have

x = x---x{
li

\Ye call the functions

0'

the solutions of the point equations of NI and N[ corresponding

to the solution 6 of the point equation of N. We find from (62) that

1 ?
fl==0rrT"v'h e

Consequently we have:

IfN and AI are F transforms of one another, and_0 and 61 are

corresponding solutions of the point equations ofN and NI respectively,

the congruences of spheres 8_
and 8\ with centers on N and N\ and

radii determined by 6 and #1 respectively, intersect in a congruence

of circles having the lines of congruence of the transformation F
for axes,

When, in particular. =
6, the function 0i = 0, and the

spheres Si pass through the origin. Hence:

If the central net N of a congruence of spheres S whose radii

are determined by a solution 6 of the point _equation of N is sub-

jected to a transformation F determined by 6, the spheres Si with

centers on the transform AT
i and passing through the origin meet
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the spheres S in a congruence of circles harmonic to 8; moreover,

the cc 1

congruences of circles harmonic to the spheres S and with

the same axes are obtained in this way l)y varying the additive

constant of integration in B
1

'

.

From this result and (38) it follows that the circles are the

intersections of the spheres

where

(63)

=
0,

e -,
X\ X X

j

e'

=
0,

and the oVs are current coordinates. Moreover, in consequence

of (63) the equation of the planes of the circles is

(64) e' =

Consequently the coordinates XQ of the net N enveloped by these

planes are found by solving (64) and

(65)
dx dx

in consequence of (59) and (60). From (41) it follows that (65)

are the equations of the chord of contact of the spheres S with

their envelope. Consequently A'o is conjugate to the congruence
of these chords of contact and we have the theorem of Guichard 87

):

The congruence of lines joining the points of contact of a con-

gruence of spheres with their envelope is conjugate to tlie net enveloped

l>y the planes of any congruence of circles harmonic to the spheres.

The quantities x' and 6' are tangential coordinates of N9 .

The tangential coordinates of the net N10 enveloped by the planes

of any other congruence of circles harmonic to the spheres are

given by

(66)

(dx"
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in consequence of (59) and similar equations defining the other

congruence of circles. But from these equations it follows that NQ

and N10 are in relation F or are parallel. Hence:

When two congruences of circles are harmonic to the same con-

gruence of spheres, the nets enveloped by the planes of the circles are

in relation F or are parallel.

Conversely since the tangential coordinates of any two nets in

relation F can be chosen so that they satisfy equations of the

form (66), it follows that the tangential coordinates of any other

net conjugate to the lines joining corresponding points of N and

Mo satisfy equations of the form (66). Hence:

If S is a sphere describing a congruence and G is the congruence

of lines joining the points of contact of S with its envelope, the

tangent planes of any net conjugate to O meet the spheres 8 in a con-

gruence of circles harmonic to the spheres").

106. Representation in 5-space. When we interpret the

results of 105 in terms of nets and congruences in 5-space, we
find that a net representing the congruence of circles is harmonic

to a congruence representing the congruence of spheres. We shall

establish this result.

From (2), (32), (37) and (38) it follows that the parameters
of the spheres giving rise to the circles C\ are of the form

= hxi(i = 1, 2, 3), a't
= ih + , 6 = h 0-

Since the functions
'

and ft' are the direction-parameters of the

tangents to a net, they are solutions of a system of equations of

the form (1,4). Any other solution Si of (36) gives two other solutions

of this system, namely

8S
) Cf. Guichard, 1. c. p. 197.

17*
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We make use of this fact to obtain the parameters of the

gruence in 5-space representing the congruence of spheres S harmonic

to the circles Ci in 105. In fact, from (57) and (58) it follows

that the parameters of the congruence are given by

<
= hxi= - (; q'fip') (i

=
1, 2, 3),

2

a, = ill -fi = --K q'-AA
fl ~~n

0V

h

Hence ( 13) the congruence and net in 5-space corresponding to

the congruences of spheres and circles are harmonic.

In order to prove conversely that congruences of circles and

spheres represented by a net and a congruence harmonic to it in

5-space are harmonic to one another, we take the direction-para-

meters, and fi, of the net in the normal form, so that

(67) i

dv 8

The parameters of any harmonic net are of the form

(68) a==aq fip,

where p and q are a pair of solutions of (67). From these ex-

pressions it follows that the spheres 8 of coordinates a pass through
the circles of intersection of the corresponding spheres of coor-

dinates and ft. Hence their net of centers is conjugate to the

congruence of the axes of these circles, since the curves of the

net and the developables of the congruence are parametric.

From (68) we have by differentiation
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When u varies the characteristics of the spheres S are^ circles,
o ~^

/\, the intersection of the spheres of coordinates and -
,
which

in consequence of (67), (68) and (69) pass through the corresponding

points, AI and A2 ,
where the spheres of coordinates a touch their

envelope. Similarly, when v varies the characteristics of S are

circles Fa passing through the corresponding points BI and I?2 ,

where the spheres of coordinates ft touch their envelope. We have

seen that the lines A A* and Bl Bz are the tangents to the parametric

net N on the envelope of the circle Q ( 97). Moreover, we know
that the lines of intersection of the planes of the circles /\ and

r2 ,
that is the joins of points of contact of the spheres S with

their envelope, form a congruence with the developables parametric.

Hence we have the fifth theorem of 105.

107. Conjugate congruences of spheres and circles.

We return to the consideration of the congruence of spheres S
whose centers describe a net N and whose radius is determined

by a solution 6 of (36), the point equation of N. ^By means of

a solution 61 of (36) we determine Levy transforms N-\ and A^ of

N, such that MMi and MMI are tangent to the curves of para-

meter u and v respectively of N. By means of the functions

81 80 0i 30

(70) "Wlto' ~~80r~8T
du dv

we determine spheres S i and Si with centers on N-i and NI respec-

tively. The spheres S meet the spheres S- 1 and_<Si
in congruences

of circles C-i and Ci respectively, harmonic to Si and Si. More-

over, corresponding circles Ci and C\ meet in the points Ai and

Az where S touches its envelope_(cf. fig. 6).

Since the nets N-i and Ni are Laplace transforms of one

another, the same is true of the functions 0_i and Si (I, Ex. 11).

Consequently by the fourth theorem of 99 the circles C of inter-

section of the spheres -1 and Si form a congruence. Since the

spheres Si jind Si pass through AI and J.2 ,
so also does their

intersection C.

From 97 it follows that the points of contact, Bi, B'-i

and BI, B[ respectively, of the spheres S-i and Si with their
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A,
envelopes lie on C, and that the lines

BiB'-i and BiB{ are the tangents to

the net /V enveloped by the planes

of C. Since S-i is harmonic to Ci,
it follows from 105 that the line

B-iB'-i passes through the net enve-

loped by the plane of Ci, that is

the second focal net of AI Az. Simi-

larly the line BiB[ passes through

the first focal net of AiAz (cf. fig. 7).

Consequently the congruence AiAz is harmonic to N. Hence 89
):

If AI and AZ are the points of contact with its envelope of

a congruences of spheres S with centers at points of a net N and G
is any congruence harmonic to N, the circles with tlie lines of G
for axes and passing through tlie corresponding points AI and Az form
a congruence. Moreover, the congruence AI Az is harmonic to the

net enveloped by the planes of tlie circles.

Consider now the representation in 5-space. To the spheres 8

corresponds a^ congruence G, to C\ and (7-i the focal nets Fi and

Fz of G, to #1 and S-i congruences harmonic to FI and Fi} which

are tangents to a net P representing the congruence of circles C.

Hence the net P is conjugate to G.

Conversely, if we have a congruence

G and a conjugate net P in 5-space,

to G there corresponds in 3-space a con-

gruence of spheres S with centers at points

of a net N. It touches its envelope at

the points, AI and Ag ,
of intersection of

C\ and (7_i, the characteristics of S when

v and u vary respectively. Since the

tangents T\ and T% to the curves of

parameter v and u of P are harmonic to

the focal nets F\ and FZ of G, they gene-

rate congruences represented in 3-space by congruences of spheres

harmonic to the circles Ci and (7_i respectively, the centers of the_
spheres being on nets NI and N~i conjugate to the tangents to

89
) Cf. Guichard, L c., p. 198.
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the curves of parameter v and u respectively of N. However, since

TI and Tz are tangents to the net P, the two congruences of

spheres with centers on NI ancLZV_i meet in a congruence of circles,

and corresponding points of N\ and Ni are the foci of the axes

of the circles ( 97). Hence ( 10) the congruence of axes is

harmonic to N. In view of these results we say, with Guichard,

that congruences of spheres and circles related as in the preceding

theorem are conjugate to one another 90
).

In order to obtain a congruence of circles conjugate to a con-

gruence of spheres, we note that the coordinates of N\ are of the

form (57) where B\ is a solution of the point equation of N, the

net of centers of the spheres. The function 0\ determining the

radius of Si is given by (70). Hence the circles are defined

by the equations

29, = 0, ,

where the y's are current coordinates.

Conversely, if we have a congruence of circles, any net har-

monic to the axes of the circles is given by equations of the

form (61) and the radius of the spheres of the conjugate congruence
is determined by (62). The converse may be stated in geometrical

form, if we observe that it follows from the representation in

5-space that there is a reciprocal correspondence between the

congruence harmonic to N and the nets harmonic to the congruence
of axes of the circles. In view of this fact and the preceding

results we have:

If G is a congruence harmonic to the net N enveloped by the

planes of the circles of a congruence, and A\ and A% are the points

of meeting of a line of Q and the corresponding circle of the con-

gruence, the plane determined by tlie mid-point of the segment A\ A>

and the axis of the circle envelopes a net N; the spheres with centers

on N and passing through A\ and A-2 form a congruence conjugate

to the given congruence of circles
91

}.

1 08. Congruences of circles K determined by trans-

formations R. In 81 we found that if NI and N* are R trans-

90
) L. c., p. 197.

91
) Of. Guichard, 1. c., p. 198.
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forms of an net N, there can be found by quadratures alone a set

of QO l
nets Nc ,

of which NI is a member, which are R transforms

of a family of oo * nets jVi2,
of which N is a member; corresponding

points of these o> 2 nets lie on a circle K; the tangent planes to

the nets at points of K pass through a point Md which describes

a net Na conjugate to the congruence K of the axes of the circles K,
this congruence being harmonic to the central nets of the trans-

formation of N into Nc ;
the normals to the nets Ni2 and Nc at points

of K are tangent to the sphere 8 with center at Md and passing

through K. We wish to show that the circles K form a congruence

of circles and the spheres 8 a congruence of spheres harmonic to

the former.

Since = ^x2
is a solution of the point equation of N,

the function (cf. 81 and VI, 96)

o>oi = 0i

Pi

is a solution of the point equation of A'oi, and consequently

0oi

du

dv

du

9 ft>oi

(O

dv Pi rL

are solutions of the point equations of the focal nets F\ and Fa of

the congruence K, and either is a Laplace transform of the other.

From (VII, 33) it follows that the radii of the spheres with

centers on ^i and F2 and passing through the corresponding circles

K are given by

n 0i rg
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From these equations and (VII, 33) we find that

Hence ( 99) the circles K form a congruence, and the spheres 8
form a congruence harmonic to these circles ( 105).

From the second theorem of 11 it follows that the lines

joining the focal points of the same rank of corresponding lines

of the congruences of the transformations R of N into two nets of

the class Ne meet in a point M which describes the net N enveloped

by the planes of the circles K. If AI and A* are the points of

contact of the sphere 8 with its envelope, the_ lines Ai A2 form

a congruence G which is conjugate to the net N ( 105).

Since normals to a pair of nets N and NI are tangent to the

corresponding sphere S, the circles orthogonal to N and Ni form

a cyclic system ( 79) and lie on the spheres S. In 113 it is

shown that a cyclic system is a congruence, and consequently this

cyclic system is harmonic to the sphere. From the results of

105 it follows that the axes of these circles form a congruence

conjugate to Nd .

109. Orthogonal congruences of spheres and circles.

Consider the congruence of spheres S with centers on N(x) and

radii determined by a solution 6 of the point equation of N, and

also the harmonic circles whose planes are defined by (64). The

spheres S with centers on the net N enveloped by these planes

and with radii determined by a solution
<j>

of the point equation

of N are orthogonal to the corresponding spheres S
} when, and

only when,

(72) y==2xxe.

In consequence of (65) we have

(73)
du du' dv dv'

Because of these equations it follows that the spheres S are

orthogonal also to the first and minus first derived spheres of 8
( 99). Moreover, equations (73), being of the form (41), show
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that the line joining the points where
S_
touches its envelope passes

through the corresponding point of N and hence is the axis of

the circle.

Conversely, let y be any solution of the point equation of W,

and let 8 denote
the^ spheres with centers on N, and radii deter-

mined by y. Let N(x) be any net conjugate to the line joining

the points of contact of S with its envelope, then equations (73)

hold. By differentiating them with respect to v and u respectively,

we get
dx dx dx dx

dv du
~

dn dv

In consequence of these equations 8 given by (72) is a solution

of the point equation of N, and therefore the spheres 8 with centers

on N and radii determined by 6 meet 8 and the two derived con-

gruences of spheres orthogonally. We say that the congruence
of spheres 8 are orthogonal to the congruence of circles in which

the spheres 8 are cut by the tangent planes of N.

By definition the poles of a circle are the two points on its

axis, equidistant from the plane of the circle, which are the centers

of the null spheres passing through the circle; any sphere with

center in the plane of a circle and orthogonal to a sphere through
the circle passes through the poles of the circle

92
). For the present

case the points of contact of 8 with its envelope are the poles

of the circles, since the spheres 8 are orthogonal to 8 and its

derived spheres. Hence:

The circles in the tangent planes of the surface of centers of
a congruence of spheres which have for poles the points of contact

of the spher'es with their envelope form a congruence of circles whose

focal parameters are the same as for the congruence of spheres.

Also:

If C describes a congruence of circles, the spheres with centers

on the net enveloped by the plane of C and passing through the

poles ofCform a congruence orthogonal to the congruence of circles
93

).

We have seen that the spheres 8 orthogonal to a congruence
of circles C are orthogonal to any congruence of spheres 8 har-

92
) Note that when the circles are real the poles are imaginary and vice-versa.

OT
) Of. Guichard, 1. c., p. 195.
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monic to C, as are also the first and minus first derived spheres
& and S-i of 8. Hence if the equation of S is yz = 0, and the

equations of C are <xz = 0, /3 z = 0, where the a's and 's

satisfy (67), it follows from (68) that

Consequently the spheres 8, Si and -1 are represented in 5-space

by a congruence and its first and minus first derived congruences
whose lines are perpendicular to the tangents to the net represen-

ting C. Conversely, if we have such a configuration in 5-space,

the corresponding spheres S, Si, Si, in 3-space are orthogonal to

the congruences of spheres harmonic to the circles C represented

by the net. Consequently the points of contact of S with its

envelope are the poles of C. Since the centers of the spheres lie

in the planes of C, and these planes are the tangent planes of

the central net of S, the spheres are orthogonal to the circles.

Hence :

A necessary and sufficient condition that a congruence of spheres

and a congruence of circles be orthogonal is that the congruence of

spheres and its first and minus first derived congruences be represented

in 5-space by congruences of lines perpendicular to tJie tangents to

the curves of the net representing the congruence of circles.

no. Transformations F of congruences of circles.

Consider the congruence 8 of spheres and the circles C harmonic

to them, as defined in the preceding section^ and in addition a

second congruence of circles C\ harmonic to S. Let NI(XI) be the

net enveloped by the planes of these circles and yi be the solution

of the point equation of A/i determining^ the congruence of spheres

with centers on NI and orthogonal to S. Then
,%,

(74) yi='
and

dv
~

dv
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From the fifth theorem of 105 it follows that NI is an

F transform of N, or is parallel to N, the nets N and NI being

conjugate to the congruence G of lines joining the points where 8
touches its envelope. Consider first the case where N and NI are

not parallel, then

(1fi\ T, r r'I I \JJ t^-'l vv -/ mvf/
j

where 6 is a solution of the point equation of N, the direction-para-

meters x' of G and 0' being in the relations

du
. -7,~

l

du'

dx _ dx
- v

dv dv'

dd' -. d8= h-
dv

_ dO
'

Since G is normal to the tangent plane to N, we have

(78)
,
dx

-
, dx

(79)
satisfies the equations

(80)
d<f>'

du' dv
'

dv'

(81)

From (72), (74), (76) and (79) we have

/

that is yi is the transform of y.

ConVersely, let ./V and A^. be two nets in relation F, and y

and yi be corresponding solutions of their point equations in the

relation (81). Let C and Ci be congruences of circles in the planes

of W and A^i determined by the functions y> and g>i respectively.

The equations of the axes of these circles are



(82)
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dx dy dx 8

,

and

These two lines are found to intersect in consequence of (76) and

(81). If_we denote by x the coordinates of the point of inter-

section M, we find that they satisfy (82) and (79).

From (79) and (80) equations (78) follow. In view of this

result and the fact that x' and y' are solutions of the point equation

of
j\f',_equation (79) is the tangential equation of a net, and there-

fore M describes a net conjugate to both axes.

From the preceding section it follows that the spheres 8 with

centers M and radius determined by 6 given by (72) are harmonic

to the circles C. But by means of (76), (79) and (81) we find

that (74) is a consequence of (72). Hence the spheres S are like-

wise harmonic to Ci.

We say that the circles C and C\ whose planes envelope nets

in relation F and which are determined by solutions of the point

equations of these nets in ^ the relation (81) are F transforms of one

another, or simply in relation F. Hence:

Two congruences of circles which are F transforms of one an-

other are harmonic to a congruence of spheres, and two congruences

of circles harmonic to a congruence of spheres are F transforms of
one another unless the corresponding circles lie in parallel planes.

Incidentally we have:

When two congruences of circles are in relation F, corresponding

circles meet in the two points where each circle cuts the corresponding

line of the harmonic congruence of the transformation F of the nets

enveloped by the planes of the circles.

If jV, Ni, Nz and N& are four nets of a quatern in relations F
( 21) and the planes of congruences of circles C, C\ and <72 enve-

lope the respective nets N, NI and N% and are determined by
functions y, y<i and y2 respectively, where

0i / 02 //
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the function yi2 ,
defined by

nil

(84) 0i 6% yia
= --

(62 2i yi+ 0i 0i2 y2 012 02i r/>),

02

is the corresponding solution of the point equation of N&, whose

coordinates are given by (II, 49). Hence the circles Ci2 whose planes

envelope NI% and which are determined by </>i2 are F transforms of

Ci and (?2 .

We shall give another geometric interpretation of transformations

F of congruences of circles. Take two congruences of circles con-

jugate to the same congruence of spheres. Since their axes are

harmonic to the net of centers of the spheres, the intersections of

corresponding axes form a net, and consequently the spheres with

centers at points of this net and containing the circles form a con-

gruence of spheres harmonic to the two congruences of circles. Hence :

Two congruences of circles conjugate to a congruence of spheres

are in the relation of a transformation F.

As a corollary we have:

The nets enveloped by the planes of the circles of two congruences

of circles conjugate to a congruence of spheres are in the relation of
a transformation F.

In consequence of the last theorem of 107 and the second

of 110 we have:

Two congruences of circles in the relation of a transformation F
are conjugate to a unique congruence of spheres.

From the foregoing theorems follows the theorem:

Any two congruences of circles harmonic to a congruence of

spheres are conjugate to a congruence of spheres, and conversely.

Since two congruences of circles in relation F are conjugate

to a congruence of spheres, it follows from that the nets in 5-space

representing the congruences of circles are conjugate to the con-

gruence of lines representing the spheres. Hence:

The nets in 5-space representing congruences ofcircles in relation F
are F transforms of one another; and any two nets in 5-space in

relation F correspond to congruences of circles in relation F.

The theorem preceding this one is a consequence of the latter and

the fact that two nets in relation F are harmonic to a congruence.
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in. Parallel transformations of congruences of circles.

We consider the exceptional case where the corresponding planes

of two congruences of circles harmonic to a congruence of spheres

are parallel. Now

dxi , dx dxi dy=

and consequently (75) is satisfied by

(86) -=*-
'

Suppose, conversely, that we have two congruences of circles,

C and Ci, whose planes envelope parallel nets N(x) and NI(XI),

and the circles are determined by corresponding functions y and
</>i,

that is in the relation (86), we say they are parallel transforms of

one another.

We consider the point M of coordinates x defined by (73) and

(87) 2^x (xi x) = <pi y.

By differentiating this equation and making use of (73), (85) and

(86), we find

Since x\ x and
</>i y satisfy an equation of the Laplace type,

they are the tangential coordinates of a net, the locus
_of

M. From
109 and (87) it follows that the spheres of center M and radius

determined by given by (72) are harmonic to the circles C and C\.

Hence :

Two congruences of circles which are parallel transforms of

one another are harmonic to a sphere; and congruences of circles

harmonic to a sphere such that corresponding planes are parallel,

are parallel transforms of one another.

112. Congruences of spheres with applicable central

nets. Let N(x) and N(x) be two applicable nets in 3-space. Since

they have the same point equation, the function
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is a solution of this equation. If 6 is a solution of this equation,

the spheres 8 with centers on N and radii given by

(89) K2=2x*28

form a congruence. Since this may be written

(90) R*=2** 2(0 -Mo)

the spheres S of radius B and centers on N also form a congruence.

Moreover, corresponding spheres of these two congruences touch

their envelopes at the same points when JVand N are applied to

one another. This result follows from the following theorem of

Beltrami which is a consequence of the last theorem of [164]:
When the surface of centers of a two parameter family of

spheres is deformed, the points of contact of the spheres with their

envelope (which itself changes in the deformations) are faced points

with respect to the spheres.

When = in (89), the spheres 8 pass through the origin.

The envelope of these spheres is the origin and the locus qf^the

point 0' symmetric to with respect to the tangent planes to N. In

accordance with the above theorem, when N is applied to N, the

loci of and 0' are the sheets of the envelope of the spheres.

Since and 0' are the points of contact, we have by 109 that

the null spheres with centers at O and 0' meet the tangent planes

to N in a congruence of circles orthogonal to the spheres 8. More-

over, as N may be displaced in space the null sphere at the origin

may be replaced by any fixed null sphere. Hence:

IfN and N are applicable nets, the circles, in which the tangent

planes ofN are met by a fixed null sphere, become a congruence of

circles when N is applied to N.

113. Generation of cyclic systems. It is our purpose now
to show that the congruences of circles referred to in the last

theorem are cyclic systems ( 79) and that all cyclic systems can

be obtained in this manner.
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Suppose we have a surface S referred to a general moving
trihedral. From [ 69, (51)] it follows that if (XQ, y ,

z ) is a point

fixed in space, it is necessary and sufficient that

+ S+ fl6-ry = 0, -^L + ^+fc* fijfr
=

0,

j_ j_ r _^ =0 9y
4. r _ o

9w

It we put

9?*

ga^o
=

0, -\-p\yo QiXo = 0.

. U XQ i ^ 3?o i
..

= + lf-ry , ^i-^^r + ^i-nyo, ,

the first four of the above equations may be written

(91) qz = -A, qiZo= -Ai, pzQ
= B,

and the last two

It follows from (91) that

AlB = 0.

Comparing these results with equations [ 174, (12), (13)], we
have that the circles of radius iz and center (x , yQ) lying in the

plane z = of the moving trihedral form a cyclic system. Evi-

dently these are the circles in which these planes are met by the

fixed null sphere

^(x-x*)*^ 0.

Conversely suppose we have any cyclic system consisting of

circles, of center (XQ, y ) and radius R, lying in the plane z = 0;

then .TO, y ,
R must satisfy [ 174, (12), (13)1. Since these equations

18
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involve only the first fundamental coefficients of 8, an infinity of

cyclic systems is obtained by the deformation of the envelope of

the planes of the circles. As the values of p, q, pt , q given by

(91) satisfy [ 69, (48)] one of the deforms of S is determined by
these values. The point whose coordinates with respect to its

moving trihedral are #
, yo, iR is fixed in space and consequently

we have the theorem of Darboux 94
):

A general cyclic system of circles situated in the tangent planes

to a surface 8 is obtained by taking a deform of 8, say 8, con-

structing the circles C of intersection of the tangent planes of 8 by

a fixed null sphere and then taking the positions of C when 8 is

deformed into 8.

If the center of the fixed null sphere is (at ,
az ,

aa ), 2 6 in (89)

is 2^ax 3a*, and consequently we have:

If N(x) and N(x) are applicable nets, the circles in tlie tangent

planes of N(x) determined by the solution x* Zj(x a)
2
of its

point equation form a cyclic system.

In other words we have:

If N(x) and N(x) are applicable nets, the circles in the tangent

planes of N which have for poles the points of contact with their

envelope of spheres with centers on N and radii given by

form a cyclic system.

114. Transformations F of cyclic systems. In 110

we established transformations F of congruences of circles. Now
we wish to show that certain of these transformations transform

a cyclic system into cyclic systems
95

).

Let N(x) be the net enveloped by the planes of the cyclic

system C, N(x) the applicable net and y given by

(92) 2y = 2>2 2^2

the function determining the cyclic system, the point equation of

N and N being (36).

94
) Lemons, vol. 3, p. 354.

95
) Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci., vol. 5 (1919), p. 555.
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In 27 we showed that if h and I is any pair of solutions

of the system

dh

dv dv du du

'the nets N r

(x') and JV' (#'), whose coordinates are given by

(94) -T^- = h -^-, = Z ^-
:

^- = h ,

^- = l^,du du dv dv du du dv dv

are applicable, and parallel to N and N respectively. Also, if 0'

is the solution of the point equations of N' and N' defined by

(QF)\ ft' ^V 2 ^V' 2
\iSlJj U ^^tJU ^^^JU m

and is given by

yti/O )
~

ft , L .

du du }

dv dv

the nets JVi(^i) and NI(XI), whose coordinates are defined by

\ ) "*1 *^
f\f

*
y ^1 ~~~ *~

""

~f *k
,

t)

are applicable, and are F transforms of N and N respectively.

The circles (7i lying in the tangent planes of NI and deter-

mined by the function yA , given by (81), form a congruence which

is an F transform of C ( 110). These circles form a cyclic

system, if

o V
^9>i ^MI .,

Substituting the values from (81) and (97), we find

Cp ^^J\As ds ^^^*k w *

As this function satisfies (80), we have:

If N(x) and N(x) are applicable nets and ^(x') and N'(x')

are applicable nets parallel to them, and NI is the F transform of

18*
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N by means ofNf

and the corresponding functions 6 and 6' =Z.
2jX

fi
, the circles in the tangent planes of NI determined by

where

(98) 2 g> =.S; 2 2/

form a cyclic system ivhich is an F transform of the cyclic system

of circles in the planes of N determined by 2y =^x* ^x*.
We remark that similar results hold for the cyclic systems

of circles in the tangent planes of N and NI determined by

<P
= y and

</>i t/i respectively.

We shall show that these transformations admit a theorem

of permutability. To this end we take two nets N\x') and N"(x"}

parallel to N and the nets N' and N" parallel to N and applicable

to N' and N" respectively. By means of these we determine two

F transforms, NI and N^, of N, and NI and N* of N such that

NI and N! are applicable, and also A7
2 and j\72 . If we choose the

additive constants in the functions 0" and 02 so that (cf. II, 97)

there are oo 1

pairs _of Applicable nets 2V12 and N^ such that N,

NI, JV2 , NIZ and N, NI, J\72 ,
^V12 are quaterns under transformations!^.

In accordance with the preceding theorem, we set up a cyclic

system in the planes of NI with circles determined by <pi given by

(98), and a cyclic system in the planes of Na with circles deter-

mined by
a

Since <f and y 2 are transforms of y by (81) and an analogous

equation, it follows that a solution y12 of the point equation of

N1S is given by (84).

In order that
</>12 shall define a cyclic system for JV12 ,

we must

have, in accordance with (98),

-- 01
l2 l

012

It is readily found that this condition is satisfied identically. Hence :
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If Ci and Cz are two cyclic systems which are F transforms of
a cyclic system C, there can be found by quadratures oo l

cyclic

system C^ which are F transforms of Ci and C2 .

115. Cyclic systems in 3-space and nets O in 5-space.
From the theorem of [ 177J it follows that the spheres focal to

a cyclic system are orthogonal. Consequently a cyclic system is

represented in 5-space by an net ( 98). We consider the con-

verse problem, taking an net N in 5-space corresponding to the

determinant

(99)

We recall that

(100)

dv

8ff

du

dv

dv

du

(A= 1,2, 3),

Let ^ and ^2 denote the spheres of coordinates and y

respectively. If are the coordinates of the congruence of spheres S

orthogonal to the circles C represented by N, we have

(101)

Since the two derived spheres of 8 must also be orthogonal to

JS
1

! and ^2 ,
we must have also ( 97)

-_ r\

In order that (101) be satisfied, we must have

3

(103)
k=l
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where Xi, x i} x3 are determined by (102). Making use of (100),

we find that they must satisfy

(104) =
0,

and consequently they are determined to within a factor, say t.

Now
9 K -^ 9 Xk -v- 9 of v

(105)

9

dv 2 du

From these equations it is readily shown that the #'s satisfy the

same Laplace equation as the a's. If we choose the factor t so

that !, 2 >
as are the coordinates x, x2 ,

x3 of the net N of centers

of S, this equation assumes the form (36), and consequently Si, # 2 ,
x s

are the coordinates of a net N. Moreover, from (5), (104) and (105)

we have

Hence N and N are applicable, and the conditions of the second

theorem of 113 are satisfied, so that we have:

A necessary and sufficient condition that a congruence of circles

be a cyclic system is that it be represented in 5-space by an net.

From this result and the last theorem of 110 we have:

The problem of transformations F of cyclic systems is the same

as of transformations F of nets into nets in 5-space.

The centers of the spheres 2t and 22 are the focal points of

the congruence O of axes of the cyclic system. Their homogeneous
coordinates are

f , f I f|

Since the homogeneous coordinates of the net Nit of the centers of

the sphere SK of coordinates Xk are

it follows from (100) and 33 that the nets Nk are harmonic to G.
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Moreover, the cartesian coordinates x of Nk satisfy an equation

of the form (36), where

a*

As 12k= l/tXJH-.2rfc) and (^ ^)/(^fc-H^) are solutions, so

also is J#fc I?*. Hence the nets NU are 2, 0.

The equation of the sphere 8t is

= o.

The pentaspherical coordinates z and z of the points where it

touches its envelope are common solutions of this equation, and

(106)

Since they must satisfy ^z* = also, we have that they may
be taken as

(107) e = Xt+ iXt, Zl ==X2 iX3 .

These points lie on the circle of intersection of the spheres

^i and J5"2 , namely (106), and since their pentaspherical coordinates

satisfy an equation of the Laplace type (26), the points describe

nets N and NI ( 95). As in the case of NK, these nets are

harmonic to the congruence G, and consequently the net is ortho-

gonal to the circles. Similar results follow for the spheres $>

and 63, which proves again that the circles of intersection of the

spheres ^ and 22 form a cyclic system.

In the same manner it is shown that if a t , 2 ? MS are any
constants satisfying the isotropic relation ^a2 ==

0, the quantities

^cikXjc are pentaspherical coordinates of an net orthogonal to

the circles. Hence:

The last two rows of an orthogonal determinant of the fifth

order determine a cyclic system; any isotropic linear functions of
the terms of the first three rows are pentaspherical coordinates of
an net orthogonal to the cyclic system.
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1 1 6. Cyclic congruences. In 73 we found that a necessary

condition that a congruence be cyclic is that the direction-para-

meters satisfy the relation

where 7 and F are functions of u and v alone respectively, and

A and B are the functions which appear in the direction-equation

of the congruence (26). Guichard 96
) has shown that this condition

is also sufficient for space of any order. We adapt his proof to

the case of 3-space.

In. 30 we saw that the homogeneous coordinates zl and y*, of

the foci of a congruence can be chosen so that

(109) .

=
']

= "'

in which case the direction-parameters

= yL*L(i = 1,2,3)

satisfy an equation (26) with

1 1
= V =

^'

Since A and B are determined to within respective factors U and F,

functions of u and v alone, the condition (108) may be written

(11()\ "Vys _ _J: i

\11U/ ^J-^ 2A 2, '

y z

If we define functions and
i\ by the equations

ft a/*' <r>i
*' (i 1 9 %\5 ~ ~ y > v

" ~ z \i
--

i, &, o),

96
) Annales L'Ecole Norm. Sup., ser. 3, vol. 15 (1898), p. 203.
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the condition (110) reduces to

Moreover, from (109) it follows that the functions ? and
i\ satisfy

the equations (100). Hence the 's and iy's are the elements of

the last two rows of a determinant 4 of the fifth order. In con-

sequence of the preceding section, we have that the congruence

is harmonic to nets. Hence:

Anecessary and sufficient condition that the direction-parameters

of a congruence in 3-space be cyclic, that is harmonic to a net 0, is

that its parameters satisfy a condition of the form (108).

Exercises.

1. Show that z<=-=5- are the pentaspherical coordinates of any point of
Hi

the plane at infinity not on the circle at infinity ;
and that a point on the circle

of infinity has an infinite set of coordinates of the form z
i z\ + h/R^ where h

is any constant and
~2,z'^

=
0, 2z'

i/Ri
= 0.

Darboux, Lemons, 2nd ed., vol. 1, p. 270.

2. When two spheres are orthogonal, the center of either is the pole of

their radical plane with respect to the other; consequently any one of the five

spheres of 94 is conjugate with respect to the tetrahedron whose vertices are

the centers of the other four spheres. Darboux, Principes de G6om. Anal. p. 384.

3. If a sphere S of center (a, b, c) and radius jR is subjected to an inversion

with respect to the sphere S of center (0, 0, 0) and radius k, the center (a', 6', c')

and radius R' of the transform S' are given by

a' V c' R' fe
2

a b c' R 2
4-&

2+ c
2 R1

'

When S is orthogonal to S
,
S' coincides with S. Darboux, 1. c., p. 386.

4. When in Ex. 3 we replace S by S ,
we have R' = R. Consequently

the pentaspherical coordinates z* of a point P and its inverse P' with respect

to the fundamental sphere Sit differ in sign, but the other four coordinates of P
and P' are respectively equal. Hence five successive inversions with respect to

the five fundamental spheres transform a point into itself. Darboux, 1. c., p. 387.

5. From (19) it follows that the equation in pentaspherical coordinates z

of a sphere of radius p and center of pentaspherical coordinates z\ is
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Hence the pentaspherical coordinates of the center and the radius of the sphere
= are given by

/>
=

Darboux, 1. c., p. 390.

6. If in (20) we replace dzj by dzj-\- kdzj and equate the coefficients of It

on both sides of the equation, we get
S&l *>.<!

ds 8s cos (ds, <Js) =

for the angle between two displacements. Darboux, 1. c., p. 389.

7. A homogeneous equation y>(zi, .... z3) = defines a surface. For

rn^^l (j (p (j fff

a displacement on the surface J>,
-~-

dZj Q. If we put dz
i
= A-~

,
we

have 2z.-3Zj = A2z;-^ = 0, since <z> is homogeneous. From Ex. 6 it follows
t {>

fj Z

that the displacement dz
i

is normal to the surface. Darboux, 1. c., p. 403.

8. If y>(zi, . . . . ^s) = and
tf> (zi, . . . . zs)

= define two surfaces, the

angle 6 between their tangent planes at any point is given by (cf. Exs. 6, 7)

cos = ,

I / ^i / 9f \
2 %

\ & U*r< \"97T

Darboux, 1. c., p. 404.

9. The equation

2 (u v) or, + ~^ + -%
=

admits the solutions 6 = A ~\f(u a) (v a), where A and a are arbitrary con-

stants. If we put f(w) = 2(w a?) where aAi = 1, ... 5) are constants, the
i

five functions
f af \ ff, J"" \ / 1,\
, W-* "~ W) \dj

"""
V) \dj rt)^ (

= !,.. 5)

satisfy (24) and for each value of the constant h are the pentaspherical coor-

dinates of a surface referred to its lines of curvature. The equation of this one

parameter family of surfaces is

?}

o) 2-^h
=

>

which, in consequence of (21), is expressible in cartesian coordinates as follows :

... "l "a . ffS ^ i "i "a

ai h as h a h 4 (a h) 4 (as h)
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These surfaces of the fourth degree admitting the circle at infinity as a double

line are called cyclides. Darboux, Lemons, 2nd ed., vol. 1, p. 258.

10. Show that

,, _ , ,s

)

and consequently two cyclides meet orthogonally along their line of intersection.

Show that three cyclides of the family (ii) Ex. 9 pass through a point, and that

this equation defines a triply orthogonal system of surfaces.

Darboux, Principes de Geom. Anal., p. 478.

1 1 . A cyclide defined by (i) Ex. 9 is transformed into itself by an inversion

with respect to any of the five coordinate spheres (Ex. 4). Darboux, 1. c., p. 421.

12. Show that transformations R of an net defined in pentaspherical

coordinates is the same problem as finding congruences conjugate to a net in

;*>-space on the hypercone (24) (cf. VI, Ex. 3).

13. A necessary and sufficient condition that the spheres of a congruence
be orthogonal to a fixed sphere or pass through a point is that 6 in (38) be

a linear function of the x's. Show that in the former case either sheet of the

envelope is obtainable from the other by an inversion with respect to the

fixed sphere.

1 4. If the spheres /Sofa congruence cut a fixed sphere 2 under constant angle,

different from and r, by the addition of a constant to the radius of each sphere S
the new spheres Si are orthogonal to a fixed sphere S\ concentric with 2. Hence

the sheets of the envelope of the spheres S being parallel to the sheets of the

envelope of the spheres S\ are in relation R.

Darboux, Lemons, 2nd ed., vol. 1, p. 310.

15. When the equations (50) of a line in r are written in the form x = rz+p,
y = sz+ <r, the equation of the corresponding sphere in R is

where y = sp ra. Lie, 1. c.

16. To the points in R correspond in > the lines defined by the Pfaffian

equation
x dy y]dx-\-dz = 0.

Lie, 1. c.

17. The surface elements of a surface <r ( 103) are defined by x, y, z,p, q.

From Ex.16 it follows that the null-plane of the point (x,y, z) is y x' xy'+z z' 0,

where x', y', z' are current coordinates. Since this is the tangent plane to a',

the corresponding surface element of the latter is defined by

x'= q, y'= p, z'=z xpyq, p'=y, q'
= x.

Lie, 1. c., p. 467.

18. The lines through m (x, y, z) of <r lying in the tangent plane are defined by

(x'x) = r(z'z), y'y=s(z' z),
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where x', y\ z' are current coordinates, and r and s are such that pr+ qs = 1.

To these lines correspond the spheres

(i) r(X 2+r2+Z 2
) (s+ x rz)X i(s-x

Lie, 1. c.

19. The tangent plane to I is defined by (i) Ex.18 when r = 0, qs = l.

that is

This plane is tangent to each of the spheres (i) at the point (X, Y, Z), where

ir - i x x iY= z=
q+x '

q+ x'

and the other functions, P, Q, of the surface elements of S are

-
,

q x q x

These five equations determine the surface element of S corresponding to a surface

element of a. Lie, 1. c.

20. Show that when the equations of Ex. 19 are applied to the surface a'

we get the same result as for a. Lie, 1. c.

21. Let a line d generate a congruence 6?, its focal points being A and B,
and let di and d_ t

be the corresponding lines of the first and minus first derived

congruences of G. When this configuration is subjected to a Lie transformation,

spheres /S, Si and S_-
ii correspond to d, d\ and d_ l ;

the spheres S and #1 are

tangent at a point Mi of one sheet 2\ of the envelope of the spheres S, and S
and jS_i at a point M_ l of the other sheet ^

1 ; moreover, the centers C and C\

of S and S\ are harmonic to the centers of principal curvature of 2\ at Mi and

the centers C and C_ l are harmonic to the centers of principal curvature of S_
at M_ 1 . Demouliu, Comptes Kendus, vol. 153 (1911), p. 590.

22. If in the preceding exercise the lines d belong to the linear complex
of the transformation, the spheres 8 are points M, the two surfaces .Ti and S-i

coincide and are the locus I of these points; the spheres S\ and S-i coincide,

are tangent to S and their centers are harmonic to points of S with respect to

the centers of principal curvature of S; and the lines d\ and <Li are conjugate

with respect to the complex. Demouliu, 1. c.

23. To a surface with isothermal spherical representation of its lines of

curvature corresponds by a Lie transformation a surface upon which there is

an R net for which the tangents to all the curves is one family meet a fixed

line (cf. VII, Ex. 25). Demoulin, 1. c.

24. To an isothermic surface corresponds by a Lie transformation a surface

upon which there is an R net for which the tangents to all the curves in one

family are lines of the complex of the transformation. Demoulin, 1. c.

25. When a congruence in 5-space is I, the corresponding congruence of

spheres in 3-space is formed by point-spheres, whose centers describe a surface

upon which the parametric net N consists of its lines of curvature. The orthogonal
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congruence of circles consists of circle points with centers on N and in the

tangent plane of N. Guichard, 1. c., p. 199.

26. The spheres of a transformation R in 3-space are represented in 5-space

by a congruence 2, I, such that if the parameters of the congruence are given

by (2) with h = 1, the complementary function is JR. Conversely any con-

gruence 2, 1 of spheres gives a transformation of Ribaucour of the sheets of its

envelope.

27. A necessary and sufficient condition that on an envelope of spheres the

Hues of curvature in both systems be spherical is that the six coordinates of

the sphere be of the form a,- = Z7<+ Ff, where Ui and Vi are functions of u
and v respectively subject to the condition 2(Ui+ Vi)

2= 0.

Darboux, Lemons, 2nd ed., vol. 2, p. 357.

28. A necessary and sufficient condition that on an envelope of spheres the

lines of curvature in one system be spherical is that the six coordinates tn of

the spheres satisfy an equation of Laplace for which one of the invariants is

equal to zero. Darboux, 1. c.

29. When the envelope S of the planes of a congruence of circles is referred

to a moving trihedral, and the coordinates of the center are (a, fc) and the radius

is R, the coordinates of the poles of the circles are (a,b,iR) and (a, 6, iR).

The radii of the spheres with centers on S orthogonal to the circles are given

by ]/^a
2+62 jR2

. In this case equations (40) assume the form [ 174, (14)].

30. By means of the preceding exercise and [ 175. 20] show that a necessary

and sufficient condition that the circles form a cyclic system is that the focal

points of the congruence of lines joining corresponding points on the envelope

of spheres are harmonic with respect to the points of contact.

Eibaucour, Journ. de Math., ser. 4, vol. 7 (1891), p. 260.

31 . From the preceding exercise and 82 it follows that a necessary and

sufficient condition that the circles orthogonal to the spheres of a transformation R
form a cyclic system is that it be a transformation Dm of isothermal nets.

32. If N and N\ are two nets in relation R, the circles orthogonal to N
and Ni form a cyclic system ( 79); the poles P and PJ, of the circles have

coordinates of the form

the points P and P' describe the sheets of the envelope of the spheres through

P and P' with centers on the net N(x) enveloped by the plane of the circles

(cf . 79) ;
the radius of the spheres is given by

also

where t' is given by (VI, 80). Show that the right-hand member of this equation

is a solution of the point equation of N. Show also that P and P^ are har-

monic with respect to the focal points of the congruence of axes of the circles.
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33. A necessary and sufficient condition that the poles^b and P' of Ex. 32

describe nets in relation R is that the point equation of N admit as solution

JB =]/2jc7-f fe
2

. This condition is reducible to

(i)

Show that the two sheets of the envelope are conformally represented upon one

another and the transformation R is Dm .

34. If S and Si are two surfaces of Guichard of the first kind in the

relation of a transformation Rm ( 92), the condition (i) of^
Ex. 33 is satisfied

when m = . The same is true for the associate surfaces S and Si. The points

P and PQ describe isothermic nets N and N which are Christoffel transforms of

one another; likewise P and P'
;
and the product of the segments P P' and

P P^ is equal to 4. The nets No and N' are in relation D\ and likewise

NO and N' . Calapso, Annali, ser. 3, vol. 24 (1915), p. 25.

35. If two applicable nets N and N are 0, the cyclic congruences deter-

mined by the method of 112 are normal, and parallel to congruences of normals

to a spherical surface [cf. 178].

36. The problem of finding cyclic systems whose planes envelope a sphere

is equivalent to the determination of surfaces S applicable to the sphere. If

#1, #, <K are the coordinates of a surface applicable to a sphere of radius a,

the circles in the tangent planes of the sphere determined by 2je>
= a2

2x$ form

such a cyclic system.

37. Let S be a surface applicable to a sphere S0l and x
i (i
=

1, 2, 3) the

coordinates of S; then cci, x2 ,
xs , 2x% are the tangential coordinates of a surface

whose lines of curvature correspond to the lines of curvature of S.

Ribaucour, 1. c., p. 55.

38. Consider a G- net N in 3-space as defined by (VI, Ex. 12), and take

the congruence of spheres of radius a with centers on JV. Show that corre-

sponding points of the Laplace transforms of N lie on the corresponding sphere ;

that the developables of the congruence G of lines joining corresponding points

of contact of the sphere with its envelope are parametric and the focal planes

of Gr are tangent to the sphere at corresponding points of the Laplace trans-

forms, Ni and Ni of N; that the focal point of the first rank of G is the center

of the osculating sphere of the curve v = const, of Ni and the center of normal

curvature of the curve u = const, of Ni, and similarly for the focal point of

second rank
;
and that the curves u = const, of N_ i and v = const, of Ni have

common osculating circles at corresponding points.

Stetson, Annals, vol. 19 (1917), p. 123.

39. If the curves of two nets Ni and NI correspond and the osculating

planes of the curves v = const, of Ni osculate the curves u = const, of Nt at

corresponding points, then Ni and NI are nets, and Ni is the first Laplace

transform and Ns the minus first transform of a net N, which is a net G .

Stetson, Annals, vol 19 (1917), p. 123.
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Rolling surfaces.

117. Congruences harmonic to nets C. Let N (x) be

a net C in 3-space and N (x) the applicable net. If 6 is a solution

of their common point equation, the congruences G and O harmonic

to these respective nets and determined by have direction-

parameters of the form

80 dxi 80 dxi 80 36

du dv dv du' du dv dv du

These functions satisfy the same direction-equation and are in the

relation

since N and Ar
are applicable.

If 8 = x t ,
then Xs

= 0; if e = x t+ ix 2 ,
then X?+Xt = 0.

In the latter case G is 2, 1, that is a normal congruence. The

intersections of corresponding lines of G and of the harmonic con-

gruence G' determined by 6 = x 3 generate a net N& conjugate to

G and G', being a derived net of N ( 11). From (I, Ex. 15) it

follows that Nd is parallel to the net of coordinates

dxs 80 8xs 80

du dv dv du

and the complementary function y', defined by (VI, 17) is equal

to 1. Hence this net and consequently Nd, is an net. There-

fore the oo l
nets normal to G are determined by the congruences

harmonic to N for which = x$+ const. Then by applying an

orthogonal substitution to the x's, or what is the same thing

displacing N in space, we have :
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If N(x) is a net C and N(x) the applicable net, of the con-

gruences harmonic to N:

10 l

families of parallel congruences are 2, 1;

00 2
families are 3, 1 and the others are 4, 1;

in the first and second cases 6 = 2L, a x-\- d with^ a2 = = and

^ a 2 ^ respectively. The nets normal to a congruence 2, 1 are

generated by its points of intersection with the parallel harmonic

congruences determined by 6=J, bx-\- e, where^ ab Q. Z
J
,a^b= 0.

#o being the conjugate imaginary of a.

If now we consider the congruence G harmonic to N determined

by =
xi-i-ixy,, we find that the lines of this congruence lie in

the plane xi -{-ixs = 0. Moreover the points_of these lines corre-

sponding to the points on the congruence G which generate the

nets normal to G are the intersections of these lines in the plane

Xi-\-ix2 and the planes xs
= const. In the general case when

6 =ax-{-d, with J/a
2=

0, the lines of the congruence G lie

in the isotropic plane ^ax-\-d = 0, and the points corresponding

to the points on G describing the nets are the intersections of

these lines and the oo l

isotropic lines lying in this plane.

1 1 8. Rolling surfaces. Let 8 and 8 be two applicable

surfaces, and M and M corresponding points. Imagine 8 held fixed

and 8 moved in space so that M comes into coincidence with M,
and the tangent planes at M and M come into coincidence, and

likewise corresponding linear elements arising from M and M^ For

each pair of^points M and If we have a different position of Con-

sequently 8 assumes oo 2
different positions, unless 8 and 8 are

ruled surfaces with generators in correspondence [cf. 142], in which

case there are oo !
different positions. In this particular case the

two surfaces do not have a net in common; it will be assumed

that this case is excluded in what follows, unless mention is made

of it. As 8 undergoes this rigid motion of two parameters it is

said to roll on 8. The common tangent plane at the point of

coincidence of 8 and 8 is called the plane of contact.

The results of the last paragraph of the preceding section

may be stated as follows 97
):

7
) Darboux, Annales L'Ecole Norm. Sup., ser. 3, vol. 16 (1899), p. 467.
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When a surface^ rolls over an applicable surface S, a plane n

invariably fixed to 8, cuts the plane of contact of 8 and 8 in

a line d which generates a congruence, which is harmonic to the

net common to 8 and S. When n is isotropic, the congruence of
lines d is normal to a family of surfaces whose lines of curvature

correspond to the net common to 8 and S; moreover, every isotropic

line in n meets d in the point which describes one ofthese normal surfaces.

Any line fixed to 8 may be looked upon as the intersection

of two planes fixed to 8. Since furthermore, there is a unique

isotropic plane through an isotropic line, we have:

When a surface S rolls over an applicable surface 8, a line I

invariably fixed to 8 meets the plane of contact in a point which

generates a derived net of the net common to 8 and S; if I is an

isotropic line this derived net is an O net, the normals to which are

the positions of the intersections of the tangent planes to S and

the unique isotropicplane through 1; all derived nets are so determined.

As a corollary we have:

If two parallel isotropic lines are invariably bound to a surface 8
as it rolls over S, the two Onets generated by the points of meeting

of these lines and the plane of contact have the same spherical

representation.

We may now restate the first theorem of 113 as follows:

If a surface S rolls over an applicable surface 8 and Q is

point invariably fixed to 8, the isotropic lines through Q (null

sphere) meet the plane of contact in points P, on a circle C, which

generate the nets orthogonal to the cyclic system of the circles C.

Also:

If S and 8 are applicable surfaces and lines I are drawn

through a fixed point normal to the tangent planes to S, as 8 rolls

over S the lines I generate a cyclic congruence whose developables

correspond to the net common to S and S.

If N(x) and JVi (xi) are nets in relation F by means of a net

Nf

(x) and corresponding solutions 6 and 8' of the point equations

of N and N' respectively, and y>, y, <?i and
</>, ip' r ^ are sets of

corresponding solutions of the point equations of A", N' and A7
i so that

__
X\ X t X , <?

tt

e'

a

19
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the derived nets of A" and NI by means of the respective pairs of

functions y, ip and yi, t/'i are *n relation F (II, Ex. 6). Suppose
now that N, N' and N: are nets C, and that the applicable nets

are A7

,
Nf and N! so that

-^-x'
e'
x

the functions 6 and 6' being chosen in accordance with 27. If

we take

=
2 # -f &2*7 4-

where % &! ,
. . . . d% are arbitrary constants, then

&i 2/i + Ci *i 4- di, #1 = a^Xi + 62 yi 4-

In this case the derived nets of N and

points of meeting of the line

=
0,

are the loci of the

with the respective planes of contact as N rolls over N and Ar

r

over Nj_. Henqej
If N and N_are applicable nets, and NI and NI are F trans-

forms ofN and N respectively, by means of 6' =2jx'
2

2,/x'*, such

thatjkhey are applicable, and I is a line invariably bound toN andNl}

as NI rolls on NI the point where I meets the plane of contact of

NI and NI generates a net which is an F transform of the net

generated by the point where I meets the plane of contact when

N rolls on N.

If the line I is isotropic, the two nets thus found are nets

in the relation R. Hence:

If N and N are applicable nets and Nj_ and NI are F trans-

forms by means of 6'= 2^x'
2 ^x' 2

, the cyclic systems in which

a point spJiere invariably^ bound to N and NI meets the common

tangent planes as N rolls on N and as NI rolls on NI are in

relation F; moreover, the two surfaces orthogonal to these cyclic systems

determined by each generator of the nidi sphere are in relation B.
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1 1 9. Special isothermic surfaces. We apply these results

to the case where S is a quadric Q which meets the circle at

infinity in four distinct points Pi. Through each of these points

pass two isotropic generators, di, &\. The twelve points of inter-

section of lines di and die, where i
=j= k, are the umbilical points of Q.

If nn and m'i are the points where di and di meet the plane of

contact of Q and 8, and 2i and 2% denote the loci of nn and m'i

as Q rolls over S, on the eight surfaces Si and Si the lines of

curvature correspond to the nets N and N common to Q and 8.

Two surfaces Si and Su (k ^ ') are normal to the circles of inter-

section of the planes of contact with the point sphere having its

center at the umbilical point of intersection Pik of di and djc . Two
surfaces Si and Si have the same spherical representation of their

lines of curvature, by the third theorem of 118. The nets on

JSi and 2'i are conjugate to the congruence of the lines of inter-

section of the plane of contact and the plane of the lines di and dl

Likewise, the nets on 2i and 2u are conjugate to the congruence
of lines of intersection of the plane of contact and the plane of

the lines di and d'k, that is the tangent plane to Q at Pik. The

congruence of lines nn m'i is harmonic to the net N on S, and its

focal points divide harmonically the segment mi m'i, since the points

mi and mi lie on the generators of Q. Similar results hold for the

congruence of lines mi mjt. Hence 2t and 2'i are isothermic surfaces

in the relation of a Christoffel transformation [ 159]. Moreover

JSi and 2'k are in the relation of a transformation K ( 25) which

is a transformation Dm since the nets are nets. Hence we have

the theorem of Darboux 98
):

When a quadric Q which meets the circle at infinity in four
distinct points rolls on an applicable surface 8, the eight surfaces

generated by the points of intersection of the isotropic generators

and the plane of contact are isothermic, their lines of curvature

corresponding to the net common to Q and S; two of these surfaces

determined by generators through a point at infinity are Christoffel

transforms of one another: two determined by generators through

an umbilical point are in the relation of a transformation Dm .

In 84 we considered these isothermic surfaces from another

98
) L. c., p. 492.

19*
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point of view and found that they are the type called special by
Bianchi.

1 20. Rolling of a surface applicable to a surface of

revolution. Let S be a surface of revolution defined by

x = r cosv, yr
= r sinv, ~z = y (r).

Its linear element is

(1) ds* = (

Let S be a surface applicable to 8. If we put

(2) du=Vl-{-<f>'*dr, U ==
r,

the linear element assumes the form

ds*= duzjr U2
dv*.

The tangents to the deforms of the meridians of S, that is the

curves v = const, form a normal congruence G for which the other

focal surface, Si, called the complementary surface to 8, is given

by equations of the form [cf. 76]

, U dx

U' du'

We recall from [ 124] that this surface 81 is applicable to

a surface of revolution, whose linear element is

/ 1 \' 2 1/ A \ i O f - > 1*1 ?9I * i 9

(4) dsl = U 2
-=7 du 2+ =7jdr.
\t/ / (7

that the normal congruence 6Ms a TF congruence and that any
normal W congruence may be obtained in this manner.

When we apply equations (3) to S, we obtain

which is the point of intersection of the tangent to the meridian

at a given point and the axis of revolution of/8
f

. Hence:
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When a surface of revolution 8 rolls on an applicable surface 8,

the point in which the axis of8 meets the plane of contact generates

the complementary surface Si of S, and the line joining this point

to the corresponding point of S generates a normal W congruence

of which 8 and St are the focal surfaces; moreover, any normal

W congruence may be generated in this manner.

If we put

(5) r1 =

where k is any constant, by means of (2) equation (4) is reducible to

r 2

(6) dsi =
j-%

d

If S is the quadric of revolution

we have

,, (a-&)r
2+62

(8)
b(b

Substituting this expression in the first of (5), solving for r 2 and

putting k*= 6
2
/(& d), we have

Hence (6) assumes the same_form as (1) for tjie expression (8),

that is Si is applicable to S.

Similarly, if S is the paraboloid of revolution

(9) 2f=mr 2
,

we have 1 -f y'
2 = 1 -f wV2 and by taking &*= -1/w 2

,
we find

that Si is applicable to S. Hence:

When a non-developable quadric of revolution S rolls on an

applicable surface S, the point in which the axis of S meets the
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common tangent plane generates the complementary surface 8t of S,

and Si is applicable to S.

As a consequence of the results of 100 we have_the theorem:

WJien a non-developable quadric of revolution 8 rolls on an

applicable surface S, the spheres with centers on S passing through

either focus are tangent to two surfaces in relation R,

121. The fundamental theorems of Guichard. Let 8
be a surface applicable to the quadric of revolution S which is

defined by (7). Denote by A and A' the extremities of the axis

of revolution of S, and let S be in contact with S at a point M.

Denote by d, d\ and d', d{ the isotropic generators of S through A
and A' respectively. These lines meet the common tangent plane TC

in the respective points a, al} a
', a[. The lines aa[ and a' a^ are the

generators of S through M. The lines a a and a^ a{ are the inter-

sections with the plane n of the isotropic planes through AA'

and the pairs of parallel generators d, d' and dj_, d\.

From the theorems of 118 it follows that as 8 rolls on S,

the lines a a' and ax a[ generate normal congruences, and the points

a, a' and a x , a{ generate nets normal to these congruences. More-

over, these congruences are harmonic to the net N common to 8
and 8. Since the lines aa( and a'a^ are the generators of 8 and

therefore form a harmonic pencil with the tangents to any net

at M it follows that the focal points of the lines a a' and aa(
divide harmonically the segments a a' and a^ a[ both of which are

of the constant length A A'. It can be shown by the methods

of [ 73], that the surfaces generated by a, a', %, a[, have constant

2
- AA 1

'

The lines a a' and av a[ meet in the point M' in which the

axis of S meets the common tangent plane. Hence M' describes

a derived net N' of N, and as shown in the preceding section N'

lies on a surface applicable to 8.

From the fourth theorem of 118 it follows that a and a^

describe two of the nets orthogonal to the cyclic system of circles

in which the null sphere at A meets the common tangent plane.

Hence these nets are in relation E, and the net N' is the central

net. Similarly a' and a{ describe nets in relation R with the

same central net.
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Hence \ve have the theorem 99
):

When a central quadric of revolution 8 rolls on an applicable

surface S, the points a, a l and a
, a( in which the isotropic generators

through the extremities, A, A'
, of the axis of 8 meet tJie common

tangent plane, generate surfaces of constant mean curvature, such

that (a) and (ai), and (a') and (a{), are pairs in relation R: and (a)

and (a'), and (ai) and (a'\), are pairs of parallel surfaces.

From the theorem of Bonnet [ 73] it follows that the mean

points of the segments a a' and t a\ generate surfaces of constant

total curvature in relation R.

Since the tangent planes to 8 and its complementary surface Si

arc normal to one another, when 8 rolls on S, the tangent planes

iTj to S\ pass through the axis of S, an infinity of them corre-

sponding to one plane. When Si is applied to S the planes nv

become tangent to 8 and the lines which coincided with the axis

of S when S was applied to S become a family of generators

of S, since an infinity of the planes it^ pass through each line.

The isotropic planes through the axis become the isotropic tangent

planes to 8 which have the property of passing through the foci

of S. Consequently when $1 is applied to S either the lines

a a'\ (or n' a^} coincide with the axis of S and a and a{ (or a'andi)
become the foci of 8. Accordingly as 8 rolls on 81 the surfaces

generated by a, a and by a'ai are the sheets of the envelope of

spheres with centers on 8 and passing through one and the other

focus of S respectively. Since a and ax are symmetric with respect

to the common tangent plane, we have the above results in the

following^ form as given by Guichard 100
):

If 8 is a central quadric of revolution whose axis is of length

2 a, FI and Fs its foci, and y x and
<j>2 the symmetric points of Ft

and F% with respect to the tangent planes of 8, then as 8 rolls over

an applicable surface the points FI, F%, yi, <jp2 describe surfaces of

Constant mean curvature I/a.

When S is the paraboloid (9), two of the points a and a[ are

at infinity, and consequently the points a and a t bisect the focal

segments of the normal congruences generated by the lines in which

y9
) Darboux, 1. c., p. 477.

10
) Comptes Eendus, vol. 128 (1899), p. 232; cf. also Darboux, 1. c., p. 477.
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the isotropic planes through the axis of S and the isotropic generators

through the vertex of S meet the common tangent planes of 8
and S. Hence:

When a paraboloid of revolution S roUs on an applicable sur-

face S, the points in which the two isotropic generators through the

vertex meet the common tangent plane generate two minimal surfaces

in relation R, and the central net of the transformation R is described

by the point in which the axis of S meets the common tangent planes.

In 120 we showed that this central net lies on a surface

also applicable to S. By reasoning similar to that for a central

quadric of revolution, we obtain the theorem of Gruichard
101

):

When a paraboloid of revolution rolls on a surface applicable

to the paraboloid, the focus and the point symmetric to it with respect

to the common tangent plane generate minimal surfaces.

In 127 we give analytical proofs of these theorems of

Guichard.

122. Deformable transformations R of the first type.

Let S be the surface of centers of a congruence of spheres of

radius E. Corresponding points on the sheets, S and Si, of the

envelope are symmetric with respect to the tangent plane to SQ
at the corresponding point M. Let $ be referred to a moving
trihedral whose plane y = is the plan MM Mi, and let the

parametric lines on SQ be chosen so that the x and y axes are

tangent to the curves v = const, and u = const, respectively.

If ff denotes the angle which the line MMQ makes with the plane

z = 0, the coordinates of M are jR cos <r, 0, R sin a.

The displacements of a point P of coordinates tcosff, 0, t sincr

are given by [ 69]

dx =. d (t cos a)+ $ du+ (q du -\- QI dv) t sin 0,

$y ==: % dv -|- (r du+ 1\ dv) t cos ff (p du -\-pi dv) t sin a,

8z = d (t sin a) (q du+ q\ dv) t cos ff.

When we replace t by R and require that

cosffdx+ siuffdz =
IOJ

) L. c.
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for all displacements of MO, we find

/I 1\ 3R
\ *

(U) _ +lcosff=0)du dv

In order thatM describe a line of curvature on 8, it is necessary
that there be a point P such that

dx
_ dy dz

cos a sin a
'

These conditions are equivalent to

I tji dv -|- [(r du+ TI dv) cos tr (p du -fjpi dv) sin a] t = 0,
(12)

j

Eliminating from these equations, we obtain as the equation of

the lines of curvature on 8

sinff du+ iqdu-i-q! dv dff] t = 0.

/ \ -, 9 I

(p smff r cos<r) dtr+iji (&
-- \dv*

\ ovi

r / 8ff\ i+ 1^1 (a
---I -{-? sino'(j?1 sino

1

rt coser) \dudv = 0.
\ u U I

The equation of the lines of curvature on $. is obtained from (13)

by replacing a by tf. In order that the lines of curvature on

S and Si correspond, that is that the congruence of spheres be E,
it is necessary and sufficient that

dff 9<r
, v-

.

(14)

ft + S BM r cos o rt

p sn o
1

<k *

We recall that, in accordance with the theorem of Beltrami

( 112), if $o is deformed, the spheres touch their envelope at the

same points of the spheres as for #<> We investigate under what

conditions a congruence E of spheres remains a congruence R in

all deformations of the central surface SQ . Evidently a remains

unaltered, as do also the functions
, ^, r, r1? since they depend
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only on the linear element of S [ 72]. However, the functions p, q,

Pi t qi vary in the deformation. Consequently if equations (14) are

to hold for all deformations, we must have [cf. 72, (75)1

1 8 9 or 9(7
, 3*!

(lo) = = 0. - = 0. %- - + smo-coso- - = 0.

^ 9i? 9v
l
du ' 9w

Hence # must be a function of u alone. Then from the last of

(15) it follows that the parameter v can be chosen so that i\^ is

a function of u alone. Moreover, from the first of (15) we find

that is a function of u alone. Hence S is applicable to a surface

of revolution. If we take the linear element of So in the form

(16) dsS== U*du'+u'dv*,

from the last of (15) we obtain

(17) tantf= -,
w-

where c is a constant. Then from (11) we have

/ICA z> i
Uudu .

(18) It =
\ ...... + const.

Hence we have the theorem of Bianchi 102
):

In order that a congruence R of spheres remain a congruence R
in all deformations of the central surface S , it is necessary and

sufficient that So be applicable to a surface of revolution and that

the radius of the spheres be given by (18).

123. Deformable transformations R of the second type.

In this section we determine every^ congruence R of spheres whose

central net JVo admits an applicable net N which is 2, and conse-

quently is the central net of another congruence R of spheres
103

).

To this end we make use of the equations of a transformation R
as given in 78.

102
) Lezioni, vol. 2, p. 117.

103
) Cf. Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. vol. 17 (1916), pp. 437458; also, Oalapso,

Annali, vol. 26 (1917), pp. 151190.
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From (VII, 7) we have

a

du \p I p dv \p ] p
where

(20) A -

Since the radius of the spheres of the transformation is 6/p, and

this radius must be the same for the spheres of centers on NQ

applicable to N
, by the theorem of Beltrami ( 112), we must

have for the functions and p of the corresponding transformation

(21) =
QO, P==<>p,

where Q is a factor of proportionality to be determined.

From (VII, 10) we find that the first fundamental coefficients E
,

FO, GQ of N are

v-

If we denote by 8 and 6i the sheets of the envelope of spheres

of radius d/p with centers on jVo and by ~q, 7, w the functions of

the R transformation from 8 into /Si, the latter functions must satisfy

equations of the form (VII, 7). From (19), (20) and the analogous

equations for the transformation of 8, we get

(23)

From these equations and the ones obtained by expressing the

equality of the first fundamental coefficients of 8 and 8 as given

by equations of the form (22), we have

(24) <1=Q<1, ~r=Qi', W = QW,
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by making a suitable choice of signs of VE and V G, and requiring

that the quadratic relation (VII, 8) be satisfied also by the functions

jp, ~q, ~r and w.

When the above expressions for ~q and V are substituted in

the equations analogous to (VII, 7), we obtain

(25)
8 log?

dv

(26)

(27)

,

r-(VE-VE\

i

YE 9*

(28)
'+VE (V

r

5<-l<8)+Vi (VE,-

= 0.

The Gauss and Codazzi equations for $ are [ 65]

91 d

(29)

\VG
." + = V

9 v

j^ dVE _d_ i VG
QS d v du

1 8

Similar equations for 8 are satisfied by the functions E, G, Q I
and

and
2̂ given by (23) and (26), provided (28) is satisfied. Hence if

(23), (26) and (28) hold, the conditions of the problem are satisfied.

The central nets .A^ and N of the two transformations R are

2, 0, the complementary function being the radius R of the spheres

for each net. In 27 it was shown that any net N' parallel to N is

applicable to a net No determined by a quadrature^jwhich is parallel

to NQ . From (VI, Ex. 1) it follows that ^o and N'o are nets 2, 0,

and that they have the same complementary function R' which is
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obtained by a quadrature. Moreover, from 76 it follows that

two of the nets NO parallel to N are special, that is^iro
2= Ef*.

Hence if the central nets N and N of two transformations R are

applicable, there exist two transformations R whose central nets ^o
and No are parallel to N and No, such that the spheres of the

transformation with centers on No pass through the origin. We
apply the preceding formulas to this case.

If in (27) we put K#I == ^W( = 0, we get

(30) t = VJirVEi,

Now equation (28) reduces to

VE[ VW+VWi VE' = o,

that is Nf

and N{ are conformal. But as shown in 82 this is

possible only in case N* and N[ are isothermic nets in the

relation of a transformation Dm . If we make use of the results

of 82 and put

in (30) we find that (26) is satisfied. Hence we have the theorem

of Bianchi 104
):

The central net NO of a transformation Dm of an isothermic

net N' into an isothermic net NI admits an applicable net No such

that as No rolls on No the spJieres of the transformation pass through
a fixed point 0.

This result may be looked_as follows: When NO rolls on No,

the point invariably fixed to No generates the surface S{. In the

terminology of Bianchi 105
) Si is a surface of rolling, being generated

by a point fixed to one surface as the latter rolls over an applicable

surface. From the foregoing results we have also the converse

theorem 106
):

lot
) Rendicoiiti del Lincei, ser. 5, vol. 24 (1915), p. 303.

10 -r<

) Rendiconti del Lincei, ser. 5, vol. 23 1

(1914), p. 4.

10G
) Rendiconti dei Lincei, ser. 5, vol. 24 (1915), p. 349.
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Transformations Dm are the only transformations R for which

one of the two sheets of the envelope of the spheres is a surface of

rotting as the central net rolls on its applicable net.

In 78 we saw if N is any net parallel to AT
o and R is the

complementary function, the sheets of the envelope of the spheres

of centers on N and radius R are parallel to the isothermic nets

jV' and N[. Hence we have the theorem :

A necessary and sufficient condition that an net N admits

an R transform N, such that the central net of the transformation

is applicable to a net is that N have the same spherical representation

as an isotJwrmic net.

From (VII, 3) it follows that the functions VG and

have the same values for all parallel nets. Con-

sequently we must have

(32) VG dv

From (31) it follows that

(33)

VE du

-^ log (^

We remark that p, q, r of the R transformation of N into Nt

and N' into N[ are the same ( 78). Hence if in (VII, 8) we put

w m v, where m is a constant, it follows from this equation and

(VH, 49) written p*+ q*+ r* = 2 mB'v that

(34) ev==e'v'.

Consequently from (33), (VII, 47) and the last two of equations

(VII, 7) we get 00' 00'
0' V '

0' V
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The equations of the R transformation from N into N are

1

where the functions satisfy the system

30 <
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From (30), (31) and (23) we find

(39) YV e* j P -*
^-T f I / ^

>

= ^_l_ e-*
02 V'

where Q{, & and Q[, (>2 are the principal radii of the isothermic

net N' and the net N' respectively.

Since_the left-hand members of (26) are the same for N', N'

and N, N, we have from this equation, (39) and (34)

(40)

VE tr*
v

VJ__VE P e'

Qi Qi v

VJ VG

Also from (27), (35) and (VII, 9)

(41)

Y e

VE VG

Since the nets N' and N are defined intrinsically, the deter-

mination of the cartesian coordinates of these nets requires the

solution of a Riccati equation.

124. Deformable transformations of the second type
of minimal surfaces. We apply the results of the preceding

section to the case when the transformation Dm is the one con-

sidered in 87 which transforms the net N' of a minimal sur-

face into the net N( of a minimal surface. Then v' = p and

from (39) and (VII, 70) we have
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that is_N' is a plane net. We have seen in the preceding section

that N'i is a point net. Hence the spheres of the transformation

pass through a point and are tangent to a plane; consequently the

central net lies on a paraboloid of revolution. In order to obtain

the equation of the paraboloid, we find the distance from the

point JVi to the plane Nf

. From (VII, 48) and the condition v'= p
we find that this distance is 1/m. Hence the equation of the

paraboloid is mr*=2z. Therefore we have the theorem:

The surface of centers of a transformation Dm of a minimal

surface into a minimal surface is applicable to the paraboloid of

revolution m(x*-\-y*} = 20 107
).

125. Deformable transformations Em . From 88 and (32)

it is seen that a transformation Em of a surface with isothermal

representation of its lines of curvature into a surface of the same

kind is a deformable transformation R of the second t3
r
pe. We

apply the results of 88 to this case.

Comparing equations (VII, 76) and (36), we find that the

function 6
f

in (36) is given by

(42) e'

p

From (40) it follows that E/Jj
=

/e = 0, that is N is

a planar net. This result may be stated as follows: As So rolls

over S
,
a plane invariably fixed to S has 8 for its envelope.

Bianchi 108
) calls S an envelope of rolling in this case. Hence we

have the theorem of Bianchi 109
):

A surface 8 with isothermal representation of its lines of

curvature is an envelope of rolling, when the central net NQ of any
Em transformation of S rolls on its applicable net.

We shall prove the converse theorem 110
):

Transformations Em are the only transformations R for which

the given surface is an envelope of rolling as the central net NQ

rolls on its applicable net.

107
) Cf. Bianchi, Memoire dei Lincei, ser. 5, vol. 12 (1918), p. 532.

108
) Kendiconti dei Lincei, ser. 5, vol. 23 1

(1914), p. 3.

109
) Rendiconti dei Lincei, ser. 5, vol. 24 (1915), p. 367.

") Annals of Mathematics, ser. 2, vol. 17 (1915), p. 64.
JO
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If S is to be a plane, we must have from (40)

VE VG
v f f\ v

ft 2 gl 0V

From the first it follows that the spherical representation of S is

isothermal. Eeplacing the first by (VII, 70), we have from the

second that (42) must hold, and consequently the transformation

126. Transformations F of deformable transforma-

tions R of the second type. Consider a deformable congruence R
of spheres of the second type G, and denote by G' the parallel

deformable congruence R which gives a transformation Z)m _( 123).

Let NQ denote^ the central net of G and NQ of the deform G; like-

wise No and No. Then, as we have seen

(43) / ,Xn = R .

From 76 it follows that if we take the F transform of N
1 %. i

by means of 0' = -=- C2#o
2

-R'
2
), the coordinates o?o being the

z
direction-parameters of the conjugate congruence of the trans-

formation, we get a net NIQ which is 2, 0, the complementary
function being

-, -w-k V --,/

Moreover, in consequence of (43) we have

Hence from 27 it follows that the F transform of N by means

of 0', the coordinates x'o being the direction-parameters of the

conjugate congruence of the transformation, is applicable to NIO .

Then 2tf 2%io i a solution of the common point equation

ni
) Similar results follow, if we require that S\ be a plane.
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of JVjo and N10 . Since ^^ B% is a solution of this equation

( 76), so also is^#i R^ and consequently JV10 is 2,0. Hence:

Wlien a deformable congruence R of spheres of the second type

is known, another congruence of the same type can be found by

quadratures
112

).

127. Converses of the theorems of Guichard. In this

section we determine under what conditions the two sheets of the

envelope of a congruence of spheres have the same constant mean

curvature for all deformations of the central surface S . We con-

sider first the case when the sheets are minimal surfaces.

If ! and Q2 denote the principal radii of curvature of S, then

(?i
= R 1\, Q2

= R tz,

where ^ and U are the roots of the equation obtained by eliminating

du and dv from (12). In consequence of (15) this equation is

reducible to

(44)

If 8 is to be a minimal surface, we must have 2R = h -f- 12 ,

that is

It

2

(p Q! P! q) sin a -f TI cos a [q I -j- p\ sin a
L \ 9w/ 9wJ

IP / Qa\ 1

+ ^h?il2 2 I ^sin^ffj?! +^?isintr= 0.
\ 9?*/

/ dff\ . da'
(P Qi Pi ) sm (r -f n cos <r I g I+pt sin <r

If /! also is to be minimal, this equation must be satisfied also

when ff is replaced by ff. This gives the two equations

8o< i T
Pi q) sin <r n cos tf

J
5 ==

,

o it
!
= 0.

112
) Rendiconti dei Lincei, ser. 5, vol.302

(1921).

20*
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The first of these equations involves only functions which do not

vary as S is deformed. In order that the second hold for all

deformations of /%, we must have

(46) 2 12^ cos0+^ = 0, 2E- sin<r=0.
ou

Eliminating R, we get the third of (15).

From (16) we have ^ ==
u, rt

== l/U. In consequence of (17)

the first of (46) becomes 2R UVc*-\- u 2
. When we substitute

this expression in (11), we obtain U= CiV^-j-u", where ct is an

arbitrary constant. Hence by a suitable choice of the parameters
the linear element of $ is reducible to the form

(47) dsl = (l + m*u*)du*+ u*dv*.

This is the linear element of the paraboloid of revolution Q, defined

by (9). Also we find

(48) &=

These expressions satisfy the first of (45) and thus all the conditions

of the problem are satisfied. Moreover, it can be shown that R
equals the distance from a point of Q to its focus on the axis of

revolution. Hence we have the theorem 113
):

The spheres with centers on a paraboloid of revolution and

passing through the focus constitute the only congruences R of spheres

the sheets of whose envelope are minimal surfaces in all deformations

of the central surface.

We consider next the case when the two sheets have the

same constant mean curvature I/a for all deformations of S . In

this case

R* 2aR+(a R) & + *8 ) + <i <a ==0.

Substituting the expressions for tt + 1% and ft 2 from (44) and

requiring that this condition hold for both 8 and Si, we get

m
) Of. Bianchi, Memoire dei Lincei, ser. 5. vol. 12 (1918), p. 479.
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r ?5 ft i
! 2 a#) (p 0i PI o) sin a i\ cos <r -

L o M-l

309

ft rt

2 aR}ri cos <? (a JS) ^

on
sino- = 0.

Since these equations must be true for all deformations of A%. the

coefficients of q and pi in the second must be equal to zero. In

consequence of the third of (15) this is equivalent to the single

condition

(50) (R
2

2aR)cosa-\-Uu(B a)
= Q.

On differentiating this equation with respect to u and making use

of (11) and (15), we obtain

(51) (R a = 0.

Eliminating R from (50) and (51) and substituting for coso- its

expression from (17), we find

(52) = 0.

When (50) and (52) are satisfied, so also is the first of (49).

The general integral of (52) is

21

(,_" (U

'

where Z is an arbitrary constant. Hence the linear element of S is

/f-Q\ 72 "^ \** "t ^ /

W^/ ^ S TT _8\/..8 I rT <

This is the linear element also of the quadric Q of revolution of

the conic

(54)

9 o

f*_ _IC - 1

a2
"

f
lf
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about the #-axis, provided that

(tt\ /.a _ ^

\) c
t .

Hence to each choice of I there corresponds a value of c.

Equation (51) reduces to

R

Furthermore since a 2
enters only in (52), we have that a in (50)

and (51) may be replaced by a. Accordingly we have also

Hence the spheres with centers on the quadric Q may pass through

either of the foci on the #-axis, and we have the theorem 114
):

The spheres with centers on a central quadric of revolution and

passing through either focus on the axis of revolution constitute the

only congruences R of spheres the sheets of whose envelope have the

same constant mean curvature for all deformations of the central

surface.

128. Theorems of Ribaucour and Bianchi. In accordance

with the theorem of Beltrami ( 112) the tangent planes to either

sheet of the envelope of a congruence of spheres envelop a surface

for all deformations of the surface of centers, if these planes are

understood to be carried along in the deformation. We seek the

general solution of the problem: To determine all cases for which

the surface elements of a surface Si associated with a surface 8
continue to be the surface elements of a surface in any deformation

of S 115
).

Let S be referred to any system of parametric lines. Between

the coordinates, x, y, z, of 8 and x^y^z^ of /Si we have relations

of the form

IU
) Of. Bianchi, 1. c., p. 481.

115
) Gf. Bianchi, Rendiconti dei Lincei, ser. 5, vol. 24 (1915), p. 3.
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128. Theorems of Ribaucour and Bianchi

, dx , dx

311

du dv

where I, m and n are the same for yt and z^ Differentiating this

equation and making use of [ 64, (7), (8)], we obtain

FD'GD\ dx

H* ! du

(57) 1

ED'dx

"~GD'\ dx

dv r H*

FD'ED"\ dx

du

where

58)

dl

9m

z> r

l 8w

the Christoffel symbols being formed with respect to the linear

element of S.

If Xl} F! and Zi denote the direction-cosines of the normal

to Si, we have
'ri 3 -,.

(f)Q\ Y 2 ^J
\*jyj -A-i *

and similar equations for Fx and ^i, where A, ^, v must be such that

V %i v _ n**
81;

Al ~
*

du

Substituting from the above equations, we get

50.

dn
~du'

dn

dv
'
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If S is deformed in any manner carrying the surface-elements

of Si invaribly bound to it, for a deform S of S we have

where Z, w, w, A, /*, v are unaltered by the deformation. This fact is

of prime importance.

The right-hand members of (60) involve only quantities unaltered

by the deformation. Consequently we must have

(62) A = vl, nfA = vm.

There are two cases to be considered,

1. When v + 0, then

n Y
Xi X~\- A.i t

which expresses the fact that Si is a sheet of the envelope of

spheres with centers on S, that is the theorem of Beltrami.

2. When v = 0, then n = 0. In this case the points of Sl

lie in the corresponding tangent planes to S, and since^ XXi = 0,

corresponding tangent planes to S and St are perpendicular. The

existence of this case was established by Ribaucour116
). Hence we

have the theorem of Bianchi117
):

A necessary and sufficient condition that oo 2

surface-elements

invaribly associated with a surface S continue to be the surface-elements

of a surface in all deformations of S is that they are the elements

of a sheet of the envelope of a congruence of spheres with centers

on S, or of a surface Sl such that corresponding tangent planes to S
and Si are perpendicular and points of Si lie in the corresponding

tangent planes to S.

We remark that if equations .(62) hold for one deformation

of S, they hold for every deformation.

") Journ. de Math., ser. 4, vol. 7 (1891), p. 92.

117
) L.c., p. 4.
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129. The surface generated by a point in the tangent
plane to a surface 5 as S rolls on an applicable surface 5.

The formulas of the preceding section can be used to find the surface

generated by a point P associated with S as S rolls on an applicable

surface 8. When in particular P lies in the tangent plane to S, we
have n =- 0. We consider this case.

If we put

f J2X= L*E.+ 2LMF+ M* G, -Q2
= LPE+ (LQ+ MP)F+ MQG,

the first fundamental coefficients of Si are found from (57) to be

\E,
- -,+ (ID+ mrf)*, F, = fl,

I Gl =ns+(lD
f

-\-mD'
f

)
2

.

Also the coefficients of Si are

_. [Ei = /^ -f- (/Z) -f mZ>')
2

, ^i = J28 -f- (Z-D+ wD') (/!)'+ mD"\
(65) ^ _.

where D, D', D" are the second fundamental coefficients of 8.

Since the functions QI, -Q2 ,
J23 are the same for both surfaces,

we have from (64) and (65)

I d8l d8

I -[(W+ ml?) du+(W'+ mD")dv]*.

As an application of this result we consider the case when S
is a ruled surface and S is not ruled, and we take for the curves

v = const, the generators of 8, that is D = 0. We take the

point P determined by the condition that it lies on a generator

of S andJs such that as S rolls on S it describes a line of length

zero on^. Then we have m = 0, ^ = 0. Since DD" D'*

-D' 2
,
we have from (66)

(67) dsl ==

Hence we have the theorem of Darboux 118
):

n8
) Annales de 1'Ecole Norm. Sup., ser. 3, vol. 16 (1899), p. 497.
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When a ruled surface S rolls on a non-ruled applicable sur-

face S, the points where the different lines of length zero of 8 meet

the generators of8 describe surfaces which are conformably represented

on one another; and their lines of length zero correspond to the

asymptotic lines on S.

The surfaces described by the points a, at , a', ai in 121

are examples of this theorem.

130. Kinematically conjugate directions on rolling
surfaces. If on a surface S we take a curve C of the family

determined by an equation of the form dv = Mdu, and at each

point of C draw the tangents to the curves of another family

determined by an equation dv = Ndu, the coordinates of this ruled

surface R are given by (61), when we put l = tdu, m==tdv,
n = 0, t being the parameter of a point on the line. As S rolls

on an applicable surface S, along C, these lines generate a ruled

surface R tangent to 8. From (66)_it follows that a necessary

and sufficient condition that R and R be applicable is that

or

(69) (D D)dudu+ (D' D')(dudv+ dvdu)-\- (D" D")dvdv '= 0,

If we desire the condition to be satisfied for all deformations

of S and in particular when S and 8 are congruent, we must

take (69). In fact (68) is obtained from (69), if S is replaced by
its symmetric with respect to the origin.

Equation (69) coordinates with every family of curves on 8
a second family, and the relation is involutoric. Beltrami 119

) has

called two such families kinematically conjugate. The preceding

results may be_stated as follows:

If S and S are applicable surfaces, and C and C are any two

corresponding curves, the ruled surfaces, R and R, consisting of the

tangents to S and 8 in directions kinematically conjugate to C and C
are applicable.

As S rolls on S and C rolls on C, coincident lines of R and R
form the instantaneous axis of rotation of the rolling. Hence:

m
) Giornale di Battagline, vol. 10 (1872), p. 103.
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When a surface S rolls on an applicable surface S, the in-

stantaneous axis of rotation lies in the plane of contact and its

direction is Kinematically conjugate to the direction of motion of
the instantaneous center.

Since the common conjugate system of curves on 8 and 8 satis-

fies the equations

D du du+ D'(du 6v+ dv 8u}-\-D" dv dv = 0,

we have the theorem:

The common conjugate system on two applicable surfaces is

kinematically conjugate.

When 8 rolls along a curve ofjeither family of the common

conjugate system, the surfaces R and R are developables whose edges
of regression correspond, since the points of these edges are Laplace
transforms of points of C and C.

The equation

(70) (D D) du*+ 2 (D'D') du dv+(D"D") dv*=

defines two families of curves on S and S which are kinematically

auto-conjugate, that is as 8 rolls on 8 along one of these curves

the instantaneous axis is tangent to the curve itself. In this case

also the surfaces R and R are developable. Since 8 and 8 are

applicable, the curves C and C have the same geodesic curvature,

at corresponding points. Also as follows from (70) and [ 49] their

normal curvatures are equal, and consequently their first curvatures.

As an example of the foregoing we consider two applicable

surfaces S and S, and assume that the curves u = const, are the

asymptotic lines on S. Then

ZX = Z>'
2 DD".

In consequence of this relation we have that the equation of the

asymptotic lines on 8 may be written

[(ZX 17) du+ D"dv] [(D'+D
f

) du+ D"dv] = 0.

From this equation it follows that the curves kinematically conjugate

to u = const, on 8 correspond to one family of asymptotic lines
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on S. Bianchi has called them virtual asymptotic lines _pn 8. More-

over, the other family of virtual asymptotic lines on 8 satisfy (68).

Hence we have^ the theorem 120
):

If S and 8 are applicable surfaces, the ruled surface R consisting

of the tangents to the asymptotic lines in one family where they meet

a virtual asymptotic line of 8 is applicable to the ruled surface E
of tangents to the corresponding virtual asymptotic lines of 8 where

they are met by its corresponding asymptotic line.

If S is a ruled surface, we may take it for E, and then

E consists of the tangents to the corresponding virtual asymptotic

lines on 8, which are geodesies. Hence as a corollary of the above

we have the theorem of Chieffi
121

):

If 8 is applicable to a ruled surface E, the ruled surface con-

sisting of tangents to the geodesic virtual asymptotic lines of 8 at

points of meeting of any asymptotic line a of 8 is applicable to S
with a rigid in the applicability.

131. Congruences of rolling. When a non-ruled surface8 rolls

on an applicable surface S, a line I invaribly fixed to S generates

a congruence G called by Bianchi 122
) a congruence of rolling. In

order to find the focal points of G, we note that there are two

instantaneous axes of rotation in the plane of contact TT at a pointH
for which I and a nearby position I' meet, namely the direction ^

joining M and the point Px in which I meets TF, and the direction 12

normal to the plane through I perpendicular to n. When li is the

axis of rotation, the point PL generates one of the focal surfaces.

When 4 is the axis, the lines I and I" meet in the foot P2 of the

common perpendicular of I and 4, that is the foot of the per-

pendicular from M to Z; and thus P2 generates the second focal

surface of G. The plane of the lines I and I" is the tangent plane

to the locus of PX and is perpendicular to n. The plane of I and I'

is the tangent plane to the locus of P2 and is normal to the line MP.>.

Hence we have the theorem of Bianchi 123
):

For any congruence of rolling one focal surface is generated

12
) Of. Bianchi, Memoire dei Lincei, ser. 5, vol. 12 (1918), p. 445.

121
) Giornale di Battagline, vol. 43 (1905), p. 9.

122
) Rendiconti dei Lincei, ser. 5, vol. 24 (1915), p. 15.

123
) L. c. These results have been established by him by analytical processes

in the Rendiconti di Palermo, vol. 39 (1915), p. 187.
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by the point P! in which I meets the plane of contact n, and the

other by the foot P2 of the perpendicular from the point of contactM
to I; the tangent planes to these respective surfaces are the plane

through I normal to n and the plane through P2 perpendicular

to MP*.
From the above treatment it is seen that the focal surfaces

of G are generated by the same surface-elements attached to 8
whatever be the surface S on which S rolls.

From the results of 130 and the above considerations we
have that the developables of a congruence of rolling correspond

to the curves kinematically conjugate to the curves on S whose

tangents are the lines h and Z2 for a point of contact._The latter

are the curves corresponding to the curves in which 8 is met by
the pencil of planes through I and by the parallel pencil of planes

normal to I. Bianchi has called them the meridian profiles and

the curves of level respectively. Hence:

For a congruence of rolling the developables correspond to the

curves on S kinematically conjugate to the deforms of the meridian

profiles and the curves of level on 8.

Since a right conoid is the only surface posessing a family

of meridian profiles which are also curves of level, we have the

theorem of Bianchi:

The congruences of rolling with coincident developables are those,

and only those, generated by tlie axis of a right conoid as it rolls

on an applicable surface.

From the preceding considerations it is evident that the

developables of a congruence of rolling are real. We remark also

that the focal surfaces of a congruence of rolling afford examples

of the theorems of Beltrami and Bibaucour ( 128).

Exercises.

1 . Show that the theorem of Bonnet [ 73] may be interpreted as follows :

When a sphere rolls on an applicable surface, its center describes a surface of

constant mean curvature.

2. When a quadric S tangent to the circle at infinity at a single point P
rolls on an applicable surface S, the two isotropic generators of S through P
meet the common tangent plane in two points, a and

',
which describe two

parallel surfaces of constant mean curvature + I/a a'.

Darboux, Annales L'Ecole Norm. Sup., ser. 3, vol. 16 (1899), p. 468.
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3. If S and S are applicable surfaces and the spheres with centers on S
and passing through the origin become tangent to the plane z = as S rolls

on S, it is necessary that

x 2 +y 2 + ~2
2 =z2

.

If we put [cf. 47]

a+ /3 8 a a/J 1

a: + * y w a1

t y = 0*0,

then since S and S are applicable

Hence the projection of S on the unit sphere and of S on the plane z are

confonnal. The general solution is given by

01 = /(a), . = /oGJ), z =

where / is arbitrary and / is the conjugate function.

Calo, Annali, ser. 3, vol. 4 (1900), pp. 123130.
4. If S and S are applicable surfaces and the spheres with centers on S

and passing through the origin become tangents to a sphere of radius a with

center at the origin as S rolls on S, is is necessary that 5T2+ i/~
2 +"F2 = JS2

,

If we put
_ T+/T _

/

a; = R _ , y iR -!-=
"

since S and S are applicable, we have

Hence the projections of /S and S on the unit sphere are confonnal. The general

solution is given by a =/(), /s=/ (/9), where/ is an arbitrary function

and /o is the conjugate function. Then R can be found directly from (i).

Calo, 1. c.

5. When the Christoffel _transform (cf. VII, Ex. 8) of N' in 123 is taken

as N, the corresponding net N is a point, and cousequently_the central net of

this transformation is the other special net 2, parallel to N' .

6. Show by means of (VII, 3) that a necessary and sufficient condition

that an O net have the same spherical representation as an isothermic O net is that

Trans. Amer. Math. Soc., vol. 17 (1916), p. 447.
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7. A necessary and sufficient condition that an net on the unit sphere

be the spherical representation of an isothermic net is

_ _
du dv

"
dv du

8. Show that the net N' of 123 is parallel to two isothermic nets (A
7
)'

and (N)" for which

that a transformation D of (JV)' is determined hy the functions ~p, ~q, V of (37)

and (6)'= 1/v', (IT)'
=

0', (m)' = m; and that the resulting transform is

the net obtained from the given transformation of N' referred to in (VII, Ex. 17).

9. Show that there exists an net, with the same spherical representation

as an isothermic net, for which the tangential coordinate P is equal to Ge .

Calapso, Annali, ser. 3, vol. 26 (1917), p. 171.

1 0. If we have an O net N of the kind in Ex. 9 and put

= cosh ?,
p\ Pi

from (VII, 3, 5) we have

8j 3x> 1 Q d? 9x|> 1 -K

, JL- smh fp, -Q
2-

-^- = 7 , . cosh JP.0w 9w 2 V 9 ov 2

From (VII, 9) and (35) we have for an R transform of this net

In order that this expression be equal to Pi, namely (VI, 101)

we must have

The left-hand member is found by differentiation to be a constant. Hence there

are oo 4 transformations R of N into nets of the same kind.

Calapso, 1. c.. p. 152.

11. If N' and N" are isothermic nets in the relation of Christoffel (cf. VII,

Ex. 8), the mid-point of the join of corresponding points on N' and N" describes

an Onet N parallel to N' and N" for which]/^E=: cosh\{>, ]/~G= sinhx)). When
these expressions are substituted in (36), the function 26 6'v6/0' is constant.

Show that there are oo 4 transformations R for which this constant is equal to
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zero, and that for each of these transformations E\ G\ = 1
;

also that N\ is

the locus of the mid-point of the joins of corresponding points of N( and N'-i .

Calapso, Annali, ser. 3, vol. 26 (1917), p. 152.

12. A necessary and sufficient condition that the parametric curves of two

applicable surfaces S and S' be kinematically conjugate is that D'= D'.

13. A necessary and sufficient condition that the kinematically auto-conjugate

curves for two applicable surfaces, S, S, reduce to a single family is that S

and S be ruled surfaces applicable with generators corresponding.

Bianchi, Memoirie dei Lincei, ser. 5, vol. 12 (1918), p. 441.

14. When two applicable surfaces are referred to their kinematically auto-

conjugate-system, D = ~D, D' = D 1

,
D" D", and -=

j^i
= -=

|^|,
the

Christoffel symbols being formed with respect to their linear element.

Biauchi. 1. c.. p. 445.

15. Given two quadratic differential forms

(1) an du*-\-2ai2 du dv-\- a^ dv*, fen du*-{-2b\z dudv-\-b-& dr~.

When the Jacobian of these forms is equated to zero, the resulting equation, namely

defines two functions W y (u, v), ~v
i}> (u, v) in tenns of which the forms (1)

become

oil du* -}- ffgj d~v*, fen du2+ fess d ~v*.

Bianchi, Lezioni, vol. 1, p. 82

16. If -S' and S are applicable surfaces, the curves defined by equating to

zero the Jacobian of the forms

(D D) du*+ 2 (D' D') du dv + (D" D") dv*

fonn an orthogonal kinematically conjugate system. Bianchi, Lezioni, vol. 2, p. 38.

17. On two applicable surfaces of constant mean curvature + I/a whose

lines of curvature correspond and for which pi and />2 are the radii of principal

curvature of one surface and /% p\ of the other [cf. 125], every orthogonal

system is kinematically conjugate; moreover, this is the only case where every

orthogonal system is kinematically conjugate. Bianchi. 1. c., p. 39.

18. The lines of curvature on a surface of rolling described by a point O
fixed with respect Jx>

a rolling surface S correspond to that kinematically con-

jugate system on S which projects into an orthogonal system on a sphere with

center at O, the projection being from O as center.

Bianchi. Memorie dei Lincei, ser. 5, vol. 12 (1918), p. 448.

1 9. The lines of curvature on an envelope of rolling described by a plane
-

fixed with respect to a rolling surface S correspond to that kinematically con-

jugate system on S which projects orthogonally into an orthogonal system on JT.

Bianchi, 1. c., p. 448.
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20. When a surface S rolls over an applicable surface S, any two parallel

lines fixed with respect to S generate congruences for which one family of

developables correspond, namely, those corresponding to the curves kinematically

conjugate to the transforms of the curves of level of S.

Bianchi, Rendiconti dei Lincei, ser. 5, vol. 24 (1915), p. 16.

21. When a surface of revolution S rolls on an applicable surface S, the

axis of S generates a normal congruence, since the focal planes are perpendicular.

One of the focal surfaces is the complementary surface Si of S corresponding

to the defonns of the meridians of S.

Bianchi, Rendiconti di Palermo, vol. 39 (1915), p. 205.

22. For the surface /S defined by

af;=rcos0, l/=rsw6, ~z = clogr +/(#),

where / is an arbitrary function, the distance cut off on the z-axis by the per-

pendicular from any point P of the surface to the axis and the tangent plane

at P is equal to c. Hence when S rolls on an applicable surface, the axis

generates a congruence of rolling for which the focal distance is constant.

Bianchi, If c., p. 207.

23. When the surface S defined by

~x=rcosd, ~y=rsin.O, T = clogr + w0

rolls on an applicable surface S, the z-axis generates a congruence G of rolling

for which the distance between the focal points is c and the angle between the

focal planes is sin~ 1
c/y

r
c
2+m 2

. Hence G is a pseudospherical congruence

whose focal surfaces have the same gaussian curvature l/(c
2+ m2

) [cf. 171].

Bianchi, 1. c., p. 208.



Chapter X.

Surfaces applicable to a quadric.

132. Transformations F of nets on a quadric. Consider

a net N on the general quadric Q, whose equation is

(1) ex*+fy*+gz*-{-2ayz+ 2bzx+ 2cxy'}-2rx-}-2stj
Jr2tz+ w= 0.

Since the coordinates are solutions of an equation of the form

(II, 6), we have on differentiating (1) with respect to u and r

dx dx . dy_ dy_
. dz dz . Idy d_z dy dz\

~
~^ 9 du dv

a
\~du dv

'

dv du!du dv du dv

du dv dv du du dv dv du
i , _'

(2)

Any net ^(x') parallel to N is given by equations of the

form (II, 3). Consequently we have an equation of the form (2)

in which x, y, z, are replaced by x', y, z . From this it follows

that the function

(3) 6'= ex'*-\-fy'
s

+gz'*+ 2(ay'z'+bz'x'+ cx
f

y')

ft

is a solution of the point of equation of iV'
124

). It is readily

found that 0' and 6, given by

I
=

\

satisfy the equations

80' 80 80' 80
(5) du

~ h
du j

dv
'~~ l

dv

124
) The function 0'4:

0, since N' cannot lie on a cone.
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When these values are substituted in (II, 2), it is found that

the F transform NI (#1) lies on Q. It has been shown in 5 that

any congruence conjugate to a net N can be obtained by drawing

through points of N lines whose direction-parameters are the

coordinates of some net parallel to N. Hence we have the theorem

of Eibaucour:

Any congruence conjugate to a net on a quadric meets the

quadric again in a net to which it is conjugate.

We apply the results of 21 to the particular case when N
is on the quadric Q, and also NI and Na ,

that is when 0i and 2

are of the form (4). In order that 12 and 0J'2
'

be of the form (3)

and (4) with x y' z' \
x y z replaced by x"', y"', z'"\ %i, y\, z\

respectively, we must have

|
0i'4-02--2 [ex'x"+fy'y"+gz'z"+a(y'z"+y"z

1

}

'"+ Z"x' + cx'"+x"'} = 0.

By differentiation it is found that the left-hand member of this

equation is constant, and consequently the additive constants in

0" and 02 can be chosen in GO l

ways so that (6) shall hold. Hence :

If NI and Ns are F transforms of N and all three nets lie on

Q(l), tliere are oo 1
other nets JV12 on Q which are F transforms

of NI and NZ," they can be found by a quadrature.

133. Permanent nets on a quadric. Let Q be a quadric

referred to its asymptotic lines, and write its linear element in

the form

(7) dsl

and its second quadratic form

(8) =

If S is an applicable surface, its linear element is (7) and its

second quadratic form is

(9) <D~= DQ da*-\-2D
r

Q dadfl+ Di)'d0*.

Since the asymptotic lines on Q are straight lines, we must

have [ 85]

21*
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(10)

the Christoffel symbols <
r

.

s
\ being formed with respect to (7).

If we put

(11) H =

from [ 63, 77] we have

(12)

J12(
8 logo* J121 _ 9log<r

Ufo 9/5
'

I 2( 80 '

Hence the Codazzi equations [ 64] for S are reducible to

(13)

o o
. fr i -ofv_-A" "" ~~ ~~

Since Q and ^ are applicable,

If we put

(14) J =

we have

(15)

Then (13) may be replaced by

(16)

The equation of the common conjugate system of Q and S is

[56]
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By means of the above formulas we find that the Gaussian cur-

vature of the left-hand member of this equation is zero, and con-

sequently it can be given the form dudv. Hence we have the

theorem of Servant 126
):

If S is a surface applicable to a quadric Q and the latter is

referred to its generators, the common conjugate system can be found

by quadratures.

If we put

17) e-"(V7dV7"dft) = du, <*(V7da+V7"dfi) = dv,

we find, in consequence of (16),

(18) e*=<

From equations (17) we have

f

\ 2V^' dft =

In terms of u and v the second quadratic forms of Q and 8 are

necessarily of the form

0==D du*+ D" dv*, O = Ddu*+ D" dv*.

In consequence of (8), (9) and (19) we have

20

1
(21)

From these follow the theorems 126
):

// a net upon a quadric admits an applicable net, then

(22)

m
) Bull. Soc. Math, de France, vol. 30 (1902), p. 19.

m
) Of. Servant, 1. c., p. 20.
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The permanent net on a deform of a quadric is isothermal-

conjugate.

From (19) we have

dci e da e
~ M

e
m

dfl e-<

'

da 8/5 da dft
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In consequence of (21) and (25), we may take

(29) -D = P" = aab, Ha = ab.

The Codazzi equations for N and N are [cf. 64]

(dP

327

(30)
dv \2f' du

dP
du

irs\
the Christoffel symbols <

^
> being formed with respect to (26).

From these equations, in which D, D" and D are replaced

by their expressions from (27) and (29), and the identities [cf. 63]

8logg -

we obtain, in consequence of (28),

12

a

If ^, ]/, i denote the cartesian coordinates of S, from the

Gauss equations [ 64, (7)] for S we have that ~x, y, ~z are solutions

of the equations:

(33)

, _ _ ="
2

~~~
.

~^

8log6

_ dloga d6 . 3 log 6 30
"

8v du du 8?;'

Hence from 45 we have:

permanent net on a deform of a quadric is an R net
121

).

1Z7
) Cf. Tzitzeica, Comptes Rendus, vol. 152 (1911), p. 1077; also Bianchi,

Kendiconti dei Liucei, ser. 5, vol. 22 (1913), p. 3.
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We desire to prove the converse theorem:

When the functions a and b in the equations (33) of an R net

satisfy the condition (28), the net is applicable to a net on a quadric.

From (31) and (33) we have for any R net N

Jill
8 H

ur-^ logT'
11

J121

[if
9 log a 22

)12l__9log&
\2f- du

aa
&

H
H

When these values are substituted in the second set of (30), we
find that the second fundamental_coefficients of an R net satis-

fying (33) are of the form D = D"= a2
b*/H. Then since

DD"'= a*H 2
,
we may take Hff = ab, in which case we have

(29) and the above expressions for the Christoffel symbols are

reducible to (32), in consequence of (28). As a result we have

that (27) furnishes a solution of the first set of (30) in which the

symbols have the values (32); that is N admits an applicable

net N, for which the second fundamental coefficients are given

by (27).

If K and ft are the parameters of the asymptotic lines of the

surface 8 on which N lies, we have

kda = adti, b dv, /* dft = a du-\- b dv,

where the integrating factors A, /* are subject to the conditions

j _-
; &*U

In consequence of (27), (29) and [ 64, (7)] the coordinates of S

satisfy the equations

9 6 90-
o- -f- a --

8w2 3v2
9 it

8$ 9-8
h a

2 - -

du dv

30
-r

,

dv'

8*0 _ 8 log a 80 8 log 6 80

dudv
"

dv du du dv
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If we express these equations in terms of a and ft, we obtain

/_!_ j^0_ 1 9
2 0\ ,8"

1 2
"

2 2
"*

2 9 f 8tt U
1 90

f
9 /1\ 9/1

"T'eT'^ir "ST7
~

~r a ~^~T
~rtOjOloi I 41 I / Q Q

/ Li!^__i_ J_ _^!i.\ _i_ li F a /i\
I

i 9&

9 /1\ 1 9&_" a " ~

Adding and substracting these equations, the resulting equations

are reducible in consequence of the above conditions on A and p
to the form

9
2 90 9

2 90

9
2= " A

9
7

9/
2

=

9/'

and consequently S is a quadric.

135- Transformations Fk of permanent nets on a central

quadric. For the central quadric Q, whose equation is

(35) x, r,z==-
y>

and the Gaussian curvature is given by
128

)

(36) ^^-TT^W' T =

where c
4 =

1/efg.

If Q is referred to a net JV whose point equation is the second

of (33), we have

9 .

128
) Of. C. Smith, Solid Geometry, 9 th

edition, p. 223.
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and also

Hence

(39)

where U and V are functions of u and v alone.

In consequence of (27), (32), and the Gauss equations for Q
we find

rJL
du

(40)

From (35) and (36) we have

v-i .. dx 19/1

When the expressions (39) are substituted in (40), the result is

reducible by means of (41) to

- 91ogg - /F i M 91ogtf
"

~

2 du
'

\ c/ du ' 29?;" \ c! dv

Also on differentiating equation (38) with respect to u and v we get

From these two sets of equations it follows that U= V
and consequently

(42)
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Hence from (28) and (36) we have the theorem:

For any permanent net on a central quadric (34) the coordinates

satisfy the condition

/, Q N dx
(43)

where c
4 = l/e/>

189
).

This equation may be written

(44) a8
b* = c*2e*x*.

Suppose, conversely, we have a net N on the quadric (34)

satisfying the condition (43). Since equations (39) hold for any
net on the quadric, the functions a and b in the point equation of

_A
T can be chosen so that we have (42). If these equations are

differentiated with respect to u and v respectively, and the Grauss

equations [ 64, (7)] are used, the resulting equations are reducible

by means of (41) to 9

8a
i

-*

=1
a m^,_

) at; \ <r/

From (38) and (42) we have

**_llL_iM 8_ ** - *****

Hence, if we take Hcf== ab, from (31) we obtain

Jill 9
i J221 9

,
b

:

Iii consequence of these expressions equations (45) give

D = tfa*. D"= <rb*. Substituting these expressions in the first

9
) Of. Calapso, Annali, ser. 3, vol. 19 (1912), p. 62.
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set of equations (30) and making use of (28), which is a conse-

quence of (42) and (43), we get the expressions (32). When these

values are substituted in the second set of (30), a solution is

D = D"= ffab. Hence there exists a net N applicable to Ar
.

Therefore :

When a net on a central quadric (34) satisfies the condition (43),

it is a permanent net.

Let N be a permanent net on the quadric Q (34). From (3)

and (4) it follows that if in the equations of the form

a

(47)

we put

(48) e =

the F transform JVi of N lies on Q. In order that NI be a per

manent net it is sufficient that

(49)
dv

From (47) we have by differentiation

dv dv>

where

(51) <c==ho o', a = le S'.

Substituting these expressions in (49), we can reduce the resulting

equation by means of (42) to

(52). r 2 a
2

In consequence of (II, 16) we have from (51)

(53)

9\ <r r d ho dd~ r~~ ea ~~~
r*~ }

8 /cr T a d IT 88
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Differentiating (52) and making use of (53), the resulting equations

are reducible to

4- c
2

y 2e*# (a?!
a?)]

=
0,

where
6'

By means of (44), (51), (52) and (54) these equations are reducible to

- n dy , (f 90 (16 \_
\}j ~"p~ I ~i

"^
^| ~

"?

which can be integrated in the form

(56)

where A: is an arbitrary constant. When this value for y is sub-

stituted in (54), this equation and (52) are equivalent, in conse-

quence of (47) and (51), to

(57) h*a* l
2
b
2 = c*2(e*ke)x'*, ha* lb* = c(ez

ke)xx'.

Differentiating the second of these equations, we obtain

(58)

3/i . aloga b
2
dlogb c

!

,2_/t
.

e),c
'^ = o
9w

dv

in consequence of (44) and



( dh
a
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shall show that it is possible to find without quadratures a net

N' parallel to N such that 0' given by (48) can be put in the

form (cf. II, 95)

(60) e'=-k(Zx'
z 2^' 2

),

8 -
x rx'.

and then the desired transform is defined by

(61)

Equating these expressions for 0', we have

(62) (e-k} = 0.

Differentiating this expression and assuming that equations of

the form

du du' dv dv'

hold, we obtain

(64)

If these equations are differentiated with respect to u and v and

in the reduction use is made of equations [ 64, (7)] for N and N,

two of the resulting equations are satisfied identically in conse-

quence of (64) and the other two are reducible to

(65)

ov

=
0,

V" AA - = U.

In consequence of (27), (28), (29), (35), (42) and the second of (57)

these two equations are equivalent to

(66)
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Solving equations (64) and (66) for x', y', ~z', we have ex-

pressions of the form

(67) {

^ =~
('~ A);C+^I^ ^^

\

F^~^I
dx / 7\ nr ft nt* \ I

(e Jc)x'(F^ E^- .

\ du dv]\

If we differentiate these expressions, we find that x', y', z' satisfy

equations of the form (63), by making use of equations of 134,

135 and of [ 63J.

Also from (67) we have, with the aid of [ 48, (11)|,

(68) Jc*2x'*
C

Substituting this expression in (62), we find that it is satisfied

in virtue of (57).

From these results and the last theorem of 135 we have,

when k is not equal to 0, e, f or g, the theorem :

If N is a net applicable to a net N on a central quadric

ex*-\-fy*-\-gz*
=

1, for each value ofk different from_e, f, g and

zero, there exist oo 2
transformations Fit ofN into nets NI applicable

to the quadric; these transforms are conjugate to co 2
congruences G:

their determination requires the finding of solutions of a completely

integrable system of equations subject to a quadratic and a linear

homogeneous relations
IS1

).

When k = e, the function x is determined to within an additive

constant m, as seen in 135. There are only oo 1
sets of solutions

y' ,
z'

,
h and I, and in consequence from (67) it foilows that there

are only oc l

congruences G of the co 2
transformations. As m

varies we obtain oo x transforms NI conjugate to the same con-

gruence. They are defined by (61) with

6 = 2^exxf

+2mex, B'= e(x+m)*+fy'*+ gz*.

From this expression for and the results of 23 it follows that

the tangent planes at corresponding points of these nets NI enve-

m
) Journ. de Math. 1. c. p. 53.
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lope a cone. If
> */o> o are the coordinates of the vertex, the

equation of the tangent plane is

where , ij,
are current coordinates, and Xi. YI and Zi are

direction-parameters of the normal to N^ When their expressions

are calculated, it is found that they involve m to the second degree,

and consequently the cone is a quadric.

When k = e, x' does not appear in (62) and (64). Solving

the latter for y and /, and substituting in (62), we obtain a homo-

geneous quadric equation in x'
, y'^z' . Hence the lines of the

congruences G through a point of N form a quadric cone. Since

similar results hold when k is equal to / or g, we have in con-

sequence_of the last theorem of 135 the theorem:

If N is a net applicable to a net N on the central quadric Q
(34), there are oc -

sets of solutions of equations (57), (58), (59)

with k equal to e. f or g: there are thus three families of oo 2
trans-

forms NI of K which are applicable to Q: the transforms of each

family are conjugate to cc *

congruences O, there being oo l
trans-

forms conjugate to each G; the lines of the congruences G through

a point of N form a quadric cone] the tangent planes at points

of a line of G of the nets NI conjugate to it envelop a quadric

cone, and the points on Q corresponding to these points of the

nets NI on a line of G lie on a conic
132

}.

When Q is the quadric of revolution c(x
2j
ry*)-\-gz

2 ==
1,

the transformations of the type described in the first of the above

theorems exist, There is, however, only one family of transformations

of the type described in the second theorem; they are F
ff

. When
k ==

e, equation (62) may be written

(69) 2F 2

m
) The two types of transformation set forth in this section were dis-

covered by Guichard in a different manner in his Memoire sur la deformation,

des quadrics, Memoires a L'Academic des Sciences de France, ser. 2
;
vol. 24 (1909).

His method did not reveal the relation between the nets N and NI on the quadric

iii either case, nor did he show that the nets i\
T
and JVi are in relation F when

k e, f or g. These results were announced by the anther in 1919, Trans.

Amer. Math. Soc., vol. 20 (1919), pp. 323338.

22
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From the results of 100 it follows that N is a net 2, and

consequently N is 2, 0. From (69) it follows that N' is one of

the two special nets 2, parallal to N, the complementary
function being

(70) 7

Suppose conversely that we take for N' one of these two

special nets 2, and define / by (70). Equations (64) and (65)

hold for k e f. Adding equations (65), we have in consequence
of (27), (28), (29), (35) and (42), the second of (57). From these

follow (66), (67), (68), and then the first of (57), as in the

general case. Thus h and I determined by Nf

satisfy the equations

of 135, z' is given directly by (70) and x' and y' by the qua-

dratures (59), and thus involve additive arbitrary constants.

Each of the two parallel special 2, nets N' determines

a normal congruence conjugate to N ( 61). In accordance with

the theorem of Beltrami ( 112) and the results of 100, when
the net N is applied to its applicable net N on Q, the lines of

these two normal congruences coincide with the lines joining points

of N to the foci on the axis of revolution of Q. Hence we have

the theorem:

Let N be a net applicable to a net N on a central quadric of
revolution Q; the lines joining points of N to the foci of Q on the

axis of revolution become lines of two normal congruences GI and G2 ,

conjugate to N ivhen N is applied to N; there can be found by two

quadratures oc 2
nets NI conjugate to GI and oo 2

nets N2 conju-

gate G2 wMch are applicable to oo 2
nets NI and cc 2

nets AT
2 on Q;

the nets N1} or N2 ,
can be grouped into oo *

families of cc 1
nets

such that their tangent planes at points on the same line of the

congruence form a quadric cone and the corresponding points of the

applicable nets on Q lie on a conic
139

).

When Q is a sphere, real or imaginary, with the equation

e(x
2
-\-y*-}-z

2
) 1, an applicable net N consists of the lines of

curvature on a surface of constant gaussian curvature, since every

133
) In order to obtain one of these families we hold fixed the additive

constant in x' and let the additive constant of y' vary, and vice-versa; cf. Trans.

Amer. Math. Soc., 1. c., p. 337.
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net on^ Q is orthogonal. If we take Jc = e, it follows from (62)

that N' is a cone
;
hence there are no transformations of the type

of the second theorem. When ~k ^ e, we have from (60) and (62)
s> ~lf ,

0'==-7T^ 2* x' 2
,
that is the transformation is R ( 67). Hence:

A surface of constant gaussian curvature admits oo 3
trans-

formations R into surfaces of the same curvature.

137. Theorem of permutability of transformations Fk of

surfaces applicable to a central quadric. Let .2Vi(#i) and

Nz (#2) be obtained from a net N(x) applicable to a net N(x) on

Q by means of transformations Fj^ and F^, and let -$i(#i) and

N2 (x2) be the nets on Q to which JVj. and N% are applicable. Let

0! and 2 be the functions of these transformations, where

01 /

'

x'
f x"; x, x" being obtained from x and x by the quadratures

dx' , dx dx' , dx dx" dx dx" , dx_ "
t( O ft u ?7 O ??

^r' 80* fl T' fl 'r R T" 8 o* a*" d 'rt/x -, U JU U JU -. U JU U Ju -, U JU \J JU - U *JL'

u
*
du' dv

1
9v' du du' dv

'

dv'

We seek under what conditions the net N1S whose coordinates

are of the form

/.-o\ _ 012 in

where (cf. 20, 21)

80"
7 90i 901' 7 90i 90s _, 902 902 __ 7

902

1 O J 'A 1 <5

9?t 8t(
'

8t? dv ' 9w du' dv

is applicable to a net Ar
]2 on Q, defined by

If we put

22*
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we find that this expression is equivalent to that of (74) if

(77) ka oy+ h M 2kks(2x*"2x'x") ft= 0.

When the left-hand member of this equation is differentiated, it

is found to be constant in consequence of (71), (72) and (74).

Hence the additive constants entering in 0" and 02 can be chosen

so that (77) holds.

From (6) it follows that <Y12 denned by (75) is on Q, if

(78) ey + 8!> 2(ex'x"+fy'y"+ uz' z"} - 0.

Solving equations (77) and (78) for 0" and 6?, we find ex-

pressions which satisfy (74). Hence:

If NI and JV2 are transforms of a net N applicable to a net

N on a central quadric Q by means of transformations F^ and Fk,

(&2 ^ /ii), there can befound directly a net N^, applicable to a net JV12

on Q, which is in relations F'j^ and F^ witli NI and N% respectively.

This theorem holds when ^ or &2 ,
or both, is equal to e,f or g,

but &! ^ A-J>. It holds equally when Q is a central quadric of

revolution, or a sphere, real or imaginary
134

).

138. Transformations Bk of surfaces applicable to a

central quadric. Let N(x) be a net applicable to a net N(x)
on the central quadric (34). We consider a transformation FA;

of N and N as treated in 136. We have

(79) = 2

From (35) and (36) we have

(80) 2^r'X '== C

By differentiation of (79) we have

dd

134
) Trans. Amer. Math. Soc., 1. c.. pp. 324. 335.
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and with the aid of (27). (28). (42) and (57) we find

(82)
9
2

2I 90

Because of (28) and (32) we have

9-0 8
2

. 9lo- 80
(83)

du* 9r- du du + 21M*M_ C**.

From the results 49 it follows that if we take two trans-

formations; Fk of N(k ^ e.f, g) and write

(84) el
= 2

the net N(x), defined by

(85)
- *

where

|
J_/

J

p ~

s \

d
90!

90! 90! 902

is a W transform of JV. that is these two nets are on the focal

surfaces of a W congruence.
On substituting the expressions for the derivatives of X and S

analogous to (81) and (82) in (I, 68), we reduce the resulting

expressions to

*^
I T~\ ~\T I

& (J Ct

7)
90, 902
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By means of the same functions t and B we obtain a derived

net N(x) of N. Its equations are

. dx
,

dx
(88) 5 a=a.+J,_ + g

_
J

where p and # are given by (86). On substituting the expressions

for 0! and 2 ,
as given by (84) in the expression (86) for ^/, we

find, in consequence of (35) and (cf. (29))

(89) Hff=al,
that

(90)

Hence the expression for 5 is reducible to

(91) x =

From this we have

(92)

The equations analogous to (57) are

feffl" E&*= f
2Z(e2

ke)x'\ lila
z ll^=c^(e^ke}x"-,

K a2
^ I- = c

22 (e*lce)xx, h a* fe &
2 = r

2^ (*ke)xx*.

By differentiation it can be shown that the left-hand member of

the following equation is constant for any two transformations Fk

(94) hJ^ll lzW c^(ez
ke}x'x"= 0.

We choose the nets N' and N" so that (94) is satisfied. By means

of these relations we show that

(95)
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also that

(96) L*/

In consequence of these identities we have

07)

that is N(x) lies on a quadric confocal with Q.

The equations forN analogous_to (Sl)_
are obtained bj

7 removing
the bars from the quantities x, X, D and D"'. Substituting from (81)

the expressions for the derivatives of X and 2 and making use of

(35), (36), (84), (89) and (90), we reduce the resulting equations to

4 -(zy'-yJ} ft- A.)]},

x2x(y'Z"-y''z'} + c*-

/*i)-(^ y/) ft ^

From (93) we have

(99)

Adding the left-hand member of this expression to the expressions

in parentheses in (98) and subtracting the right-hand member, we

get in consequence of (28)

(100)

du

dj^
9 r J
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ldx\'
2

dx\-For X the expressions analogous to^ e I I and ^ e(

^s? ke (dx\
2

, \r> ke (dx\'
2

for A are^-r^ \~jT~]
an(^ 2*

~j \~a~T Making use ot well-

known theorems on determinants, we find ultimately that

(101) dx
=

'

From (87) and the analogous equations for N we have, in

consequence of (27) and (29),

(102)

dx dx =
0,

From (101) and (102) we have

du dr *~k e du

f-n\A\
(104)

the net N (x) is applicable to the net N (XQ), which in consequence

of (97) lies on Q. The equations (104) define the relation of Ivory

between a quadric and a confocal quadric ;
the point of coordinates

x
, y ,

Z
Q

is the intersection with Q of the orthogonal trajectory

of the family of confocal quadrics which passes through the point

of coordinates x, y, I of (97)
135

).

135
) Bianchi, Lezioni. vol. 3, p. 59.
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The functions of a transformation W are x
r

, y
f

,
z'

, x", y", z"
,

hi, li, J^ and 4- They satisfy a completely integrable system of

the form (58) and (59). Moreover, the five conditions (93) and (94)

must be satisfied. However, these equations are satisfied also by
the functions

t ax'+ftx' ay'^fty". ccz+ftz", ah^ fth>,

(105)
'

where a, ft, y and d are constants. In this case, as follows from

(85), (86) and (88) we get the same nets N and A7
". Consequently

for each value of k there are oo * transformations of the kind sought.

If NI(XI) and JVa^) denote the Fjf transforms of jV, we have

_ ' - ,X . X
t X% - X n X

l 02

In consequence of (91) and (92) we have

Hence the point of coordinates, x, y, ~z is the pole of the plane

of the corresponding points on N, NI and JV
T
2 .

We may state the foregoing results as follows.

If N is a permanent net on a central quadric Q, there are y? l

sets of transformations Fk of N into nets NI and N2 so that the

condition (94) is satisfied for each value of k different from zero:

the locus of the pole Mjc of the plane M MI M% with respect to Q
is a net N on a quadric confocal to Q; as N rolls on its applicable

net N, the print Mk describes a net N, such that N and N are the

focal nets of a W congruence, and N is applicable to tlw net on Q
which is the Ivory transform of the net N.

These are the transformations Bk found by Bianchi by entirely

different processes
136

).

Let N be a permanent net on the quadric (34) and A:
,
an

Fk transform of N by means of the functions x. y, z, hi and 4

satisfying (57), (58) and (59). From the form of equations (93)

and (94) and the observations concerning (105) it follows that

136
) Lezioni, vol. 3, Chaps. 1, 2, 3; cf. also Jouni. de Math., 1. c., p. 61.
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there exist only two sets of functions x", y", z"',%,, lt and x", y'",

2", hs , 4 each satisfying (93) and (94) with x', y', z h^ ^ and

determining different Bk transforms of N, and also of the net N
applicable to N.

The corresponding transforms AT

2 and N3 of N are determined

by 0i, 2 and 1? 3 where X and 2 are given by (84) and

3 j&exsf". Consequently these transforms are conjugate to

the congruence harmonic to N determined by A . The same is

true of the transforms N2 and Ns of N detennined by t ,
0*

and 1? 3 . The congruence harmonic to N determined by t

consists of the lines of intersection of the corresponding tangent

planes to N and its Fk transform N: by means of x, y', z', hi and l
{

.

In view of the preceding results we have the theorem:

If N f
ls a permanent net on a central quadric Q and NI is

an Fk transform of N, and PI and P2 are the points of intersection

with the confocal quadric Qk of tlie line of intersection of corre-

sponding tangent planes of N and Nl} then as N rolls on its

applicable net N, the points Pv and P% generate nets applicable

to Q, each of which is a Bk transform of N.

139. Permutability to transformations Fk and Bk . Let

N(x) be the permanent net on a deform of the quadric Q (34)

and N(x) its Bk transform by means of functions x, y, z'; x" , y", z";

hi, ID lh, k> Let x'", y'", z" , hs ,
ls ,

be a set of solutions of (58)

and (59) with A- replaced by k' satisfying the conditions

a - = ce-ce)x sa-=c l
e

so that the FV transform Ns of A7

,
defined by equations of the form

(107) ^ = a._*a/",
03

where

(108) 3
== 2

is on Q.

From (II, 33) it follows that the equations of the forms

ft rvr\ ' t

(109) xS
= X -777-X

8 in n it
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define nets parallel to Ns ;
the corresponding functions hsi ,

lsi and

hm , k<> are given by (cf. II, 50)

"91
~

i~7i ^iii ? fol J ft f\HI /'

^3 P3 "8

i 03 'h 03
; _ ^3 03 4 03
t-Q9 lit

ha 0s 0s'

The functions a3 and 63 appearing in the point equation of jVs are

of the form (cf. II, 12)

a

ci3 a

In order that these functions may satisfy equations analogous
to (93) and (94), namely

it is necessar and sufficient that

'x'"~(kk')e's = 0,

?>
2

4 r
2

e
2 lcexW k-k'e's' = 0.

Differentiating these equations with respect to u and v, and making
use of (58), (59) and analogous equations, we find that the left-

hand members are constant.

If k'
=}= k, the functions 3 and 0$ are uniquely determined

by (110), and consequently x$ and xg are uniquely determined by

(109). Then by means of the functions

(111) 31
== 2exs xs, 32

== 2

we obtain a BK transform Ns of AT

3 which is applicable to Q.
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It is readily found by differentiation that the left-hand members

of the equations

(112) 0$+ 0i" 227*V" T= 0, fli'+ 0"' 22>.r".r'" =

are constants. If we take 0"' and 0"' as given by (112), we find

that
ii

(113) 081=01 -77,T0i"> 088=02 ^7/7^2".
03 #3

These are the conditions that N and JV$ are in relation F (cf . 22).

We desire to show that this transformation is in fact a trans-

formation Fk, as defined in 136.

From 22 we have that the functions 3 and #3" of the

transformation F from N into N9 are given by

where p and q are given by (86) and

1

P

r 80[

du

and

80r 80,

Moreover, the direction-parameters of the conjugate congruence
of this transformation are the coordinates x'"

} y'". z'" of a net NT,
parallel to Ns ,

where

;// '"

(116)

From 22 corresponding to (85) and (116). we obtain

fir'" -fir fir'" -fir
ml}

OX _ I
OX __ /

OX
' ) ft i

*
i
~

8 8w' 81; 8r'
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where

(118) fc = J-(rf4* tf'-T

349

90, 902

Substituting the expressions (108) for 3 and 0g" in (114), we

get, in consequence of (88) and (115)

(119)

and

81;

this second expression for 01" is derived from the first with the

aid of (29), (35) and (36).

From (110) and (112) we get

From equations (121), (100), (106) and (90) we deduce

(122)
9^ A 95 ^

1

9 w ^ 9 r

By means of (122) and analogous equations equation (120) is

reducible to

(123)

,-U>G}x'"+--!-2ex"'

9 OC- \

"'-^\
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Equations of the form

= r'"4-/A TJ>
3 v'in u "^

du dv

define a net N"' parallel to N. This expression is reducible to

(124>

"in in i
*

X X + 1F0"'

[
dv du du

8a; \1

du du dvj\
J

which in consequence of (122) becomes

d25) KV15& cp du cq dv

Since N is applicable to No, defined by (104), it follows from

the results of 136 that a transformation Fv of N is given by
the functions

(126)

ke
i e

/

iC

provided that analogously to (57) and because of (101)

(127)

ha*p
2

ll>
2

q
2 = 7 / \ ///

k e) xo x" = c
6 K 6 ~ ~ I

r

When the expression (125) for x" is substituted in (126), the

resulting equations are reducible by means of (97), (101) and (106) to

(128)

kk'
in ~

ex x,

(kk
i J\ . n'f2>V9p2 Z'P 7/pW

1 /\ft I ^^^ \ ^ /I/O /V C-/ A/

4- -I-H
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In consequence of (118) we can write the first of (124) in the form

^ /y fl SY*
~ it i lit - U JU , -T (/ //

(129)

From this equation, (38) and (42) we obtain

V -m in 2 1*2 "2

C

In order that this equation be consistent with the first of (127),

we must have

/-i -I i\ 'V 1 6 -in'2'

| Q "X 1 -/// /// "V 1 ///2

"" K

in nt _ ,\x ex = 0.

Because of (101) and (106) this condition is satisfied identically

when the expression (125) for x'" is substituted. Again from (129)

and (88) we have

2 e (x'" x'"} (x x) = -
(h aV I& 2

2
)-

c

It is readily found that this equation is consistent with the second

of (127). Moreover, when we compare the functions (128) giving

an FK transform of JVwith the functions (119) and (123) determining

a derived net of JV3 ,
we find that they differ by the same constant

factor. Hence :

Let N be a permanent net on the centrcd^quadric (34) and N the

applicable net; if N is a Bu transform ofN and N$ is an FK trans-

form of N^ there can befound directly a net N3 which is a Bk trans-

form of NS and an Fv transform of N,

140. Theorem of permutability of transformations Bk .

Let N be a net applicable to a net N on the central quadric Q
(34), and N^ and Ns nets applicable to nets on Q and obtained

from N by transformations Bk and BK respectively, determined by
the respective pairs of functions 0i, 2 and 3 , 4 ,

where

(130) 0! = Z^exx', 62= Z^exx", 3
= Z
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From 50 it follows that the functions (93 and 4 ,
defined by

\d-

fc 30

\9w 8r 9# 9

for / == 3, 4; j/
---

1, A- 2, determine a TF transform of A\ which

is also the W transform of 2^ defined by the two functions given

by (131) for i == I, 2; j = 3, A: = 4.

From (127) it follows that conditions analogous to (93) are

satisfied. The analogue of (94) is

,

e A"

which can be shown to be satisfied identically, by the use of

methods similar to those used at the end of 139. Consequently

the above W transform of N-i is in fact a Bit- transform. Hence

we have:

If NI and N are obtained from Hie permanent net N of

a deform of a central quadric Q by transformations Bk and Bk

(k
f

^ A
1

), there can be found directly a net JV^ applicable to a net

on Q such that NI and N^, and AT
2 and N^ are in relations B(

nnd Blc respectively}.

141. Transformations Fk of permanents nets on a para-
boloid and of surfaces applicable to a paraboloid. For

the paraboloid P,

(132) ea;+./y+2* = 0,

we have

(133) X. Y. Z= ex,fy,l

l/ e

and

(1 H4) T\ ___-_ = cV e*x*4- /**!/* 4-142222a '

a

where r
4 = -l/4e/".

13T
) Cf., Bianchi. 1. c.. chap. 4.
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If P is referred to a net A7 whose point equation is the second

of (33), we have

dx_j)k_ + f <>y_*M- _ =0
du dv

~rj du dv
~

and by processes analogous to those used in 135 we find

and we prove the theorem:

A necessary and sufficient condition that a net N on a para-

boloid (132) be permanent is that the parameters can be chosen so

that

In order to obtain Fk transforms of N which are permanent nets

on P, we take in place of (48)

(137) 6 = 2 (e^'-K/W+A '= e

Each set of functions satisfying the completely integrable system

of equations (59) and (58) with g = 0, and the conditions

(138)

determine a transformation ^ of N into a net JVi on P. When
A- = e or / we have two special types of transformations, as

described in the last theorem of 135.

Consider now the net N applicable to N. From (60) and (137)

we have in place of (62)

(139) (e k) x'
s+ (//.:) y'

2 k^+kx'*= 0.

Proceeding as in the case of (62), we find equations obtained

from (64), (65), (67) and (68) by putting g = 0. Hence there exists

for transformations Fjc of N theorems similar to the first two theorems

23
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of 136, but there are only two types of transformations as described

in the second theorem
; they are Fe and F/.

When e = f, P is a paraboloid of revolution and the trans-

formations Fk (k ^ e) are described by the first theorem of 136.

When / = e, equation (139) reduces to *x'* / 2
0. Hence

N' is a special net 2,0, the complementary function being- z'. In

this 0ase, as for the central quadric of revolution, the transforms

of JV are conjugate to the two normal congruences conjugate

to N. When N is applied to P, the lines of one of these con-

gruences pass through the focal point of P on the axis of revolution,

and the lines of other congruence are normal to the tangent plane

to P at its vertex (cf. 100). Hence:

Let N be a net applicable to a net N on a paraboloid of

revolution P; the lines joining points of N to the focus of P and

the lines parallel to the axis of P become two normal congruences,

G! and GS, conjugate to N, whenjtf is applied to N; there can be

found by two quadratures oo 2
nets NI conjugate to GI and oo 2

nets N%

conjugate to G2 which are applicable to oo 2
nets N^ and oo 2

nets N%

on P; the nets Nt or Nz can be grouped into oo ]

families of oo l
nets

such that their corresponding tangent planes envelope a quadric cone.

and the corresponding points on P lie on a come 138
).

142. Transformations Bk of surfaces applicable to

a paraboloid. In this section we establish for surfaces applicable

to P(132) transformations analogous to those treated in 138.

Equations (82) and (83) hold in this case also. In place of (84)

we have

(140) 0! = 2 (exx'+fyy'+A 6, = 2 (exx"+fyy"+s").

In place of (90) and (91) we have

, / = 4 efa b c (x" y'x' y"\
and

~
"

f x"y'-x'y

-
i y y^ "- \y

x"y'-x'y"

Now exx-\rfyy-\-z-}-z = Q.

m
) Trans. Amer. Math. Soc., 1. c.. p. 338.
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The first two of equations (93) with g = hold and in place of

the second two we have

and (94) with y = holds.

By making use of the expressions for x(y'z" y'Y) and

y(z'x" z"x') which are obtainable from (141), we find that x,

y and z satisfy the condition

* *
1*

= =
0,

f

that is the net N lies on a quadric confocal with P.

In place of (100) we have

du J >

dv
(y ll

~
y - ) '

From these and analogous equations we obtain, by means of

equations similar to (95),

ek ldx\
2

fk
ke \du]^ kf\du]

ek dx dx . fk dy dy
e du dv Jc f du dv

From these equations and (102) we have

dv

dv /'

23*
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Here the symbol 2 refers to the three variables, where

These are the equations of the transformation of Ivory for P139
).

The other observations for transformations of a central quadric

hold also for the case of the paraboloid, and consequently we
have the analogous theorem:

If N is a permanent net on a paraboloid P, there are cc 1

'pairs of transformations Fk of N into nets NI and N2 so that the

condition

holds; the locus of the pole M of the plane MMiM% loitli respect

to P is a net N on a paraboloid confocal to P; as N
rolls_

on its

applicable net N the point M describes a net N such that N and JV

are the focal nets of a W congruence, and N is applicable to the

net on P which is the Ivory transform of the net N.

These are the transformations Bn of surfaces applicable to

a paraboloid, as found by Bianchi in another manner 140
).

143. Determination of the asymptotic lines on a surface.

When a surface 8 is referred to a general system of parametric

lines, the translations and rotations of a general moving trihedral

satisfy the conditions [cf. 69]

dp ^p\ 9 9 1

qi
dv du dv du

dq dqi d yU U\ U II U I/I .
-*-

,j. /yj 2j -J"
' '

. T A V rt*

du
~

Pl 1 1J
~dv

~~
du'

dr^ ,
.. _.c

ou

The equation of asymptotic lines on S is [ 71, (68)]

(pi] q)d

139
) Cf. Biauchi, 1. c., p. 30.

14
) Lczioni, vol. 3, chap. 1.
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If we replace this equation by the two

(143)

the function / is determined by

1

357

( p du +^1 dv =
/i cZv; == A

(T/ du

as is seen by the elimination of du and dv from (143) and [ 70].

If a and ft are the parameters of the asymptotic lines on 8.

we must have
du , dv L du . , dv

(144)

da

9 u

du

9r

dv

If these equations are solved tor p, q, pv , q: and the results are sub-

stituted in (142), we obtain the equations which u and v must satisfy.

This calculation is simplified, if we note that the first of (142)

is equivalent to

9 / du dv\ 9 / du dv

dv

On replacing' the expressions in parentheses by their values from

(144), we obtain

9
2w d*v du du II dkJS

da dft\k du

,

dv dv I~~
4."

2 \ 8a
I dk'

f\
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This relation may be replaced by two equations because the trans-

lations
, ]., y, tji are not completely determined. In fact, they

are subject only to the conditions

If we equate and t to zero successively, we obtain the following

equations due to Darboux 141
):

(145>

9
2w . du
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are the parameters of a family of virtual asymptotic lines on S, in

consequence of (10), (11) and (12), equations (145) become, since

8
2 da da 8 . 8

3
/S 8/5 30 8

It is readily found that the first integral of these equations is

(U7) ^L^L^l^LlL-.

In accordance with these equations we introduce a function
,
thus

8 ct dp o cc op
I J _j.y | gW L__

g<
.

8#o 9/O0' 9/O0 9cf()

Differentiating these equations with respect to /3 and respectively,

and substituting in the first of (146), we get in consequence of (147)

/\
I

*^r* r\

Expressing the consistency of these equations and the second of

(146), we obtain

(150) -r-

8^ =

For the paraboloid e^?
2

//
8
-f2^==0. we have

I

From these expressions we find

Also ,4 4 1

142
) Servant, Bull. Sqc. Math. France, vol. 29 (1901), p. 232.
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Hence - y I -^-l and -
;~ I 7^-) are equal to the same constant

9 a \GL>Q! oft \ffJJol

and equation (150) is reducible to the equation of surfaces of

constant curvature [ 118, 119]. For each solution of (150) the

above equations for the determination of and ft as functions of

and PQ are completely integrable. Hence:

The determination of surfaces applicable to a paraboloid and

to a sphere, real or imaginary, are equivalent problems.

We remark that when the paraboloid is a surface of revolution

( e=f\ equation (150) can be integrated directly.

In like manner for the central quadric

we have

l + a/8 1 ft 1 1 aft
'-

yj a

* = *
-

1 1

When y= e, the coefficients of 6 and 6~ u in (150) are equal

to the same constant and we have:

Tlie determination of surfaces applicable to a central quadric

of revolution and to the sphere, real or imaginary, are equivalent

problems.

145. Surfaces conjugate in deformation. Following
Bianchi 148

), we say that two non-developable surfaces, S and S, are

conjugate in deformation, when the asymptotic lines correspond

on 8 and 8 and to every system of virtual asymptotic lines on 8

correspond a system of virtual asymptotic lines on 8, and vice-versa.

In order that the latter condition be satisfied, the coefficients of

the equations (145) must be equal to the corresponding coefficients

of the similar equations for 8. These conditions may be written

143
) Lezioni, vol. 3, p. 201.
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(151)

(152)

8 log I
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and similar equations for S. Substituting- in the latter from (156),

we find

IMA J1H__J111 3 log* J22IJ221
8ti IK UP 9v

'

!2f 12|'

on condition that $ is not developable. Equations (151) are satis-

fied and we have the theorem of Servant114
) and Bianchi 145

):

A necessary and sufficient condition that two non-developable

surfaces be conjugate in deformation is that the geodesic lines and

the asymptotic lines respectively correspond on the surface*.

When two surfaces S and 8 are conjugate in deformation,

each set_of solutions of equations (145) leads to a pair of surfaces

iS' and 8', applicable to 8 and 8 respectively, upon which the

asymptotic lines correspond, and since conditions (151) and (152)

hold for these surfaces, they too are conjugate in deformation.

Hence :

If two surfaces are conjugate in deformation, each set of solutions

of the corresponding equations (145) determine two other surfaces

conjugate in deformation and applicable to the respective given surfaces.

Dini 146
) solved the problem of finding pairs of surfaces upon

which the geodesies correspond. We reproduce his results.

We assume that the surfaces are referred to their common

orthogonal system. Then equations (155) can be integrated, thus

E El G # 1

<r
2

?2 F 3 ' Ea
E* Us '

where U and F are arbitrary functions of u and / respectively.

From these we have
- E -^ _ OE -

-y^i,
<* =

By the substitution of the above values of E and Ct in (152), we get

V) F= V'E, (UV) = U'G.
,or o n

U4
) Comptes Rendus, vol. 136 (1903), p. 1239.

U5
) L. c., p. 206.

u6
) Annali, ser. 3, vol. 3 (1869), p. 269.
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Neglecting the case where U= V = =
const., that is when S and 8

are homothetic, we have on integration

E = Ul(UV\ 6 == VI (UV)
where Ut and ~\r\ are arbitrary functions of u and v respectively.

If we choose the parameters so that

where h is a constant, we find that the two linear elements are

(158) i,, 2 / 1 1
\(U\du*W6

I i T~~ i T/ i T

\v-\-h u-\-h! \ u-\-h

both of the Liouville form [cf. 93]. Since h is arbitrary, there

are oc 1
surfaces S corresponding to S with geodesies in corre-

spondence.

We inquire under what condition two such surfaces are con-

jugate in deformation 147
). We exclude the case where either U

or V is constant, that is when S is applicable to a surface of

revolution (cf. X, Ex. 6). Substituting the values from (158) in

(151) ;
we find

k a

where a is a constant. From [ 64, (12)] we have

8
i

and similarly for ft
2

. Calculating the expressions for k and &, and

substituting in the above equation, the resulting equation is reducible

to, on dropping the subscripts of C/i and Vt ,

1\ 1 f-U' , 1 \ ,

T t*

U7
) Cf. Servant. 1. c.; also Bianchi, Rend, del Lincei, ser. 5, vol. 11 (1902),

p. 265.
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Differentiating with respect to u and r, we find ultimately that U
and V must be such that

(160)

where a, / and / are constants which are arbitrary, since these

expressions satisfy (159).

When a. 4= in (160), the functions U 2 and F2 are of the form

An
(u-\- o)(w-f: 6)(w+ a ()'

Av

(v -f- a) (v -f- a 1)) (v
-

(161)

where J., ft and c are constants different from zero, and the linear

element of S is

(162)

ds* = A(u c;)

udu*

(w + a) (u -\- a />) (u -f a c)

) (v; -f- a ft) (?; -f- a=?]

When the expressions (161) are substituted in (160), we find that

h = a. If we put11 11
(loo)

j >

a u-\-a

- _
a

'

v+a'

the linear element of # is reducible to

(164)

1
'

1
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Comparing (162) and (164) with [ 96, (14)] and taking A =
l-

,

we note that 8 and 8 are applicable to the quadrics Q and Q whose

respective equations are

(165)

From these equations it follows that when Q is an ellipsoid, Q is

an hyperboloid of two sheets, and vice-versa
;
when Q is a hyper-

boloid of one sheet, so also is_Q. Moreover, if Q is a surface of

revolution (b
=

c}, so also is_Q.
We remark that Q and Q are transformable into one another

by the projectivity

X* if
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asymptotic lines on Q, J-hat is a solution of equations (145), and

consequently a deform 8 of Q is thereby determined intrinsically.

Bianchi 148
) calls the relation between 8 and 8 a transformation H.

Suppose that S is_a ruled deform of Q. Since the trans-

formation H of 8 into S preserves geodesies and asymptotic lines

it follows that S also is ruled. Hence:

The transformation H changes every ruled deform of Q into

a ruled deform of Q.

Since asymptotic lines correspond on S and 8, to each con-

jugate system on 8 corresponds a conjugate system on S; the same

is true for Q and Q. Hence to the conjugate system on 8 permanent
in its deformation from Q corresponds the permanent conjugate

system on S. Therefore:

The transformation H changes the permanent net on S into

the permanent net on 8.

Let N and N denote these permanent nets on 8 and S
}
and

NQ and NO the nets on Q and Q to which they are applicable.

Let AT
oi denote an Fk transform of N

,
and AT

i the corresponding

Fk transform of N in accordance with the results of 136, 141.

Since NQi admits the applicable net iV1?_the net N0i on Q corre-

sponding to J\oi admits an applicable netNt conjugate in deformation

to NI. But NQI is obtained from AT
i by a projectivity, so that

^V i is an Fk transform of N
,
since any transformation F is trans-

formed into a transformation F by a projectivity. Consequently A
T

lr

applicable_to Nol ,
can be so placed in space that it is an F/c trans-

form of N. Hence:

If N and N are nets in relation H, and NI is an Fk trans-

form of N, there exists a net NI which is an Fk transform ofN and

an H transform of NI.

Thus we have established the permutability of the trans-

formations Fk and H (cf. X, Ex. 12).

147. Isothermal-conjugate nets on a quadric. From (12)

it follows that the coordinates of a quadric Q referred to its asymp-

totic lines satisfy the two equations

8
2

8 . 30 8*0 8 . 30
067) ^==2 log* , w =

2^1og^,
Lezioni, vol. 3, p. 214.
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where a 2 = H a. If we put

(168) u =

the parametric lines on Q form an isothermal-conjugate system,

and every system of this kind is obtained by replacing a and $

by arbitrary functions of and ft respectively.

In terms of u and v equations (167) are equivalent to

(169)

9
2 9*0 _ 9 . dd . _ 9 . 90

9
2

9 log a 90 . 9 log a 90

ludv Qv du du dv'

These equations are of the form (IV, 73). Hence every isothermal-

conjugate net on a quadric is a net R with equal point invariants.

When we apply to (169) the conditions (IV, 22) that (169)

admit three independent solutions, we find that a2 must satisfy

the equation of Liouville

9
2
logy~

where k is a constant. The general solution of this equation is

known [ 151]. When a solution is substituted in (169), the

resulting equations are reducible to (167) by (168). Since equations

(169) are the most general of the form (IV, 73) for which a = 6,

we have:

Every isothermal-conjugate net on a quadric is a net R with

equal point invariants, and these are the only nets R ivith equal

point invariants.

When a quadric is transformed into a sphere by a projective

transformation, each net with equal point invariants of the quadric

becomes an isothermal-orthogonal net on the sphere; this net is

also isothermal-conjugate. Since an isothermal-conjugate system

is transformed by a projectivity into an isothermal-conjugate system

[ 82, 84], we have the converse theorem:

Every net with equal point invariants on a quadric is isothermal-

conjugate.
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From the first theorem of 60 and the preceding considerations

we have the theorem:

Every isothermal-conjugate system on a quadric has equal

tangential invariants; and every net on a quadric with equal tangential

invariants is isothermal-conjugate and has equal point invariants.

In 88 we saw that an isothermal net on a sphere admits <x 3

transformations F into nets of the same kind on the sphere. Hence

the same is true of nets with equal point invariants on any quadric,

in view of the above remarks (cf. 148).

148. Transformations F and W of isothermal-conjugate
nets on a central quadric. Let N be an isothermal-conjugate

net on the central quadric Q (34). An F transform JV^ also on Q
is given by (47) and (48). From (II, 81) and (169) we have that

NI is a K transform, that is NI has equal point invariants and is

isothermal-conjugate, if

h-
lfe + 6

'

i-
ke + ?-

-4a*~~0> ~4^ 8>

where k is a constant. In consequence of (48) these equations

are equivalent to

Differentiating these equations and making use of (59). we have

dh k T^V_ f dx i n 7 \ 9

(172)

du a 2 ' du
' '

du

dl k ^ ./ dx . d

dv a 2 '

dr dv

These equations and (59) form a completely integrable system.

For each set of solutions of these equations the left-hand members

of (171) are constants. Since all of the equations are homogeneous,

there are oo 2
sets of solutions satisfying (171) for each value of k.

Then the conditions (170) are satisfied and we have the theorem:

An isothermal-conjugate net on a central quadric admits oo 3

transformations K into isothermal-conjugate nets on the quadric
1*9

).

149
) Cf. Tzitzeica, Bull. Sciences Math., ser. 2, vol. 36 (1912), pp. 151164.
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From equations (169) and (31) we have the following expressions

for the Christoffel symbols formed with respect to the linear

element (26) of the net N:

(173)

Ill 8 . H (121 8loga (221 8 . a8
v .~ ..

I O0^ s / - -^-..-. T J v I f\fy

(111 8 . a3
(121 8 log a (221 8 H

} 9 (
= T'^-Wt t 9 r

= ~5 > i 9 r
=

~^~ log
8t; xi l

^ J 9?t I^J 9v a

The Codazzi equations for JV can be written as the second set

of (30); then we have by integration D = D" at/H, since

a is determined by (169) only to within a constant factor. Hence

if a* K, we have

(174) Ha =a*, D = D"= aa*.

In consequence of (173) and (174) we show by methods similar

to those used in 135 that

N

(175)

where c
4=

1/efg.

Suppose now that we have two sets of solutions of (59) and

(172), namely x', y' , z, h1} li ;
x"

, y", z"
,
hz , k, satisfying the con-

ditions

yj ry /-i\ I ** \'*Z v
i-/

' ' ^bW *-* *A/ *^ ^-'l ^ \ *1 I/ ^^mmt ^/t^/
""~

*

I a1

and also
^t~^/^^T^7\ 8/77 77\ 7 ^ til f\il/Vl /J s ( it n T .. / / I A/* / /^^ ** __ 1 1

V -L 4 I / M- V '1 '^2 ^1 ^2/ ^ .^^^ t/iA/ X/ " "~ V/

By means of (173), (174), (175) and (176) we show as in 138

that the functions

are solutions of the equation

8
2

8
2

9loga 80. 8 log a 80. It

j

- r^= 2i p ~]

24
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and the second of (169). Consequently ( 49) QI and 8 determine

a W transform N of N. Its coordinates x, y, z are given by (88),

which in turn are reducible to (91).

From (176) and (177) we have

Sfff (y"z'-y'z"r=2 ex'*2 ex'"-(2 e x'x"T= -
(h, k-h, lj ,

In consequence of these identities we have that N lies on the

given quadric (34). Hence the congruence of lines joining corre-

sponding points on N and N degenerates into one set of generators

of the quadric.

From (34), (92), (88)," (175) and ^ex s=
1, we have

1/29 v / dx . dx\
2

(p
t

a'q*b*)=2,

Hence (cf . IV, 75) N is a net with equal point invariants.

As at the close of 138, we remark that there are only two sets

of solutions x", y", z"
, h$, 4; x"', y"

f

, z", hs ,
Z3 each of which gives

with x',y
f

,
z' , hi, h, a net N, say nets N2 and Ns . These nets are con-

jugate to the congruence of the lines of intersection of the tangents

planes to N and its F transform Nt by means of x', y'',
z'

, hi, li ;

and their points are the intersections of the lines of this congruence

with the generators of the quadric. Accordingly we have the

theorem :

If N and NI we two isothermal-conjugate nets on a central

quadric in relation F, the points in which the quadric is met by

the intersections of corresponding tangent planes ofNand NI generate

two isotJwrmal-conjugate nets in relation F150
).

Exercises

1 . A necessary and sufficient condition that N whose coordinate 5 satisfy (33)

lie on a ruled deform of Q is that a/b be a function of u -f- v or u v.

2. A necessary and sufficient condition that the nets permanent in deformation

on every surface applicable to a surface S be isothermal-conjugate is that S be

a quadric. Terracini, Annali, vol. 30 (1921), p. 145.

15
) Tzitzeica, 1. c., has given a geometrical proof of this theorem.
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3. When k'= k in 139, the solutions of (106) and (110) are

x'"=ax'+px", y'"= ay'+ fty", z'"= az'+ pz" .

In this case the transforms X and Xx coincide.

4. Show that the transformations Fk and Bk of a deform of a paraboloid are

permutable.

5. If Xi and X^ are obtained from the permanent net of a deform of

a paraboloid P by transformations Bk and Bk
> (k

r

4= k), there can be found

directly a net Xiz applicable to a net on P, such that N\ and X*n, and J\
T

2 and $"12

are in relations Bk
- and B'k respectively. Bianchi, Lezioni, vol. 3, chap. 4.

6. The surfaces of revolution admitting a conjugate in deformation have

the linear element

, , 79, > 7 2dsr = r-r-3
--- or3+ r- a r-.

a r 2+ 1

where a, c and h are arbitrary constants. The linear element of the conjugate

surface is

Bianchi, Rend, dei Lincei, ser. 5, vol. 11 (1902), p. 272.

7. If two surfaces applicable to a surface of revolution are conjugate in

deformation, so also are their complementary surfaces [ 76]. Biauchi, 1. c., p. 273.

8. If two quadrics, (J and Q, correspond in a projectivity which transforms

the quadrics confocal with Q into the quadrics confocal with Q, then Q and Q are

conjugate in deformation. Bianchi, Lezioni, vol. 3, p. 208.

9. If S and S are conjugate in deformation and S is deformed so that one

of its asymptotic lines remains rigid, then S admits a deformation in which the

corresponding asymptotic line is rigid. Bianchi, 1. c.. p. 215.

10. If at points of two corresponding asymptotic lines on two surfaces

conjugate in deformation tangents are drawn to the geodesies which are the

deforms of generators of the applicable quadrics, Q and Q, the two ruled surfaces

formed by these tangents are applicable to Q and Q. and are conjugate in

deformation. Bianchi, 1. c., p. 215.

11. When_the first of equations (165) is written in the form (34) and the

second ~e &r

-+fy~
2+ ~g~^~ 1, the equations of the projectivity (166) are

-, y -

y re x

also

e i

^ = _ 1/T/?-^_ c4.

and the point equation of a net on Q is

9 2 3 a 36 8 b 90

dudv dv &
it' 9 *< 9 u x 9 v

'

if the equation of the corresponding net on Q is the second of (33).
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12. If a permanent net on Q admits a transformation F* by means of a set

of functions x'
, y'',

z'
, h, I, the corresponding net on Q (cf. "Ex. 11) admits

a transformation Ft determined by

, \f-fi , x'y\ 1,r g 1 . x'f
\ -r [y , z'\-^ir \Z'-

-
*

ef
\ x ' ' *9

'

x

, ~y _ ,
,

~r _ \ /,)
. I - t JC X . n -

1 3. If & is a Bt transform of a net N applicable to Q by means of functions

x',y',z'; x",y",z"; hi, h; Jh,^ the functions analogous to those of Ex. 12

determine a Bl transform of N applicable to <^, and this transfoiyn and N are in

relation H.

Bianchi, 1. c., p. 231.

14. Show by means of [ 127] that the pencils of planes whose axes are polar

with respect to a quadric meet the latter in an isothermal-conjugate net.

Bianchi, 1. c., p. 244.

15. When a quadric Q is referred to an isothermal- conjugate net, so also

is a quadric conjugate in deformation to Q, and Ha <r
3 = H <r* c, where c is

a constant.

16. In order that a net N on a quadric be permanent in more than one

deformation of the quadric, it is necessary that N be isothermal-conjugate.

Servant, Bull. Soc. de France, vol. 30 (1902), p. 21.

17. If ~Xi and Nt are isothermal-conjugate nets on a central quadric Q (34)

obtained from an isothermal-conjugate net on Q by transformations K
1;
and K,.

(k' 41
fc) of 148, there can be found directly a net Nu on Q, which is a Kj.> trans-

form of Ni and a Kj, transform of J\
r
2 : it is determined by the functions 8"

and 0'2 given by (78) and

18. Derive the equations of transformations K
Jc

of isothermal-conjugate nets

on a paraboloid similar to those for a central quadric 148.

19. If a ruled surface S is subjected to an infinitesimal deformation which

leaves the surface ruled and through each point of S and in the corresponding

tangent plane a line is drawn perpendicular to the direction of the deformation,

these lines form a TT congruence for which the other focal surface is ruled
;

this construction gives the most general TF congruence with ruled focal surfaces

and generators corresponding. Bianchi, Comptes Rendus, vol. 143 (1906), p. 635.

20. If the focal surfaces, S\ and <S2 ,
of a TF congruence are ruled, and if

the curved asymptotic lines of S3 correspond to the generators of Si, then Si

is a quadric. Segre, Atti di Torino, Dec. 28, 1913;

Tortorici, Rend, di Napoli, vol. 28 (1922), Jan. 21.
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Adjoint equation, 9, 22, 88, 93.

Angle, of two lines 1; of two hyper-

planes, 2; of two spheres, 234; of two

surfaces in pentaspherical coordinates,

282.

Applicable nets, definition, 61
; parallel to

given pair, 62; transformations F of,

61, 275, 290, 325, 334; and congruences

of circles, 272; and cyclic systems, 274;

which are 0, 286; which are 2, O, 298.

See Nets C and Nets permanent hi
|

deformation.

Asymptotic lines, definition, 98; para-

metric, 99. 123
;
in Lie line-sphere trans-

formation, 252; determination of, 356.

Axis curves, definition, 125; property of.

126; form a net, 125, 153.

Axis congruence, definition, 125.

Beltrami, 272, 299, 310, 312, 314.

Bianchi, 112, 138, 142, 143, 180, 209,

210, 212. 214, 215, 216, 229. 230, 292,

298, 301, 305, 308, 310, 312, 316, 317,

320, 327, 344, 345, 352, 356, 360, 362,

363, 366, 371, 372.

Bonnet, 295, 317.

Calapso, 225, 230, 232, 286, 298, 319,

320, 331.

Calo, 318.

Chieffi, 316.

Christoffel transformations of isothermic

surfaces, 229, 286; and transformations

> 229; nets determined by, 319; of

special isothermic nets, 230, 291.

Circles A', definition, 202; normals to nets

at points of, 204; of the first kind,

206; of the second kind, 206, 229;

form a congruence, 263.

Circle -
planes of a transformation M,

definition, 198; envelope of, 199, 213.

285, 286; pass through a point, 200.

230
;
coincident for two transformations,

206, 211.

Congruence, definition, 11 : developables

of, 11; focal points of, 11; focal sur-

faces of, 11
; conjugate to a net, 12,

15, 34; direction equation of 13, 153;

parallel, 15; middle surface. 16, 21, 32;

hannonic to a net, 22. 24, 25, 29, 80,

81, 153; harmonic to a point net, 28;

conjugate, of a transformation F, 34;

harmonic, of a transformation F, 40,

153; conjugate to nets, 167; normal

to a net, 168.

Congruences I and _p, I. definition, 158;

2,1, normal, 159.294: nets conjugate to,

159, 168.

Congruence K, definition. 203; cyclic,

206; focal points of, 229.

Congruence J?, definition, 113; focal sur-

faces. 115.

Congruences of circles, definition, 241;

characteristic property. 243; focal

spheres of. 241; focal points of, 243;

in cartesian coordinates, 243; trans-

formations F of, 269, 270; parallel

transformations of, 272; a cyclic system,

272, 274, 278. 285; envelope of planes

of, 258, 259, 269, 270, 271, 274.

Congruence of rolling, 316; focal sur-

faces of, 317; developables of, 317;

with coincident developables, 317;

parallel, 321 ; normal, 321
;
with constant

focal segment. 321 ; pseudospherical,

321.
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Congruences of spheres, definition, 238;

principal curves of, 238; focal circles'

of, 239, 241; chords of contact of, 239;

derived, 240, 243; in cartesian co-

ordinates, 243
; null-spheres, 243, 284

;

with applicable central nets, 271
;

cutting a fixed sphere under constant

angle, 283.

Congruences R of spheres, definition, 246;

parallel, 246
;

transformations F of,

246; direction-equation with equal in-

variants, 255
; representation in 5-space,

285; permanent in deformation, 298,

308, 310.

Congruences of spheres and circles,

harmonic, 255259, 264, 265, 267,

269271; conjugate, 261263, 270;

orthogonal, 266, 267, 285.

Conies, pencil of, 95.

Coordinates, cartesian, 1
; homogeneous

point, 69; tangential, 97, 166, 286;

of a sphere, 233; pentaspherical, see

Pentaspherical.

Cosserat, 206.

Curve, definition, 2, 71; parametric, 2.

Cyclic congruences, definition, 183;

parallel, 191
;

characteristic property,

280, 285; generation of, 289; multiply,

185, 188, 191.

Cyclic systems, definition, 183; circles

pass through a point, 191
;
of a trans-

formation jR, 197, 206, 285
; generation

of, 272274, 285, 289; transformations

F of, 275, 277, 278, 290; representation

in 5-space, 277279; envelope of

planes of, 199, 213, 285, 286.

Cyclides, 283.

Darboux, 6, 92, 147, 154, 208, 212, 213,

239, 254, 274, 281, 282, 283, 285, 288,

291, 295, 313, 317, 358.

Deform of a quadric, which meets the

circle at infinity in 4 points, 291; of

revolution, 293296, 305, 360; tangent
to the circle at infinity, 317; permanent
nets on, 326329, 353; R nets on,

327, 328; transformations Fk of,

334340, 346, 353, 354; transforma-

tions Bk of, 340352, 354356;
transformations H of, 366, 371, 372.

Demoulin, 107, 108, 112, 113, 115, 119,

124, 134, 150, 202, 204, 220, 225, 229,

254, 284.

Derivant net, definition, 25
;
of two trans-

formations F, 54; of two transformations

JT, 61 : of two transformations R, 265.

Derived congruences, definition, 21; of

a lT
r

congruence, 108; of spheres,

240, 241.

Derived net, definition, 25; Laplace trans-

forms of a, 32, 33; parallel, 33, 53;

transformations F of, 54, 66; of two

transformations F, 54; reciprocally,

116; which is 0, 289.

Developable surface, definition, 10; of a

congruence, 11.

Dim. 362.

Direction-parameters, of a line, 1; of a

congruence, 12, 14, 20, 30; of a cyclic

congruence, 183, 281.

Drach, 155.

Envelope of rolling, definition, 305; lines

of curvature, 320.

Envelopes of spheres, with O nets corre-

sponding, 174, 189, 229; conformal

mapping of the two sheets, 206, 286:

principal curves on, 238, 239, 243;

congruence of chords of contact, 239.

241, 242, 244, 245, 258, 259, 262, 285;

with applicable central nets, 272. 274,

298, 302, 307, 308, 310; cutting a fixed

sphere under constant angle, 283; with

spherical lines of curvature, 285.

Equation, point, of a net, 3, 72; direction,

of a congruence, 13, 153; tangential,

of a net. 128, 153.

Focal circles of a congruence of spheres,

239, 241.

Focal nets of a congruence, 11, 15; of

parallel congruences, 21; radial trans-

forms, 33; in relation F, 34.
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Focal points, of first aiid second rank,

11; coordinates of, 10, 14, 29; of a

ray congruence, 124; of a congruence
of circles, 245.

Focal spheres of a congruence of circles,

241
; meeting orthogonally, 183.

Focal surfaces of a congruence, 11, 15.

Green, 124, 125, 126.

Guichard, 5, 12, 26, 124, 156, 165, 200,

255, 258, 262, 263, 266, 280, 285, 295,

296, 337.

Hammond. 77. 85, 87, 93, 94.

Homogeneous point coordinates, 69
;

of

a net in 2-space, 96; of a net in

3-space, 101, 103; of an R net, 107.

Hyperplane, definition 2; at infinity, 69.

Hyperquadric, net on, 90, 254; trans-

formations F of nets on, 90, 94.

Hyperspheres. in transformations R, 171,

174, 189; focal, 183, 185.

Invariants of an equation of Laplace,

definition, 16; equal to zero, 73, 92;

in a sequence of Laplace, 75, 92.

Inversion, in transformations R, 175; of

a sphere, 281
;
in pentaspherical coor-

dinates, 281; of a cyclide, 283.

Isothermal-conjugate nets, definition, 104
;

preserved by projective transformation,

104; R nets are, 107; on a quadric,

112,367,372; and nets with equal point

invariants, 125, 150; characteristic pro-

pert}', 126 ;
on a deform of a quadric, 326.

Isothermic nets, definition, 206; special,

212214, 291
;
are nets fl, 231 ;

in peuta-

spherical coordinates, 237; Lie trans-

formation of, 284; nets with the same

spherical representation as, 302 304,

318, 319 ; spherical representation of, 319.

See Transformations Dm and Christoffel

transformations.

Isotropic, relation, 157; line, 289, 291,296;

plane, 289, 296.

Jonas, 42, 47, 110, 113, 119, 201.

Kiuematically conjugate directions, de-

finition, 314; axes of rotation, 315;

auto-conjugate, 315, 320; for con-

gruences of rolling, 317, 321; para-

metric. 320; orthogonal, 320.

Koenigs, 58, 123.

Laplace equations, 3, 12; invariants of,

16; sequence of, 74; Moutard form, 237.

Laplace transforms, definition, 17; in car-

tesian coordinates, 17; of parallel nets,

18; of a function, 19, 32; of a derived

net, 32, 33
;
of a radial transform, 33

;

transformationsF of
, 66, 94; in homo-

geneous coordinates, 72; of a net R,

108; in tangential coordinates, 129;

which are Onets, 192, 193, 286. See Se-

quences of Laplace and Levy sequences.

Levy sequences, of the first order, 81,

93; of higher order, 8385, 93; per-

iodic, 85, 86.

Levy transforms, definition, 19 ;
of parallel

nets, 32; of radial transforms, 33; and

transformations F, 66 ;
in homogeneous

coordinates, 81; in a hyperplane, 81.

Lie, 249, 283, 284.

Lie line-sphere transformation, equations

of, 249, 283; linear complex of, 249, 284.

Lie transformations of surfaces, definition,

252; equations of, 283, 284; W con-

gruence of, 253.

Linear complex, definition, 248; null-plane

of, 248, 251, 252; special. 248; lines

conjugate with respect to, 250, 251,

284 ; tangents to a curve lines of a, 284.

Martin, 32.

Minimal surfaces, transformations Dm of,

215, 217; Onet of, 229; focal sheets

of a W congruence, 230; in relation R.

296, 308
;
deformable transformations R

of, 304, 305.

Nets, definition, 3; characteristic property,

4; tangent planes of, 4; point, 5, 28, 30;

in 3-space. 6, 100103, 105; parallel,

712, 124; planar, 9, 96, 123; con-

jugate to a congruence. 12, 14, 19.

32. 159
;
harmonic to a congruence, 22,

24. 27, 30, 34, 200; of translation, 32,
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66; minimal. 32, 66; in relation 0, 63,

146. 154; in homogeneous coordinates,

72; periodic, 76, 94; in tangential co-

ordinates, 127, 128; of plane curves,

152. See Applicable nets, Derivant

nets, Derived nets, Isothermal-conjugate
nets.

Nets corresponding with orthogonality of

linear elements, 63, 146; parallel, 64;

transformations F of, 6466.
Nets C, definition, 200; harmonic to a

normal congruence, 200; on the enve-

lope of planes of a cyclic system, 200;

congruences harmonic to, 287, 288.

See Applicable nets.

Nets G, definition, 192; parallel, 192;

Laplace transforms of, 192, 286; radial

transforms of, 193; transformations .F

of, 193.

Nets 0, definition, 156, 194; conjugate
to congruences I, 2,1 and 3,1, 160;

determination of, 165167; parallel,

167
;
on a hypersphere, 167 ; congruences

conjugate to, 168; transformations .F

of, 168175, 185188; radial trans-

formations of, 175; inversion of,

175; transformations R of, 174182,
195197; on a hypercone, 191, 283;
with isothermal spherical represen-

tation, 215218, 229; in pentaspherical

coordinates, 237, 279; in 5-space and

cyclic systems, 277
; generated by a rol-

ling surface, 289, 291, 294; derived, 289.

See Isothermic nets.

Nets 2, 0, definition, 156; as central

nets of transformations R, 171, 189;

special, 188, 228
; transformations F of,

189191; on quadrics of revolution,

247; associated with cyclic systems, 279 ;

applicable, 298.

Nets p, O, definition, 156; conjugate to

congruences, p, I, 160; parallel, 191.

Nets permanent in deformation, definition,

139; fundamental coefficients, 139 140;

transformations Q of, 141146; special,

142; spherical representation of, 154,

155.

Nets R, definition, 107; equations, 107;

Laplace transforms of, 108
;
on a quadric,

112, 367; reciprocally derived, 118;

transformations W of, 115 123, 125;

transformations F of, 124, 125; and

nets fl, 254; in line coordinates, 255;

with tangents in one family meeting
a fixed line, 284; on deforms of a qua-

dric, 327, 328.

Nets fl, definition, 218; equations of, 219,

220; parallel, 221; transformations R
of, 221224; isothermic, 231; with

isothermal spherical representation, 231
;

on surfaces of Guichard, 225,232: and

nets R, 254.

Nets with equal point invariants, 16. 32,

67, 68, 95, 106, 125; characteristic

property, 124
; associate, 59, 67

; planar,

123; and equal tangential invariants.

150 ;
which are nets, 206 ;

on a quadric.

366368. See Transformations K.

Nets with equal tangential invariant*,

definition, 128; which are permanent
in deformation, 139; and equal point

invariants, 150; characteristic proper-

ty, 153; on a quadric, 366368. See

Transformations .

Nets with same spherical representation

as isothermic nets, 302, 303; trans-

formations R of, 303, 319, 320.

Normal parameters of a net, 5.

Osculating planes of a net, 11; conjugate
to a congruence, 23; and Laplace trans-

forms of a derived net, 32; in homo-

geneous coordinates, 71
;
and nets G

,

286.

Orthogonal determinant, definition, 163;

in 5-space, 165, 279: in 3-space, 194.

Parallel, lines, 1; hyperplaues, 2; nets,

7 12, 32; congruences, 15, 28.

Pentaspherical coordinates, of a point.

235: fundamental spheres, 235, 281;

equation of a sphere in, 236, 2<S1 :
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special, 237; of an net, 237, 279;

of an isothermic net, 237; of a point

of the plane at infinity, 281; angle

between displacements in, 282 ; equation

of a surface in, 283
;
transformations R

in, 283.

Perpendicular, lines, 1
; hyperplaiies, 2.

Plane, in cartesian coordinates, 2; tan-

gent, of a surface, 3
; tangent, of a net,

4; in homogeneous coordinates. 71.

Plucker line coordinates, 247.

Point equation of a net, in cartesian

coordinates, 3; in homogeneous co-

ordinates, 72.

Point nets, definition, 5; congruences
harmonic to, 28, 29; harmonic to a con-

gruence, 30.

Polar transformation. 100, 125, 153.

Poles of a circle, definition, 266; points

on an envelope of spheres, 266, 274;

of a cyclic system, 285, 286.

Principal curves on an envelope of spheres,

238, 239, 243; form a net, 245.

Problem of order n 2, 165.

Protective transformations, of space, 70;

of nets in relations F, 93
;

of nets in

2-space, 97; of asymptotic lines, 100;

of nets in 3-space, 103, 128; of iso-

thermal-conjugate nets, 104.

Quadrics, isothermal-conjugate nets on,

112, 366370, 372; nets E on, 112,

367; osculating, 124; of revolution, 247,
j

293-296, 305, 337, 360; deformation
j

of, 291, 293, 305, 326, 360; rolling,
|

291296, 317; tangent to the circle
j

at infinity. 317; transformations F of, j

322, 329334, 352, 353, 368; perma-
nent nets on, 323326, 329334, 353,

j

370, 372; referred to generators,

323 325; conjugate in deformation.

365, 371; nets with equal point in-

variants on, 367, 368; nets with equal

tangential invariants on, 367, 368;

transformations W of, 368370, 372.

Quatern oftransformationsF. definition, 48.

Radial transformations, definition, 31;

harmonic congruences of, 31 ; of Laplace

transforms. 33
;
of Levy transforms, 33;

and transformations F, 40 42, 67,

153; of every net on a surface, 124;

of nets O, 175; of nets G
,
193.

Ray congruence, definition, 105; focal

points, 124.

Ray curves, definition. 105
; property of,

124.

Relation, F, 34; K, 58; O. 63, 146;

R, 174; isotropic, 157.

Ribaucour, 16, 89, 174, 239, 245, 285,

286, 312, 323.

Rolling surfaces, definition, 288
; plane of

contact, 288; and cyclic systems, 289;

on a quadric, 291296, 317; on a

surface of revolution, 293298, 321;

kinematically conjugate directions on,

314, 320; ruled, 314, 315; axes of

rotation, 315; on a sphere, 317; spheres

associated with, 318.

Ruled surfaces, referred to asymptotic

lines, 123; osculating quadrics of, 124;

rolling, 314; applicable to anon-ruled

surface, 314, 316; applicable, 320;

infinitesimal deformation of, 372; TFcon-

gruences whose focal surfaces are, 372.

Segre, 372.

Sequences of Laplace, definition, 74;

equations of, 75, 76, 92; invariants of,

75, 76, 92; periodic, 76-80, 93, 94;

derived nets of, 8385, 93; trans-

formations F of, 94.

Servant, 325, 359, 362, 363, 365, 372.

Spheres, coordinates of, 233; point-, 234;

null-, 234, 289, 294; power with respect

to, 234; equations in pentapherical

coordinates, 236; inversion of, 281;

rolling, 317. See Congruences of spheres.

Stetson, 286.

Surface, definition, 2
; tangent planes, 3

;

determination of nets on, 5 7; R, 111;

of Voss, 143 ;
determination of asymp-

totic lines on, 356 358; element, 252.
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Surfaces applicable to a quadric, see

Deforms of a quadric.

Surfaces applicable to a surface of revolu-

tion, 293298, 321; complementary,

292, 294296, 321; conjugate in

deformation. 371.

Surfaces conjugate in deformation, defini-

tion, 360; characteristic- property, 362;

determination of, 362 365, 371; qua-

drics, 365, 372.

Surfaces of constant mean curvature,

transformations R of, 229, 295, 310;

special isothermic nets on, 230;

generation of, 294, 317; kinematically

conjugate lines on, 320.

Surfaces of constant total curvature,

equations of, 232 ; transformations R of,

232, 295, 339 ; cyclic systems associated

with, 286; determination of 360.

Surfaces of Guichard, definition, 225, 232;

associated surfaces, 225, 228, 232; are

surfaces &, 225, 232; transformations

R of, 227, 231, 232, 286; isothermic

surfaces associated with, 286.

Surface of rolling, definition, 301
;
one

sheet of envelope of congruence R a,

302
; equations of, 313 ;

lines of curvature

on, 320.

Tangential coordinates, of a surface,

definition, 98; referred to asymptotic

lines, 100; of a net, 127; Laplace
transforms in, 129; transformations F
in, 129134, 153; of a net 0, 166;

transformations R in, 178 182.

Terracini, 370.

Theorem of permutability, of transforma-

tions F, 4551, 90, 132; for parallel

nets, 50, 67; extended, 5557, 68,

224, 230; of W congruences, 124, 138,

143. For references to the theorem

of permutability of any type of trans-

formation see this transformation.

Tortorici, 372.

Transformations Bk of surfaces applicable

to a quadric, 340346, 354356;

permutability with transformations Fk.

346, 371
;
theorem of permutability of,

352, 371.

Transformations Dm
, 208, 209, 231;

theorem of permutability of, 209211,
215, 230

;
of special isothermic surfaces,

212214, 230, 291
;
of minimal surfaces,

215, 304; isothermic nets determined

by, 230; parallel nets of, 230; charac-

teristic property, 285; induced. 286,

319; generation of, 291; and surfaces

of rolling, 301, 302; deformable, 304.

Transformations En, 215 217, 231;

theorem of permutability of, 218, 230;

characteristic property, 230; deformable,

305; and envelopes of rolling, 305.

Transformations F, equations in cartesian

coordinates, 34 37; conjugate con-

gruence of, 34, 42, 89 : inverse of, 37
;

parallel, 38, 50, 67; harmonic con-

gruence of, 40, 182; and radial trans-

formations, 40 42, 67, 153; triads of,

44, 90; theorem of permutability of.

4551, 5557, 67, 90, 132; of derived

nets, 54, 66; of applicable nets, 6163;
of nets in relation 0, 64, 146, 154; of

Laplace transforms, 66, 94; of Levy

transforms, 66; in homogeneous coor-

dinates, 87 91; of nets on a hyper-

quadric, 90, 94; projective transforma-

tions of, 93; of periodic Laplace

sequences, 94; of nets R, 124, 125; in

tangential coordinates, 129 134, 153;

and- polar transformations, 153; of nets

0, 168175, 185188; of nets 2, O,

189191; of nets G, 193; of nets on

a sphere, 197, 217; of congruences R
of spheres, 246; of congruences of

circles, 269 271
;

of cyclic systems,

274278, 290; of deformable trans-

formations JB, 306
;
of nets on a quadric,

322, 323; of isothermal-conjugate nets

on a quadric, 368., 372. [References to

particular types of transformations F
are given under these transformations.
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Transformations Ft, of nets on a quadric,

329334, 353; of surfaces applicable

to a quadric, 334 339, 354; theorem

of permutability of, 323, 339, 340.

Transformations H of surfaces applicable

to a quadric, definition 366; of ruled

deforms, 366
; permutability with trans-

formations -Ft, 366, 372
; permutability

with transformations J?*, 372.

Transformation, 0i, definition, 113; of

surfaces of constant curvature, 124;

of isothermal systems on a sphere, 124.

Transformations K, definition, 58; in car-

tesian coordinates, 5759, 67; theorem

of permutability of, 60, 61, 67, 68, 154,

372-, of associate surfaces, 68. 124; of

Levy transforms, 68; in homogeneous

coordinates, 94, 95; characteristic pro-

perty, 95
;
of nets with equal point and

equal tangential invariants, 150 152;

polar transformations of, 153; with

normal conjugate congruences, 206, 221 ;

of nets on a quadric, 368370, 372.

See Transformations Dm .

Transformations R, in cartesian coordi-

nates, 173177, 195; central nets, 174,

189, 196, 228
;
of parallel nets 0, 174,

196, 228; inverse of, 178; in tangential

coordinates, 178, 181; theorem of per-

mutability of, 180182, 202206; of

Laplace transforms of a net G, 193;

spherical representation of, 197; cyclic

systems of, 197, 206, 285; circle-planes

of, see Circle-planes ;
circles K of, see

Circles K; congruences K of, see Con-

gruences K; conformal, 206; of iso-

thermic Onets, see Transformations .Dm ;

of minimal surfaces, 215, 296, 304, 305;

of nets
,

221 224; of surfaces of

Giuchard, 227, 231, 232, 286; with con-

formal spherical representation, 215,

230, 306
;
of surfaces of constant mean

curvature, 229, 295, 310; of surfaces

of constant total curvature, 232, 295,

339; in pentaspherical coordinates, 283;

deformable of the first type, 296, 308,

310; deformable of the second type,

298306; with applicable central nets,

297, 302; of nets with the same spherical

representatio'n as isotherinic nets, 303,

319; and surfaces of rolling, 302, 318;

and envelopes of rolling, 305; trans-

formations F of, 306.

Transformations W, of nets R, 115123,
125; of isothermal-conjugate nets on

a quadric, 370; of ruled surfaces, 372.

See Transformations B*.

Transformations fl, in tangential co-

ordinates 134 136 : theorem of permu-

tability of, 137, 138, 153, 154; of nets

permanent in deformation, 141146;
in point coordinates 146 149 ;

of a focal

surface of a W congruence, 149, 150; of

nets with equal point and equal tan-

gential invariants, 150 152; polar

transformation of, 153.

Tzitzeica, 33, 77, 93, 95, 107, 116, 124,

327, 368, 370.

Umbilical points of a quadric, 291.

Virtual asymptotic lines, definition, 316 :

determination of, 358.

W congruences, definition, 106; of tan-

gents to a net R, 107, 113; derived,

108; and reciprocally derived nets, 116;

quatern of, 124, 138, 143; with focal

surfaces of equal curvature, 138, 142,

143; transformations Q and K of, 150;

with minimal focal surfaces, 230; whose

lines belong to a linear complex, 252,

253; in Lie transformations of surfaces,

252, 253 ; representation in 5-space, 254 ;

in Plucker line-coordinates, 254 ; normal,

292, 293; with ruled focal surfaces, 372.

Wilczynski, 105, 123, 125, 126.



Erratum

59. Change "focal nets" to ''focal surfaces".
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